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APPARATUS FOR CAPTURING, CONVERTING AND TRANSMITTING 
A VISUAL IMAGE SIGNAL VIA A DIGITAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

[0001] This application is a divisional application of and claims priority from a non-

provisional United States Application entitled Apparatus For Capturing, Converting And 

Transmitting A Visual Image Signal Via A Digital Transmission System, Serial No. 

09/006,073, having a filing date of January 12,1998; the specification and drawings of which 

are hereby incorporated by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The invention is generally related to image capture and transmission systems and is 

specifically directed to an image capture, compression and transmission system for use in 

connection with land line and wireless telephone systems. 

DISCUSSION OF THE PRIOR ART 

[0003] Industry has developed and continues to develop and enhance techniques for scanning, 

compressing, transmitting, receiving, decompressing, viewing and printing documents. This 

technology, encompassing the full body of facsimile transmission and reception, is currently in 

widespread use. The current standards, CCITT Group III and Group IV, define methods to scan 

and transmit high quality, bi-Ievel images with a high degree of success and has become 

commercially acceptable throughout the world. However, gray scale documents are not easily 

transmitted because the scanners and algorithms are not tailored to the function. Three 

dimensional objects will not fit into the flat document scanners and cannot be transmitted. 
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[0004] Examples of systems that have addressed some of these issues are shown in U.S. Patent 

No. 5,193,012 which shows a video to facsimile signal converter, and U.S. Patent No. 3,251,937 

which discloses a system for transmitting still television pictures over a telephone line. 

[0005] Wire photography, and its extension, radio photography, have long been used by the 

news media. The most common foml involves an input device that converts photographs into 

encoded signals for communication over telecommunications facilities or radio. At the receiving 

end, reproducing equipment reconverts the encoded image signals by exposing photographic 

film or other sensitized paper. The term facsimile is often used with these products. 

[0006] Still video equipment has recently become available from vendors such as 

Kodak, Canon and Sony, and is again primarily used by television and print media, 

although applications are expanding rapidly in such areas as insurance investigations 

and real estate transactions. A still video camera captures a full color still video image 

that can be reproduced using a special video printer that converts the still video image 

data into hard copy fonn. For applications requiring corrmmnication of the still video 

image, transmit/receive units are available wherein the image begins and ends as a 

video image. 

[0007] The Photophone from Image Data Corporation is an example of a specialty 

product that combines a video camera, display and storage facility in a terminal 

package. One terminal can send a real time or stored still video image to another for 

display or storage, or printing on special video printers. Again, the signal begins and 

ends as a video image. 

[0008] Another example of a specialty product is peripheral equipment available for 

personal computers that enables the input/output, storage and processing of still video 

images in digitized formats. For instance, the Canon PV -540 is a floppy disk drive that 

uses conventional still video disks, digitizing and a still video image using a 

conventional format, and communicates with the computer through a standard 

communications I/O port. 
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[0009] U.S. Patent No. 5,193,012 discloses a still-video to facsimile conversion 

system for converting the still-video image frame into a half-tone facsimile reproduction 

without having to store an entire intermediated gray scale image frame by repeatedly 

transmitting the still-video image frame from a still-video source to an input circuit with 

a virtual facsimile page synchronization module. This system permits image to 

facsimile conversion by utilizing a half tone conversion technique. 

[0010] While the various prior art systems and teclmiques provide limited solutions 

to the problem of transmitting visual images via a facsimile transmission system, all 

fall short of providing a reliable and convenient method and apparatus for readily 

capturing, stOling, transmitting and printing visual images in a practical manner. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] The subject invention is an image capture, compression and transmission 

system that is specifically designed to permit reliable visual image transmission over 

land line or wireless communications using commercially available facsimile 

transmission techniques. The invention incorporates a camera and signal converter into 

an integrated unit wherein the converted signal may be transmitted on a real time basis 

or may be stored in memory for later recall and transmission. The design of the 

invention permits maximum flexibility, with the camera/converter/telephone or other 

transmission device being designed in a modular configuration wherein any or all of the 

devices may exist as integrated or independent units. 

[0012] The preferred embodiment permits capture of a video image using a digital 

camera, an analog camera, or a video camera such as a camcorder. The captured video 

image is then converted into still frame digitized format for transmission over any of 

a variety of transmission systems ranging from Group-III facsimile to computer, or to 

a like device at a remote location, in any protocol desired. The invention recognizes 

that once the signal is digitized, the transmission protocols are virtually endless. 

[0013] For example, the present invention, permits a still frame visual image to be 
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captured at a remote location and sent immediately, over wireless communication 

systems, to a remote location such as, by way of example, a computer system wherein 

the image could be merged directly into newsprint. The image may also be sent to and 

printed as a hard copy using any Group-III facsimile machine, anywhere in the world. 

Where desired, the images may be stored in memory for later recall, and may be 

archived on a portable medium such as a memory card or the like. 

[0014] The system of the subject invention is particularly useful for applications where 

immediate transmission of visual images of scenes, people and objects is desirable and 

sophisticated equipment is not always available for receiving the information. The 

system also provides a unique and reliable means for transmitting visual data to and 

from remote locations, such as, by way of example, law enforcement and emergency 

vehicles and the like. 

[0015] In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the system includes a video 

camera and an integral cellular telephone, wherein the telephone using the standard 

audio mode or future digital modes, can be used to transmit and receive visual image 

signals. A desk model is also disclosed and permits connection to a standard land line 

telephonic system. A mobile console model is disclosed for use in law enforcement 

vehicles, and the like. Other communication systems are also supported by the subject 

invention, including hardwired networks, radio and satellite transmission and the like. 

[0016] A local facsimile machine may be incorporated with the unit and can serve as 

a printer for providing hard copy of the captured image at the point of capture, as well 

as being adapted for receiving facsimile transmissions in the standard fashion. 

[0017] The circuitry is disclosed for supporting any of the preferred configurations 

from a basic real time transmission system via Group-III fax to a comprehensive system 

supporting both land line and wireless transmission of image, audio and documentary 

data at both a local and remote station. 

[0018] The subject invention also permits digitized collection of audio signals through 
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the use of an internal microphone, and external input device, a cellular telephone, land 

line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and digitized audio 

playback, as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an external out jack 

to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio or 

other communication system. 

[0019] The digitized image and audio capture features pennit association of audio 

with an image, as well as data with the image. Useful data associated with the image 

includes GPS from either internal or external GPS devices, range infonnation from 

ranging devices, date and time, and text which may be input from an integrated 

keyboard or from a remote device. 

[0020] It is an important feature of the invention that the system supports storage of 

images in an interim storage fonnat including raw video, compressed video, interim 

gray scale fonnat and/or halftone fonnat. The image can also be stored in the selected 

output mode, such as by way of example, a Group III facsimile mode. The versatile 

capability of the system pennits transmission of captured data to a standard bi-Ievel 

facsimile machine such as Group III, to gray scale facsimile systems or full color 

facsimile systems, as well as to other remote receiving devices such as, by way of 

example, personal computers and network servers. The data may be transferred in any 

of a variety of fonnats and protocols including JPEG, FAX, wavelets, emerging imagery 

fonnats, FAX and computer data protocols. The invention is adapted to operate in 

multiple modes, with a unitary capture and send mode or separate capture and store, and 

send modes. 

[0021] In the preferred embodiment, the system is adapted for tagging a collected 

image, video, audio, and other data such as a GPS infonnation, with geospatial 

infonnation and real time clock and added text. This pennits the complete historical 

data to be transmitted simultaneously with the image signal. 

[0022] It is contemplated that the system of the invention would be self-contained with 

an integral power unit such as a disposable battery, rechargeable battery source or the 
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like. Therefore, the system is adapted to power up when in use and power down or 

"sleep" when not activated, preserving power during idle time. The power systems for 

the video camera, the video input circuits and converters, the modem or other 

transmission devices and other high drain components may be isolated and only 

powered when needed. This also pemlits use of ancillary functions, such as use as a 

cellular telephone, to proceed without draining the power source by powering idle 

components. The processor clock rate may also be slowed down during idle mode to 

further conserve power. 

[0023] Where desired, the system also includes camera operation control capability 

through the use of digital/analog circuits for converting digital commands to analog 

signals for controlling the gain, pedestal, setup, white clip, lens focus, white balance, 

lens iris, lens zoom and other functions of the camera from a local input device, a 

remote device or as automatic or programmed functions. The central processor may 

also be used to control camera shutter rate. Other camera features and parameters 

which may be controlled in this manner are compressor resolution ( such as high, 

medium, low user settings) corresponding to compression rate parameters, field/frame 

mode, color or monochrome, image spatial resolution (640x420 pixels, 320x240 pixels, 

for example), lens and camera adjustments, input selection where multiple cameras or 

video sources are used and the like. 

[0024] When an integrated communications device is used, such as by way of 

example, a cellular telephone, the telephone can be isolated from the rest of the system 

to permit independent use, and independent power up and power off and other cellular 

phone functions. 

[0025] In operation, the system permits not only the manual capture, dial (select) and 

send of images, but may also be fully automated to capture, dial and send, for example, 

on a timed sequence or in response to a sensor such as a motion sensor, video motion 

detection, or from a remote trigger device. The remote trigger also may be activated by 

an incoming telephone signal, for example. 
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[0026] The remote device may also be used for remote loading and downloading of 

firmware, and for setting of the programmable parameters such as to provide remote 

configuration of sampling modes during capture, compression rates, triggering methods 

and the like. 

[0027] The triggering function permits a multitude of sampling schemes for a simple 

triggered activation for capturing an image upon initiation to a trigger signal to more 

complicated schemes for capturing and transmitting images prior to and after receipt of 

the trigger signal. The trigger function can be set to operate, for example, on a time per 

sample and number of sample basis, or time per sample and total sample time basis, or 

number of samples and total time basis. Depending on application, the trigger can 

sample in a prior to and after signal mode, using in combination the time per sample 

and number of samples prior and after signal basis, a total time basis, a percent prior 

versus percent after trigger basis, time per sample basis, time prior to and time after 

trigger basis, and other combination. For example, if the image capture device is 

positioned to monitor traffic accidents at a specific location, and an audio signal sensor 

identifying a crash were used as the trigger, it would be desirable to collect image 

sample both prior to and after the trigger signal. The number of samples, total sample 

time, and percentage of samples prior to and after trigger would be controlled by the 

specific application. 

[0028] Circular sampling techniques are supported by the data capture system of the 

present invention. This is particularly useful when triggering events are used to initiate 

transmission of collected image data over the communications system. For example, if a 

triggering event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it may be useful to look at the images 

captured for a period oftime both prior to and after the actual event. The circuitry of the 

subject invention permits any circular sampling technique to be utilized depending upon 

application, such as prior to an after trigger, only after trigger or only before trigger or prior 

to and after the trigger point. Again, as an example, it may be desirable to look primarily at 

images captured before a triggering event if the event is a catastrophic event such as an 

explosion or the like. Other circular sampling techniques may be employed, as well, 
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incorporating multiple cameras, for example, wherein different fields are sampled 

depending upon the time frame in a sequence of events. 

[0029] It is, therefore, an object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus 

for capturing, converting and transmitting a visual image via standard facsimile 

transmissions systems. 

[0030] It is another object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus for 

compressing the visual image data in order to minimize the capacity requirements of the 

data capture and storage system. 

[0031] It is an additional object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus 

for capturing and storing a visual image for later recall and review and/or transmission. 

[0032] It is yet another object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus for 

storing a captured video image in digital format on a portable storage medium. 

[0033] It is an additional object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus 

capable of sending and receiving telephonic audio messages, facsimile documents and 

captured visual images to and from standard, readily available remote stations. 

[0034] It is a further object and feature ofthe invention to provide the means and 

method for capturing images prior to, prior to and after, or after a triggering event. 

[0035] It is also an object and feature of the invention to provide for multiple triggering 

events and/or optional viewing or review of the captured images prior to printing or 

transmission. 

[0036] It is another object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus which may be 

activated from a remote location for initiating the capture of images by the device. 
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[0037] Other objects and features will be readily apparent from the drawings and detailed 

description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0038] Fig. 1. is a block diagram of a basic facsimile camera configuration for capturing 

an image via a camera and transmitting it via Group III facsimile transmission to a 

standard hard copy medium. 

[0039J Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1, but incorporates a memory storage capability, 

permitting storage and optional review or viewing of the image prior to transmission. 

[0040J Fig. 3 is similar to Figs. I and 2, but incorporates a data compression scheme 

for increasing the capacity of the memory and for increasing efficiency of transmission. 

[0041J Fig. 4 includes the capture and transmission configuration of Fig. 2, with 

multiple transmission format capability including Group-III facsimile, personal 

computer, modem, parallel and serial transmission schemes. 

[0042] Fig. 5 is an exemplary schematic diagram supporting the configurations shown 

in each of Figs. 1-4. 

[0043] Figs. 6A, 6B, and 6C, are block diagrams of the physical components of 

desktop, portable and comprehensive console embodiments of the invention, 

respectively. 

[0044] Fig. 7 A and 7B are perspective drawings of a hand held device for capturing, 

storing and transmitting an image in accordance with the invention (new drawings to 

replace Frassinito design. 

[00451 Figs. 8A-8L (Formerly Fig. 12) comprises a schematic diagram for an exemplary 

embodiment of the circuit for supporting the subject invention. 
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[0046] Fig. 9 is a diagram of the various triggering sequence options. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0047] The image capture and transmission system of the subject invention is suited for 

capturing one or more single frame analog image or a digital image data signal and 

transmitting the captured signal via any of a plurality of transmission schemes to a 

remote receiving station where the image is downloaded in a suitable format for 

viewing and printing on hard paper copy, a CRT screen image, or other medium. The 

system is particularly well suited for sending and/or receiving images via a standard 

Group III facsimile transmission system and permits capture of the image at a remote 

location using an analog or digital camera. Two generic configurations are shown and 

described, the first, where each image is transmitted as it is captured, and the second, 

which permits capture, storage, and selective recall of captured images for transmission. 

The invention also contemplates a portable storage medium, wherein the captured 

stored medium may be removed from the capture device and archived for later use. 

While a system for black and white (gray tones) for Group-III facsimile transmission 

is described in detail herein, the invention could be readily adapted to transmission of 

color images utilizing the teachings of the present invention using industry standard 

color video standards and circuits. Both portable, or hand held, and stationary, or 

desktop, units are described. The circuitry utilized for both configurations is 

identical, but stationary configurations do not need a battery. 

[0048] Figs. 1-5 are circuit configuration diagrams for the various capture, storage and 

transmission schemes. The physical embodiments utilized to employ the teachings of 

the schemes taught in Figs. 1-5 are not limited. Figs. 6-10 are exemplary physical 

embodiments of the subject invention. 

[0049] Turning now to Fig. 1, the simplest embodiment of the invention incorporates 

a standard analog or digital camera device 10 for capturing a visual image in the typical 
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fashion. The camera 10 may be operator activated as indicated at 12, or may be 

programmed to be activated at selected intervals or in response to certain conditions. 

For example, a motion detector may be utilized to activate the camera lOin a 

surveillance installation. Once activated, the camera 10 captures a visual image in 

typical fashion through a lens (see lens 192, for example, in Fig. 7 A). In the illustrated 

embodiment, the captured image is then transmitted to a gray scale bit map memory 

device 16, from which it is output to a half-tone conversion scheme 18 to be input into 

a binary bit map 20 for formatting the captured image in a configuration suitable for 

transmission via a Group-III facsimile system. The signal generated at 22 by the binary 

bit map 20 is input into a Group-III encoding and compression network 24 for 

generating an output signal at 26 which is introduced into a Group III protocol 

transmission device 28. The output at 30 of the transmission device 28 is then 

transmitted into any standard transmission interface such as, by way of example, hard 

line telephonic transmission, cellular transmission, radio signal, satellite transmission 

or other transmission system 32 via a modem or similar device, as needed(as 

diagrammatically illustrated at 29), to be received via a compatible interface by a 

remote Group-III receiving system 34. The Group III receiving system 34 is a typical 

Group-III facsimile system comprising a Group-III receiver 36, decoder and 

decompressor 38 and binary bit map 40, from which a facsimile hard copy such as plain 

paper copy 42 may be generated. 

[0050] This configuration is particUlarly well suited where real near time transmission 

is desired, for example when the system is operator controlled and a "real time" image 

is desired at a remote location. An example of such a system may be a photo 

identification confirmation of an apprehended suspect in law enforcement use, or 

transmission of images of damaged assets for insurance purposes, or transmission of 

images of construction job site conditions. This configuration is also well suited for use 

in those applications where a sensor activates the system and real time transmission of 

the sensed condition is desired. An example of such a system would be a motion 

activated camera in a surveillance location, where the image is immediately transmitted 

to a remote monitoring station. Of course, it will be readily understood by those who 

are skilled in the art that tagging a transmitted image with information such as, by way 
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of example, date, time and location, can be incorporated in the transmitted signal so that 

a receiving station could monitor a plurality of remote image data capture systems. This 

is also useful for reviewing a body of previously stored or printed images to determine 

the time and location of such image. 

[0051 The embodiment of Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1, but incorporates a memory and 

optional operator viewer system. The image is captured by the camera 10 and 

conditioned by the gray scale bit map 16, as in Fig. 1. In this embodiment, the output 

44 of the bit map 16 is input into a standard digital memory device 46 for later recall. 

This configuration is particularly well suited for applications where near real time 

transmission of the image either is not required or is not desirable. It will be noted that 

with the exception of the insertion of the memory device 46 and the optional viewer 

device 48, the capture and transmission system of Fig. 2 is identical to that shown and 

described in Fig. 1. Once the image is captured by the camera 10 and is presented at 44 

to the memory device 46, it is stored for later recall and transmission. The specific type 

of memory device is optional and may include, for example, an SRAM device, a 

DRAM, Flash RAM, hard drive, floppy disk, PCMCIA format removable memory (see, 

for example, the PCMCIA card 50 in Fig. 7 A), writeable optical media or other storage 

device. The !TIemory may selectively capture images, as indicated by the operator 

interface/capture interface 52, or may be programmed to selectively capture periodic 

images or all images. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 2, an optional viewer device 48 

is provided. This permits the operator to recall and view all or selective images before 

transmission, as indicated by the operator interface/recall interface 54. This permits the 

operator to _~~~jew all images retained in the memory 46 and transmit selective images, *' 
as desired, to the Group-III transmission system. The remainder ofthe system of Fig. 

2 operates in the same manner as the configuration shown and described in Fig. 1. 

[0052] The configuration of Fig. 3 incorporates all ofthe features of Figs. I and 2, and 

additionally, includes an interim data compression and decompression scheme to permit 

increased utilization of the memory or storage medium 46. As shown in Fig. 3, an 

interim format compressor 56 is inserted between the gray scale bit map 16 and the 

memory device 46. This permits compression and reduction of the data required to 
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store the image, effectively increasing the capacity of the storage device. It is an 

objective of the storage device to preserve the gray scale quality of the image for 

viewing at the location of capture. An interim format decompression device 58 is 

inserted between the output of the memory device 46 and the rest of the system, whether 

the optional viewer 48 is utilized, or the output is entered directly into the half-tone 

convertor 18. The interim compression/decompression scheme is particularly useful 

when all of the image data is to be permanently archived, or when limited capacity 

portable media are used, such as, by way of example, floppy disks or a portable 

PCMCIA card. It will be noted that the remainder of the system shown in Fig. 3 is 

identical to the system shown and described in Fig. 2. 

[0053] Fig. 4 illustrates the use of the image capture and/or retention configured in any 

ofthe optional embodiments of Figs. 1-3 and adapted for use in combination with any 

of a variety of transmitting and receiving schemes such as, by way of example, the 

Group-III system shown in Figs. 1-3, a modem, direct connection to a personal 

computer, serial or parallel transmission, or any selected transmitting/receiving 

protocol. This illustration demonstrates the versatility of the system once the image has 

been captured, converted and conditioned by the image capture device ofthe subject 

invention. Specifically, once the image is captured by the camera 10 and conditioned 

by the gray scale bit map 16, it may be stored and transmitted, or transmitted "real time" 

via any transmitting and receiving scheme. As shown in Fig. 4 the image capture 

device includes the memory device 46 and the optional viewer 48 for incorporating 

maximum capability. However, any of the schemes of Figs. 1-3 would be suitable for 

producing a transmittable signal. In the embodiment shown, a format select interface 

switch 60 is positioned to receive the fully conditioned signal on line 59. This would 

permit either automated or manual selection of the transmitting protocol, including the 

Group-III facsimile system previously described in connection with Figs. 1-3, as 

indicated by selecting format select switch 60 position A; or PC modem protocol as 

illustrated by the JPEG compressor 62 and protocol generator 64, as indicated by 

selecting format select switch position B; or the wavelet compressor and PC modem 

protocol, as illustrated by the wavelet compressor 66 and PC modem protocol generator 

68 by selecting switch position C; or any selected conversion network 65, (if needed) 
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with a compatible compressor 67 (if needed) and compatible protocol generator 75 (if 

needed), as indicated by switch position D; or a serial protocol scheme 77, with serial 

drivers 79 directly to a hardwired personal computer 81 by selecting switch position E. 

Of course, it will be readily understood by those skilled in the art that one or a plurality 

oftransmitting protocols may be simultaneously selected. Depending on the protocol 

selected, the signal output is generated at the selected output module and introduced to 

a communications interface module 83 via a modem or other device, as needed, for 

transmission via a transmission system to a compatible receiving station such as the 

Group-III facsimile device 34, the personal computer 85, the video telephone 89, and/or 

other server or receiving device 91 for distribution. 

[0054] An exemplary circuit supporting the configurations of Figs. 1-4 is shown in 

Fig. 5. With specific reference to Fig. 5, an analog camera is indicated by the "video 

in" signal at 70. Typically, the video signal is a composite video/sync signal. The 

diagram shows all of the signal processing necessary to sync up to an NTSC signal 70 

coming out of the analog camera and processed for introduction into an integral RAM 

memory 71 and/or a portable RAM memory via interface 73. An analog to digital 

(AID) converter 74 converts the video portion of the analog signal from the camera and 

produces the digital signal for output at line 76. The digital output data on path 76 is 

introduced into a data multiplexer circuit 81 and into the RAM memory unites) 71, 72. 

In the exemplary embodiment, the portable RAM memory 72 is an image card such as, 

by way of example, a PCMCIA SRAM card or a PCMCIA Flash RAM card. However, 

it will be readily understood that any suitable RAM memory configuration can be used 

within the teachings of the invention. It is desirable to store compressed rather than raw 

data in card 72 because of space and transmission speed factors. 

[0055] As the signal at 70 is introduced into the circuit, the sync detector 78 strips the 

sync signal portion off of the video signal. The sync signal drives the video address 

generator 80 for providing a signal used to generate an address signal at the address 

multiplexer circuit 82 for synchronizing the scanned in video signal with the locations 

in RAM to define each frame to be captured. The read/write control 84 controls the 

coordination ofthe sync signal 93 with the video signal to define a full frame. 
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Basically, when the camera is activated either by the operator or by automation, the 

system processor 86 detects the initiation of the camera and capture sequence and sends 

a signal via line 88 to the read/write control 84. The read/write control then monitors 

the incoming video signal 83 to find the horizontal and vertical sync pulse to identify 

the beginning of a frame. The read/write control then initiates writing to memory at the 

RAM devices to initiate capture of the frame. The read/write control continues to 

"write" to memory until the appropriate sync signal is received, indicating the end of the 

frame. At this point a single frame is captured in RAM 71 and/or on the portable 

medium RAM 72. 

[0056] This frame may now be output from the system via any of the available 

transmitting schemes. In the exemplary embodiment, the processor 86 may be any 

processor or such as a microprocessor or DSP, with sufficient capability to perform the 

described functions. The processor bus is indicated at 87. The circuitry supporting the 

processor comprises the processor chip 86 and the control store memory (ROM, Flash 

RAM, PROM, EPROM or the like) 92 for storing the software program executed by 

the processor. It will be understood that other memory devices could be utilized 

without departing from the spirit of the invention. For example, a Flash RAM would 

permit flexibility and replacement of the program for upgrades and enhancements. The 

user interface commands are generated and interpreted by the software that is being 

executed by the processor 86. 

[0057] The display unit 94 is connected through a typical interface 96, and provides 

visual user interface at the camera body to give the operator a visual read-out ofthe 

status of the collection and transmission of a selected frame. In the exemplary 

embodiment, the display unit is a two line, multi-character LCD display, but other sizes 

or technology displays could be readily incorporated, depending, for example, on the 

amount of graphics desired in the display module. The bank of operator buttons and/or 

switches 98 are connected to the system through the button interface 100. 

[0058] The general purpose control register 102 serves as a latch and permits control 

bits to be introduced from the processor 86 to the transmitting systems or to transfer 
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status bits from the transmitting systems back to the processor in the well known 

manner. The modem 104 may be any of a variety of widely available modems or 

modem chip sets currently in commercial use. The modem should support CCITT 

Group III fax format for transmission to Group III fax machines. Once the signal is 

introduced into the modem 104, it is handled in typical fashion to provide input/output 

transmissions: (1) from the subject device to a hardwired telephonic line as indicated 

at 114, (2) from the subject device to the external facsimile machine as indicated at 

116, or (3) from the subject device to an external wireless device telephone as indicated 

at 130. The specific selection is controlled by the user at button module 98 in 

conjunction with the processor 86. 

[0059] An isolation transformer 110 is provided to isolate the circuitry cormected to 

external communications circuit from the circuitry of the subject device. The relays at 

108 and 112 permit patching directly into the hardwired telephonic line and to the 

telephone company system as indicated at 114, to an external handset or fax machine 

at 116, or to the modem 104, whereby facsimile data can be sent and received via the 

modem. These relays could be mechanical or solid state. The relay 118 is connected 

to a tone source 120 for providing an audible tone signaling to the user that the system 

is being used for transmitting or receiving a captured image. 

[0060] With specific reference to the circuitry associated with relay 112, it will be 

noted that when the handset is switched away from the phone line to the tone source, 

the modem transformer 110 is switched to the telephone line 114. This blocks normal 

audio telephone service and permits the transmission of an image signal from the RAM 

devices 71 or 72, through the modem 104, and to the telephone line 114. 

[0061] In the exemplary embodiment, a stand alone facsimile machine can be 

connected through the external handset jack at 116. With relay 112 set to activate 

telephone service and the tone generator 120 disconnected, the relay 108 can be set in 

either of two positions. The first position, as drawn, connects the facsimile machine 

at jack 116 to the telephone line, permitting standard facsimile transmission. The 

second or alternative position permits the modem 104 to transmit the image data signal 
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directly to the facsimile machine at jack 116, for providing an archive copy or the like. 

In this configuration, the facsimile machine will operate as a local printer for printing 

the captured images. Signal source 120 may be used as a ringing voltage generator for 

signaling such facsimile machine prior to connection. 

[0062] The system of the present invention also contemplates wireless transmission 

over a cellular telephone, radio frequency, satellite transmission or the like. In the 

exemplary embodiment, the specific configuration for a cellular telephone interface is 

shown in detail. The amplifiers 122, 124 amplify the input of the modem 104 and are 

controlled by the FETs 126, 128, respectively. The FETs are controlled by the control 

register 102 and allow selection of the audio either coming in from the cellular interface 

130 or from the telephone line 104 to the modem. This permits the cellular phone to 

be used for three distinct functions: (1) as an audio telephone, (2) as a transmitting 

system for transmitting the captured image and related signals via a cellular system, and 

(3) for receiving incoming transmissions to the processor. such as remote control, 

remote configuration, or images. 

[0063] In the exemplary embodiment, the image card 72 is a DRAM card or non 

volatile storage card such as a Flash RAM or the like and provides a removable medium 

for storing the image data as either raw or compressed data. The card can also be used 

to store compressed data sent into the system via external facsimile transmission. As 

illustrated, the system is capable of both sending and receiving image data via Group-III 

fax or other protocol. By incorporating the digital to analog (D/ A) converter into the 

system and pulling the signal from the RAM 71 (or portable RAM 72), the signal can 

be displayed right at the camera viewfinder 134 or other display device connected at 

port 138. A sync generator 136 is incorporated to provide synchronization of incoming 

data in the same manner. The sync detector 78 is utilized to define a frame-by-frame \ 

correlation of the data generated by the camera at the video input 70 for storage t01 

memory 71 or 72. 

[0064] Any standard power source may be utilized, including replaceable or 

rechargeable batteries 141, or an AC adapter 142. The AC adapter is particularly 
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suitable for desktop applications. 

[0065] The exemplary embodiment includes a speaker or other audio transducer 144 

for emitting a detectable signal whenever the user interface merits its use, such as user 

induced errors, system errors, user attention getting and the like. 

[0066] In order to send a facsimile transmission over a typical Group-III Facsimile 

system, the multiplexer 82 is switched to the processor 86 such that the RAM address 

is generated by the processor 82 instead of the video address generator signal. In the 

facsimile transmitting mode, the processor accesses the RAM and manipUlates the data 

representing each frame image. For example, the processor will perform the gray scale 

to halftone conversions described in connection with Figs. 1-4 to prepare the signal for 

facsimile transmission. The processor can also perfonn image compression and output 

the image as a gray scale. In the facsimile transmission mode, once the half tone 

conversion is completed, the processor executes a code for performing a bi-Ievel 

compression of the data and the signal representing the frame data is output over line 

90, through the multiplexer 81 and over the processor bus 87 to the processor 86, then 

to modem 104 for transmission. Other memory and processor configurations could be 

used without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention, as will be recognized 

by those skilled in the art. 

[0067] Various physical configurations of the invention are shown in Figs.7A & 7B. 

Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C are block diagrams for desktop and portable units. Figs. 7 A and 

7B illustrate the subject invention as incorporated in a standard 35 millimeter type 

camera housing. 

[0068] A basic desktop system is shown in Fig. 6A, and includes a console unit having 

a telephone jack 152, an external telephone connection 154 and a video input/camera 

power jack 156 for connecting the analog camera 10. A facsimile machine may be also 

connected at jack 154 to provide local printer capability. The configuration shown in 

Fig. 6B is a basic portable system, with a battery powered portable module 160 having 

a self-contained power source 162. The system may include an integral RAM and/or 
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the removable memory module as indicated by the image card 72. The camera 10 may 

be an integral feature of the portable module 160, or may be a detached unit, as desired. 

In this embodiment, a cellular telephone 164 is provided with a data jack 166 for 

connecting to the output jack 168 of the module, whereby the image data signal may be 

transmitted via the cellular telephone to a remote facsimile machine over standard 

cellular and telephone company facilities. When incorporating the circuitry of Fig. 5, 

the cellular phone may be used as both an input and an output device, and incoming 

data or stored images may be viewed through the viewfinder 170. 

[0069] Fig. 6C shows a comprehensive desk or stationary configuration incorporating 

all of the features supported by the circuitry of Fig. 5. As there shown, the control 

module 172 is adapted for receiving the image card 72 and is powered by an AC power 

adapter as indicated at 142. The camera 10 is connected to the module via a hardwired 

connection at jack 174. A monitor 176 is provided for viewing data images. A video 

cassette recorder 178 is provided and may be used as an auxiliary input device for the 

images transmitted from the system. The facsimile machine 180 can be used as a local 

printer, or can he used to send facsimiles transmissions in the well-known manner. 

Direct connections to the telephone line system are provided at jack 182. The 

FAX/phone jack 186 can be connected to a facsimile machine 180 and/or a standard 

telephone 184, where the public telephone system can be accessed. A data jack 188 is 

used to connect to a cellular telephone or the cellular modem, or other wireless device 

for transmission or reception of image data. 

[0070] Turning now to Figs. 7 A and 7B, the camera body 190 is similar to a standard 

35 millimeter camera housing and is adapted to receive a standard lens 192 with a 

viewfinder 194. The electronics are housed in the casing in the area normally occupied 

by the film and film advancing implements. The operator interface button keys 98 are 

housed within the housing and may be positioned on the back plate 196 of the body. 

Fig. 8. The LCD unit may be positioned to be visible through the viewfinder 194 or 

may be in a separate back window 198. The memory card 72 is positioned in a slot 200 

provided in a sidewall of the camera body. This camera has the appearance ofa 

standard SLR 35 millimeter camera. In addition, where desired, an integral cellular 
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phone can be incorporated in the camera housing and transmission can be sent directly 

from the camera housing to a remote receiving station. The keypad for the telephone 

is indicated at 202. 

[0071] Fig. 8 is an illustration of an exemplary schematic diagram for the circuit of a 

system according to the teaching of the invention as specifically taught in the diagram 

of Fig. 5. Pin numbers, wiring harnesses and components are as shown on the drawing. 

Fig. 8, part A, is the system interconnect and shows the central processor board 300, the 

video board 302, the power board 304 and the CRT electronic interconnect board 306. 

The telephone interface is provided at 307. Board 308 is the audio connector board. 

Board 310 is the serial connector board and board 312 is the video comlector board. 

Fig. 8, part B contains the audio logic, with audio 110 at 314. The audio amplifiers are 

designated 316 and 318. A microphone comlector is provided at 320, with preamplifier 

circuit 322. Audio switches are provided at 324 and 326. Summing circuit 328 

provides audio summing. The serial RAM for audio is designated 330. Fig. 8, part C 

includes the camera module 332 and the camera control digital to analog convertor 334. 

Amplifier 336 is the video buffer. Module 338 is the camera shutter control resistor. 

[0072] Fig. 8, part D contains the central processor unit 340. Voltage in is at 342, with 

the power switch at FET 344. Power shutdown is provided at the video shutdown bit 

346. The video connector is designated at 348. Pin I is switched five volts out to video 

logic. Pins 2-9 are connected to the video data bus and pins 10-22 are video control 

signals. Buffers 350 and 352 are the video board 1/0 isolation buffers. As shown, pin 

19 of buffer 352 is the output enable and is connected to the video shutdown bit 346. 

Line 354 is bus enable. Pin AO of buffer 350 is the direction control signal and pins Al 

A 7 are connected to the processor data bus. Pins 10-17 of buffer 352 are also connected 

to the processor bus. 

[0073] The system DRAM memory is designated 356. The processor 110 module is 

designated 358 and the 1/0 decoder is provided at 360. A non-volatile RAM 362 

provides system parameters. The processor oscillator is shown at 364 and a real time 

clock at 366. Controller 368 is the RAM card controller. The PCMCIA socket for the 
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RAM card is shown at 370a and 370b. The modem is designated 372. The serial 

controller is shown at 374 with serial controller oscillator 376. Module 378 is a 

memory module. A signal buffer is provided at 380, and an address decoder at 382. 

COlmectors are designated at 384, 386 and 388. 

[0074] Fig. 8, part E shows the modem board connector at 390, the glue logic PLD at 

392 and the glue logic module at 394. Module 396 is the synchronous/asynchronous 

serial controller. Circuit 398 is the signal multiplex relay and circuit 400 is the 

transmit/PTT relay. Bypass relays are shown at 402. Relay 404 is the digital mode 

relay. Transformer 406 is the audio isolation transformer. Circuit 408 provides a low 

speed data filter. The line drivers are designated 410 and the line rectifiers are 

designated 412, respectively. Connector 414 provides radio/serial data connection. 

[0075] Fig. 8, part F shows the status LED's 416 and the PCMCIA door open switch 

418. Fig. 8, part G shows the power switches 420. Fig. 8, part H is the battery pack 

422. 

[0076] Fig. 8, part I is the power supply. The rechargeable battery connection is 

shown at 424, with DC power input at 426. An internal battery/external DC input 

transfer relay is provided at 430. The signal for the power switch on the removable 

disk drive access door is on pins 3,4 of connector 428. The voltage IN regulator is 

designated at 432, with the processor voltage regulator designated 434. The processor 

power control bit is at 436. The system power control bit is at 438, with the system 

voltage regulator at 440. The video power control bits are at 442 and 444, with the 

video voltage regulators at 446 and 448, respectively. Battery 450 is the real time clock 

battery. Connector 452 is the battery charger connector. Connector 454 connects 

processor power, system power, regulated battery power and real time clock power, as 

shown. Connector 456 connects video power. The power sequencer circuit is at 458. 

[0077] Fig. 8, part J shows the direct access arrangement to a land line telephone at 

460 and the video viewfinder circuitry (CRT electronics) at 462. 
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[0078] Fig. 8, part K is the video control circuitry. The video input amplifier is 

designated at 464. The composite video sync stripper is designated at 466. The video 

HlV timing pulse generator is at 468 and the video phase lock loop at 470. The register 

472 is the video control register. Circuit 474 provide programmable video filters--edge 

enhancers, with the FET switch designated at 476. The video filter circuit is at 478 and 

the video filter is at 480. The video reference digital to analog circuit-is shown at 482, 

with the video analog to digital circuit at 484 and the video analog to digital data out 

buffer at 486. The voltage reference circuit is designated at 488. 

[0079] Fig. 8, part L shows the push button control switches as 490 and 492. The 

keyboard display is designated 494, and the micro controller 496 is the keyboard and 

keyboard display microcontroller. The backlight circuitry is designated at 498, with the 

back light control at 500. Module 502 is the LCD module. 

[0080] The circuitry supports any of the preferred configurations from a basic real 

time transmission system via Group-III fax to a comprehensive system supporting both 

land line and wireless transmission of image, audio and documentary data at both a 

local and remote station. 

[0081] The subject invention also permits digitized collection of audio signals througii~· 

the use of an internal microphone, and external input device, a cellular telephone, land 

line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and digitized audio 

playback, as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an external out jack 

to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio or 

other communication system. 

[0082] The digitized image and audio capture features permit association of audio 

with an image, as well as data with the image. Useful data associated with the image 

includes GPS from either internal or external GPS devices, date and time, and text 

which may be input from an integrated keyboard or from a remote location. 

[0083] It is an important feature of the invention that the system supports storage of 
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images in an interim storage format including raw video, interim gray scale fonnat 

and/or halftone fomlat. The image can also be stored in the selected output mode, such 

as by way of example, a Group III facsimile mode. The versatile capability of the 

system pennits transmission of captured data to a standard bi-Ievel facsimile machine 

such as Group III, to gray scale facsimile systems or full color facsimile systems, as well 

as to other remote receiving devices such as, by way of example, personal computers 

and network servers. The data may be transferred in any of a variety of formats and 

protocols including JPEG, FAX, emerging imagery fonnats, wavelets and data 

protocols. The invention is adapted to operate in multiple modes, with a unitary capture 

and send mode or separate capture and store, and send modes. 

In the preferred embodiment, the system is adapted for tagging a collected 

image, video, audio, and other data such as a GPS signal, with a real time clock and 

added text. This permits the complete historical data to be transmitted simultaneously 

with the image signal. 

[0084] It is contemplated that the system of the invention would be self-contained with 

an integral power unit such as a rechargeable battery source or the like. Therefore, the 

system is adapted to power up when in use and power down when not activated, 

preserving power during idle time. The power systems for the video camera, the video 

input circuits and converters, the modem or other transmission devices and other high 

drain components may be isolated and only powered when needed. This also permits 

use of ancillary functions, such as use as a cellular telephone, to proceed without 

draining the power source by powering idle components. The processor clock rate may 

also be slowed down during idle mode to further conserve power. 

[0085] Where desired, the system also includes camera operation control capability 

through the use of a digital/analog network for converting digital commands to analog 

signals for controlling the gain, pedestal, setup, white clip, lens focus, and other 

functions of the camera from a local input device, a remote device or as programmed 

functions. The central processor may also be used to control camera shutter rat~ 
camera features and parameters which may be controlled in this manner are compressor 

resolution (high, medium, low), field/frame mode, color or monochrome, image spatial 
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resolution (640x430, 320x240, for example), lens and camera adjustments, input 

selection where multiple cameras are used and the like. 

[0086] When an integrated communications device is used, such as by way of 

example, a cellular telephone, the telephone can be isolated from the rest of the system 

to permit independent use, and independent power up and power off and other cellular 

phone functions. 

[0087] In operation, the system permits not only the manual capture, dial (select) and 

send of images, but may also be fully automated to capture, dial and send, for example, 

on a timed sequence or in response to a sensor such as a motion sensor or from a remote 

trigger device. The remote trigger may be activated by an incoming telephone signal, 

for example. The remote device may also be use for remote loading and downloading 

of firmware, and of the programmable devices, as well as to provide remote 

configuration of sampling modes during both the capture and the send functions. 

[0088] Circular sampling techniques are supported by the data capture system of the 

present invention. Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating exemplary sampling techniques in 

accordance with the teachings of the invention. As shown in Fig. 9, the time sequence 

is indicated by the Time Line: tl, t2 ... tn, with a sample at each time interval, as indicated 

by S 1 ... Sn. For purposes of illustration, the triggering event occurs at time 

interval tIO. Based on the predetermined programming of the system, images will start 

to be collected upon triggering event, as shown at 210, for a predetermined period prior 

to and after trigger, as shown at 212, or immediately preceding the trigger, as shown at 

214. This permits "circular image storage" without requiring that all images be 

collected and stored in order to look at events surrounding a triggering event. The 

technique is also very useful when mUltiple overlapping zones are monitored by 

multiple devices and it is desirable to sequence from device to device without losing 

any critical images. 

[0089] This is particularly useful when triggering events are used to initiate 

transmission of collected image data over the communications system. For example, 
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if a triggering event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it may be useful to look at 

the images captured for a period of time both prior to and after the actual event. The 

circuitry of the subject invention pel1nits any circular sampling technique to be utilized 

depending upon application, such as prior to an after trigger, only after trigger or only 

before trigger. Again, as an example, it may desirable to look primarily at images 

captured before a triggering event if the event is a catastrophic event such as an 

explosion or the like. Other circular sampling techniques may be employed, as well, 

incorporating multiple cameras, for example, wherein different fields are sampled 

depending upon the time frame in a sequence of events. 

[0090] Other configurations are contemplated and are within the teachings of the 

invention. While specific embodiments have been shown and described herein, it will 

be understood that the invention includes all modifications and enhancements within 

the scope and spirit of the claims. 
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A self-contained image processing system for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to 

a remote receiving station, the image processing system comprising: 

a. An image capture device; 

b. A processor for generating a data signal representing the image; 

c. A communications device adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote 

receiving station; 

d. A wireless transmission system between the communications device and the 

compatible receiving station. 

2. The image processing system of claim 1, further including a memory for receiving and 

storing the data signal, and wherein the communications device is adapted for recalling the 

stored data signal from memory. 

3. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein said memory is a removable random access 

medium and wherein the system is adapted for selectively charging and discharging the 

memory. 

4. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the image capture device is an analog 

camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further included an analog to 

digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a digital signal. 

5. The image processing system of c . m 1, further including a subprocessor for generating a 

Group-III facsimile compatib signal representing the digital signal. 

6. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the subprocessor comprises: 

a. 

b. 

c. 
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7. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein there is further included an integrated 

wireless telephone associated with the communications device. 

8. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising a housing for housing all of the 

elements ofthe system in an integrated body. 

9. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein said image capture device is a digital 

10. 

camera. 

The image processing system of c~ 2, further including a view screen for viewing the 

captured and stored image. / 

11. The image processing system o{<~laim 5, further including a facsimile receiving device 
/ 

associated locally with the (),stem for providing a local printer for reproducing the captured 

image in hard copy. / 

12. The image processing system of claim 1 wherein the processor is adapted for generating a 

signal in any of a plurality of selected protocols and wherein the communications device is 

adapted for transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to a remote, compatible receiving 

station. 

13. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein: 

a. The image capture device is an analog video camera for generating a video signal; 

b. The processor further comprises: 

1. An analog to digital converter; 

ii. A sync detector and a video address generator for synchronizing the 

digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and 

end of the signal to define a still frame; 

iii. A random access memory for receiving and storing the 

converted, synchronized signal frame-by-frame; 
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iv. A processor routine for converting the signals stored in 

the memory to a protocol adapted for transmission to a remote, compatible 

protocol receiving station; 

c. A communications device for transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to the 

compatible receiving station. 

/'" 
14. The image processing system of cl~13, wherein the processor routine converts the signals 

to a Group III facsimile pro col, the system further including a facsimile modem for 

accepting the signal and tr smitting to the compatible receiving station. 

15. The image processing syste of claim 13, further including a hardwired transmission system 

and a wireless transmi IOn system associated with the modem and a switching device for 

selecting in the alternative either the hardwired or the wireless transmission system. 

16. The image processin system of claim 13, further including a local facsimile receiving 

system associated ith the modem for providing local hard copy of the stored image signals 

in the memory. 

17. The image processing stem of claim 16, further including a switching device for selectively 

activating and dea vating the local facsimile receiving system. 

18. The image processing system of claim 13, further including an integral viewer for viewing 

the images stored in the memory. 

19. The image processing system of claim 13, wherein the memory is a removable memory 

medium which may be selectively removed from the system. 

20. The image processing system of claim 19, wherein the removable memory medium 

comprises a PCMClA card memory. 

21. The image processing system of claim 1, w~in the system is of modular construction, and 

the camera, the processor and the co unications device are each independent, functional 
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units which may be coupled to one another for defining the assembled system. 

22. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising an audio signal capture device 

adapted for capturing an audio signal in correlation with the captured video signal. 

23. The image processing system of claim I, further comprising a data processor for creating a 

text data signal associated with said image data signal. 

24. The image processing system of claim 23, further including an input device for providing 

text data to the data processor. 

25. The image processing system of claim 24, wherein said input device is user controlled. 

26. The image processing system of claim 25, wherein said user controlled input device is an 

integral keyboard. 

27. The image processing system of claim 24, said input device comprising a real time clock. 

28. The image processing system of claim 24, said input device comprising a global positioning 

system. 

29. The image processing system of claim 2, wherein said image data signal is stored in a raw 

video format. 

30. The image processing system of claim 2, wherein said image data signal is stored in a 

compressed format. 

31. The image processing systefu of claim 2, wherein said image data signal is stored in a 
/ 

half-tone format./ 
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32. The image processing system of claiJ1Y"(~herein the remote receiving station is a standard 
,/' 

bi-Ievel facsimile machine ~,the image data signal is generated in a standard bi-Ievel 

facsimile machine fon~:fud protocol. 

.. /----
33. The image processing systetf{ of claim 1, wherein the remote receiving station is a gray-scale 

facsimile machinr~ image data signal is generated in a gray-scale fonnat and protocol. 

......-

34. The image processing sy~ of claim 1, wherein the remote receiving station is a color 
,/ 

facsimile machine arid the image data signal is generated in a full color fonnat and protocol. 
/ 

/ 

35. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the remote receiving station is a digital 

device and the image data is digital. 

36. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising a self-contained power source 

for powering the system. 

37. The image processing system of claim 36, wherein said communications device is adapted to 

be used independently of the image capture device and the processor, and wherein the power 

supply is adapted for isolating the power to the communications device from the power to the 

image capture device and processor. 

38. The image processing system of claim 37, further including a power initiation device 

associated with the image capture device and the processor wherein the power to the image 

capture device and the processor is off when the initiation device is not activated. 

39. The image processing system of claim 38, wherein the power initiation device is user 

controlled. 

40. The image processing system of claim 38, further including a trigger device for activating the 

power initiation device. 

41. The image processing system of claim 40, wherein the trigger device is a timer. 
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42. The image processing system of claim 40, wherein the trigger device is triggered by the 

presence of an image to be captured. 
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3287049vl 

ABSTRACT 

[0091] An image capture, cOllversion, compression, storage and transmission system 

provides a data signal representing the image in a fom1at and protocol capable of being 

transmitted over any of a plurality of readily available transmission systems and 

received by readily available, standard equipment receiving stations. In its most 

comprehensive foml, the system is capable of sending and receiving audio, 

documentary and visual image data to and from standard remote stations readily 

available throughout the world. 
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Title 

Apparatus for Capturing, Converting and Transmitting a Visual Image Signal Via A Digital 
Transmission System 

Preliminary Class 

358 

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have 
no effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a 
patent in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an 
international application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application 
generally has the same effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The 
PCT process simplifies the filing of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but 
does not result in a grant of "an international patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file 
additional documents and fees in countries where patent protection is desired. 

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must 
make an application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many 
countries differ in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek 
guidance from specific foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely. 

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the 
USPTO must issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. 
patent application serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains 
further information and guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing. 

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, 
the section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for 
filing foreign patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 
800-786-9199, or it can be viewed on the USPTO website at 
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html. 

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you 
may wish to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of 
Commerce initiative, this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect 
intellectual property in specific countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent 
enforcement issues, applicants may call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HAL T (1-866-999-4158). 

GRANTED 

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER 

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15 

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN 
FILING LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all 
applications where the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a 
license may be required as set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 
37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to 
revocation upon written notification. The date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier 
license of similar scope has been granted under 37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14. 

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date 
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thereof unless it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 
37 CFR 1.53(d). This license is not retroactive. 

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the 
subject matter as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to 
espionage and the national security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of 
current regulations especially with respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of 
Defense Trade Controls, Department of State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 
CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the 
Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of 
Energy. 

NOT GRANTED 

No license under 35 U.s.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN 
FILING LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license 
under 37 CFR 5.12, if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the 
application. If 6 months has lapsed from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received 
any indication of a secrecy order under 35 U.s.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant 
to 37 CFR 5.15(b). 
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STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(b) 

~~~~~OC~~A~.~~~~~ _______ ~~~ _________ ~~~E~~WO 
FAXCENTEf Application No.lPatent No.:. 11 /617,5 ... 0 .... 9 _____ Filedllssue Dm: ..: 12/28/06 

Entitled: A~~al"dtus far Capturing. Cnnvp.rl~(J Anll Ttansmitti"'J a Visual Imas::te Sillnal Vla ill OillitaJ T",n,;mi5liii<>n S)'5tOi>rn 
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1. [2] the ee~9n= of the enti~ right, tide, amJ i"ter tll:$l, ur 

2. 0 an assignee of less than the entire right. title and intel'e!St 
(The elrtent (by percentage) of its ownEorship interel3t il3 %) 

in the patent application/patent identified above by virtue of either: 

ADAn assignment from the inventor(s) of t"e patsnl application/patent i<ientifled above. The assignment was recorded 
in the United States Patent and Trademark OffICe at Reel , Frame , or for which a copy 
thereof is attaehed. . 

OR 
B. III A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above. to the current assignee as follows: 

1. From: ltJ", Telesis Group, Inc. To: ..!E:;;-W~a::::tc::.:h~. J::I'1;::oc.~_--;--=-:;:;-_-:--_________ _ 
The document was recorded in the United Slates Patent and Trademark Office at 
Reel 010e24 , FI"IIIl'ltl 0514 , or for wnicn a copy thereot IS attached. 

2. From: David A. Monroe To: ....iT~he~T..lfe!l.Ii!.e~,.i~s;!!Ge!.ro~ui4.1pl....J!ln.!;lc"':::;;:-_-:-____ ~~~~ __ 
The document W;lS rccordc;;d in the United State" P<ltem and Tfadeln;:'r/l. Orr.~ ~I 
Reel 0167:22 ,Frame 0239 , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

3. From: To:~~ __ ~~~ __ ~~~--;-___________ ~_ 
The document was recorded in the United States Patent ilInd Trademark Office at 
Reel • Frame . or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

o Additional doouments in the chain of til Ie are listed on a supplemental sfleet. 

[2] As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1 )(1), the documentary eVidence of the chain: of title from the original owner to the 
assignee was, or concurrenuy IS being, submitted for recordatiQn pursuant to 37 CFR 3.1'. 

(NOTE; A separate OOPY (i.e., a true copy of the original aSsignment dooument(s» must be 5ubmitted to Assignment 
Divil$ion in aooordanoo WiUl 37 CFR Part ~, to reoord the aSSignment In me records of the U5PTO. ~ MPEP 
302.081 

Qd to act Oil I:Jli:l'lalr ur lhl:! i:uioignee. 
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Title 
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eomplclc. inclualng ~alhcling. IIJ9I:lEII1ng, {lnd IiUbrniIIinQ the ~omplll1l'Jd appliC8llon fo.rm to the USPTO.· TIme wit! VIVY dIiIl)Ondin9 upon lhe individual _. Any 
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U.ti. PBlIItI! and Ttademal'l\ Office, U.S. Oa~nmenl Dt Commflro;e, P.O. Elox 1450, Alc.xandria. VA ·22313-1450. DO Nor SENO FEES OR COMF>LETe:O 
FOAMS TO ltUS AOORESS. SENt> m~ CommissIOner for PateMII, P.O. Box 1450, A1eltSncirta. VA 27313-1450. 
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pursuant to 37 CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date 
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The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases 
via the Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently 
http://www.uspto.gov/patftl. 

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the 
publication to applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment 
of the appropriate fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application 
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Application No. 

11/617,509 

Office Action Summary Examiner 

Houshang Safaipour 

Applicant(s) 

MONROE, DAVID A 

Art Unit 

2625 
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE;l MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS, 
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, maya reply be timely filed 

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Status 

1)0 Responsive to communication(s) filed on __ . 

2a)0 This action is FINAL. 2b)1ZI This action is non-final. 

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters. prosecution as to the merits is 

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11,453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)0 Claim(s) __ is/are pending in the application. 

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ isfare withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Claim(s) __ is/are allowed. 

6)1ZI Claim(s) 1-42 is/are rejected. 

7)0 Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. 

8)0 Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 

Application Papers 

9)1ZI The speCification is objected to by the Examiner. 

10)1ZI The drawing(s) filed on 28 December 2006 is/are: a)O accepted or b)1ZI objected to by the Examiner. 

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d). 

11)0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 

12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (t). 

a)O All b)O. Some * c)O None of: 

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a». 

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received . 

.... chment(.~ 
1) f3: Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 

2} 0 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-94B) 

3) 0 Infonnation Disdosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/OS) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date __ . 

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __ . 

5) 0 Notice oflnfonnal Patent Application 
6) 0 Other: __ . 

U.s. Patent and Trademar1< Office 
PTOL-326 (Rev. OB-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No.lMaii Date 20070924 
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Application/Control Number: 111617,509 

Art Unit: 2625 

DETAILED ACTION 

Specification 

1. The disclosure is objected to because of the following informalities: 

In paragraph 0051, line 13, PCMCIA card 50" should read PCMCIA card 72". 

Appropriate correction is required. 

Drawings 

2. The drawings are objected to as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(4) because 

Page 2 

reference character "81" has been used to designate both the hardwired personal computer in Fig. 

4 ancl the 'data multiplexer circuit in Fig. 5, and reference character "83" has been used to 

designate both the communications interface module in Fig. 4 and the sync signal in Fig. 5. 

Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121 (d) are required in reply to the 

Office action to avoid abandonment of the application. Any amended replacement drawing sheet 

should include all of the figures appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet, even if 

only one figure is being amended. The replacement sheet(s) should be labeled "Replacement 

Sheet" in the page header (as per 37 CFR 1.84(c» so as not to obstruct any portion of the 

drawing figures. If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the applicant will be notified 

and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The objection to the 

drawings will not be held in abeyance. 

3. The drawings are objected to as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(P)(5) because they 

do not include the following reference sign(s) mentioned in the description: reference numeral 

"29", in paragraph 0049, line 18. Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) 

are required in reply to the Office action to avoid abandonment ofthe application. Any amended 
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replacement drawing sheet should include all of the figures appearing on the immediate prior 

version ofthe sheet, even if only one figure is being amended. The replacement sheet(s) should 

be labeled "Replacement Sheet" in the page header (as per 37 CFR 1.84(c)) so as not to obstruct 

any portion ofthe drawing figures. If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the applicant 

will be notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The 

objection to the drawings will not be held in abeyance. 

4. The drawings are objected to because in Fig. 4, PC modem protocol box "66" should read 

"68", as read in paragraph 0053, lines 20 and 21. Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 

37 CFR 1.121(d) are required in reply to the Office action to avoid abandonment ofthe 

application. Any amended replacement drawing sheet should include all of the figures appearing 

on the immediate prior version of the sheet, even if only one figure is being amended. The figure 

or figure number ofan amended drawing should not be labeled as "amended." Ifa drawing figure 

is to be canceled, the appropriate figure must be removed from the replacement sheet, and where 

necessary, the remaining figures must be renumbered and appropriate changes made to the brief 

description ofthe several views of the drawings for consistency. Additional replacement sheets 

may be necessary to show the renumbering of the remaining figures. The replacement sheet(s) 

should be labeled "Replacement Sheet ll in the page header (as per 37 CFR 1.84(c» so as not to 

obstruct any portion of the drawing figures. If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the 

applicant will be notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office 

action. The objection to the drawings will not be held in abeyance. 
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5. Claims 3 and 5 are objected to because ofthe following informalities: 

In claim 3, line 1, "claim I" should read "claim 2", as reference is made to "'said memory", 

introduced in claim 2; 
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In claim 5, line 1, "claim 1" should read "claim 4", as reference is madeto "'the digital 

signal", introduced in claim 4. Appropriate correction is required. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

6. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of35 U.S.C. 102 that form the 

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on 
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States. . 

7. Claims 1,2,4-12,21,23-27, and 30-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being 

anticipated by Hassan et at. (U.S. Patent Number 5,550,646). 

Regarding claim 1, Hassan discloses a self-contained image processing system (device 

110 in Figs. 1 and 2) for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station 

(see abstract, column 1, lines 47 through 52, column 2, lines 43 through 61, and column 3, lines 

10 through 20), with the system comprising an image capture device (CCD 203, column 3, lines 

21 through 67), a processor (microcontroller 2q5) for generating a data signal representing the 

image (column 3, lines 21 through 67), a communications device (facsimile interface 219) 

adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote receiving station (column 4, line 65 through 
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column 5, line 9), and a wireless transmission system between the communications device and 

the compatible receiving station (column 2, lines 4 through 54, and column 3, lines 1 ° through 

20, with the fax modem 240, being "applied as an input to the transmitter section of a cellular 

telephone", as read in column 5, lines 7 through 9). 

Regarding claim 2, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches of a memory for receiving and storing the data signal (RAM 207), and wherein the 

communications device is adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory (column 4, 

lines 24 through 64). 

Regarding claim 4, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches of the image capture device is an analog camera (lens assembly 201 on a CCD 203) for 

generating an analog image signal (column 3, lines 21 through 67), and there is further included 

an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a digital signal (column 

3, line 47 through column 4, line 67). 

Regarding claim 5, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 4 (as 

understood by the examiner), and further teaches of a subprocessor for generating a Group-III 

facsimile compatible signal representing the digital signal (column 4, line 65 through column 5, 

line 9). 

Regarding claim 6, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches that the subprocessor comprises a gray scale bit map, a halftone converter, and a binary 

bit map (see abstract, column 1, lines 54 through 63, and column 3, lines 47 through 67). 
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Regarding claim 7, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches of an integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device (column 

2, lines 4 through 54). 

Regarding claim 8, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches of a housing for housing all of the elements of the system in an integrated body (column 

2, lines 39 through 66). 

Regarding claim 9, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches that the image capture device is a digital camera (column 2, lines 39 through 67, and 

column 3, lines 21 through 46). 

Regarding claim 10, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches of a view screen for viewing the captured and stored image (LCD display 215, column 4, 

lines 19 through 64). 

Regarding claim 11, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 5, and further 

teaches of a facsimile receiving device associated locally with the system for providing a local 

printer for reproducing the captured image in hard copy (column 2, line 66 through column 3, 

line 4, and column 4, line 6? through column 5, line 22). 

Regarding claim 12, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim I, and further 

teaches that the processor is adapted for generating a signal in any of a plurality of selected 

protocols and wherein the communications device is adapted for transmitting the signal in the 

proper protocol to a remote, compatible receiving station (column 4, line 65 through column 5, 

line 10). 
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Regarding claim 21, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches that the system is of modular construction (see Fig. 2), and the camera (CCD 203), the 

processor (microcontroller 205), and the communications device (fax interface 219) are each 

independent, functional units (column 3, line 21 through column 5, line 9) which maybe coupled 

to one another for defining the assembled system (see Fig. 2). 

Regarding claim 23, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches of a data processor for creating a text data signal associated with the image data signal 

(column 4, lines 19 through 64). 

Regarding claim 24, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 23, and 

further teaches of an input device for providing text data to the data processor (keypad 211, 

column 4, lines 1 through 64). 

Regarding claim 25, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 24, and 

further teaches that the input device is user controlled (column 4, lines 1 through 64). 

Regarding claim 26, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 25, and 

further teaches that the user controlled input device is an integral keyboard (keypad 211, column 

4, lines 1 through 18). 

Regarding claim 27, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 24, and 

further teaches that the input device comprises a real time clock (column 4, lines 24 through 42). 

Regarding claim 30, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, and further 

teaches that the image data signal, is stored in a compressed format (column 3, lines 47 through 

54). 
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Regarding claim 31, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, and further 

teaches that the image data signal is stored in a half-tone format (column 3, lines 37 through 67). 

Regarding claim 32, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches that the remote receiving station is a standard bi-Ievel facsimile machine and the image 

data signal is generated in a gray-scale format and protocol (column 3, lines 50 through 67, 

column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9, and column 6, line 62 through column 7, line 2). 

Regarding claim 33, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches that the remote receiving station is a gray-scale facsimile machine and the image data 

signal is generated in a gray-scale format and protocol (column 3, lines 50 through 67, column 4, 

line 65 through column 5, line 9, and column 6, line 62 through column 7, line 2). 

Regarding claim 34, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches that the remote receiving station is a color facsimile machine and the image data signal is 

generated in a full color format and protocol (column 3, lines 50 through 67, column 4, line 65 

through column 5, line 9, and column 6, line 62 through column 7, line 2). 

Regarding claim 35, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches that the remote receiving station is a digital device and the image data is digital (column 

2, line 45 through column 3, line 33, and column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9). 

Regarding claim 36, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches of a self-contained power source for powering the system (column 5, lines 23 through 

25). 

8. Claims 1-3 are rejected under 35 U.S.c. 102(e) as being anticipated by Wertsberger 

(U.S. Patent Number 6,072,600). 
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Regarding claim 1, Wertsberger discloses a self-contained image processing system (see 

Figs. 1 and 2) for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station (see 

abstract, column 2, line 50 through column 3, line 25), with the system comprising an image 

capture device (CCD image sensor 1, column 4, lines 5 through 47), a processor (CPU 16) for 

generating a data signal representing the image (column 4, lines 20 through 58), a 

communications device (fax modem circuitry 13) adapted for transmitting the data signal to the 

remote receiving station (column 4, lines 48 through 67), and a wireless transmission system 

(telephone interface circuitry 15) between the communications device and the compatible 

receiving station (column 5, lines 1 through 6). 

Regarding claim 2, Wertsberger discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and 

further teaches of a memory for receiving and storing the data signal (memory means 11, and 

secondary storage 20), and wherein the communications device is adapted for recalling the stored 

data signal from memory (column 4, lines 48 through 67, and column 5, lines 24 through 27). 

Regarding claim 3, Wertsberger discloses the system discussed above in claim 2 (as 

understood by the examiner), and further teaches that the memory is a removable RAM and 

wherein the system is adapted for selectively charging and discharging the memory (column 5, 

lines 24 through 27). 

9. Claims 1,21, and 36-42 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by 

Parulski et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,666,159). 

Regarding claim 1, Parulski discloses a self-contained image processing system (see 

Figs. 1,2, and 7-9) for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station 

(see abstract), with the system comprising an image capture device (camera module 10, column 
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representing the image (column 3, lines 27 through column 4, line 6), a communications device 

(RF transmitter module 14) adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote receiving 

station (column 4, lines 4 through 25), and a wireless transmission system between the 

communications device and the compatible receiving station (column 4, lines 7 through 25). 

Regarding claim 21, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches that the system is of modular construction (see Fig. 1), and the camera (camera module 

10), the processor (pen-based computer 12), and the communications device (RF transmitter 

module 14) are each independent, functional units which may be coupled to one another for 

defining the assembled system (see Figs. 1-3). 

Regarding claim 36, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further 

teaches ofa self-contained power source for powering the system (column 3, lines 41 through 

60). 

Regarding claim 37, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 36, and. 

further teaches that the communications device is adapted to be used independently of the image 

capture device and the processor, and wherein the power supply is adapted fo~ isolating the 

power to the communications device from the power to the image capture device and processor 

(column 3, lines 41 through 56). 

Regarding claim 38, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 37, and 

further teaches of a power initiation device associated with the image capture device and the 

processor, wherein the power to the image capture device and the processor is offwhen the 

initiation device is not activated (column 3, lines 41 through 56). 
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Regarding claim 39, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 38, and 

further teaches that the power initiation device is user controlled (column 3, lines 41 through 56). 

Regarding claim 40, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 38, and 

further teaches of a trigger device for activating the power initiation device (column 3, lines 41 

through 56). 

Regarding claim 41, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 40, and 

further teaches that the trigger device is a timer (see Fig. 5, and column 3, lines 33 through 60, 

whereby the flash 24 is equivalent to a timer, as it waits a predetermined amount oftime to 

charge before firing). 

Regarding claim 42, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 40, and 

further teaches that the trigger device is triggered by the presence qf an image to be captured 

(column 3, lines 41 through 60). 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

10. The following is a quotation of35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are 
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the 
manner in which the invention was made. 

11. Claims 13-18, and 29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Hassan et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,550,646 and further in view of Ross (U.S. Patent Number 

5,546,194). 

Regarding claim 13, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, but fails to 

expressly disclose if the image capture device is an analog video camera for generating a video 
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signal. Ross discloses a self-contained image processing system (see Fig. 1) for captunng a 

visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, with the system comprising an 

image capture device (video camera 10, column 3, lines 4 through 5), a processor (control system 

22 in Fig. 1, or CPU 44 in Fig. 2) for generating a data signal representing the image (column 3, 

lines 20 through 29, and column 3, line 63 through column 4, line 20), a communications device 

(Group III fax transmitter 20 in Fig. 1, and fax modem 50 in Fig. 2) adapted for transmitting the 

data signal to the remote receiving station (column 2, lines 15 through 29, wherein the remote 

receiving station is inherently included in the system), and a subprocessor (Group III formatter 

18) for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the data signal (column 

3, lines 30 through 52). Continuing, Ross teaches that the image capture device is an analog 

video camera for generating a video signal (column 3, lines 4 through 9). Further Ross teaches 

that the processor comprises a sync detector (sync separator 24, column 3, lines 53 through 62) 

and a video address generator (address multiplexer 43, column 4, lines 6 through 11) for 

synchronizing the digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and end of the 

signal to define a still frame (column 3, lines 20 through 62), a random access memory (RAM 

38) for receiving and storing the converted, synchronized signal frame-by-frame (column 4, lines 

3 through 22), a processor routine for converting the signals storedin the memory to aprotocol 

adapted for transmission (column 4, lines 22 through 36) to a remote, compatible protocol 

receiving station (inherently included), and a communications device (FAX modem 50) for 

transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to the compatible receiving station (column 5, lines 

7 through 16). 
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Hassan & Ross are combinable because they are from the same field of endeavor, that 

being systems that transmit images from a camera to a destination via facsimile transmission. 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to 

include the analog video camera that transmits a video signal, which is taught by Ross, 

in the system of Hassan. The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Hassan's 

system would become usable in more formats, as recognized by Ross in column 1, thereby 

increasing the ystem's desirability. Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the 

teachings of Ross with the system of Hassan to obtain the invention as specified in claim 13. 

Regarding claim 14, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 13, 

and Hassan further teaches that the processor routine converts the signals to a Group-III 

facsimile protocol, the system further including a facsimile modem for accepting the signal and 

transmitting to the compatible receiving station (column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9). 

Regarding claim 15, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 13, 

and Hassan further teaches of a hardwired transmission system associated with the modem and a 

switching device for selecting in the alternative either the hardwired or the wireless transmission 

system (column 3, lines 10 through 17, and column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9). 

Regarding claim 16, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 13, 

and Hassan further teaches of a local facsimile receiving system associated with the modem for 

providing local hard copy of the stored image signals in the memory (column 4, line 65 through 

column 5, line 22, and column 6, lines 10 through 21). 
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Regarding claim 17, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 16, 

and Hassan further teaches of a switching device for selectively activating and deactivating the 

local facsimile receiving system (column 6, lines 10 through 21). 

Regarding claim 18, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 13, 

and Hassan further teaches of an integral viewer for viewing the images stored in the memory 

(LCD display 215, column 4, lines 19 through 64). 

Regarding claim 29, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, but fails to 

expressly disclose if the image data signal is stored in a raw video format. 

Ross discloses a self-contained image processing system (see Fig. 1) for capturing a visual image 

and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, with the system comprising an image capture 

device (video camera 10, column 3, lines 4 through 5), a processor (control system 22 in Fig. 1, 

or CPU 44 in Fig. 2) for generating a data signal representing the image (column 3, lines 20 

through 29, and column 3, line 63 through column 4, line 20), a communications device (Group 

III fax transmitter 20 in Fig. 1, and fax modem 50 in Fig. 2) adapted for transmitting the data 

signal to the remote receiving station (column 2, lines 15 through 29, wherein the remote 

receiving station is inherently included in the system), and a subprocessor (Group III formatter 

18) for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the data signal (column 

3, lines 30 through 52). Continuing, Ross teaches of a memory for receiving and storing the data 

signal (RAM 38, colunin 3, line 65 through column 4, line 11), and that the image data signal is 

stored in a raw video format (column 3, line 63 through column 4, line 51). 

Hassan & Ross are combinable because they are from the same field of endeavor, that 

being systems that transmit images from a camera to a destination via facsimile transmission. 
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the art to include the analog video camera that transmits a video signal, which is taught by Ross, 

in the system of Hassan. 

The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Hassan's system would 

become usable in more formats, as recognized by Ross in column 1, thereby increasing the 

system's desirability. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachings of Ross with the system 

of Hassan to obtain the invention as specified in claim 29. 

12. Claims 19 and 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hassan 

et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,550,646), in view of Ross (U.S. Patent Number 5,546,194) and 

further in view of Werts berger (U.S. Patent Number 6,072,600). 

Regarding claims 19 and 20, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in 

claim 13, but fail to expressly disclose if the memory is a removable memory medium which 

may be selectively removed from the system, with the removable memory medium comprising a 

PCMCIA card memory. 

Wertsberger discloses a self-contained image processing'system(see Figs. 1 and 2) for 

capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station (see abstract, column 2, 

line 50 through column 3, line 25), with the system comprising an image capture device (CCD 

image sensor 1, column 4, lines 5 through 47), a processor (CPU 16) for generating a data signal 

representing the image (column 4, lines 20 through 58), a communications device (fax modem 

circuitry 13) adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote receiving station (column 4, 

lines 48 through 67), and a wireless transmission system (telephone interface circuitry 15) 
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between the communications device and the compatible receiving station (column 5, lines 1 

through 6). Continuing, Wertsberger teaches of a memory for receiving and storing the data 

signal (memory means 11, and secondary storage 20), and wherein the communications device is 

adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory (column 4, lines 48 through 67, and 

column 5, lines 24 through 27). Further, Wertsberger teaches that the memory is a removable 

memory medium which may be selectively removed from the system (column 5, lines 24 

through 27), with the removable memory medium comprises a PCMCIA card memory (column 

5, lines 24 through 27). 

Hassan, Ross & Wertsberger are combinable because they are each from the same field 

of endeavor, that being systems that transmit images from a camera to a destination via facsimile 

transmission. 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in 

the art to include the removable PCMCIA card memory, which is taught by Wertsberger, in the 

system of Hassan and Ross. 

The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that the system of Hassan and 

Ross would become more user-friendly, since allowing a user to load data on a portable, 

removable memory would aid the user's options of data storage, as recognized in column 5 by 

Wertsberger. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachings of Werts berger with the 

system of Hassan and Ross to obtain the invention as specified in claims 19 and 20. 

13. Claim 22 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hassan et al. 

(U.S. Patent Number 5,550,646) in view of Shibata et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,689,300). 
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Regarding claim 22, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, but fails to 

expr~ssly disclose if an audio signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in 

correlation with the captured video signal. 

Shibata discloses a self-contained image processing system for capturing a visual image 

and transmitting it to a remote receiving station (see Figs. 1, 8A, and 8B, and abstract), which 

includes an audio signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in correlation with 

a captured video signal (column 17, lines 12 through 51). 

Hassan & Shibata are combinable because they are from the same field of endeavor, that 

being systems that transmit images from a camera to a destination via facsimile transmission. 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in 

the art to include the teachings of capturing an audio signal, recognized by Shibata, in the system 

of Hassan. 

The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Hassan's system would 

become more convenient for a user, as the user would be able to communicate audio information 

along with video information, as recognized by Shibata in column 17. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachings of Shibata with the 

system of Hassan to obtain the invention as specified in claim 22. 

14. Claim 28 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hassan et al. 

(U.S. Patent Number 5,550,646) in view of Bradley et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,995,041). 

Regarding claim 28, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 24, but fails to 

expressly disclose if the input device comprises a global positioning system. 
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and transmitting it to a remote receiving station (column 2, line 42 through column 3, line 6, and 

column 7, line 43 through column 8, line 30), with the system comprising an image capture 

device (column 7, line 43 through column 8, line 24), a processor (500, column 8, line 64 

through column 10, line 2), a communications device adapted for transmitting a data signal to the 

remote receiving station (column 2, line 57 through column 3, line 6), and a wireless 

transmission system between the communications device and the compatible receiving station 

(see Figs. 1-3). Further, Bradley teaches that an input device comprises a global positioning 
( 

system (column 2, lines 42 through 61). 

Hassan & Bradley are combinable because they are from the same field of endeavor, that 

being systems that transmit images from a camera to a destination via facsimile transmission. 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in 

the art to include Bradley's teachings of using a global positioning system in the system of 

Hassan. 

The suggestion/motivation for doing so would have been that Hassan's system would 

become more user-friendly with the addition of Bradley's GPS teachings, since the user would 

automatically know the coordinates of where he is located, as recognized by Bradley in column 

2. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine the teachings of Bradley with the 

system of Hassan to obtain the invention as specified in claim 28. 
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 
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examiner should be directed to Houshang Safaipour whose telephone number is (571)272-7412. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Mon.-Fri: from 6:00am to 2:30pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, David Moore can be reached on (571 )272-7437. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications 

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished 

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR 

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR 

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would 

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated 

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

Houshang Safaipour 
Patent Examiner 
September 24, 2007 
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To automatically extract a c 0 

downstream area and an upstream area of a sewage 

mapping system by holding a node data group, 

specifying a starting point, and extracting a downstream 

side node up to reaching a terminal facility by starting 

from a node. 

~----~-------------~ 

SOLUTION: When the passage number reduces in the 

downstream direction, data of a node searching file of an 
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" I ~. \ 

is displayed on a display. A starting point 41 is picked by ( 'I \ 1\1 4~c \,. 
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imparting a click by a mouse or coordinate data, and the (~.~ ~. '. 4:Je 

\ \4:'1" 
vicinity of a node 45 is designated as the starting point \.1';j;""-Hd 

41. Next, a first node 45a in the vicinity of the stating 

point 41 is extracted, and a downstream side node 45b 
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starting point 41, can be automatically extracted. 
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m~1I:o 

[~:::J<:~3] Mm:.~~~i1i~i±I;f]~hQT'-:1f;:£---:) 

I, \--C. fiIti:?;g~~]j[jjl1jn'1lT~-rQ PJ~ti~Tllllj l. 1lT~0) 

PJ~tin;;~ Q ~f;:1lT?i@~15"'1'A'*~I±\;f]T Q 1lT?i@TiJIU'~ 

i1ic. §rI~t.1lT~fi!'i!fM*~A;f] L. ?2:WfiIDi;:M~1lT?i@fi!' 

i!f1W* ~3ffi~T Q itr?i@W'i!f~i~~i1i c. M;?;g~~.jjl1j I;: 

*~ ~ hM~1lT~~i!f~i~~i1in>3ff{~ l tc§fjm:.1lT~~i!f 

'1'A'¥!1~~i~ L --C1lT~W'~~3ffT Qfilit?2:~ . ]j[jjl1j*il!1G1lT~ 
¥i!f~m~i1i2::~~{i;TQ:'c~:j?f~CTQ~:::J<:~l~ 

td;l:~:::J<:~ 2 f;:~t.~(J)?;gWfiID~m~1I:o 

[3e~ (J)~~ttID?)lll] 

[0001] 

[3e~(J).TQ~*~.l :'(J)B~~.?2:~iIDO)'~~ 

*~XfjtT Q ?2:WfiID!iEim3.i1ii1ii;:{,ji;:b iJ. :j?fi;:jj!jj{fl~~7!1 

J!!.'& aJt*~~7&J:!!!. ~ ffl v \ --C. 1fi1iIJ{'F*(J)~ f,lf0)~~~ 

fi!'¥!10) El ~11:: H~l ':J tc?2'WfiID!iEim3.i1i1l:f;:rMlT Q 0 

[0002] 

[VE*O)~*] 1315 f"i?2'WfiID~5;o ~-~ (Airport Surf 

ace DetectIng Equipment • .!;( r AS D E 2:: It \ 5) ~~ 

-2-

~~fl::ltc?;g~iii!iEim3.i1i~O):;lC1 'Y:7I3l""('~QQ ~1}1 

~?;g~iID~R5;oTQ~-~7/'T~. 2~~-~.~~ 

3e{~T Q tcilt)O)z{~~. 3 i"izf~~ 2 J: ':J --Cz{~ ~ htc 

.~7J')5:# l--C~':J --c~tc.1&:~~f~TQ~{~~. 6 f"i 

z{~~ 2 -g: tCf"i~{~~ 3 n'z{~-g: tcf"i~{~T Q.1&:. 7 

f"i ~-)1'7 /'T~ 1 n'6~f~ ltc.~c zi~~ 2 n'6z 
f~TQ.~c ~m f'J :g:;tQ-Ij--=\,-COL ~-:1. 8 f"i~{B"~ 

3 n'~{~-r Q ~{B".1&:""(' ~ Q 0 ~% 9 f"i~{B"~ 2 n> ziB" 
TQ z{§.~. 1 0 f"i~{~~ 3 f;:J: 0 --c~i~ ~htd~J* 

~(J)1tf§i§%. 1 2 f"iA S D E O)~f§{~% 1 0 lJ'677{}[ 

'&V~li1to) ~-:1"'::::::1-O)~~~fJjAE: L §.~tr€I±\T 

Q A S D E § .~ttl~~. 1 5 f"iA S D E § .tr€t±\~~ 

12""('tr€~L~§~0)77&,&a~~~~Tw1}~~QQ 

:f"f1} 1 3 f"iA S D Etr€1±\ § ~l;: ::1-Jv-lj-~ /'1;!ji0)~3IJ~ 

1}~ff1JnTQ~3Im%ff1JD~~. 1 4 f"i?2:WfiIDp'<J~~~ 

T Q filit?;g~~.jjl1j ~*~T Q iWi~~:£,(~~i1i. 1 6 l"i~ 

?;g~0)~3IJ*1}~*7GT Q tcilt)O)*~7"-:1 {§%""('~ 

Qo 

[0003] :f"f1}1 7f"i~-~'::::::1-(;:¥-jI;'--C?2:flli)l!iJ 

ill?;g.~~QM;?;g~0)~A'&VI±\~0)1f~~ft51~!iEi 

m~-)1' (Airport surveillance Radar • .!;(rAS R2:: 

1;\5) '&V±titl::n'60)~r~~~i1i (~/':1C1-7'-:1) J:f'J 

:f"f%/"~Jv ~ ~zi~ L. M:?;g~(J)r.t~~i1i (r '7 /' ~;f,' /' 

5/) f;:J: iJ :j?fAE:O)~%/-(Jv ~ ""('r.t~ L. :'h~~i§!WW't 

l --C~3IJT Q 2 ~~m ~-:1. (Secondary Survei llance 

Radar • .!;( r S S R 2::V \ 5) , 1 8 f"iA S R/ S S R 0) 
~-~'::::::1-~6§~~tr€ttlTQASR/SSR§.~ 

t±\~~. 19('iASR/SSRO)~-:1·'::::::1-""(,~QA 

S R/ S S R1tm{~%. 2 0 I"iA S R/ S S R §l.~1±\ 

~1I:18~J:':J--Ctr€i±I~h~M;?;g~~&~'&VSSR~ 

J: Q;;t~f§%~~M:£~f;:j§lJ iJ ~--ctc::1- F~~Q t"

::1/,::1- FM*""('~Qo 

[ 0 0 0 4] ~% 2 1 f"iM;?2'~O)mrr Jv- r. {il'!q;. ~ 
Pf;:*1}~0)-r- 5' "'-~ ~;ffT Q m1T1H-jj!jj'f'If¥a7&l:!!!.~1I: 

(FlIght Data Processing • .!;( T F D P c I; \ 5) • 2 2 

f"i F D Pi;: J: Q 'T- 5' f~1}""(' ~ Q 0 ~1} 2 4 f"i~±t!!~l!l!J 

flL~~TA (Global Positiomng System. blrG P S 

2::V' 5) HIH\~ l tc.jjl1j(;:;Jo1; \ --C El c:, O){}[~ c ~31j:f"f% 

~zi§T 0 ]j[jjl1j*~G P S iZ5i~~. 2 3 f"i]j[jjl1j*~ G P 
S z{§~ 24 (;: J: QflL1I:'&~3Im1}~~i~ ltr€t±\TQ 

i1tjjl1j § .tr€i±I~~, 2 6 f"iiltjjl1j{:\[~'& V.jjl1j*%O)itl!{~ 

,.~. 2 5 f"i.jjl1jO){}[~2:: :ljIp!ij*1}~{i"1JOT Q tcilt)O). 

jjl1jflL~'& u~:ljIjjl1j*%'I'A'¥!1~ ~ Qo 
[0005]:f"f%27~~mftj'7~~~m~~.7J;;!' 

'7~O)~$~t/'~. 28~~$~t/,-Ij-ffillij]TQ~ 

{fl7"-51. 2 9 f"ijj!jjft.7!1~f;: J: Q /' '7 ~ /' F § ~tr€I±\~ 

~. 3 0 f"i/''7~ /' F&i1it;:~~TQM;?;g~~O) §l.{}[ 

i1im1}""('~QQ :f"f%31~.~~~~i1i. 32~.?i@¥ 

*f§%. 3 3 f"i S S R 'C-- F S z~f§~. 3 4 f"i~mi~ 

1}, 3 5 f"iflL1I:.AE:~~. 3 6 f"i.AE:{:\[~,&Vt"-::1 /' 
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:::r~ P'f"l§"%-z'~Qo 

[000 6] Jj::f;:tflf'P~~SJlTQo v~)f7/TT IIJ: 

mf"l§:f{l! 2 J: '? -Cmf"l§ ~ ;f'vt;: ~il!i~'?i::~jjfll*H;:JMtT Qo 

~f"l§:f{l! 3 fJ:'?i::~jjflfkJ~fnbTQfiJJt'?i:::f{l!~(f) V~~'.:I::::r~ 

~~f"l§T Qo ~f"l§:f{l! 3 (;: J: '? -C~f"l§ ~nt;:~}~l~j~(f)~f~ 

f~i} 1 0 ipG A S D E §~i!/!:ti:l*ii: 1 2 f;:;' i9 iIDt'?i:::f{l!~ 

§ ~WJ i:: L- -C EiIIJl¥Jf;::i!/!:ti:l L-, § ~WJ(f) h{lL&lfl1€~f~ 

% 1 5 ~IliJTQo 

(0 0 0 71 ~~ U;:fiJJt'?i::~(;:)<t L- -C~5.1IJ:m:"%rffJJDT 

Qt;:iJbASR/SSR17~fflv\QQ ASR/SSR§ 

~:i!/!:Il*.18~ASR/SSR17~J:Q~Mmi}~ 

,§l;--:5v \-C AA:'?i:::f{l!(f){lLii:&lf 1:::"~:::r /:::r ~ FfA'¥&(f)f~% 2 

O~ti:liJTQo {!!L-, SSRipG1:::'~:::r/:::r~Fi::AS 

DE(f):i!/!:Il&ii:(f)~g~~Q~ilb~~ASR/SSRi:: 

AS D E (f)~~~JllXb>li!~ l, -Cv \Qi:,~tJ>~ Qo Ttt;b 

t:" S S R(;::jOv\-C;jf~~(f) 1:::"~:::r /:::r- F~Wlf~ L 

S S R (;: -C:i!/!:/±:ltJ>-c'2:" -C t, \ Q F~'f;:A S DEi:: (f)~g ~ Wl 

i9, 1:::"-:::r /:::r- F~~<gTQo 

[ 0 0 0 8] F D P 2 1 fJ:AA:'?i:::f{l!(f)~rr /1-- r, ~::g ~ 

(f)T-~~-A~~L-, 77~r77/(f)T-~m%2 

2 Hi:liJTQo 

[0009] J1[iiDllJ:, ASDE-c':i!/!:ti:l~nQtJ>, FDP 

2 1 tJ\G~5.1IJ:m:%~~Q:: i:: fJ:-c'2:" ttt,\teilbJ1[filii~~G 

P S mf~:f{l! 2 4 tJ\ G G P S -z'.ti:l ~ nQ i3 J1[filii(f)fll:~ i:: 
J1[filii~1'l"(;:,~J i9 ~ -C GnteJ1[filiiili"%~mf"l§T Qo lILfilii{lL 

~:i!/!:ti:l*~ 2 3 (J:-t:-(f){~% 2 6 ~~f~ l" :fj[fiiil{lL~&lf 

lILfiliiili%lt¥& 2 5 ~ /±:liJT Q 0 

[ 0 0 1 0] AS D E v-f(f)§EfoJ i:: tt Q~~-c'fJ:*,¥: 

:A:t/-ij-~mv\Qo *,¥:~t /-ij- 2 7 (J:.:I:70 /~SJl;tr 

~'?i::~~~~.~~nv-f7/TTl-c'~foJi::~Q. 

~HR:L-/±:lL-, ::i'7~/F§~::i!f!:/±:l*~2 9 (;:-cjiftfftl!!!l 

~~/~~-/~~TQ@~~J'!!!~fflv\-cfiJJt'?i:::f{l!~i!/!:ti:l L

-C'?i::~fkJ(f)~J3[ C ~J3[(;:~. L- -C § ~{ll:ii:~77~ / 1" 

§ ~{lL~{~% 3 0 i:: l, -C /±:liJT Qo 

[00 11] /±:lJefiJJt'?i:::f{l!(;:~JjIJiIi%~ffJJOTQteiJb(;:(J: 

S S R'E-- F s1{r"~i~%~fIJfflTQo S S R"C- 1"S tJ> 

~~ ~ n -Cv \ QfiJJt'?i:::f{l!(J:, 1!5.1IJ1{r"~tJ~"fffi'l-c'~ Q teiJb(;: 

SSR"C-1"S1{~m%~~~-t:-(f)~~m%~SSR"C 

- F S stf~:f{l! 3 3 -c'st{~ L ~f~f"l§% 3 4 C L- -C{ll:~~ 

;ii::*~ 35 (;:/±:liJTQo {lL~~;ii::*~ 3 5 IJ:, Iffi:'?i::~ 

~&lf~-:::r/:::r-1"~:i!/!:ti:lL-, ::nG(f)m%36~ti:l 

iJTQ o 

[00 12] ~5.1lm%ff;/]Il*~ 1 3 f;:-C ::nG(f){"l§% 1 

5,20,22, 30, 36'P(f)fjj']-§~f;:)<tL-, {ll:~ 

:f§M~J'!!!, j§~~J'!!!HTv\, 2 5tJ\G(f){~%~bi::f;:~ 

5.liJiIi%ff1JO~J'!!!rrrv \, iWi:f{l!ffi'l~liVi~*llll 4 (;:Iffi:~:f{l!& 

LJlILfiiil (f)*7i": H'T ') 0 ~Jjlm%ff;/]Il*~ 1 3 (;::jOft Q ~ 

J'!!!1&, Itfgi@TllIIJ~J'!!!*1ll3 1 (;:-c;lJit~:f{l!~lILfilii(f)ilfgi@T 

llIiJ~rrl,\fjj']~(;:i%'ii:f{l!ffi'l*7i":*~ 1 4 (;:*7i":~itQ:: i:: b 

"fffi'l-c'~ Qo 
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[0013] 

[JESJlb>MiSI: L- J: ') i:: T Q atm] ilEI51;:7i":T~~ffii~m 

*ti:f;:~'?-C1J:, ffmJ'lLmfT7J"A (Vlsual Flight Rule 

s, 0, TV F R i:: 1;\ ')) (f)fiJJt~~(J:-t:-(f) 1:::"-:::r /:::r- P' 

tJ>~~-z'tt v \::. i:: tJ;;~ Q te ilb(;: AS R / S S R (f) 1::"-:::r 

/:::r-F20i::FDP21J:i9fiJJt~:f{l!~.~TQ::i::~ 

-z'~ttl;\~tJ;;~Qo ~te, S S R'E-- FS(f);;t~ffl:f{l! 

~(f)~W1HJ:, M~@::ilrJ(;:~A l" ~~@:1&(;:-l;J]!i;fi'TQ::' 

i:: ;;: tt 0 -C It \ Q te ilb, /±:lJe:f{l!(f)~JjIHJ:iiH~~ J:(1)h--c'ff 

5<:iJ-c'~ i9, ~~~~~tfl'P(f)ti:lJe:f{l!fJ:~5.1IJb~-c'2:" ttv\o 

S S R 'E-- F S fJ:>i:~~(f)*~AA:~:f{l!(;:(f)Jr.~~~ n-c 

i,\Qt;:ilb~;:, IJ\~(f)fiJJt'!i!:~~fpfl ~~t;:tlv\~(1)M:~:f{l! 

f-;t~5.1IJT Q :: i:: 7J~-c'2:" ttl, \0 ~ G I;:, v-~'~(1)%foJ f;: 

tt'?-Cv\Q~mfJ:"fm;b ;l-7~~fflv\te*,¥:t/-lj-(;:J: 

'? -C AA:~:f{l!(f)~~ HT ') tJ";iJ;t'!i!::f{l!(f)1"f=f:Eb~)]-b\;o (1)Jr.-c' 

fiJJt~:f{l!(f)~5.1IHJ:-c'2:" ttv\te&l)(;:~Jjlm%~ff1JOT Q ::. c 
fJ:-c'2:" ttl, \0 ::(f)J:? ttJ'!!!E!::n;:J: i9, ~~jjflf;:v\QfiJJt~ 

~j;:-Cf;:~5.1IJ:m:%~ff;/]OTQ:: c IJ:\:2:"i'\ .5.1IJiIi%(f) 

ffJJIl ~ n -C1, \tt It \fiJJt~:f{l!(;: --::lv \-C f-;t<gffilJ~tJ"iE[*JlWii*~ 

f~ f;: J: '? -C~3IJ L-, "fltJlJ ~rr '5 :: i:: (;: tt Q te iJb f;: <gffilJ'§f 

(f)$l. filftJ9'1j < tt Q i::V \ '5 r,,~mtJ> ~ Q 0 

[00 14] ~te, lILfilii(f)iffi'i5.1IHJ:'!i!:~bE1TT;oj;:-C(f) 

lILfiliif;:lILfilii~$lGG P Sm1~:f{l!~~$lGTQf:,~tJ;;&:>;oo -

~(;: G P S ~1~~fJ:-t-(f)1lIIJ&~~fJ: 1 0 0 m1¥~&:> i9 , 

~G~~~r~ff~QJ1[fiiil(f)%~~M.~b(f)ffi$<, 

G P S (f)7 /7T(f)J&mlL~-z'llIU{ll:~~!;:*2:" < ~!!lT 

Q~ilb,1&ff~~J:'?-C7/TT~filllTQ(f)~~.-c' 

~Qo AS DEi:: G P S ;O\G(f)llIiJ&*'t~(f)~Mb\G.5.1IJ 

~ Q (;: L- -C b, ~-\t{f:: L- -C1, \ Q ~~(;::jOv \-C'i&+m1¥!t 

f;:ilil3€ l, -C v \;0 :fj[fiiil(f)~JjIH;:lJ:, G P S ~1~:f{l!(1)~~~ 

~lItTQ i:: ~HJ'lLtJ~~Qo ~te, AA:~:f{l!~lILfilii(f)1tf?;'@TijliJ 

~fTl,\, *7i":*~f;:m;~tt~~~*7i":L--ct, j£'I~L-t~ 

~~jjfl~<gffilJTQAA:~<gmU~fJ:jtf,lftJ~i\lIil,\teiJb, ~~T 

"fffi'ltEb>+)]-f;: ~ i9, fiJJt~:f{l!~:fj[filiif;:)<tT Q :fiiI7i":b;;~h 

Q ::. i:: bff i91~Qo 

[00 15] *JeSJl(J:, ::(f)J: '5 ttlH1f(;:Ch--ctt~n 
te b (f)-z', ~!&;{f::T Q ~~jjflf;::jOv \-C~~jjfl ~~tflT;o 

j;:-C (f);IJit~:f{l!'& u~lILfilii(f)flL~ i:: ~JjIJiIi%r~. L-, ilfgi@ 

(f) "fffi'ltEtJ, &:> Q %t~WJ f;:%:!' L- -Cjjfgi@¥¥& ~ Ei tfli¥J(;:JeT 

Q::' i:: f;:J: i9, fiJJt~"fltJlJ~(f)"fffilJ~~(f)$ItI!X.&LJ?:gm:jjfl 

(f)*j;:tE ~ i\lIi iJb Q =- i:: tJ~ -z' 2:" Q ~m:jjfl~m!IR~ ~WHj:tT 

Q::.i::~§i¥:Ji::TQo 

[0016] 

[atmH¥iSl:TQteilb(f)-¥Ii\i:] mt;:jtrj 1 f;:~tc;(1)~SJl 

fJ:, '!i!:~jjfl ~~tflT Q fiJJt~:f{l!~lILiJIij~(f) § ~WJ ~~~T 

Q'!i!:~ffii~~v-fi::,:ilrJ~§~~~jift~T;o~T~;b 

j. '7 i::, :ilrJWC t"T'~;b j. 7 b"jiftj& L-te@~J: i9 MWC § ~ 

WJ~$/±:lTQ§~WJ$ti:l$i::, :ilrJ~§~WJJ:i9:ilrJ~§~ 

WJ(f)~5.1IJ:m:%~~~T Q Jt::f:~~~J'!!!$ i::, :ilrJ~ § ~4W 

J: i9:ilrJ~ § ~~(f)~tfl7Jfi'il ~~5.1IJT ;o~tfl7Jfi'il~JjIJ~J:!E 
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$ C, iN~G §~!WJ J: '? iN~ § ~!WJ0)~~:a:*~ Q~t:)lH~ 

ItfHtJJo'illl C, mi~:;t*~~Jl:l::@$, mi~~lbh[t;]~13ljJl:l: 

:@$, '&lJiN~G~~'r1fltfH;t}]o$ C IJ' G -t-h-t'h\;::tbiJ 2: 

h~~-~~~~l,.lO)§.~~-~~tbiJ~Q~ 

-~friJX:$c IJ'GftQlnzO)/"~-/~IDM~i1ltc, mi~ 

.1 0) § ~!WJY"- ~ :a:~fJfT Q.A.iJ/~ 'Y 7 Y C, mi~G?2 

~OO~!m v-~'O) teiJ(;::!li01t '-C1~ GhQ. 20) §~!WJ 
T'-~ ciN~.A.iJ/~ 'Y 7 Y f;::~fJf2:htc.l 0) §~!WJT 

-~O)Ni1ltmOO:a:~QNilltmOOJl:l:~*illtc,iN~~I'& 

V.20)§~~T-~:a:~~~Q*~~illtC:a:~~, iN 

~{.\LilltmOO:9t1~*i1lt(Uolt\-Cf.\Li1ltmOOIJ>~htc~ l,&V 

~ 2 0) §~WT-~i:J:IPJ-O) §~!WJc l-C~~~i1lt(;::* 
;if; L {.\LilltmOO7.l~~htt IJ'-:dc § ~!WJi:J:. 1 0) § ~!WJT 

-~&V.20)§~!WJT-~~-t-h-t'h~~~~;if;~illt 

f;::*;if;TQ =- c :a:~~c l-CIt'Qo 

[0017] .*~2~~.0)~~ct, ~?2.~OO~Q 

M.:a:~~~T-~~-~'&V.~~OO~QM.~.~ 

~T-?~-~~*~l, mi~:;t*~~~~$~~~~ 

.!WJT-~ f;::xtr.t~ Q'r1f¥a~iN~Y"-~ ~-~ iJ' G 51 ~ 
tel, -t-O) •• ~*~~illt~*;if;~Q=-c:a:~~cl-C 
I, \ Q o 

[00 18] .. *~ 3 (;::~G.o)~~f:J:, mi~~lbj][t;]~ 

l31jJl:l:~'illl'&ViN~~~'r1f.ft}]O$~~tc § .!WJT-?:a: 
!lit;::, AA?21),l~.~b>1lf~T Q llT1ttitt:a:1'"ill1j L 1lf~0) 

llT1ttitt b> db Q ~fr f;:: 1lf~~~'r1f. :a: t:f:j iJ T Q 1tf~ T illlJ* 

illtc, iN~G1lf~W~ •• :a:.A.iJ l, ?2~OO\;::iN~1lf~W 

~ •• 1::~{§~ Q 1tf:;i@~~zf§*illt C, ~?2.~.~f;:: 

*~ 2: hiN~1tf:;i@~~zf§*i1ltb>~f§ l tciN~G1lf:;i@~~ 

'r1f. :a:5tf§ l-C1tf~¥'2f :a:~?21),l~.~f;:: $:i¥T Q AA?2 

•.• ~*.1lf~~'2f5tf§~ 1ft c :a: ~{J; l, ?2i'!!Foo ~1lf 

~O) llT1ttitt7.l> db Q ~~1),l~.~f;::~ l-C i3lba<Jl;::1lf~¥ 

'2f:a:~TQ =- c ~~~c l-CIt\Q o 

[0019] 

[~~0)~.1Rj;0)~~] J;(T, *~~JlO)-~~~~(;::J: Q 

~i'!!Fooi;im*i1lt~[§oo1::~,1ffi l-CiBI.~TQo [§ 1 (:J:IPJ~ 

~~~O)::io 'Y 7 [§~db Qo =- 0)[§(;::j31, \-C, r-f% 4 0 

f:J:/"?-/~m.~illt~db i), /,,~-/~~*i1lt4 o 0) iN 

~~~TQ~~1),l~.~:a:~~TQ~~llTm~~~~~ 

~Hflv\tc1t+J:\;0)t:"T;t";b.J"741 c, ~GhtcliID~ 

IJ' GJ1Iit~1),l~.~:a: §.!WJ c l-CMlt±l-r- Q § .!WJi1Ilt±l$ 

4 3 C, § ~!WJb' G1),lf**%~.~~13IJ*%:a:~mlT Q 

:;t+~mlJl:l:~$45c, Mlt±ll~§.!WJO)~lbh[t;]:a:~ 

13IJ-r-Q~lbh[t;]~13ljJl:l::@$4 6 c, §~!WJO){.\Lillt~.:a: 

ft1JO-r- Q ~~'r1f.ft1JO'illl4 9 C:, :;t*~~~~'il1l4 5 c 

~lbj][t;]~13ljJl:l::@'il1l4 6 c~~'r1f.ft}]O'jfl4 9 CIJ'G-t

h-{,h(;::t:f:jiJ 2:htcT-? :a:1PJ-O)T'-~ c l-CfrPX:-r

QT'-?friJX:'il1l5 1 czpGftQ o 

[0020]r-f%42ct~T;t";b.J"741J:'?t±liJ2:h 

tCiOO~T- ~ db i), r-f% 4 4 I:J: § ~!WJMlt:f:j'il1l4 3 ~Mlte 
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CONSTITUTION: Edge light assemblies 201-n are 

arranged along the runway and taxiway and a sensor is 

arranged at each edge light assembly 201-n. The output 

of each sensor reaches a microprocessor in the edge 

light assembly 201-n and is further sent to a central 

computer system 12. The data is processed by this 

central computer system 12 and the state of the whole 

ground traffic on the airport is graphically displayed on a 

display unit in a control tower. 
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t /'-t(lY) 

3C~(llV) 

.. filii 

22R. 27, 33L. etc. 

t/9-5~/'0)~M;~O)X&ay.~ 

7-(-r-~iI'l. 
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:ltb'> .; 0) B£~ 

Not_active,active_takeoff,active_landing, 

aLarm 

~.M~.~m~ft511-/t/-tOJ97..~ 

3Ct1a.:> 1) 7.. ~ 

m:iE:.l:OJ.jiijOJ 1) 7.. r 
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MV=~~ttX'i711-
[*: 3] 
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while (forever) 

if (edge light shows a detection) 

if (adjacent light also gho~s a detection sensor f~s~on) 

I~ CONFIRMED DETECTION ~I 

if (previous block showed a detection) 

J~ ACCEPT aANDOFF ~f 

Update aircraf~ position and speed 

elB~ 

1* MAY BE AN ANIMAL OR SERVICE TROCK ~I 

Alert operator to posBible ir-cursion 

/* MAY BE AN AIRCRAFT ENTERING THE SYSTEM 1t I 

Start a new track 

elae 

Request status from adjacent light 

if (Adjacent light is OK) 

1* NON CONFIRMED DETECTION */ 

else 

Flag adjacent light for repair 

endif 

andif 

endif 
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if (Edge light loses a detection AND 6~atua is OK) 

if (Next block ahowed a detection) 

1* PROPER HANDOF? *1 

else 

if (veniole speed > ~ takeoff) 

aandof£ to depar~ure control 

1* KISSING HANDO?? */ 

Alert operator to possible incursion 

endif 

endiE 

endif 

/* CHECK FOR POSSIBLE COLLISIONS */ 

fo~ (all tracked aLrcraft) 

Plot future pOSition 

if (position conflict) 

Alert operator to possible incursion 

endit 

eocii! 

Update display 
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SOLUTION: A sensor integrating part 102 is provided, 

inputs from plural sensors 100 are integrated by the 

sensor integrating part 102, and the respective moving 

objects are extracted. Then, the coordinate data of 
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x:~.¢.;; i-3~-;<E0)'illl'~-z";b 0 -C, ~%~f.:t-t Li!!/\-r 
O$t!J{.;jI:O)~mi-OOfr{;To'illl'.fljt"('mo~iffi~mv/~ 

~,~j!]{.;jI:~i!!/\L~~~-Cm0-C,ftl!0)$j!]~~~0) 

~~.¢.;;f.:#:t:E Utlt\~-§-f':o)Jj., MtcX:~.¢';;i-M"~c~iffi 

~m V /:/ vrZ;vf.:i!!£/\ L-t~$~{.;jI:f': do":ff ~it 0 do":fftlC 
~~;<Ef~~, 

x:~,¢';;O)'illl'~i-;W:~T 0 -;<EO)~~-Cm 0 -C, X:~.¢.;;f': 

t-tLi!!/\ T o$~{.;jI:f.:t-t LW'¥!ii-3ED'T o~!$~~"(';b 
0~11fI v/~f':, M~cfij!]-{.;jI:iJ'i!!/\ U~~"('m0 -C, 
flli.O)fi~f;$:iJ;~f.:MtcX:~.¢';;i- do":ff L--C1t\0~'':1'i, 
W¥!ii-3ED'-r OW¥!i3ED'f~ ~, 
i-3~~~i-~~~To~~®fi~{.;jI:X:iffi~m*~o 

[~~~13] ~~®o)~~~NvY~~.~-rO~ 

:/~ ;VVY~.~f~~, 

*~~~O)m*tlC~i-~lli-rom*tlC~~llif~~, 

M~c*~~~O)cp{,'~O):;t~ i-, M"~c.t1j!,*if:~~llif~ 

I':~ 0 -C~lli ~ht;:M"tc*~~~O)?1j!,~tlCm'\.:ttfjil L-C 
w,:{r; ~ it-C*7f:-r 0 cp,L.'~*~f~ ~, 
i-3fi~~i-~~~To~~®$t!J~x:iffi~m*~o 

[3EI!I1O)~i$tt~l!I1] 

[0001] 

[3EI!I1O)~Tott*~.]*3EI!I1~, £~~~~ofilfJ 

{.;jI:O)X:iffi~mt.:~-roo !!\fi.:, 'W#JIJ'§'O)x:iffi~mHm!!fJ 

L-, 'W~~0)7-7o-Fi-~YL-'50~~®$tb~x: 
®~my;z.,TAI':~Too 

[0002] 

[1Jf:*O)tt*Tl Vf:*, ~~O)$tb~O)x:iffi~mf':I'i, l'j 

k 0)*~;6'.ffl"\ 6h -Cv\ 0 ;6" ~~i¥JttAA;~~'.:t-t-r 0 
m~I'i'W#JI1'§'i.:~ olfPl"':~ 0 -CD':bh -C1t'o~iJq:i 

-3-

~~~-Cmo • .:c0)~~, .3E •• ~**L--C<ot, 
'W#JIJ'§' f.: ~ ."5 JilJt£~~O) p:J m-tt~)lh' i2!l~I': tt 0 ~-§-iJ' 
1:.[.0 0 

[ 0 0 0 3] ~ 0) ~ '5 ttr,,~!lIH.:t-t7!1T 0 t~~, 1f#JIJ'§"O) 
x:iffi~mi-tmMT 0 tlk 0)~1lt;6,:m:~ ~h -Clt\oo 
[ 0 0 0 4] ~J zli, ~OOa:g 5 3 - 1 3 1 6 9 8 %0¥!i 

I.: l'i , X:~.i'?:.f.:.to't 0 -( /~-o Y 7~~f':~ 1'), x:~ 

.f,i:,t.:~'t 0 jtf?R~Iltill::-r 0 ~1lt;6'OO~ ~ h "(It \ 0 0 X, 
$tb~~lli~O)~llif~%f':£--51t \-C, ~@~~~~;<E 
L, ~ O)~Atf.:,§!;--5 < m1f ~!3 tbi¥Ji':~-{ ;z.,~JJX~f':l;: 
J. 0 -Cj6ffi L- '5 0 1f#JIJ ,/;z., T A;6,OO~ ~ h -Cit \ o. 
[0005] X, ~OOlJZ2 - 20880 O%0¥!if.:I'i, 
~ •• O)X:~~MO)~MO)/\I')otllio~t/~i-~ 
It, .:c0)~F,,9f;JO)iilJt~15!H&i-~t~-r 0 ~ t iJ;"T~tt*rnt 
7J'OO~~h -Cit \ 0 0 AA;~~~iJ'*~-z"~ 0 t~lO, fIlm-tt 

ffilJ:.X:iffi#JIJmJi-D''5 ~ tiJ'''T~-z''mo ~ ~h-Clt'oo 
[0006] X, ¥fOOlJZ3 -14480 0 %0*H.:~'i, 

::r::~o /iJ'6~~."""', li:i'i;~.iJ'G::r::~o /"-t ;z.,;v

L~AA;D'MMi-ff'5~t~-c~, .~'§"O).m~ •• ~ 

ito ~ C: ;6'''T~tt*~iJ'OO~ ~h -Cv '0. 
[0007]X,~OOlJZ4-49500%0¥!i~~, • 

1\jJg1J\!f0)1iliHJ(.~~~& V%ff ;v- f- i-~@f::: !3 j!]i1<;;<E-C 
~, 1f#JIJ'§"O).m •• &V@Fi!iO)'ti:'~tEO)rPlL ~.ffl~j] 

¥O)rPlJ:.~!jgj -"5 ~ t i-"T~ t T o*~iJ'OO~~;(1, -Cit \ 

0 0 

[0 0 0 8] .x. , ¥fOOlJZ4 - 30 2400 %0$1iU.:I'i, 
x:~.¢.;;\.:~ ft o~~{.;jI:O)1fjfilj i-D'v \, ifj'?Ri-Iltili: L ? -"5 
~~;6;OO~ ~ h -Cv\oo 
[ 0 0 0 9] .x. , !!\fOOlJZ 6 - 3 3 6 7 1 2 %0¥RKI'i, 
~~0)~7'/-~I-{~~~Ojtf~lltili:y;z.,TA~OO~ 

~h-Clt'oo 

[ 0 0 1 0] !!\ff.:, jtf?Ri-IlEli:T 0 tit \ '5 A~U.:13€I L-C 
f'i, 0.TO)1Jf:*1:HW;6;~Gh-Cv\o. 

[001 1] -Wu;tli, !!\fOOlJZ4 - 1 70000 %2¥!if::: 
~,~~m-%.~lliofMO)li:i'i;~~J:.~;bo~f-y~/< 

-:J:T~O).f,i:,:J:Ti-ffl,\, 1f#JIJ'§"O).m~ •• v:)":), AA;@ 
~O)jtf~O)}61:.~lit~i.:llEli: L- '5 0*1lt\;:01t\-COO~~ 
h "(1,\0. 

[0 0 1 2] X, !!\fOOlJZ4 - 2 4 5 4 0 0 %0$!H':I'i, 
~~0)~~~iJ'6m-%~,,-0)it§/\oftiE'.:~ffil~h, m
%~~O)~/\~li:·ff"Ti-AA;~~o)~~~.~~-"5ffi% 

:tr~~3~~~;6,OO~ ~h -Clt'oo ~O)~~f':J.;(1,li, 

'W#JIJ'§"O)*~.mO).y;6;!jgjho t ~c.tt~h "(It \-"5 0 

[0 0 1 3] .x. , !!\fOOlJZ 5 - 4 6 95 0 0 %0$IH:::I'i, 
m-%~I.:ftl!O)JOC?2:~7J;1t \0 ~ t i-, .1\jJg L- J. '5 C -r-"5JOC 
~~O)/'~-{ 0 Y f- I.::tr *1': ~ I') ~ Gito ~ ~ iJ;"Tffi5tt~ 
~7J'\OO~~ h -Cl,\oo 
[0014].x., ~OOlJZ5-13 199 7%0¥af.:f'i, 

!3t!Ji¥J~~.:tr~~:tr·m:tr~mJi-D''5~t~J.~,1f 

#JIJ'§"O)mJWfHtill:: L- '5 o~f£iJ'OO~~h -Cit \-"5 0 
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[0015] y" <f!f~ijZ.5 -1 5920 0%0¥tU;:f'i, 
:lt1T~~~7J,~~2§:cp l;:1'f1'±T 0 j~r€!h:: f'ij&i@CAA;~~ ~ 
~~2§:(;:~)\ ~it 0;: c J)ttv' 7:t: ~/y-t~7ffJ)~v' 

mt~~~*:ff;~lll7J'~ff; ~ n -Cv '00 
[00 16] x.. , <f!f~ijZ.5 - 1 55100 %0¥!H;:f'i, 
~~~&a~J)~illJ)~~~J)m1'±&~~,~kJ)~~ 

~ fflv '-C*:ff;'WiliUT 0;: c (;: J: f'), 'WiliiJ'§J)~m~!11EJl!% 

1.- '5 0~~7J,~jf-;~n-Cv'00 
[ 0 0 1 7] x.. , <f!f~ijZ. 5 - 1 9 7 9 0 0 %0¥~H;: l'i, 

~fr~IU31t Q ~~tJi!(~fRC' ib -J -c, 1t*:~*r7J':l!Il.Ci) 

JL,;ttL -c, f~!¥Jiff;6'fi'ilJ: 1.- t;::~I*J~~iti7J,~jf-; ~tL -Cv' 

00 
[0018]x.., <f!f~ijZ.7-37200%~.~~,~ 

~2§:(;:1'fi:ET 0 ~~!l&JJ)~5.lIJl1iN:a-fi'ilJ: 1.- td~~1.l'~jf-; 

~n-cv'oo 

[0019] 
[~~ 71'Mtl::: 1.- J: '5 c T 0 ~~] ;: J) J: '5 (;:~k J)~~ 
iJ'~~iii(Uolt 0 51:im~mJ) t;:Ci)(;:~~ ~ n -Cv '0 0 
[0020] 1.-;6'Ut71'G, ~~tI;:~;6'JE3:.1.-t;:~-€! 

(;:, ~J)~~J) v~/V, :fit~NJ) V~!v(;:r.t t: -cW.~ 

JE1TT 0 ;6'iS;6'~tl:::~ 1.- '5 0 x:im~m~~I'itlO~f'i1'f1'± 
1.- tt 71' -J t;:o 
[00 2 1] }Z, ~~I*JIU3v'-Cee-fitliJi*J)rg~mmH'i 

'WiliiJ'§'I;: J: f') 1l!J 'IJ ~ -C G n -C v 't;:;6', ;: n ~ El tiJs<;(;:1l!J 
f') ~ -C o~~f'i*tc1'f1'± 1.- -Cv ,ttv '0 
[ 0 0 2 2] x.. , ~~I;:jOv' -Cee-fitliJi*(;:1l!J f') ~ -C Gn 

t;::rg~litj!!jH;:~]!;6;3:. t: t;:~-€!, l3!i:E!lifr 1.- -Cv '0 rg~ 
lH-00i;6, G~]!j&J)!I2§:lH-OOiI;: fIl i'lt1;:fitfrT 0;: c l'ili1H11E 
C'ib -J t;:o 

[00 2 3] x.. , ~~(;:jOv\-Cee-fitliJi*;6;1l!J 'IJ ~-C Gn 
t;:rg~litOOi~~tLf;:vt-J -C~fr 1.- -Cv'o iJ'iS;6'~~mT 
o ~~f'i*tc~l3! ~n -Cl; ,tt;6'-J t;:o 

[ 0 0 2 4] ~ G I;:, ~~~:a-fljffl 1.- -C 1;' ofitliJi*J)1f§I 

~:a-~~ 1.--cx:im~m~fr '5 ;: C f'ivt*f'i~.C'ib-J 

(0025]}Z, ~~J)~~~~~-C-~imfrC'ibo~ 
Ci), ~~lf§J)-jllffi;6'G ib ofitliJi*;6;~)\ 1.-~~t'i, f!fL 
jllffi;6, G J)f!fLJ)fitlbi*J)~)\i:~1l::. Utftnlitt G tt v '0 
U'1.-, ;:J)J: '5 tt~1l::.~5<;IJ¥S<;(;:fr;to~m~~t'i* 
t;::'~l3! ~ n -Cv\tt v '0 
(OO 26] x.. , Jli:~1.--Cv'o~~lf§(;:jOv'-CI'i, ibo 

~~~H~Ibl*;6'~ffl 1.- -Cv'o~-€!(;:, ~J)Jli:~To~ 
.If§i:f!fLJ)fit.i*~~fflToc21f§1J)fitliJi*~~J).iii 

1;::j01; \-C1JT~T 0 llJ~ff1.l;ib 00 ;: J) J: '5 ttl, '0'9 o:j}l{ 

~fi'ilJ)1JT~~1l::.~5<;IJ*~~fr~;:c~~*~.C'iboo 

[ 0 0 2 7] }Z, mj§:~~x:~,#:~",J)~)\i:tJ~f!fL~I;: 

fr '5 ;: c I;: J: f') 1JT~i:~1l::.T 0;: c 1.l;:EI GtL -Cv 'on;, 
6~tI;:~Ctf.J)JE1TC ~ 10J)~~~£:$1;: 1.--Cv'o 
t;: Ci) , fIl m tt x:im~m i: TO;: c ;6' C' ~ tt;6' -J t;:o 
[0028]}Z, ~~iiiJ)~~lf§J)m.tI;:~i:5<;IJ¥~~ 

1E~T 0;: c b ~ili!EC' ib -J t;:o 
[00 2 9] *~aJH'i, J:~~(;:~,7Jjt ~nt;: b J)C' 

ib 'IJ, ~J) § ~f'i, ~~iiif;::jO~t o51:im(;:~~;6;361:. 1.

t;:~ifl;:~3:.T O~.J)JEfr~, ~m v~!vl;:;;t G-C1J1J 

1l::.1lJ~a~~~~~To;:cC'iboo 

[0030]}Z,*JE~J)~J)§~~,fitlb~.~!I. 

'1If.~ El !iJs<;l;:1l!J f') mt 0;: c 1.l;llJfjgtJ:~~HI~·~T 0 
;:cC'ibo o 
[003 1] *~iJflJ)~J)§S<;f'i, rg~litOOi;6'~'J)J: '5 

(;:,ifjfr~n -Cv' 0 ;6'iS;6'i:~m 1.- '5 o~iiti:~~T 0;: 
cC'ibo o 
[0032]*~~J)f!fLJ)§~~,rg.~.~~~J)R 

{ttt c·I;:J: 'IJ ~CPC'R]!~tLt;:~, ~d;tiimj§:.J)~ 

]!a~J)~-€!~bfIlma •• ~OOiJ)~]!~IlJ.~~~~ 

~~To:' cC'iboo 
[0033] 
[~~~Mtl:::Tot;:Ci)J)=¥-g',i:] m 1 J)*JEajJf'i, J:~~ 

~~Mtl:::Tot;:Ci)(;:, ~~J)tIb.tI;:~~i±l=¥-g',i:c, m~ 

~#i:~i±lTom~~#~i±l=¥-g',i:c,M~m.tI;:~c, 

Mllc.m~~f,* c 1;:£-:5 ~, ~m V~!v~~~T Q ~m v 

~!v~~=¥-g',i:c, ~~tI;:~i:~i±l 1.-t;:~, ~~~~~ 

tLt;:~m V~!v1.l;m~J) 1.-~ HOO:J: f') ~v '1l?¥1;:J)JJ-:tf. 

:a-~frTo~.JEfr=¥-g',i:c, ~~~;:ci:<f!f~cTo~ 

~G!ifitliJi*x:im~m~~C' ib 0 0 
[0034] ~.JEfr-=Fg',i:f'i, m~J)1.-~HOO:J:'IJ~m 

v~/viJ'iliIiv' c ~ 1;:J)JJ-W.i:i±l.1JT 0 t;:Ci), m~J) 1.

~ HOO:~ J:~~ito:' c I;:J: 'IJ, ¥.i:~fr 1.-1;: < < T 
o ;: c ;6'IlJ~C' ib 00 
[00 3 5] [tij, idtl;:~f'i, ~J;tli, ~$.CPJ)~J) 

1l?¥,#:J)~~G!iJ:I;:1'f1'±T 0 ~1T~~JO'i, ~ ~~;;:~36 
-i'T 0 =Y:zE:J)~n~j!!jjJ)ffEfitC'~JwrT 0 ~J)-=F~;6"!<I-iii 
C'ibo o x.. , J:1lCm~J)1.-~HOO:I'i, Il?¥ra'i!fH;:J:-J-C~ 

ft ~ it 0 ;: c b!<I-@ C' ib Q a ~J;t Ii, tlUa'I'i 1.-~ HOO: ~ 
TIT, ~m v~lvJ)m.;6'ttJ:~C'btf.~~frTo J: '5 
1;:1.-, -~, ~ra'i'i:tf.~~frU;:< <To:'ct!<I-i® 
-c'ib Q 0 

[003 6] x.. , m~I;:M 1.- -Cl'i, ji\ld'F:g;6'm~~lH-jjltl 

1.-, *JE~J)~iitl;:)\.1J 1.-t;:j&, m~~{,*~i±l.-=pg',i:I;:J: 

-J -C -~J)m~~f,*I;:~~T 0 J) 1.l"l<r@C'ib0 ;6;, m~ 
~J) bJ)i:~i±lT o=¥-g',i:~~ft, ElIbS<;I;:m~~#:a-~ 

i±lTomJJ.X;c 1.--Cbl'H'o 
[003 7] m2J)*JE~I'i, J:~lllUi!!:i:MiR:Tot;::Ci) 

I;:, ~fi!i(;::jOlt ofitlb~;6;fitIbT Q.~C'ib 0!I2§:*00i 
O)fEk:t1ilH~~T o~~1l"c,ti=¥-g',i: c, ee-fitlb~I;:j;,j" L- -c, 
~J)fitlb{;$:;6;fIJffl 1.- '5 0 !I2§:litOOi ~Mre~t1illic.i%=¥-~;6' 
G~JJ-i±l1.-, :'J)~JJ-i±l1.-~!I~lH-j!!jjJ)I*J, ~@a!I. 

lH-OOi~~i±lTo~~!Ilf§lH-j!!jj~i±l=¥-g',i:c,M~~@!I~ 

lH-OOi~i±l=¥-g',i:t;: J: f') ~i±l ~ nt;:~i®tt •• lH-OOii:ee-fitlb 

~~~1.--CMf')~-CQM~~~=¥-~c, i:~~:'c~* 

~cTo~~ffifitlbl*~im~m~~C'iboo 
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[0038]~~~~~~~e~~~&.~~~~~~ 

~ Qo :'O)j!fIj ~ ~~ Gnt~&.~~1'i, ft]jtSg:Ji!!O)/";-1 t1 
y~~e.~s.~QO)t~~~~~, X,~~~~G 

,h,t~&.H® ~;giilU'§"7.1;mJi.J:Jf Q :. C: I': J: ~ ':~fjlii'-z' /..; 
-1t1y~~S.~Q:,c:t~~~~Q. 

(0 0 3 9] X, Mm:.~~i~H&H~·JHl:l~~i'i, ptt, < 
C: t, JlrTgc.~.1*O)~iJJ~~a:i:i!l,~& LJ~ T:i:i!lgf;:£--5 
~, Mgc.~~tt,~.&.~~~~Q ~~~T:i:i!l,~~,:#,~ 

~, ~i3t?:. C: ~<f,'fW:c~QO)Mr~~~Qo 
(0040] :'O)J:: '5 tt,mpX;(;:J:: ~, ~~a:i:i!l,~c:~T:i:i!l 

,~C: i;:£--5~, e.~i;:~:fiIl C tt,Q&.H~~mi*t;:~ 
1iriiTmg~~ Q o 

[004 1] .x. , ~ 2 0)*3MFj~i'i, &.*~7.1; e.~ 
(;:j!fIJ~ ~~G,h,Qm.iJX:~7f'Gt~7.l;, £R!i(;:::;oitQ~@J1* 

7.l;~@J-t Q&n~~ Q&n*liIDO){~:fiIlH!i1fl~ Q~:fiIlgc. 

.~~ C, ~.{ijl:i;:M G ~, -to)~@J1*7.lq'IJ)fj G '5 Q& 
n*liID~Mgc.~:fiIlm:.ti~~7.l>G~Ji.1±l G, :'0)~Ji.1±l G 
k&nHliID~*7f'~Q*7f'¥~c, ~i3t?=c~<f,'f.c 

~Q£~~~~{ijI:~~~m~~C~Q:'ct~@~~ 

Qo 

(0 0 4 2] lji(;: 1 il£CJ:.O)~:fiIl~*7f'~-t Q t;:::it~ 
tL ;gillfJ'§7.l;1*Q~1m7.l> Gm~O)&nH®~~.s;:. c I;: 
J::~, ;g.'§"O)*.~.mO) •• ~~Q:,c~~mg~~ 
Qo 

(0043] ~, =O)*7f'i'i, 171J;t1i"lJ A ~*7f'c~Q 

:. C 7.l;~~~~ 1'), X, :'O)*7f'-¥~i'i, JlrTgc.~lj.1±l G 
t~&.H®~~@~~QI~A", 171J;tfi", mffl!ltfF.Il7.l'fflv' 
jI~A"tt, cO)~%il~A"t;:£--5~*7f'NT '5 :. C t ~mg~~ 
Qo :'O)J::'5~*7f'~~Q:'c:~J::~, ;g.'§~~@~ 
~.3tli!il~;@:£(;:~:J;R.~Q:' C 7.l'~mg~~Q. 
(0044]X, :'0)*7f'~~, -to)&n3tliID~~~~ 

)fj G ~v'Q (-to)&.3t~7.l'~~j!fIJ ~ ~~ Gn ~v'Q) 
~~1*O)il'l&t{fr1t-C*7f'~ Q 0) t ~mU'§i;:M~ Mr@ 
tt,~JI$T,f;:t:{€!-O)~7f' C It, Qo 
[0045] ~ 3 O)*~fJJH'i, J:m:.1ilm~~~~Q t~d) 

I;:, Mgc.~~&n3t~~I±l-¥~i'i, ptt, < C: t, Mm:.~ 
~1*O)~~OOfr{;:itf!,~&LJ~T:i:i!l,~f;:£--5~, Mm:.~~tt, 

~~~n~~I±l~QOO~~T:i:i!lg~.~~, ~i3t?:.c 

~<f,'fW:c~Q~20)*~~O)Sg~~~@J1*~~~m~~ 

~~Qo 

(0046] ~30)*~~f;:J::nii", :'O)J::'5tt,:fi4:.iJX:f;: 
J:: 1'), ~fr{;:i:i!l,~ C ~ T ±l!L~ C (;:£---:5 ~, e IIJ~ i;:~:fiIl C 
tt Q &nHliID ~illi* i;:~~~mg~ ~ Q 0 

[004 7] ~40)*ge~ij:, J:~c.~m~~~-tQt~16 

(;:, £f1iiiCl<Ht Q~IIJf*7.1',qj:ff~ Q &.3tliIDO),qj:ff:iki5L 
~llifi:m~Q£f1ii~~~f*~Jm~m~~f;:.:lO','~, Mgc.& 
.3t®~~ffTQMgc.~IIJ1*O)il'l&~~~TQ&n3t® 

:tk~gc.~-¥~, ~i3Ji., JlrTgc.~@&n~I±l-¥~i'i, jlfT~c. 

&.*liID:tk~gc.ti~~(;:~~ ~ n -Cv' Q llfT~~@Jf*'l&~ 
$)ffi G, :'O)~IIJf*~;Q'-tO)~n~tli!ilO)~U;!f~Jffl~mg~ 

-5-

.1*'l&J:: I') ;J\ ~ 1, '~n*liIDO)Ji.~, llfT~f$~1*i;:j!fIJ ~ ~ 

~ Q~ 1 ~:J;R.j!fIj I') ~~~~, ~i3t?:. C: ~<f,'f~cTQSg 

R!i~~~1*5<:~llifi:m~~~~Qo 

[0048] :.0)J:'5~, M40)*~~~J:n~, ~l 
~:J;R.j!fIj ~ ~ ~~~i'i-tO)&n*®~IR1!ltf(;:{lf:ffl~~ Qf$ 
~1*'l&~~lj.~&nM.0)~1')~~~ff0kO)~, .0 
~, <f,'f:1tO)&.~tliIDO)lj.;Q'lm~G~L,'i '5:. c7.1,tt,V'. 
[0049]~50)*~~~, J:~~m~~~TQkd) 

I;:, £R!i(U"Ht Qf$.1*7.l',qj:ff~ Q&nHliIDO),qj::fT:tT:i5L 
~llifi:m~Q£R!ilIDf$.1*5<:~llifi:m~~~U::5v'~, M~& 

n3tli!il~~iT~ Q M~~.1*O)OO~~m:.~~ Q&nlltliID 
t\':~gcti-¥~, ~-E;-J.;., llfTgc.~~&.~I±l~~i'i, M~ 

&~3t®:tT:~llE~~~f;:m:.~~n ~~, Q llfT~c.f$.f*~~ 
.OOG, ~O)&.3t®~i3*,h,Q •• n~~fflTQ~~ 
O)~~1*~~.~naf;:gc.~~ Q .~.{Y:tT:Jt!HEJm-¥ 
~C, jlfj~ •• n7m~:tT:~reW~~f;:~tg~n-CV'QllfT 

~f$.{ijI:'l&~$)ffi G, :'O)f$J)J1*~;Q'-tO) •• nO)~!ltf 
'fIJ)fj"Trgf$.f*~J:: ¥) ;J, ~ 1, ' ••• O)lj.~i3t?~n~timi 
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.~O)~~-e~~<, -~O).~M~~ff--:J~.~~~ 
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[ 0 0 6 4] m 9 0);f;::9E~ I:l:, J::~c~m~Ml'R:T g t;:iJO 

(.:::., ?i:$!liooO)m~O)~IIJ~tJ;~~~:fr~!lJT g ~-frf':, 
M~~~~(;::to It g M~C.~tIJ{L!i:0)il!11T71r"HJl.IJO)~$-em 
gmlxim/-fO)x~/-f.~M*~~-c, ~/\.. 

l.I:~.~~~Tg~/\..l.I:~~~~~~~, M~~~~ 

f;:%j"~, M~~ 1 x~ / - fiJ> 6{1!!.0)~~~iJ;il!1/\. ~ J: 
5 ~ ~t;:~f':, M~cm 1 >::im/ - }q':~A.J.I::~.iI;; 

~~ ~;f1, -C v' g ~f': f:l:, M~{1!!.O)~!IJ~O)il!1/\. ~.l.I: 

Tg~A.l.I:~~~, ~~~::'~~~~~Tg@~OO~ 

!IJ{L!i:x~~m*ii:-em g, 
[0065] ?i::~ooO)~~~fj:fiir;f1,;ij>O)71r"iiJf;:11tf;:-7J 

im19-e~ g t;: iJO, ~~~f.:~tIJ~7J;;(=f:T:E-t" ,0 ~f':I'±, 

-t- 0)~1IJ{L!i:0)~~71r"iiJ ~ i2! 0)~1T71r"iiJ O)~!IJ{L!i:fj: -t- O)~ 
i!f.~f':~/\. T g::' ~ 1:l:-e~ ftv " 

[ 0 0 6 6] ~ 1 0 0) *:9E i¥l Ij:, J::~~ :frJWl'R:T g t~ 
iJOf':, 2.0).~~iJ;ili~L-CI,\gt~iJO, -710).$~ 

O)~ 1 O)xim/ - f7.'J>6~tIJ{L!i:iJ'~/\. L, {ili.7J0).~~ 
O)~ 2 O)xim/ - f;ij> 6~!IJ~tJi~A ~ t;:~-frf':, jjf~ 

1.i'3E3::Tg ~fjfdU?g ~~ 1 &lJ~ 2 O)xim/ - ff': 
iRJ-::7"lv-7"~~~T g ::7"lv-7~~~~ ~, ~$!liffiiO) 

m~O)~IIJ{L!i:7J>~~~~~!IJ-t" g ~(;:, M~.~~f': 
:to It g Mffi:~tIJf*tJ;;r"iiJiJ>--:J -CV'g 71rPJ{JlJJO)!lIiii$-emgm 
3 x~/- f ~ iRJ-flv-7"tJ'~~~;f1, -CV,gftl:!.O)>::@ 

/-~O)xim/-~.~M*~L-C,~/\..J.I::~.~~ 

~Tg~A.l.I:~~lti!:~-¥~~, M~c~~~f;:%j"~, M 
~c.{ili.O)>::im/- f7J'6{ili.0)~1IJ{*tJ;~A~J:: 5 ~ Lt;:~ 
~f':, M~x~/- ~f':~A.l.I:O).~7J;;~~~;f1,-Cv' 

g~~I':I:l:, M~ft!1O)~tIJ~O)il!1/\.:fr.J.l::T g~A.l.I: 

~~~, ~~~::'~:fr~~~Tg?i:~oo~!IJ~x~~m 

~~-e~g, 

[ 0 0 6 7] ::. 0) J:: 5 I;:, ~/\.71r"iiJ f;: J:: -:J -C l:l:jjf~iJ;;1: 
C -C ~ * ') ff::W:O)~.~f;:%j" ~ -C f !v-7~~JE:T g':: 
~ I': J:: ,:), iiI:~ ~ -C1, \ g ~i!f.~J:: -e~IIJ{L!i:tJ'iiI:~ ~ -Cit' 
g~iJOjjf~7J>1:C-C~'i5::'~~~l.I:Tg::.~~-e~ 

go 
[0068] f<!;j, ::7"!v-7{l:::i:l:J::~~f~H':;bg~-C0) 2 
.~~~~~.~-C19b;f1,g7J>, 3.0)>::im/-~~. 

VO~iJO-C 1 @Io)::7"Jv-7"{I:::~19--:J-Ct1iH', 

[ 0 0 6 9] ~ 1 1 0);f;::9E~ I:l:, J:~c~ :frJWl'R:-t" g t~ 
iJO(;:, ~ti:J~O){~i1t~~I±\Tg~IIJ{L!i:{~i1f~I±\-¥~ ~, 

i'lt7E~~~~-~O)llJi:lliiZ-em--:J -c, i'lt7E~I':xt Lil!1A T 
g ~ti:J{L!i:0) ~m Hftft€tT g llJillllZ-e m g i'lt7E~~m V~)v 
.:r:.~ 71':, ~tIJ~iJ;;~/\.~t;:~-em--:J-C, {1!!.O)~tIJ{L!i: 

iJ;::, O)i'lt7E~~m V"'!v.:r:. ~ 7 f,:;(=f:1':E Lf,tv '~-fr(':Ij:, 
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-to)mjj§jEiH:M~mjj§~ V"!I/I.:; 71;::i:!t)\ L-fcM~c~ 

jb{;t;:IU:-:f ~Sff6-ttQ Sff:JT:~a9:%::'F~!::, mjj§~~-a 

tf-~O)1l&~-z'&? --:J -C, mjj§~I;::}:,j" ~i!!§/\ T Q~jb{;t;:l;:: 

%t ~'i'W ~JEn-T Q i£$1l&~-z' &? Q 'i'W V,,!I/::r: :; 7 

I;::, M~~jb{;t;:?l'\i!!§/\ ~k~il--z'&?--:J-C, ft!J.O)~jb{;t;:?l'\ 
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~fflTQk~O) rSffJ :JT:~O)~~O)~~O)i£~!::~Q 

I.:; 7!::, .*~JEn-TQtc~O)~'b~M~J£:I.:; 7!:: 
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tc~, i!!§)\0)~J£: !::.*O)JE1T~.a-~::fJ¥J:: < 1T:5 ::. !::?l' 

PTmg-z' &? Q 0 

[00711.120)*JE~~, ~~.m~M~TQk 

~I;::, ~jb{2t:;:O){ll:~~~i±\TQ~jb{;t;:&~~i±\'F~!::, 

~~,'iR~-atf-%::O)1l&~-z'&?--:J -c, mjj§~(;:%t U~/\T 
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v\i»~il'iJ'~1t~:tL60 1*6~1t0)if.t*, /1'~1,\~.-g-(;:: 

('J:~T:;;733 6-4(;::~~ilt~1-rL, -jj, ~:@.m 

~Jifll~{tt~:@W Bt l/-"'.:/VO) jjiJ>7::. -2: It \~;;:: f'J:7. 7 :;; 7 

3 3 6-51;::~1-rL, ~0)~T:;;7S 36-5(;::;fOv'-C 

~:@~m:Yrr5 ~il'~:<E:~:tLoo 

[0176] -jj, ~T:;;7'3 3 6-41;::;fOv\-Ca9:iiliiJl.ii, 

tt,I'lt*T-7';vp<!O)~:@~m~~~f1S;mW§}{* I/rZ;v;O' 

~~~fflm¥&T-7/vp<!O)mW§}{4 I/-"'.:/v~ ~ /j'~v'il> 

Bil>iJ'~1t~:tLoo ~6~1t0)~*, ~:@.m~~~{g; 

mW~{41/-"'.:/vO)jj;O>Jj,~ v\~I;::I'J:, ~T :;;7'336 

- 6 (;::~~il'~1-rL3t:@.mH-rbtJ:v'~il>~;U:~h 

0 0 -jj, ~:@.m~:M!i~f1S;mW§}{* I/rZ;v iJ, 7::. 2: H~ 

.-g-1;::liJ::~C~T :;;7S 3 6 - 5 ;fOv\-C~:@.m:Y1-r:5 ~ 

iJ'~:<E:~:tLoo 

[0177]~J::0)~:5~.~~~~,*~1ifllO)W~~ 

~ 0 S/ ~ T A 1;::;fOv \ -C li~~p<!fl15 :y~tfJ-t 0 ~jlJ1*~'& 

-a~~P<!O)~:@@Bt l/-"'.:jv:y § jf]i¥JI;::'/!ljfj;ff L -Cv\o e:;tt 

(;::, ~:tLGO)'I1i'¥&I;::;§;~I,\-C~:@.m:Yrr:5 il>1tb ttv\ 

il>;O> ~ h t § .i¥JI;::~jfj;ff-t 0 ~ e: il'PJIm~ ib 6 0 

[0 1 78] ~~*OOfffiJ¥&O)~. 

~.I;::~~ITOOf~ffiJ'? ¥&-C 0~1;::1'J:, ;l::T§liJWij¥&~ 

fmil'~%'J~ib 6 -\Ml'f;::;fOv \-C, ~tfJOOfr€i:j1l!};';f,O)~-um~O) 
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~tt t L- ""({,jUtfT ,MH~~t@j § ~~E!,f"J§11f¥jH;:t;t;-':5v \ 

""( § ~~nJ§'''r§'¥lJ:<E~1T!' \, s tb~l ~ iJ'''filli-z'';1; Q~-@! 

f;:f'j:, fi~OOfrtlJ:t!lA~\, fi~~TJ:t!lA~~O)[jfijJ:t!l,\~U;:l!;-':5~~ 

ll%~t@j~~*TQo 

[0 1 7 91 ~f;:, i~H~*@j~1mO):!*Jf!"f§*1j:<EiJ'1T:b 

hQ o J:ilc~*f;: J:. '? 1~l?htc~ll%mjjjj{~tmO)1*Jf!'OJ§ 

~~~TQo ~*~J:.'?~l?h~~M*@jO).1m~,. 

~Jjff:tETQ 'OJillittiJ';1;Qo ::O)J: ') f;:,JIEll%H@jO).:ffii 

t VC.~@l ;1;-:dc~f;:f'j:, ~:jRO){JBt:lrtJHn:[;:ilE-::>""( 

l*Jf!'OJ§O)i!lJ:<E~1T ') 0 :: 0)i*Jf! "T§O)~{lj:['j:~J ;UifJ, 
-n;:jf;T J:. ') t~~{lj:;O,~;t I? h Q 0 

{01801*fl~~0)~#~~ll%H@j§~0)§tb~ 

~~:jR/~ll::1K5jiJ'~tR.:l*~--C:;1;Q :: t iJ'~{lj: t 6 h 
Qo 

[0181] *tc, 2~~0)~{lj:tL-""(['j:, :fl!lt±lL-te,JIE 

ll%ilt@j.:ffiif;: ~ 1,' "'(~ll%ilt@j:l*~T~:;l'lvO)9!.T:E~Jf! 9=J 

O)~~I-//' J-.~t, ,JIE~H@j'I'W¥aT~7'lvO)FPlif,f5fIJffl"T 

illi~~1-/7J-.~t~~~L-, 9!.T:E~Jf!9=J0)~~1-/7J-.~ 

iJ'FPlif,f5fiJJf!'OJilli~ ~1-/ 7 J-. ~J:. '? .jd~1, \:: U,~{lj: t 6 
hQ o 

[0182] 3~~0)~{lj:t L-""(['j:, ,JIEll%*@jO)§tb~J 

~fi~m;~ t, ~J ~xt~--C:;1; Qfi~{:ijI;O)fi~m;~iJ;~$c 
TQ:: t--C:;1;Qo $f[;:fiJJt~~::77;q;:J:Q~{lj:~~!tL

te~l~ HT ') .:: t iJ'lIfiOO--C:;1; Qo M;~~O)::7 '7 ;q'j:~J;t 
['i~ 2 1 [;:jf; 6n ",(1, \Qo 

[01 831 6 6[;:, ::O),JIEll%H@jO)~:ffiiiJ'~fflTQ-t

h-'ftLO)~$~iJ'fJ,TO)~{lj:~~k.TQ':: t t&:,~ t 6 
hQ o 

[01841*T~A~~/~~t~~i~:l*~T~7' 

IVO)~~~$~O)~A~~/ ~ ~;O'-$c L-""(I,\t~lth['i 

t~ I?t~I,'o *tc, ~~~$ll%;O'~A~ll:::l*1!&[;:t~I,\':: t 

t~flj:t 6hQ o ffd;t['i, ~ 3 7 [Uj~6h""(v\Q J:. ') I;: 

,JIEll% AiJ'~[;: v 'TtLiJ\O) ~~1-/ 7 J-. [;:~11J ~""( 6h "'(v' 
QJ:.')~~~~~,,JIE~B~~O)~~I-//'J-.~~IJ~""( 

Q :: t ['j:--C:~ t~1, '0 ilE0""(':: O)~, ,JIEnA t,JIEll% B t 
iJ'~:bQ$:71-O)).E~/~ ~~Nli~ll:::l*~[;:~:<EL-, 1*Q 

,JIEll%B ;o,jjIJO)?'~I-//' J-. [;:~1 '? ~""( I?ht~1,\J:. ') [;:~:<E 

6hQ O)--C:;1;Qo 

[0 1 8 51 @ 3 8 [;:f'j:, :: 0) J:. ') t~,JIE21m@j0) § ~~1 

~0)*~i¥Jt~~fp:~*-t7 0. ~T-'r~ J-. iJ':iJ': 6h ""(1,\ 

Qo 

[0 1 861 *f, AT 77"S 3 8 - 1 [;::j01,\""(,JIE~* 

ilIDO) § ~~1~ ;O'9!.tE~5<Jrl:';1; Q iJ\§iJ\iJ'~iE6hQo :: 

O)~*, ~3\'JJ--c:t~I,'~[;:['j:, AT'Y7"3 3 8-4f;::jO 

1,\""(,JIEll%H@j0)§1b~:<Ef'j:9=Jll::6hQo -jL ,JIEll%*@j 

0) § Ib~J ~ iJ;~3\'JJ--C:;1; Q ~f;: ['j:A T /' 7" S 3 8 - 2 I;: 

7&J:1!;O" fi1TT Q 0 

[0187] AT'Y7"3 3 8-2[;::jOI,'""(['j:, ~~JJ\tt 

'I'W¥&T~:l'lv 20 2 P'lO),JIEll%iltilID§~~l~jl{1t).Eiif!~tt 

V-"IV;O;, ~~~ffl11f¥&7~:flvP'l0)~iif!~tt V-"lvJ:. 
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,?/J'6v'iJ\-aiJ\;O'~iE6hQo ::O)~iEO)~*, ,JIEll%~t 

ilID § tb~l~jlftt3<:~~J~ v-";vO):;I]iJ'::k~ V \~~[;:['j:, 

~ll%*ilIDO) §~~:<Ef'j:--C:~ t~1,\to) ti!lJI:J!JiT, A7/,7" 

3 3 8 - 4 fU31,\""(,JIEM*@i0) § ~~J~ ;O"9=Jll: 6hQ. 

-iL ,JIEll%*@i§~~l~jl{1t~iif!.\ttt v-"lviJ" ~~~ 

ffl'fw¥aT~7')vO)~~Ett v-"Iv J: '? til' 6 Hi!'b'~f;: 

f'j:, A7 /' 7' 3 3 8 - 3 f;:JlhJ:1!71'fi1TT Q o 

[0188] AT77"3 3 8-3(;::jOlt'",(I'j:, ~~~tt 

'1'W¥a7-7'lv 20 2 P'lO)~ll%iltiW§~~l~jl{g;ma~{lj: 

v-"lviJ" ~~:tIffl'fwm7~::flvP'lO)ma~{lj: v-";v J:. 

1J!j'6t,\iJ\-a;O\iJ'~1E6hQo ::O)~1EO)*'t*, ~ll%ilt 

@j § ~@1 ~ ~fttmflE~{lj: v-"lvO) )JiJ'::k ~ H~J-E!f;: ['j:~ 

~HilID§~R:<E~~"Tilli--C:;1;Qt~~L-, AT/,7"33 

8 f;::j01, \""(~~ilt@j § ~~:<EiJ'9=Jll:: 6 hQ o -:;I], ~~ 

i!Effl'I'W¥a7~7' ;vO)ma~{lj: v-"lvO):;I];O,,JIEniltilID § tb 

~l~jl{g;ma~{lj:v-"lvJ:.1J t::k~I,'~f;:['j:, A7'Y 

7" 3 3 8 - 5 (;: J!1J:1!71> fi1TT 0 0 

[0189] A777'3 3 8-5l;::j01,'""(i'j:, ~ll%iltilID 

0):fl!l1±liJ'1TbtL 0 0 -tt~:b 1:" filb{:ijl;O)fitbootztlJ:t!l,f,Z t 
fi~~ TJ:t!l,~ t l;:t;t;-':51t \""(, ~ll%iltilIDft\'¥!iT~flviJ' I? 

~ll%iltilID~tm~~;q;T Qo :: 0)~ll%iltilID'I'W¥a7~7' /V\;: 

i'j:, J::~ L- tc~ll%~tilID'l'W¥a 1 1 8 iJ'fiti1lll6 tL "'( V \ Q 0 

[0190] jjzf':, A7'Y7"S38-6f;::jOv\"'(, J:~ 

A7 /'7"S 3 8 - 5 i;::jOI,\""(:fl!l1±l L-td~:-cO)~ll%~tilID~ 

:ffiii;: ~I, '""(~tR.il7cttJ@[i;:fJ, TO) A 7 /' 7" 3 3 8 - 7 & 
UA7/'7"338-8, A7/'7"338-9, A7/,7" 

3 3 8 - 1 0 0)J!1J!!!71'rr:bhQo t~:lO, ::h 60)A7 'Y 

7"338-7~A777"S38-10~--C:0)7&J!!!~ff-::> 

t~~*:fl!lt±l U~,JIEll%H@jf~:ffiiO)1, \Th t iJ'~:<E~PJ--C:;1; 

Q~~i;:['j:, J::izl! L- teA T /' 7" 3 3 8 - 4 i;:JlhJ!!!iJ'fi1T 

L-~ll%ilt@j § ~~:<Ei'j:9=Jll:: 6 hQ o 
[ 0 1 9 1] 6 I? I;:, AT 'Y 7" S 3 8 - 7 i;::j01t \""( ['j:~ 

ll%iltiW'fw¥aO) § ~@l~~:jR/~ll::ft\'¥aiJ>, r~:jRJ [;:~ 

:<E 2: h "'(v \ Q iJ'-aiJ>~iE 6 hQ o .:: O)~iEO)~jl::L r~ 

tR.J iJ'~:<E 6 h""(1, \t~1t \~~f;:i'j:, J:~A 7 'Y 7" 3 3 8 

- 6 i;:7&J:1!iJ'fiiT L-, ~:jRfJ:7cttJ@[i;:jjzO),JIEll%iltilID.tm 

I;: ~ It \""( A 777" S 3 8 - 771' G A 7 /' 7' 3 3 8 - 1 0 

* -z'O)7&~iJ'1T:bhQo 

[0192] -iL A7'Y7"S 3 8-7i;::j01,\",(, §1iJ 

~1~~:jR/~Jl:11f¥af;: r~:jRJ iJ'~:<E6h"'(1,\Q~~[;: 

f'j:, ~O)A7/'7"3 3 8-8f;:7&J!!!71'fi1TTQo ::O)A 

777"338- 8 i;::jOIt\"'(i'j:, -t-O)~ll%iltilID'I'W¥!iO)FPlif,f 

flJffl PJIlli~1iJ~~;O;,JIEll%iltilIDft\'¥a O)9!.tE~ffl t:pfi~~~ 

J:.¥)::k~t,\iJ\-aiJ\;O'~iE6hQo .::O)~iEO)~*, FPl~ 

flJffl "Tillifi~{:ijI;~O):;I]iJ'/j, 6 I, '~f;: f'j:, .:c O)~ll%*ilID 
'~¥a~~:<l:TQ:: t ['j:~"fmg--C:;1;Q t'¥lJIi;lTL-, J:~A7 

'Y7"33 8 - 6 [;:J!1J:1!iJ;firrL-, ~tR.il7cttJ@[[;:~O)~ 

ll%iltilID'l'W¥ai;:~I,\-C A7 'Y 7"S 3 8 - 7 ~A 7 /'7" 3 3 

8-1 0*-z'0)J!1J:1!71'1T:bhQo -:;I], A7/'7"S 3 8 

- 8 i.::jO It \ ""( FPl if,f5fiJ ffl 'OJilli fi~ {;$:~ 0) :;I];o>!l T:E~ffl 9=J fi 
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!b{*~d:.1) *~ Hi~--E!f~fd:, '(jziJ)7T -;; 733 8 - 9 \~ 

~J:l!n"~1t-r-Qo 

[0 1 93] 7T -;;7S 3 8 - 9 \~:jOI,'-Cfd:, ~~iHt® 

'1J1f¥!i iJ)~ffl or~1'f!b*~n', f: iJ)~!bf*iJ)~IIJ*~ c ~ 
U'n'-Bn'no;~]t2:nQo ,:.0)~]t0)$i!i*, ~L-< ttl,' 

:~1H~ id:, f:O)~ft%~®~1mfd:, :g'i.:t:Eil9::<E:O)xtt~n:&:' Q 

~!bf*~~il9::<E:~or.~&:'Q~~~L-, ~~7T-;;7S 

38 - 6 \~~J:l!n'~1tL-, '(jz0)~~*i@{~1m(~/)1;'-CJ!b 

J:l!n"1tbn~o -jj, 7T-;;7S 3 8-9\~;I31t'-C{£ffl 

or.~IIJ*~n"1'fIlJf*O)~lIJ*~ ~ ~ L- v '~ii-f~fd:, J;( 
T0)7T-;;7S 38 -1 0 f~~J:l!n:~1t-r-Qo 

[01 94] 7T -;;7S 3 8 - 10 f;::jOI,'-Cfd:, ~-CO) 

kI~~illiH~~*nQ ~~~f;: /)1, '-C J;( T iJ)7 T -;; 7 S 3 
8-1 L 77:/'7S38-12, 7T-;;7338-1 

3, 7 T -;; 7 S 3 8 - 1 4 0)~J:l!iI"1tbnQo 

[0 1 95] *f\ 7T -;;7S 3 8 -1 1 f~;I3v'-Cfd:, 

,:.O)~~~t®\;:~*nQ~$~iI:il9:-mIlt~~:tX~T-7";v 

\~~~i*7j.n'Bn'iI;~]t2:nQo ':'O)~]to)~*, *tc 

~~2:n -Cv'ttl, '~\~fd:, ~V;l~~:l*~T-::1'!H~, 

,:. O)~~~~j§j]O L-, Jffii&r:Y:<E:~lIJf*~~ 1 f;:il9::<E-r

~o *~,~~~Jffi/-~~xtL-~:<EO)il9:~ffi1tbn 

~Q 

[0 1 96] -jj, J:~c7T :/'7S 38- 1 1 f~j:OI,'-C 

(£ffl~$ft%iI:il9:V;1Y:l*~T-7 !v\~~f€ki*7j. ~&:'~:!ik 

ii-f~fd:, 7T-;;7S 3 8-13\~~J:l!iI:~1TT~o ':'0) 

7 T:/' 7 S 3 8 - 1 3 f~j:OI,' -C Id:, il9:V;ld:tX~O)i:!V" 

::Y:Jffi/ - ~iI:~$ft%O)i!§~~Jffi/ - ~~&:'Qn'B7.l'7.lt~ 

~2:nQ. ':'O)~]to)~*, ~*ffi~-a~&:'Q:!ikii-~ 

f'i, f:O)~ft%~t®O)~:fmO)~J~ fd:~~ tt v' t 0) ~'¥1J[!ff 

L-, J:lfc'.7T -;; 7 S 3 8 - 6 \;:J!bJ1!iI:1li':~. -/'L fi!1i* 
il:-a-r-Q~fU;J::, ~J~il;or.~&:'~ c'¥lJwrL, 7T 

-;; 7 S 3 8 - 1 4 1;:J!bJ:l!iI"~1t-r- Q 0 

[0 1 9 7J 77 -;;7S 3 8 - 1 4 \~:jOI,'-Cfd:, :g'i.:t:E~ 

~xt~~&:'Q~~ft%iI"i!§A~J.I:::l*~iI~t.P7J;~~2:n 

~o ,:. iJ)~]t0)$i!i*, i!§A~J.I:::l*~~fd:ttl,'~\~fd:':' 

0)~$ft%~~m-r-Q':'C~or~~&:'QC~~L,J:lfc'.7 

T:/, 7 S 3 8 - 1 0 (;:~J:l!il"1'f1T L-, f:iJ)~~~t®(~~ 

*tLQ ~~ft%0)'(jziJ)~~~(~ /)v '-C~J1!n'ffbft,Qo -

/J, ~~~~~n"~A~lI::tJ;:~~&:, Q:!ikii-(~fd:f:iJ)~~ 
ft%~~~~~~W~.:<E-r-Q':'c~~or.~&:'~c~wr 

L-, J:~c7 T -;; 7 S 3 8 - 6 (~.jIfa~J:l!n;~1T-r- Qo 
[0198] J;(J:O)d:.?(~L-C, 77-;;7338-10 

(~:jOv'-c~:t:E.:<E:iJ)~:fm c L -c~;t t:Jn -C1,'Q~~~W 
iJ)~-CiJ)~~ft%nqljmor~~&.J Q:!ikii-(;:, * tc.-mIlm,~ 

:l*~T-7"!vf~~~iJ)~jJM:qtbtLtc~, 7 T -;; 7 S 3 

8 - 1 5 (':~J:l!7.l'1'f1t L-~~*®iJ) § jljt\;:~iI'ffbtL 

~o 

[0 1 9 9] ~ft%~il!il:l*~lfi:m 
J;(J:O) d:. ? f~ L -C~ft%~®7.l;~J 1) ~ -C t:JnQ bft~&:'Q 

7.l', *~1ifiiiJ)*~\,:j:Oft Q y7T Af;:j:Ol,'-C\d:~llMtW 
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iJ):l*~f;:/)I;'-CJ;(TiJ)J::? tt~m~1T-':)-C"'~Q ':'iJ)1fi: 

miJ)~*,~:t:EiJ)~~~il!iliJ):l*~~~~~®:l*~T-7 

!v\~il9:;tET Q iJ)~&:, Qo 

[ 0 2 0 0] * f\ *V 7 T A (~.:lOv \ -C fd:~3t:iEff~~ 

If#F,,~O)j] '/ / I- nqtbn-C"'~o ~~~®~~1RTQ:!ik 

ii-~~, f:O)~ft%~®~~jljf*ffi1'fIlJ-r-Q~~If#Mffi~ 

~O)~O)*~ tt7 7 7 9- ~ ttQ o ~~~tilID'I1f*T-7 

!vl~ f'±, f: iJ)~~*® ~~jljW7.l'~lIJ-r-Q m-ii-O)~$;t: 

1t~~if!fr,M'*f¥2:tL-Cv'Qo ':'iJ)~~lf#r,,~fd:, 1~*:tJ;: 

~~d:.-':)-C~~L--C<Q~.~ffi&.JQo *~, ~.kI~ 

~W7.l"~J 1) ~-C t:JtL-CI,'Q --9-7 -;; I- n'kI~~tilID~%~ 

Ltclf#,~~, --9-7:/' l-~jIj~ilID11f¥!iT-7"!].'K*f¥-r
Q--9-7-;;1-iJ)~~1'f!bR~~M~, ~:t:E~M~O)~~ 

il"~~:iEffm~lf#r~' ~ L -c~lt&11tilID'IW¥aT-7";vl~~:<i:: 

2:tLQ o ,:. 0)~*.~1t~~If#F,,9id:, fftl ;tfi'ilfillfi1fnL ¥-liJ 
f;:-C~ft%~®~~J 1) ~-c Q~I':fd:, § *~T~':' ~ n' 
or1ll5~&.J Qo ,:. O)tc~, *V7 T A t~;I31, '-cI'±'ilfflilJ1fn' 
Cf'.lIJ~~~~tiW~~J 1) ~-C Qtc~(~, kI~~tiWO){~:fm~ 

ilIDiIDt.:*if; Uc~f;:, ilb-tt-C':' iJ)~*,jl':iE1t~~lf#r,,9 ~ 

*if;L--CI,'Q. ,:.tL\;:J::-':)-C, ~iIlfi1fn'.!:::'iJ)~lt&~W~ 

~jlj1'*f~~J ~ ~-C Q7.l'(;:/)I,'-C, 1fmtt'IW¥a~H1HttTQ 
,:. ~ 7.l;or.~&:' Qo 
[020 1 ] *~1ifiiO)*fi!l(~f*~~~ffi~lIJW::Y:lm~m 

V 7T A 1;:;131, '-Cfd:, f:O)~ft%~®~~ffl L -Cl, 'Q--9-

7 -;; I- iJ)1W~~~J:l! L- '"("V' Qo kI;l~milID'rJ1f¥aT-7 ;vo) 

f'¥J1f#{£mor§!3--9-7-;; 1-~~~;tQ--9-7-;; 1-"iJ)~J~ 

~~1I:-r-Q tc ~ I':, ~:t:E f: O)~~ llt® ~(£m L- -Cl, 'Q --9 

-7'/ 1-~7.l;~~2:tL-cv'QO)~&.JQ. ~;tEO)~ft%~ilID 

7.l'&:'Q--9-7:/' H.:~J~ ~-CGtLtclf#,~I':j:Ov'-C, ':'iJ) 
~:t:E{£fflcp--9-7-;; I-~fd:j] '//1-7 :/,72:ft" --9-7 

:/'l-ffi':'iJ)~~~ilID~%~L~~~~j]'//I-Y'//ffi 

ffbnQo *tc, *Y77A(;:;j,;I,'-Cfd:, ~~~®iJ)~ 

morB~--9-7-;; H;::~J1) ~-cQta:t.:, ta:@l7'-I-;;7~ 

ff? ,:. ~ t~;t t:JtLQ o L-7.l' Vtn: G, ':'0) J::? tt7'-:::c 

-;; 7 ~ta:@l1t? ,:. c fd:;;t~~.J:llf * L < fd: tt It '0 f: iJ) 
tc~, *Y 77 A (;:;131, '-C fd:, ~~kI~HilID~ --9 -7-;; 

I- I~~J 1) ~-c Q®:M(;:, ~morB~~7'-:r. -;; 71f#~J ~, 

~~:l*fi!l~~~~If#~t~~~L-,~ffl~B~~7'-:::c-;; 

71f#~JiJ)jjiJ,til, '~(;:Id:, ,:. iJ)~~~iW7.l;{£mT Q ~ 

-cO).V;;,:/)v'-c~:t:E{£mor.;O'B7.l'~T:r. -;; 7 L-, {£ 

mil'~or~ttil9:V;7.l: (~~~tt c) 11W~bi'¥:t:ETQm

ill;:fd:, ~~~~~ll!HO)~J~7.l'/For~~ L, 2: t:Jf~~~ 

~~~WO)~fflorBtlCfi!l~{£m~"T(~.;tE-r- Q O)C:&:' 

Qo f:L--C,~morB~~TI-;;71f#~~~:t:E~~~~ 
~-r-Q 0) ~ &.J Q 0 

[ 0 2 0 2J ~ft%HWfIJfflil9:~~m 
*tc, *Y7TA(;:;I3v'-Cfd:, --9-7-;; H;:~J~ ~-ct:J 
tLtd~ft%11tiWiI"{£m-r- Q .V;(~ /)1, '-C, J;( TO)~m Ht 
-':) -c, ~:t:EiJ):tJ;:~~.V;7~~:tJ;:~T-7 !v(;:~:il:: L- -C1,' 

Qo ,:.tLfd:, J:lfc'.1£fI3 8iJ)70-T-t- HUov,--ctIDI. 
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~l.,-CIt'Q. 

(0203] ~f.~~~~B~~~~-~~~.~~ 

~iI'1'ibh-CIt\Qo Tttbs. J:i£l.,t;:J:: S ~::. ~~~t 

@IiI'ib Q ~ - if:;; H::~J VJ ~ -C 6 tL t;:~ i!;U::j:31t '-C. ~ 

~,1\UHt@IiI'~JflT Q~-C~~~~l::':llt'-C. ~ii1il;1l!,~ 

~g~-~N~~~ffiffbh.U~TQ~-C~~~~~ 

~~~B~~~~-~:;; r-.iI'~-C l~ ~~ V;< ~ r- 2: 

n,Q ~-z'ib Q. ~ t;:. ~-U;{ff,~~g7-::fJv'2:-~~ l.,. 
U~TQ~-U;(::%tJ0TQ~ ~~~ ~~iI'1Ti"E Utlt\~ 

f::f'i. Wit;:tt~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ cl:: l., -C. ~1JIii1ff,AlIE~g7-:;t 

N~~.ffiffbhQ. ==-z'~~~?~~cl::~.~Q7 

-::fJvopl::.:toI;\-CU~TQ 1 ':l~:::r..~ r- V -'2:-§S. 

(020 4] ~t;:. *Y~7Af::.:toIt\-Cf'iB~~~~

~:;;~.~~~ffi~.~~fibhQo =h~.~~*iOO 

ffi~VJ~-C~hk~-~:;;~ffi. mk~~.~~~~T 

Q~(::. -th~-z'(::~Jfl2:h-Cv\tc:.~~lf&~B~~~~ 

-~~r-.~lT~V;<~r-TQ~-z'ibQo ~k.~. 

~ op fC.:to v \ -C. ~Jlt at iOO;0' ~ ~ 2: n, td~r€i- fC l'i, -t h ~ 

-z'f::i!llJ VJ ~ -C ~h -Cit \t;:~nm!ln::-B*h -Cit \tc:.*~Jfl 

~ii1il (~$~ttcl::") f::~~2:h-CIt'QB~~~~-~:;; 

J..'2:- 1 =T'~ V ;< ~ r-TQ. =~J: S tdlJft'2:-TQ = cl:: 

~J:~-C,B~~~~-~~J..~~~~.~.~*M 

T Q = cl:: iI'ilf~-z' ib Q. 

(0205] ~k.~~*iOOffi?-~~r-~~VJ~-C~ 

ht;:~,~~:::BIt\-C. = ~~n*iOO7J>~JflT Q ~-C~~. 

~f::':lIt'-C~-U;lff,~tJ;:gT-:;t'Jv'2:-~~ l." ~~TQ~ 

-C~~~~?~~~~~~B/-~~~~TQ.~~~ 

B/- Ff'i. ibQ~.~f::':lIt'-C. ~u~.~~iRrrH:: 

~Jfl2: hQ~~~ ~, = ~~.~~:: ':llt\-C -th-t'h~B 

/- FJ~H1j1f*T-::fJv'2:-~~1.- (=hf::J:~-C, '*~ 

~~~~::21@~~ ~~?~~, Ttt:bS[iliJ)ijffi~~j~'i/

~ iI'M t±\ 2: h Q) , -~T Q ?X:~.~ ~~~?X:B / - F ~ 
TQa 

(0206]~~~~~~~~~~~~~?X:B/-~ffi 

~~ 2:h -cit \ Q~irf::f'i. 4'-@]W¥1il!i 1.-t;:~~?X:B/ - F 

~ J:ti!!lZ 1.-. /F-~~~f::f'i-t~\§'~~*'2:-1lfi!lfJ1rtt~" 

f::JBfiTQ o 

(0207]~lf&*fi*.~~~~~·ili~ 

*Y~7Af::.:toIt\-Cf'i. 11@~~-~~ H::':ll;\-Cm. 

~~n*iOO~~VJ~-CQ=~ffiilf.-z'ibQo~~~ ~ 

{~~~.~f::J: VJ, ~.q:r~t±\JBa?-ij':;; ~ ~-fie:fflmjj§: 

n~~~tJ'~f~Vt < 2:ht;:~irf::f'i, :f;ll.i"Eftlffop~~~ 

*iOO~j£op:o' ~. 55IJ~~~atiOOf::~~T Q £'~7J'ib Q. 
= ~ J: ') fe, Wi't;::.tt~Jltlftjj!ff ~~~ lJ;::.~fC f'i, -t~ 

~n~tfi~OOfr€;~-U;, ~ t;:f'i~Jfl~-U;f::~-~:;; ~ :o'?SJ 

~ 1.- t;:~,~f:::Bv \-C ~ .~f::-t~~-U;:O' ~~t;:tt~n* 

it!!fl::W VJ ~~ ~hQ~-z'ib Q. 

[0 2 0 8] 2: ~ f::, 11@~~~*fi-z'f'i*:f;ll. -z'~ ttlt \ 

~~-z'~.f*tJ>~.TQ~f::f'i. m.~~~m-iOO'2:-lt\ 

b~QT~-~TQ=~~ilf~~TQ. =~~irb,~ 
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t;:tt~lf&*jj!ff '2:-~~ 1.- t;:~ir(::f'i. -t~~~*iOO~OOtr{; 

~-IJi1l. ~ t;:fJ:~fIl~-U;f,:?-~:;; ~ iI>?SJ~ l.,t;:~.~-z'§ 

~~~~~~~lf&*fi~IDVJ.~~hQ. 

(0209] ibQ~-~:;;~~ma.ftop~Hnfi@I0 

Yi-K. millrT~~~*iOO;iJ>i!lljVJ ~-C~h-CIt'Q~f'i, 

?-Jf:;; r-;iJ;0rrH::{;J:i:ffll.,-CIt't;:~1JIii;iJ'~Wit;:tt~1JIiif:: 

~jj] 1.-t;:~~:: • .l!i1TllrT~HJ%*iOO~-fie:ffl~1JIii'2:-00tr{;7J' 

~~Tjnti]I::~~1.-. v\fhiJ'~-~TM~irl::, =~ 

~~~-U;~::.:tov \-Cmt;: tt~~~tiOOf::~1lf~filt '. ~t;:tt 

,~ta*iOOl::.:toft Q ~Ull9:VIIliJ'~ ~~J%~tiOO~':'lG~ -C,~1T 

~~mTQ~-z'ibQo 

[0 2 1 0] jjIj;Uf. = ~ J: S tt~Jlt~tlilIT~~1lf~i*T 

iI'[)gJ3 91.:;f;2:h-CIt\Qo =~[)gJ3 91::;f;2:h-CIt\QJ: 

Sl':. ~fib Q 7"-~:;; H::':lIt\-C~mfi\IJ%*iOOA;iJ>i!llJ 

VJ ~-C~h-CIt't;:b~CTQa =~~~mmAfj:, ll9:ii1il 

A!. A2, A3. A4~~ffl-t"Q~t~-z'ibQa =t"v 

~~,*&ii1ilffi.~.-z'ib~~~~~~x~a~-z'ib~~ 

>:JTQ.'tL.-C, ~-~~ J.;0'=~ffl!Jlt*iOOAf::1tE1;\~ 

VIIlAL A2 ~~.l.,-Clt\":d;:~ir~.:., }.:{ffk;~~~ttC:' 

~:: J: VJ ~i.ffi\IJ%*iOO B ~ .l!i1'TT Q£,~iJ'1:: t. Qo -t" Q 

~, *Y~TAfUo!t'-Cf'i, =~~.*lilITA ~~J%*lilIT 

B ~ ~;tt::imll9:ii1il~~~ 1.-, -t~;tt:B&ii1iliJ'~fi\I~*iOOB 

~::*iOO;iJ'~1lf-t"Q~-z'ibQa [)gJ 3 9 1::;f;2:h-CIt\Q{9tl~:: 

:Bit \-Cf'i. {91j ~f'f~J%*iOOA ~ ~J%*iOOB ~ ~;tt:B~.vIII 

f'iA 3 -z'ib VJ. ~-~:;; r- tJ'fi\I.*iOOA~JtiffHi~-C 

j£op~ll9:-U;-c:ibQ A 3 !::$Ij~ 1.-td&. -t~~ii1il;iJ' ~mt;: 

~::~.~t@IB ~.ftTQ~-z'ibQ. =~>m*, -t~~

~~ H'i~J%*fiB~~ VJ ~$5TTttbS, ~ii1ilA 3, 

B3. B4~1il![1.:.~.~fiSo =~J::Sf::,1lfjf]IJ-g~m 

;f;l.:. J: VJ mt;:tt~~*iOO;iJ'i!llJ ~ ~ -C ~n,t;:~ir!::f'i, * 

Y~ T Af'i= ~mt;:tt~~~tiOO ~, :f;ll.i"ERi1Top~~J%~t 

@I~~.~ir:b~Q=~~J:>:J. ~$~~~~~*iOO'2:

~j!f~ !.:mpx: 1.- -C It, Q ~ -z' ib Q a 

[0 2 1 1] ~.ift-iOO I / F 

*Y~T A l.:..:tolt \-Cl'i, ~n~tiOO~i!llJ~&lj-t~~fi~ 
~mHT ') t;:bi)~':'1¥i!lfJ'§'" ~ ~fI,q.- ~~ ~~-7 ~-~'2:

.ff 1.- -C1t\Q a 
[0212] ~f,~.ffi1lf.*;f;Y~TA~~L.-C, 

~J%*iOO~ ~ -~:;; ~ ,,~tr{;jj]i!llJ~ ~5Z:~T Q t;: bi) I::, 

fi\I.*iOO~V~~*;f;~ftS=~ffi~.-z'ibQa =~fi\I 

~atiOO~ V ~ H~;f;f'i, ~.OOtr{;:tlB,~, ~.~T:tlB.~I':' 

J: ~ :l!Etl:\2:n" iI)t;iIItHll:!::v.h-C V ~ J.*;f;;iJ'1ibh 

Qa =~ V ~ H~:;f;~~~I'i. 1@,q.- ~fi\IJ%*iOOf':'':lIt\-C 

~Jltlftjj!ff~;5IH. ~~;iEfilf.'fr,,9. ~~;iEfi~r,". l%tEJij 

fiq:r~~-~Yr-., &~ffl~k~B~~g'2:-*;f;T 

Q. =~~S~, 1¥~,§,"~OOtr{;:tlB~~.T:tlB~'2:-A~T 

Q = ~ !':'J: VJ, -th~.:.mtTQ~J%*iOO~ 1) ~ H~;f;'2:

ftb~Q = ~ ;iJ>-z'~. fl.~{ffk;1m~OPiJ'~m~~~J%m

iOO~~1R.T Q = ~ iI>ilf~c tt >:J. fIlmttH.*iOO~i!llJ~ 

~TQ=~:O><::~Qa 
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[02 1 3] ;!:J:, +"/A7 AI.::j:OI,'lf"i, ,€£R:&iITOOi V 
A HlVj"J:.iJ)ffl~iJ)~l%iITITlIT~'\ll'ffl'J'§"7.l'~~TQ:::' c I.: 
J:: ~, ~~rnJiJ)T':/)l ;t/'"'<:/7 J:.t.:~1R~ht;:~n~* 
~TQ:::' cilnjTilliC'JrJQo :::'iJ)X1;;tTQ,€£~iJ)*~f"i~ 

~~l%il>~J!lT Q ~$R:&iJ)CP 'L,~~m~7.l'1'Tbht;: 1&
~~OO~~iJ)@ (~l%*~@) ~~~TQ:::'C~J::~'\ll' 

~,§"~X1Lm.~~~.L~<TQtiJ)C'JrJQ. :::'iJ)J:: 
5~, '€£l%iITOOi~~M@iJ)~~iJ)J:.C'A~~~~T:::'C 

~J::~,~.iITOOiiJ)~~~ill~~ff5:::,cffi~illiC'JrJ 

Qo 

[02 14] ~~\.:, *"/A7A\.::j:OI,''"(I"i, T:/)l;v 

":/ 7 J:.C'~$.iJ)tIMftl*.Il!il~*~T Q ::. c 7.l>~illi-z'JrJ 
Q. :::. iJ)i~~!E:I*.Il!il~*~T Q '':I"iT:/)l ;V":/ 7 J:. C':t: 

iJ)~$R:&~~ffl L '"(I, 'Q )l-ij':/ H~k~l~i!l!E:jk~~*T 
.*~~~*~TQ::,ct~.C'JrJQffi, *"/A7A~ 

:l'3v''"( 1"i~$niJ)cpJL,~iJ)~*i~W<:~T Q:::' c \.: J:: '0 '"( 
*~7.lqTb:h '"(I, 'Q o *"/ A 7 A \'::1'31, ,'"( ffll,'~:h '"(I,' 
QT':/)l ;v" f:1'I"i~~.c L '"( :t:iJ)CP,L'~C~~.iJ) 
IjIi~T:/?;v":/7iJ)T'-? c L'"({;~J'¥L'"(v'Qo :t::::. 

C', :::. iJ)~$niJ)lUt}::.Il!il c L,"(, ~-V;lIb""iE:jk.ll!il'1W*7 

-7;viJ)lmi&rT~)l-ij':/ r-.I.:.¥;--:5~ :::'iJ))l-ij':/ r

.,.:J:tfYtl L t;:~$i; c L '"( J:.~t, cP 'L'~ ~*~T Q :::. i:: I.: J:: 
~, 'fr~$l%iJ)ifi!,i!l!EA-§-~7:/)l ;V":/ 7 J:.C'*~T Q 
:::. i:: 7.l;~illi-z' JrJ Q 0 
[0215]M~~ :::'iJ)J::5~cP~~iJ)~~~W<:~L 

,"(*~Lt;:fYtliJ'~4 0 1'::if:~:h'"(v'Qo ~1.::I'3It''"(,w,-c' 

~ ~ i'J~:h '"(v'Q'iffi)J-iJ'~R:&*~5 C'JrJ ~, i1B~ L '"(v' 

Q~~R:&\lc'~< *~il'lt~h'"(v'Q::' C7.l>J:!I!JW~:hJ:: 

50 :::. iJ) J:: 5 \.:, 'fr~$niJ)tfi!,~A-§-~mJt~\':1E.T 

Q:::'cffi~illic~Q~~,~~~'€£l%iITOOi~)l-ij':/r

~~~~,"(Q.iJ)~*i::L'"(fflfflTQ:::'i::ffi~illii::~ 

Qo 

[ 0 2 1 6] ~ ~ \.:, *"/ A 7 A \.::j:01t ',"(l"i, '\ll'ltifJ,§"iJ) 
m~\.:.¥;--:5 ~, ~lR ~ h t;: )l-ij':/ H.: '0v ',"(, :::. iJ))l 

-ij':/ r-7.l'tIJ ~ ~'"( ~h '"(v 'Q~l%iITOOiiJ)fIJfflT Q ~$ 
niJ) cP 'L'~ ~T:/)l ;v" :/ 7 J:. C'*:if:T Q :::. c iJ'~illiC' 
<iiJ Qo :::. iJ) J:: 5 It*~l"i, ~J~,;f~ 4 1 \-:~ ~ h ,"(1,' 
Qo ~ 4 1 \U3v ',"(, ,w,~C':if: ~ h '"(v' Q iJ)7.l;~tR ~:h 
t;: )l-ij':/ r-7.l'RJ1T L lV'Q~.iITi@iJ)fljfflT Q~$n 
~*~ :::'iJ)J::5~*:if:~ft5:::'c~J::~, '\ll'~'§"~:t: 

iJ))l-ij':/r-ffi~.~iJ)J::5~~$n~~~iJ)~~$a 

i.::tE.TQ:::' c7.l>~illiC'JrJQ. 
[0 2 1 7] :::. iJ) J:: 5 \.:, *"/ A 7 A \.::1'3 1, ',"(I"i~l%iIT 

.VAr-~ •• '§"~m:if:TQ:::'C~J::~,~.iIT.iJ)e 
ilJtIJ~ iJ)ff!1\-: '\ll'iliIJ'§"il;-¥iIJ-z''€£l%iITOOi ~ )l-ij':/ r- i.:tIJ 
~~,"(Q:::,ct~illiC'<iiJQ. ~~, J:.~L~~R:&iITOOie 

ilJtIJ~ iJ)~1Jlg ~~lRT Q il><iiJ Q v 'I"i~ll:-t Q iJ> t '\ll'ltifJ'§" 
iJ)jjifF\.:J:: ~ m~TQ:::' c7.l;~illiC'JrJQo 
[0218] c, ~~~~lm~m"/A7AiJ)~miJ)~~ 

0.J:.~.r<t;:J:: 5 i-:, *~:1il!iiJ)~~\':~Q~m®~Ibi*3i: 
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;m~m"/ A 7 A 1-::1'31; ',"(l"i, M:?2@iJ)T:/)l lV":/ 7~ 

*:if:TQC~~, :t:h~.~L'"(~~~M®J:.~8IbL 

'"(v'Qf$.iIJ~~*:if:TQ:::' C \.:J:: ~, ~~@p';jiJ)~lm~ 

m~ft5:::' Clji~illiC'JrJQo 0.T, *"/A7 AI'::I'3I,'''( 
jJHi!;~hQ'frft'\ll'Jll!' ~miJ)~illii-:'0!"l~IjFj-tQ. 

[ 0 2 1 9] '€£l%iITOOiiJ)RJ1T~m 

J:.~ Lt;:J:: 5 \.:, *"/A7 A\U31,',"(I"i.J:!I!X1*C'<iiJQ 
'fr)l-ij':/r-~X1L, '€£l%iITOOi~:t::h~h~~~lQo 

)l-ij':/ H.:~J ~ ~ '"(t;:~niIT.I"i, -f:iJ) )l-ij':/ r- zl; 
~ilJCPf"i, ~J ~ ~ l ~:ht;:~n~tOOiil;~1T~:h '"(v 'Q 7.l> 
:a7.l'iJ)~m~1Tv', tIJ ~ ~l ~:ht;:~.iITiiIDJ:: ~:9i-ht;: 
:I;~-iH"i, -f:iJ) !§'iJ)'i*~00i®\-:*~-t Qo 
[0220] :::'iJ)H~lltOOiRJft~mt-::I'31,',"(i"i, )l-ij' 

:/ r- 'IWW7-::1'lviJ)~~~ffl cP~-vm c 3!~~1Tcp~.llt 
.~IbIIIfi:Ff:#%\-:;ttr,tT Q ~-vm C ~ J:t~ L, jVt'0 '"(v' 
Q:§i!i-:f"i~%HtOOi~liJlilfi:Ff:7.l'!kiJ)~~nlt c'\-:8iIJ L 
t;: t iJ) c '¥IJWf L, )l-ij':/ l-IW¥lt7-::;t'lviJ)3!~~1TCP 

iJ);g~~t@~ilJmJl:Ff:~%~j] 7/ r-7 :/7TQo -f: L 

,"(, :::. iJ)~lblilfi:Ff:ii=% C, 3!~{JI!ffl cP iJ)~-vm C :a:-1:t:~T 
Q:::' c \U: ~ 1ftJ ~ ~'"( ~:ht;:~l%iITOOi7.l;lEli'{jH':~1T~h 
'"(v'Q7.J~;(piJ)~mHT5. ::'iJ)~m~1T5:::. cf-:J::'0 
,"(, J:.~t,~1iJ1ilfi:Ff:ii=% c ~1:E~ffl cP~-vm c 7.l;-~ L/tv' 

:§i!\-:f"i~~iITiiID7.l'Rift ~ h lv ,ttl,' t iJ) c i'lJWf L, ffl 
~iJ)1'WJe1T~1T 5. 
[ 0 2 2 1 ] ~~l%!ilJtjJrliJ1Jf~~m (1) 
*~$l%~j]rliJ1Jf~~m (1) f"i, <iiJQ~~~~{JI!fflcp 

iJ)81bi*7.l;~f-::f?~-t Q :§i!f-: f"i, :t: iJ)~Ibi*iJ)~j]rIiJ 

iJ)r,,~~7.l'~3::J:.r,,~J/l!7.l;:1: t-/,tv'J:: 5 f.:-~:i;lit*TQt;: 
~ iJ) ~m -z' JrJ Q 0 

[0222] Af*f¥J\.:i"i, *~mf'::1'31,',"(f"i, ~~~$ 

niJ)~-V;~11:'I'UIl7-7";v 2 0 2 \-:*f¥~h'"(v'Q~ffl 

~ms~~f*.c, ~~:t:iJ)~~~~~ffl L '"(v 'Q{£ffl cp 
)l-ij':/ r- .,-:£--:5v ',,(, 3!~~J!l CPiJ) )l-ij':/ H&zl; 
~1,':§-§-\-:i"i:t:iJ)~~n-"iJ)~)\~fffiJ~~T Q t 0)C'<iiJ 
Qo 

[0223] <iiJQf$.ilJf*7.l;m~iJ)~~,~~lm~mv/-/ 
p';j\':JrJ ~, iJ>0~~~~,~\-::I'3\tQ3i:im~m:a:-~tRTQ 
:§i!\ai~~W!roi*7.l;!kf':~;\ T Q ~~R:&~i'lJJE:T Qo 
:::. iJ)~~,~~lm~m v /:/f"i, 'fr~~,~f':~~ ~ h '"(v' 

Qv/-/C'JrJQ. :t:Ll, :::'iJ)~~ffi~im~mv/-/ 
f"i, :t:iJ)~~t-U-:X1-tQ~;\~fffiJ~HTQt;:~, 3i:~,~-z' 

<iiJ Q i:: L '"(l&~b:hQflJV!llZJ:: ¥) 1Z:HlrfJ!llZiJ) v /:/C'<iiJ 
Qo ~t;:, ~~81iJf*zl;!k\-:~;\ TQ~~n~'¥IJ~f"i, 

~~81bf*f.:~~wr.il;~JE:~ h '"(v' Q:§i!f"i, :::. iJ)~ 
niITi@\-:.¥;--:5~!k\-:fIJffl-tQ~-V;~~~TQ:::' c f.:J:: ~ 
~1T~h:Oo ~t;:, ~l%iITOOizl;*~~-z'<iiJQ:§i!\-:f"i~ 

;\ Q]':aiJ)~1iHif"i*Y A 7 A f-::I'31, ',"(f"i1Tbltv '0 
[0224] ~)\~:aiJ)~1il!ii"i, ti\:\-:fIJfflTQ~~n\-: 

M-tQ~-V;~'Ii.tA'W7-::1';v2 0 2 \.:*f'f~:h,"(1,'Q~ 
fflQ]'illi)l-ij':/r-.(81b~.) c, 3!~~fflcp~lbf* 
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~c 0)J:t:~t;:¥0v'-C1Tb:hQo A{;$:i¥Jf;:I'i:#:fflPT~~ 

~{;$:~>91,:tEf'li:ffl CP~tfJ{;$:~C'm Q:fjbi;-i;:;-;:, ¥§~~tfJ 

{;$:~¥§~M.n~~A~Q=c~*PT~QO)C'mQ. = 

0) J: :) tt~{4~lMJt;: ~ ttl, ':fjbi;-f;:l'i, ¥§~~tfJ{;$:O)T':; 

7 Iv;: -/;I y H~7J':f;::tov '-C, wl.l::m7J':*7J':;6'1Tb:h 

Qo 

[0225]m~f'li:fflcp~D{;$:~~, mQ~~{;$:~mt 

ttM~nf;:~A LJ;::fjbi;-(;:, ~Viil~11Jli¥il7'"-:tJv 20 

2 (;: f*1<¥ ~ h --C I, , Q m~f'li:ffl cp~D{;$:~;b, 1 -{ './ ~ l} ;:/, 

'./ f-~ Q = c I;: J: V) rr~-r- Q 0 

[0 2 2 6] *t;:, mQ~tiJ{;j;:O)f'li:JllCPO)~Viil;6'~~~ 

h --C, ;b'--::JM@]{~Jll ~h -cv,t;:~{ifjj7.l'M~ifeC'm Q~ 

f'i, M@]~Jll cpO)~{ifjjC'm-0 td:O)M.nO)~f!m)/.II.'i'1:rli 

¥il7'"-:f;v 2 0 2 1;:f*1<¥~:h -CV'Q m~f'li:Jllcp~tfJf*~ 

~ 1 T'~ l} :) /' f-~Qo =:hf'i, .:to)M~ife;6,c:,~tfJf* 

7.l'~~ IA;:= c ~~q;j(~Qo =O)J::) tt-{ './~ l} ;:/, './ f

&r.JT'~ l};:/, './ H;:J:Qm~f'li:Jllcp~Df*~O)rr~f'i, 

~iffiilim~:fT :):fTbttl, 'I;:Mb c:,T~* ~hQo 

[0 2 2 7] mQ~tfJ{;$:7.l,~t;:ttM~nl;:~)\ l,t;:~ 

f;:, ~f!m~M:'rli¥ilT-:tlv2 0 2 1;:*1<¥~:h-CV'Q~~ 

f'li:fflCP7-/;Iyf-~~1-{'./~l}:)'./rl,t~*, ¥§~ 

M.nO)~{ifjj~M:'rli*7'"-::1';v2 0 2 f;:f*1<¥~Q::ftJllPT 

~~tfJ{;$:~~~;tQ~I;:f'i, ¥§~~~{;$:O)T:;7 IV7 

-/;Iy f-*7J':I;::tov'-CW'¥il*7J':;b'1TbhQo =0),*7J': 

f'i, ~iffiilim~:fT:) ~~:fTbtt v ':fjbi;- t v 'Thl;: t '* 

7J':;6'1'Tb:hQo 

[0 2 2 8] bC.l::~~t;:M~n~'tJJ[i'i]1tf~ilim (1) f;: 

to I, '-C l'i, ~!!iI:Jf*O)-ij- -{ ;(O)~!itf'i¥.fl;: mfJll Ut;b'-? 

t;:o -r-ttb"t;" + ~ ttliLiiliit ~t;:*~ tt~;t~t ~~O) 

A~-A ~dJ~~Q c{liUE:l, -CV'Q o 1,;6' l" ~!!iI:Jf*O) 

-ij--{~~,8.rrEM.114~,~.~'./-ij--lOO 

7.l' c:, 0) )\j]'rli¥ilf;: J: V) re~T Q = c 7.l-;"I~C'm Qo .:to) 

t~,~tfJf*O)-ij--{~~~~l,tM~n~~[i'i]1tf~ilim 

Hi':) = c 11:~£ C'm Qo = 0) J: 5 tt1tf~~m~:fT:):fjb 
i;-~~,~!!iI:J{;$:O)-ij--{~~~~A~l" =o)~~A.~ 

ffi~O)rr~~~.TQ=c~J:V),~!!iI:J{;$:O)-ij--{~~~ 

llt l,t;:1tf~iii:m~:fT 5 = c 7.l'PT§tiC'mQo A{;$:i¥Jf;:I1:, 

mQM~n~f'li:JllcpO)~!!iI:Jf*MiO)-ij--{~~.~l,t~ 

~~ Sic l" ¥§~M.~f;: n 1ilO)~!!iI:Jj2fi:;6'#~T Q#! 

i;-f;: 11:, !lit;: 1:1;:~"" t;:~~[i'i]1tf~iliml;::to It Q ;f$tfJj2fi: 

~11:n C'mQ7.l', ;f$~{;$:0)-ij--{ ;(~~lltTQ~f;:f1:= 

h~6B i c-r-Q=cl;:J:V), ~~{;$:O)-ij-A~~~Ei:l, 

t;:~~[i'i]1tfgi@ilimHT 5 = c ;6'PT-rnC'm Qo = = C', B 

i =M i x S i C'mQ o 
[0229] =O)M.~~~[i'i]1tf~~m(l) O)A{;$:~ 

tt1tf~~mO)1f~;b'~ 4 2 1;:7J':~:h --Cv' Qo ~ 4 2 1;:7J': ~ 

h--Cv'Q J: 5 f;:, M$~NO)::ftJllPT~;:-/;Iy f-~;b-;~j 
;Ui 3 ~C'mQ#!i;-I;:f1:, =hipc:,M~nNI;:~A 1,J: 

. :) c l, -Cv'Q 7-/;Iy f- Df1:M.nN"-o)~)\7.l'*PT~ 

:httv'o 
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[0 2301 It :to , ~~{;$:O)-ij--{ ;;(~~l\t~Q~I;: t 
~~O)JJjjJ!IH;:J: V) ~AO)ffPT&u"~l.I::;6qTb:h~o 

[ 0 2 3 1] It :to , m?2:~o)~f;:t1:!li;j;igf;:.:tO);f$~{;$: 

O)-ij- -{ ;;(O)Jr~~lit l, t;:O)C'f'iJE V) ltv '. ~/tb"t;" * 

~ It~;t~O)1&f;:/H~Q~7.l'W:ii:-r- Q~i;-f;:I1:, *!llQ0)~ 

;t~0).:c.'./:;'./;b,c:,0)5!1,'~1;:J: V), 1&0)Ii'!llQ~0)~1T 

~~.~~CQ=c~~Qo .:to)t~, .~Q*~~C' 

f'ilt < V 'bl<jJ Q:t ~ A f- ~~~ l, t;:~7 -/;I y H,,'O)lf§: 

~~-,¥!J~-r-Q~,~;6-;m Qo =O)J::) (;:, ~flO)7"~ A r 

~~~TQ:fjbi;-I;:t, 7~1 f-:t~'./;b'c:,.:to)~.~* 

~, 1:~;f$~f*0)-ij--{ ;(O)~l\tc ~1'lH;:-~0)~.lj,ftlt 

~T ~ = c I;: J: VJ Fl t~1t~:fT'i'~;b'1T::t Q 0 

[ 0 2 3 2] M.~~~rliJ1tf~~m (2) 

?2:Mffi~to~QM$.~~~~--C-~iffi:fTC'm~o =0) 

-~iffi1T c f'i¥.fI;:.:tO)iffi:fT~fi'il;6'~~ -0 -Cv' Q bltC'f1: 

It <, m Q~t!J{;$:7.l'.:tO)M.~I;:~A l,t;:~i;-~;:f1:.:to) 

~~{;$:c~~[i'i]O);f$!!iI:J{;$:O)~A7.l'C'~ ttv' c v' 5 ~q;j(C' 
mV), ~O)~M.M~~C-C~[i'i]~~*Q-~~:fTc# 

::tJ: 50 
[ 0 2 3 3] *M~.~7Jfi'illJf~~m (2) j'i, ~ Q M 

~~1:~f'li:Jll CPO);f$!!iI:J{;$:7.l'~J;:#{E~ ~ :!il-i;-I;:f1:, ¥§~ 

;f$tIJj2fi:7.l;i!\1T~ Q ~[i'i] 0)~~,1'?.7.l' c:, ~t;: It~tIJj2fi:i1'~A 

l, --C < Q::' c ~ilim l, n' Qo * t;:~~M~ni1'f*~tt 

c·O)~i:E~-=J: V) ~JIl/F"I§ti:tk~C'mQ~I;:f'i, ¥§~M 

~.,,-O)~~)\~~m~Qo =O)J::)~M~~~n[i'i]1tf 

~~m (2) O)mfY'lI§7.l-;1§4 31;:7J':~h--Cv'Qo 1§4 3 

f;:7J': ~h --Cv 'Q J: :) I;:, M~nN ~7-/;I y r Ai1'.;E:fT 

'PO)~I;:f'i, 7-/;Iy rAO)~1T~[i'i]f;:mQ~~/

Fi1'~O)~tdt~A~l,J: 5 c 1,-CV'Q7-/;Iy rDI1: 

.:t O)~A7.l-;~l.I:: ~ tL Q 0) C' m Q 0 

[ 0 2 3 4] -= O)M~ife;Wt~rPl1tf~~m (2) f1:~f*~ 

f;:f'i~~M.~O)~~/- P'I;:.!it~~~iffi/- F~11: 

'rt~T-:t Ivl;:f*f;'f~ h --Cv\Q~~tl;:l'Itll;:£0v '--C J2A r 
0) J: :) f;:1Tbh Qo 
[023 5] ~i\ ~Q~~j2fi:7.l-;~~,I'?:.~iffiiii:mv'./:; 

fkJf;:;b V), i1'--::J¥§~~~,l'?:.f;::tolt Q5t~iii:m;b'~~~h 

--Cv' Q~I;:f'i¥§~;f$~f*i1-;jjz';:~A ~ Q M~n~'¥lJ~ 

~ Qo = O)M~~O)-,¥!j~f1:, 1:~M~n~~fi'iljjf~iii:m 

( 1) f;:tov '-c~~t;: J: 5 I;:, ~~rriimK:tov '--Cjjzf;:flj 

Jll-r-~~f!m~.J!fi*T~ = c I;:J: V) :fTbhQ o ~niH'liID7.l' 

*~~C'~Q~I;:I1:, ~APTi'SO)~{dlH1::fTbtLttv\. 

= 0) J: :) I;: l, -c, jjzl;:fIjJll~ Q~~n, ~:t:E0)~~,1'?:. c 

~~-~l,--c5t~/-F~M:M¥ilT-:t~~.J!fi*l" 5t 

iffi/-FO)~~O)~l'Itl~~~~Qo .:tl,-C,~{EO):tkl'ltl 

;b'~A1i9'PT:tkl'ltlC'~~~f;:I'i¥§~7-/;I y r ;b'¥§~M 

$~I;:~A ~Q = c ~ffPTTQo -~, 1:~~{4~lMJt;: 

~ ttv'~f;:I'i¥§~;f$~{lj;:O)T':;7 IV7-/;I y f-'*7J':I;: 

:to v '--cwll::.4t/7J':*:if;i1':fTbh Q 0 

[023 6] ~!!iI:Jf*;b'~A l,t;:M~~O), .:to)i!\)\ l,t;: 

~~/- Fcl'iiX:n1J\ll0)5tiffi/- F, ~/tbi?:fT5tfJ\IjO) 
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3t:®./ - Fl;: -:Ji, \-C, 3t@:/ - F!/.i,ff.'IW*T-:i;"'O)~ 

~*.~~fi~6. =O)~fiO)~*, ~A~~*.~~ 

6~f;:f'i, ~A~J.l:::if:i1!iH;:~1f-r6Q =O)J: :5tt1l1:l1E 
Ii, 3('::ii!iii£miJ'~:JR ~ h -C v \ 6 ~i!~~_l1: ~ h -C v \ 6 ~ 

i!f;:I3HGfv\fhO)~b~~~h6. 

(023 71 ~tIJ{2j;:iJ'~6WjiJlf%~~Jllt--t6~i!1;:f'i, 

~:t:E~fflq:rO)~~lf%O)3!:t:E~fflq:r:f$IiJ{2j;:~~lT-71);< 

/' r. L- t~:J~*, ~ ~~~lf%O)~:t:E{!l!ffl q:r:f~1!iIJ{;ji:~ir:; 0 C 
It -::> t;:~(;: (:l:, = O):f$IiJf4\:iJ'M!lli L t:::'illiJO)3t:®./ - F 

O)~:t:E:if:.~~A~~:if:lltH;:~1f-r 6.-tltb -t:>, -f:0) 

~1iJ{*iJ'~$lf%I;:ff::t:E L t:::~i!l;:f:l:-f:O) )(::®./ - F(:l:~ 

N~J.l::I;: ~h -Cv \t:::b(t~~ 6 iJ', -f:O),f:iIiJ{2j;:iJ'3('::ii!i./ 

- FiJ' GMJllt L- t::: = c I;: J: i'), ~$.lf%O),f:iIiJ{;ji:~iJ' 0 \;: 
It -::> t:::~\;: l:l: -f: 0)3(':.ii!i'/ - FiJ:; G O):i! A1.J>;b G t::: If)-C 

~~~h6:if:.e~60)~~6. =0)J::5~1l1~~, 3(': 

:ii!iii£miJ'~:JR ~ h -Cv \Q ~~~J.l:: ~h -n' 6 ~f;:~~ 

Gf~1iffi~h6. 

[02381~tIJ{2j;:~~AL~~$lf%0), -f:O)~AL~ 

3('::®./- Fe (:l:!x~1J\IJO)X::®./- F, ~ttb-t:>:f$tIJ{;ji:iJ' 

["ii]7i'-::>-Cv\617["ii]0)3('::ii!i./- Fl;:~v'-C, 3t:®./- F~ 

ff.'~¥aT-::i/vO)~:t:E:if:.HffiL, b L~A~J.l::*. 
~&;;6~I;:f'i, ~~;f:i'IiJ{2j;:O)T-:/1'/v1'-ij:;t }-~~ 

1;:.:!01.t '-c~¥a*~7i>ffbhQ. =. O)~~(i3t:ii!iii£mtJ'~ 

:JR~h-Cv '6 ~i!7i'~J.l:: ~h -CV \Q~i!7i:;l;:~ Gf~1iffi 

~h6. 

(0239]~~lf%~~["ii]~~ii£m 

+~$lf%~17["ii]~~ii£tJH:l:, ~ 6 ~~lf%J::.~:f$1!iIJq:r0);f:i 

tIJ{2j;:tJ'15!lJ;:ff::t:E~ 6 ~I;:, -f:0)~~lf%1;:~~ L, 7i'~ 

:f$1!iIJ{2j;:0)~~["ii] O)Mt~~§J~fB'1i(* -c'~ tt v '~ijiJ~I;:;f:i'IiJ 
{2j;:7i'~A~Q = e ~ii£m~6 bo)-c'~6Q 

(0 2 40] = O)~~~~17["ii]1ti'9@~mO)IDI.IJIl~1.J'~ 4 

41;:~~h-Cv\6. ~4 4 (a) 1;:~~h-Cv\QJ::5 

1;:, ~~lf% TIe ~~~ T 2 tJ'.IJZrr L -C {tLi.I. L- -C v' Q ~ 

iff;:, iIlit~~AC 1 ciIDt~~AC 2 eiJ'1i.H;:!X~17["ii] 

7i'G;f:i'IiJ L -C~ t:::~I;:-f:O)~~[Ii]O)Ml~lI:§:MHtf*-c' 

~ Itv'~7i':1=- C6. =.O)J: j It~i!l;:, ~ijiJ~T II;: 

iIDt~~A C 1 7i,~tIJ L -Cv '6 ~1;:-f:0)~~~ 6 ~ijiJlf% 

T 21;:iIlit~~A C 21;:&~~["ii]tpG~A L- -C < 6 0) ~~ 

J.l::~6=e~J:i'),~17["ii]0)~~~WJ.l::~6bO)~~ 

6. 
[0241] -17, [@44 (b) 1-=-~~h-Cv'QJ::5 

I;:, iIDt~lilAC 1 e, iIDt~~AC 2 eiJ'JjiJC["ii]~I;:~ff 
~6~i!1;:(:l:, [@44 (a) e(:l:~ttl)~~["ii]O)Ml~lI:§: 

~(:l:1i(KiiJ~~~ 6 0 
( 0 2 4 21 = 0) J: j I;:, ~ 6 ~$.lf%\;:iIlit~~iJ:;ff::t:E~ 

Q ~ 1;: l:l:, -f: 0) ~ijiJ~ c iITJ3i€ L -C l; \ 6 ~ijiJ~ I;:Jt L, 

J::.reillit~lil e i!E17 ["ii] l;:~tr J: j ttM:~lilO)iI!§A ~~J.l:: ~ 

6 bO)~~Q. 

[024 3] =O)J:jtt~~ii£m~rrjt:::lJ)l;:, ;ijs:V.7. 

T A 1;:.:!Ol; '-CI'i5<::ii!i./ - 1"0) :7"/v-7'fl::~ff-::> -Cv' 6. 
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5<::ii!i'/-F~~~-7'~~6=e~J:I)J::.re~~[Ii]O). 

~ii£m~rrj=.e~~~~~Q. A{2j;:~~~, ~44 

(b) l;:~ ~ h -C1,\6 J: :51;:5<::®'/ - F~J;( TO) J: j f;: 

:7"/",-7'fl::~ 6. 

[0 2 4 4] {(T 1 * N 1) + (T 2 * N 3) 

(Tl *N2) + (T2*N4) } 

{(T2*N3) + (T3*N5)} 

(T2*N4) + (T3*N6)} 

=. =~, T 1 ~T 31:l:*~~lf%~~~ ([jg] 44 (b) ~ 

~). Nl~N6~5<::ii!i./-F~~-r ([@44~~)0 

= 0) J: j I;: :7"/v-::tfl:: Ht j = c I;: J: I), fflJ ;t1'i3t:®./ 

- FN 17i'G~AL~ijiJlf%T 1 bE1tq:rO)iIDt~~7i'ff::t:E 

-r6~1;:\'i, N 2 7i'G~~lf%T l-".O)iI!§A~~lt-rQ 

eJjiJl!;'ff;:3(':ill!./- FN 47i'G~ijiJ:mT 2r-..OJ~AI;:-:Jv' 

-Cb~ll::-rQ3('::ii!ijfilJ1Ji'IJiJ'~mn:'~ 6 0 -r ttb-t:>3t.®./

FN 17i:;GiIDt~m7i'~A-r6~\;:~~[Ii]O)1tT~~§l~ 

-r6~If)*f-f:OJ~~~ff::t:E-r6q:rM./-FN20)~A 

~J.l::~ftbhQ. =he~I!;'f~, =0)3('::®./-FN2c 

7"/v-7'11:: ~ h -C1t \ 6 fttLO)x:®./ - F\;:-'J1t '-C b~A~ 

J.l::iJ'1tbhQOJ~~.oo =O)~*, :X'::®'/- FN 4 7i'G 
0)~AiI'~J.l::~h6=el;:J:I), ~4 4 (a) I;:~~h 

6 J: j \;:~~~6~~lf%I;::toI,'-C~17["ii]I;:iIlit~~i1'~A 

-rQ C v\:5 •• bK~1;:WJt-r6 = e tJ'1iJilll~~Qo 
[0245] =,OJI!;'f, [@44 (b) 1;:~~h6J::5\;:, 

T 2 * N 4 C, T 3 * N 6 e 1.J' ~ G I;: :7"/v-7' 11:: ~ h -C 

I, \ 6 tJ", = hl;:-:JI, '-Cl:l::X'::ii!ijfilJ1Ji'IJ0)~1W:91- c ~ Q (~/v 

-7'fl::\;:J: 63('::®1IiiJ1Ji'IJf:l: 1 ~/v-7'O)J;.\;:~~1fL -Cl,\ 

6) 0 tt.:!O, =.O)J: j ft~/v-7'fl::f:l:, Ar~'tJ'TIJ)~~ 

7'-1' c L-C~~~L-C.:!O<o 

[024 6] ~4 41;:~~h-Cv\QffH;::tov\-CI'i, ~Q 

~~:mOJ3('::ii!i./ - FOJ ~ !v-7'{l::f:l: 2 -:J0)5<::ii!i./ - 1"1;: 

%]'L-C-f:h-t'h:7"/v-7'fl::tJ'rrbh-Cv'6. L7i'L, =. 
0) :7"/v-7'fl::f:l: 3 -:J0)3('::ii!i./ - Ff;:%]' L -C 1 -:JO) ~ /v-
7'{l::tJ'rr:bhQ~b~60 ~IJ;t\'i, [@4 5\;:~~h-C 

1t \ 6 J: j f;: 3 ;ijs:O)~~lf%7i'1i.HnI~ L -C.:!O I), l; 'fh 

O)~ijiJlf%I;:AA;~~tJ'.ff::t:E-r .o~l;: bfttLO) 2 -:JO)~$~ 

1.J'~~~~ltQ~f;:f'i, 3-:J0)5<::ii!i./- Ff;:=O)J: j 

I;: 1 -:JO) ~ /v-7";I)"1l1 '? ~ -C '?nQo 

[0247] Af*~ftii£mO)M*~J;(Tf;:IDI.IJIl-rQ. 

[0248] *i\ ~~~~lf%0)3('::®./- FI;:Mftt-r.o 

3('::ii!i./ - F ~ /v-7'~11.'IW¥ifT-7' /v 2 1 8 \;:f*.J"f ~tL 

-C1t \ Q 5<::ii!i./ - 1" 7"/v-7'33l.T:E:if:.I;:£--:5~, ~A~:a 

O)~fitJ'*frrbhQo 

[024 9] ~6:f$1IJ{2j;:i1"5<:~,#:3t:ii!ilii,'imv/-:/r"lI;:~ 

I), 7i'~~~3(':~,#:I;:.:!Olt 65<::®ii£m~~:!R-rQ~i!\;: 

Ii, ~~;f:itIJ{;ji:tJ'~f;:iI!§A -rQ~~~~~JJE-rQo =0) 
~~lf%O)~J1ff:l:, J::.re~~["ii]~~ii£ml;:':!ov '-Clzl!-"t::: J: 

j I;:, ~~*;f:itIJ{2j;:I;:i%llf%~l@iJ"IDt<t ~ h -Cl;' 6~I;:f:l: 

=0)i%l~~l@\;:.:!01t\-C~f;:.frJffl-r6~~~~;WTQ = e 

~J:I)~bhQo -~,i%llf%~l@~*fi1f~~Q~i!~ 
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i'i:iJ!)\ 'iraO)~{jffi!'i1Tbltv '0 lj,:[C, flJAlT 0 ~~n 2:: 

3I.1:EO)x~,~~::'f~fc G 1:"xJ.m/ ~ :,t,~E~*T~::i/v 

~~mG, xJ.m/~ Fn~~J.m/~ F::I'!v~:1'lcBT~ G1:" 

v\0~tr(;:f'i, :'O)~imJ- F;t/v~7'O)xim/~ F;t 

/V~7'~ffT~7"/vO)3I.tE:Jf:~~§ilZ{jffiT 0 0 :. 0)~{jffi0) 

~i*, 3I.1:E:Jf:~n':iJ!A~tFoT:Jf:~-Z:&:! 0~i!lci'i, ~~~ 

D~~~.n~:iJ!AT0:'2::~~~~h00 -~. :'0) 

~{4-a::-frlljt~ ~ Itv\~\ci'i, ~~~Ib~O)T:;5' !v5'~ 

1/;; l-- *If'lc:/cil, '1:"I*JJ::fEflf'*lf'n>1Tbh0 0 
[025 0] -~, ~~:1'/v-7'fO.tG1:":iJ!A~JJ:::Jf:~ 

0) IDt<E: f'i , YTO)J:? \CiTbh00 ~f, ~D{*n;:iJ!)\ 

Gta.mO), ~O)~Ib~~:iJ!fi~~O)~J.m/-F,T 

Itb0:iJ!)\ Gt~x:im/ - F 2:: i'i&xt{j!jJO)x::im/ - Ffc--:> 

I, '-C, XJ.m/ - F,lj,ttl1i'*T-7"!vO)3I.tE:!*~n'~{jffi ~ 

h, :. 0)~1'iffiO);m*:iJ!A~PJ:Jf:~-e&:!0~fCf'i:iJ!A~ 

JJ:::Jf:~lc~:lET 0 0 :. O)tiJf'fi'i, J:~~jj~1ff~~i!U: 
~.-Z:~00 ~G~, ~.xJ.m/-F~-:lEO)x~J

F::I'!v-7'fcm~ Vn'Q~iffcf:t, :'O)mJij, VCV'0 

xlm/ - F:1'/v-:1',i\i,ttmW.T~7";vO)Xlm/ - F ::I'lv 

~:1':!*~~, ~.xJ.m/~FO):Jf:~2::G1:":iJ!)\.JJ::~. 

-a::-~:lET00 :'O)~:<Ei'i, ~~i¥Jfcf'i~.xJ.m/~ FO) 

x:im/ ~ F :1'/v~:1':!*~~:lE7 A;7 {i!'i:ic;tr G, ~J:1I!fo~ 

AET0:' 2 fcJ: VJ 1'Tbh, @'O)~:<E{i!'i:O){i!'i:~?£J!Gltl,\ 

J:?~G1:"~:lE~1'Tbh00 :'O)J:?~~J:1I!~, xJ.mE 

mO)~:JR/.JJ:::!*~O) It 'fhlcOOb G f~~n;1'Tbh 

0 0 

[0251]T~b0~AGtXlm/~F2~&M{j!jJ0) 

xJ.m/~ Ffc--:>I,'-C, ~J.mJ~ F::I'/v~7'~'~m*T-

7"/vO)~tE:Jf:~H¥{jffi G, :. 0)~{jffi0);rn*:iJ!)\~JJ::~~ 

n'~:<E ~ h 1:"1,\0~(Cf'i, ~~~tiJ~O)T':;5' /v5'-

1/;; l--*lf'(c:/ciI,\-C¥**lf'n>1'Tbh0 o :.O)W**lf' 

f'i~~~mO)~:jR/.JJ::~~fcOOb G f~~ ~ h0 0 

[ 0 2 5 2] m;t:jfg~:iJ!AEm 

*m;t:jfg~:iJ!A~mf'i, 5' -1/;; l-- O)m~jfg.r.,O):iJ!)\ PJ 

:e;:~EmT00 

[0 2 53] f.lE*n'G, m~jfg.r.,0)~:iJ!A~Il15JJ::T0j] 

#3:2 G -Cft..!? O)j]#3:n>~ Gh 1:"],.\0 0 
[0 2 5 4] ~J;Ui, ~1IJ~ (fi1it~~, ~jjtij) O)~tE{ll: 

ji\[2~0)~D-";7 l--/vJ: VJ, ~iIJ~~O)t/~V~~3 / 
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Description 

The present invention relates to an automatic 
surveillance, guidance and fire-fighting system or 
installation, and concerns a system or installation 
whose primary purpose is to prevent accidents 
and, in the event that they do occur due for exam
ple to aircraft fault or pilot error, to bring about the 
extinction of any fires which occur, in the shortest 
possible time, by means of the functional integra
tion of surface telemetry and automated fire-fight
ing. 

In the same way that other airport systems 
were designed and implemented in their time (such 
as VASIS, ILS, CALVERT, etc.), all of which sat
isfactorily met the established requirements for 
achieving air safety, so also the present, newly 
designed system (RUSTEM), meets other require
ments in the same field, but within the airport 
precincts. 

In order to explain what the system comprises 
as well as the grounds which justify it, it is useful to 
set out the current state of affairs and accordingly 
introduce the necessary conceptual innovation in 
specific important aspects, being those which epit
omize the characteristics of RUSTEM ("Runway 
Security and Taxiway Escort System"). 

In effect, wherever there is an aircraft in opera
tion, the concept of air safety and the necessary 
means of attaining this must be present, whether 
the aircraft is in the air or on the ground. Thus the 
concept of air safety covers the whole range of air
air, air-ground, ground-ground and ground-air cir
cumstances. 

Likewise, if this approach is not taken, a gap in 
safety will occur in this relationship which may 
result in an accident, whilst the aircraft is in opera
tion in any of the four circumstances mentioned 
above, transporting people, goods and fuel. 

It is well-known in the air industry that from 
time to time serious accidents occur, although their 
prevention, and where necessary fire-fighting oper
ations, have been a priority effort of the aeronau
tical profession. The present system is part of this 
effort, though in this instance it is related to the 
airport environment, that is the ground-ground situ
ation. 

In this context it is appropriate to recall the 
accident which occurred in 1983 at the airport of 
Barajas (Madrid), in which two aircraft collided on 
the ground. On this occasion, one aircraft was on 
its take-off run, whilst the other aircraft in taxiing 
and trying to head for the start of the runway to 
take-off in its turn, took a wrong turning and moving 
across a fast exit slipped into the middle of the 
flight path, where the collision occurred. 

At this time the airport was not under mini
mums, but visibility was poor so that the aircraft 
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which was taking off did not see the intruding 
aircraft, neither did the latter see the aircraft taking 
off, nor did the tower at that time see either of the 
aircraft, all due to the length of the runways. This 
occurs in certain circumstances where the airport is 
operative but there is not clear visibility over the 
full distances. 

These situations, and many others, indicate 
conditions of a lack of air safety which require 
analysis and a complete solution of the problems 
to which they give rise. 

Furthermore, an aircraft in flight is not close to 
the ground, whilst in take-ofts, landings and taxiing, 
it is in contact with it and therefore is in a higher 
risk situation, in which safety conditions must be 
maximized. 

Since it is possible to set up ground installa
tions in airports which could not be set up through
out a country, and since aircraft must operate in 
airports, it is clearly desirable to provide a safety 
system on runways and taxiways capable of guar
anteeing this safety. The RUSTEM system is in
tended to meet this requirement. 

Also, the increase in modern air traffic, which 
leads at times to saturation in the number of oper
ations per hour on an operative runway, has led to 
an increase in the risk of accidents, taking into 
account the poor visibility conditions which often 
occur. This expansion in traffic makes a built-in 
airport safety system increasingly urgent and nec
essary, as the accidents in different airports of the 
world confirm. The same problem occurs in military 
air bases, where there is the additional problem 
that combat aircraft may enter the base in emer
gency conditions, for which reason telemetric moni
toring and automated fire-fighting thus become 
necessary. The RUSTEM system can be applied to 
both civil and military airport ground situations. 

Two damaging effects occur in an accident: 
ruptures and fire. 

In accidents en route, the most important factor 
is usually ruptures, whilst generally in airport ac
cidents fire is the cause of the greatest damage. 

This is due to the different velocity of the 
aircraft en route and in the airport, so that the 
dynamic impact is usually much greater in an 
accident in the air. 

On the other hand, once an accident has taken 
place in an airport, it is obvious that there is not the 
least remedy in the case of ruptures, causing dam
age to the aircraft and the passengers. However, 
the fire factor develops according to a specific 
process, and, fire being the determining factor in 
causing the greatest damage in airport accidents, it 
may be combatted because it is a process, pro
vided of course that there are the necessary means 
for this, both in extinguishing capacity and in speed 
of activation, since without the latter condition the 
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fire itself will put paid to the matter. 
From what has been said it emerges that the 

sole means of combatting the rupture factor is by 
avoiding the accident, as far as possible in the 
airport, within the present margin of possible air
craft faults or pilot error, for which reason preven
tion in this case lies in the area of telemetric 
monitoring, guidance and signalling on the ground. 
If, despite the measures taken, an accident occurs 
due to the aircraft or the pilot, the airport infrastruc
ture must then have available an automatic fire
fighting system for eliminating fires extremely rap
idly, since fire is generally the most damaging 
factor in airport accidents. 

The research carried out in the quest for an 
efficient airport system which will meet these re
quirements, emphasized the necessity for integrat
ing the surveillance and fire-fighting functions into 
one single system. 

In fact, given the great speed required in fire
fighting, this had to be of an automatic nature. 
Since an aircraft which has had an accident may 
become immobilized (or its hot sections) at any 
point of the surface in question, it was obviously 
necessary to have available the x,y coordinates of 
the aircraft or its sections. Hence it was necessary 
to integrate telemetric surveillance with automated 
fire-fighting. Furthermore, if surface telemetry pro
vides the x, y position of a damaged aircraft, or of 
its sections in the case of it being ruptured, this 
surface telemetry could also be used to obtain the 
position of normal aircraft, that is not in a state of 
emergency, in normal operation. 

With this, the conclusion was reached that a 
telemetric method had to be used in our system, 
both for the monitoring of normal aircraft and for 
establishing emergencies according to the various 
forms and circumstances in which these could oc
cur in each instance, as for example fuel which has 
leaked and is on fire. As aforementioned, the fire
fighting method has to be automatic due to the 
great speed demanded, since it is not just dealing 
with a simple fire, but with an aircraft carrying 
people, and loaded with highly inflammable fuel. 
Hence the designer's thinking has to be governed 
by the time-scale, taking the second as the unit. 

Nevertheless, it is essential to point out that, 
regarding air traffic, two very different areas or 
environments must be considered in airports: on 
the one hand the flight strips (which contain the 
flight runways, one runway for each strip), and on 
the other hand the taxiways in their entirety, and 
the aircraft parking areas. 

The vast majority of airport accidents occur in 
the first mentioned area, where aircraft are running 
at great speed. In the second area, in the taxiways, 
aircraft are travelling slowly in procession and able 
to brake quickly where necessary, as is the case in 
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the parking areas. 
This qualitative and quantitative distinction is 

taken into account in the present system, supplying 
the appropriate solution for the characteristics of 
each of the indicated environments. 

As will be seen, the current situation is an
alysed and, as a result of the limitations of tanker 
trucks (as currently used in fire-fighting), as well as 
the limitations of surface radar (as used in surveil
lance in some airports), research into a new sys
tem which could completely solve these limitations, 
gave rise to the RUSTEM system, in which surveil
lance and fire-fighting are functionally integrated in 
a single operational system, constituting an innova
tion in the airport field. 

An automatic aircraft taxi route selecting and 
traffic control system is disclosed in US 3706969, 
and may use an array of infrared sensors to detect 
position and/or movement of aircraft. However the 
system appears to be dedicated to such a function 
insofar as the sensors are all located adjacent 
runway and taxiway intersections and in areas be
tween the intersections there seems to be no sur
veillance. 

Furthermore EP 0117162 discloses an infra-red 
surveillance system for detecting fires in a forest, 
in which each of an array of sensors is scanned 
over a field of view; however in this case there 
appears to be no provision for tracking a moving 
heat source as it moves past the sensors. 

In the present system, which is set out in the 
appended claims, an array of thermal sensors un
der computer control is provided which is adapted 
to provide both the function of tracking a moving 
aircraft as it passes the sensors and the function 
wherein each sensor scans its locality so that the 
position of any heat source within a locality may be 
determined from the outputs of adjacent detectors. 
Thus the present invention has the advantage that 
a single sensor array may be operated and used in 
two ways for two different and necessary purposes. 

In broad outline, which will be explained in 
greater detail in the following pages, and taking into 
account the fact that statistically airport accidents 
occur on the flight strips in the vast majority of 
cases, a RUSTEM system can include the follow
ing elements: 

a) Two parallel, buried lines of hydrants, one on 
each side of the runway. These lines, being a 
fixed system, extend beyond both thresholds at 
the heads of the runways. The hydrants only 
emerge in case of accidents, and have eleva
tion, rotation and to-and-fro movement. So that 
when their valve is triggered they can take care 
of any accident occurring within the flight strip 
as rapidly as possible. The automatic action of 
the hydrants is computer-controlled. The pipes 
feeding them are kept filled constantly. Thus, 
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activation of the system from the airport tower 
leads to their entry into operation in a matter of 
a few seconds. 
b) As far as surveillance is concerned, there are 
two different zones as described earlier. The 
main surveillance is over the flight strips with 
additional surveillance over the taxiways and 
parking areas, by means of aircraft control and 
guidance. 

b.1) Two parallel lines of infra-red, telemetric 
sensors are installed along the flight strips, 
capable not only of tracking the trajectory of 
the aircraft, but also of detecting heat sources 
in case of emergency, feeding this data to 
the automatic fire-fighting operations. Simi
larly, several anemometers obtain wind data. 
The whole flight strip is in the form of a 
rectangle, and the aforementioned telemetric 
sensors are located along the longest sides 
of this rectangle, monitoring the strip. 
b.2) In the taxiways and parking areas the 
interest is in the aircraft control and guidance 
system, according to OAGI SMGG require
ments, simultaneously maintaining and moni
toring minimum separation between aircraft. 
Thus continuous detectors are installed, as 
well as directional beacons along the axis, 
and, where necessary, directional beacons 
along the edges, and some airport traffic 
lights. Both the detectors and traffic lights are 
interconnected with a computer which pro
cesses taxiing and parking throughout the 
airport. 
b.3) Aircraft movements in the taxiways and 
parking areas are automatically guided, each 
aircraft having in front of it a specific number 
of lit axial beacons, according to the aircraft's 
route. The number of beacons is always 
fixed, about 100 metres apart. Thus, as the 
aircraft moves forward it is detected by the 
taxiing beacons, which send signals to the 
computer, and the latter lights up new axial 
beacons in front of the aircraft according to 
the route it has to take, and switches off the 
beacons which the aircraft has left behind. 
The computer establishes rights of way at 
crossroads, where the aircraft which has to 
wait will see its axial beacons flashing on and 
off and the crossroad traffic light on red. 
Once the first aircraft having right of way has 
passed across the crossroad, the second air
craft which had to wait will have its axial 
beacons lit continuously to enable it to con
tinue on its way. 

Any intermittence in the guidance bea
cons signals the pilot to brake. 

The aforementioned taxiing detectors are 
neutral and without electrical current through-
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out the airport, with the exception of those 
corresponding to the sensing of each aircraft. 
These detectors only pick up the aircraft, but 
purposely do not pick up other objects such 
as service vehicles or people. Hence cars or 
people, purposely not being picked up, do 
not distort the detection signals which cor
respond only to aircraft, and therefore the 
computer continuously guides each aircraft 
from an initial point to a final point, according 
to a route which has been laid out by the 
control tower. The activated detectors go on 
activating others in the direction of travel of 
the aircraft, picking it up and deactivating the 
previous detectors along the aircraft's tax
iway. 

c) A set of elements is installed in the airport 
tower, which amongst others consist of the fol
lowing: 

c.1) A main panel on which the runway com
puter displays the aircraft's reference both in 
its flight path and as it comes to a halt. In the 
event of an emergency, this computer on the 
one hand produces several alarms and on the 
other hand draws some emergency circles 
corresponding to a damaged aircraft, or its 
hot sections and fire sources. In the event of 
aircraft collision the same thing happens. 
Similarly, in the event that an intruding air
craft penetrates into the rectangular area of 
the air-strip, the alarm is automatically ac
tivated. 

Likewise, the computer which controls 
taxiing also displays the position of the iden
tification references corresponding to the air
craft situated in the taxiways and parking 
areas. In the event that an aircraft goes below 
its minimum distance on the taxiway with 
respect to the aircraft preceding it or takes a 
wrong route, an alarm is also provided, and at 
the same time the reference on the panel 
relating to the offending aircraft blinks inter
mittently. 
c.2) A control console from which the whole 
system is controlled, both for surveillance 
and guidance as well as for fire-fighting, with 
simple and extremely sparing operations for 
the controllers, since the system's data pro
cessor carries out the work. 

Similarly, the taxiway traffic lights are 
automatically activated, the internal routes for 
taxiing being indicated "in situ", and acti
vated locally for each aircraft, according to 
whether it is on its landing run, or "en route" 
from the parking area to the runway and the 
head of its take-off exit; also indicated are the 
routes from the runway to the parking area, 
taking into account the corresponding runway 
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head. In addition, routes from the parking 
area to the hangars and vice versa are 
shown; or from hangars to runway, and vice 
versa. 
c.3) Computers and automatic connections. 

d) Lastly, there is the installation of piping, for 
water and extinguishing substances, their stor
age tanks, pumps, dispensers, drums, auto
protection devices, connections, and other ap
propriate and necessary elements for the hy
drant system. Also the general piping for the 
supply of the hydrants from one and the same 
line may be unique, the dispensing then being 
carried out at the start of the general piping. 
Also there is a power plant with electrical con
nection to the airport's supply network, and from 
this plant the various elements of the RUSTEM 
system are supplied. It is taken for granted that 
the whole airport has to have general emer
gency generating units. Furthermore, the system 
is adaptable to any civil airport or air base. And 
in the event that once installed it is decided to 
increase the length of a runway, the lines of 
hydrants and telemetric sensors of this flight 
lane can be extended, so that the previous in
stallation remains operative and valid. 

Statistically, 99% of airport accidents, including 
situations where aircraft have previously announced 
their emergency status, occur within flight lanes. 
Therefore it is both logical and necessary for auto
matic hydrants to be installed within the said lanes, 
hydrants which due to their range and their three 
degrees of freedom, are capable of covering any 
emergency, being able to act both in treating the 
whole runway, as well as on specific points on the 
damaged aircraft, colliding aircraft, or their dis
persed sections, eliminating heat sources, acting 
globally and simultaneously on all of them. 

The hydrants referred to are always without 
pressure and without electrical current. Thus, there 
is double protection against their being activated 
spontaneously. That is to say, if and only if, the 
tower activates the fire-fighting system, do the tele
metric sensors along the flight lane send the posi
tion and extent of the heat sources to the com
puter, and the anemometers send the wind force 
and direction; with this data the computer system 
rapidly calculates the fire-fighting parameters, i.e. 
selects the specific hydrants which will be activated 
and supplies them with the operating parameters 
corresponding to each of them, and it is then that 
the selected hydrants enter into operation, in a very 
few seconds, launching a large discharge of extin
guishing fluid and rapidly suppressing the heat 
sources. 

While there is an aircraft in motion within the 
flight lane, whether in normal or emergency status, 
the system is locked and cannot operate. The fire-
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fighting operation only occurs with a motionless 
aircraft. 

However, the hydrants can prepare the runway 
on the announcement of a damaged aircraft ap
proaching the airport. 

Lastly, it was evident that an installation in 
accordance with the invention allows the possibility 
that the analogue type signals originating from the 
surface radar installed in an airport may be pro
cessed by the computer equipment of the said 
installation and incorporated as an additional ele
ment with regard to airport safety. The surface 
radar would act as one more sensor for the installa
tion, its signals being used as additional data for 
the overall safety system. To this end, the afore
mentioned installation can be improved in the fol
lowing manner: j) for airports operating in very low 
visibilities, some flight lane sensors, in addition to 
infra-red sensing, incorporate an emitter and detec
tor of electro-magnetic pulses, or an ultrasonic ac
tive element, capable of detecting objects within 
the flight lane relating to aircraft or vehicles; k) for 
airports with normal or average visibility, the stan
dard sensors not only pick up the aircraft located in 
the flight lane, but also vehicles penetrating it; I) 
there is the option of installing an interface capable 
of processing the signals originating from the sur
face radar which has been installed in an airport, 
and introducing such signals into the computer 
controlling the surveillance, and with this data mak
ing an addition to the functions of the system; m) 
there is the option that the installation's taxiing 
detectors may be generally activated simultaneous
Iy, and the sensing of aircraft and other objects 
may be carried out simultaneously, in this case 
means can be incorporated for discriminating air
craft from other objects, and maintaining the logical 
sequence in the guidance of each aircraft in the 
zone of movement and parking of aircraft; and n) 
there is the option that the piping and pressure 
storage tanks for water and extinguishing agents 
for the flight lane are divided up into independent 
modules, and their discharge is attained by means 
of the pressure of a compressed gas connected by 
regulating valves to the water and extinguishing 
agent storage tanks. 

The invention will now be described by way of 
example with reference to the accompanying draw
ings, in which:-

Figure (1) is a representation of a "standard 
protected zone" (SPZ), i.e. a flight lane fitted 
with automated hydrants and telemetric sensors 
(ST) for surveillance, able to be integrated with 
automatic fire-fighting in emergencies. The hy
drants can both treat the complete runway be
fore the arrival of an aircraft arriving in an emer
gency situation, and also act in precision fire
fighting, either on one or more aircraft, or on 
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their hot sections and other burning surfaces 
caused by the accident. 
Figure (2) illustrates the protection of two or 
more crossing runways and their corresponding 
flight lanes (SPZ). 
Figure (3) shows diagrammatically the three de
grees of freedom of an extinguishing unit 
(hydrant), according to its three perpendicular 
projections. 
The dispensing of the extinguishing fluid may 

be carried out at the foot of the hydrant, or at the 
start of the supply pipe (in which case it could be 
single). 

References in this figure include: 
VL - Side view 
P - Plan 
V - View through A-A 
Tr - Trap 
La - Cannon jet 
Ag - Rubber shock absorber 
Tm - Elevating motor supply trolley 
Ae - Extinguishing agent 
Ag - Water 
Mg - Mobile base turning motor 
Ro - Bearings 
Tg - Main cover 
To - Trolley 
En - Gear 
Bf - Fixed base 
Bm - Mobile base 
Me - Elevating motor 
Jr - Rotary joint 

Figure (4) graphically demonstrates the parallax 
error produced by standard surface radars. In the 
figure it is seen that as MA = MP; and RA = RA', so 
that OA = OA', and P does not coincide with A'. 
This distorts the x, y coordinates of the object 
when the runway has inclines. 

Figure (5) represents a plan (P) and elevation 
(E) of a flight lane in which the variation in slope of 
the runway axis is seen. Also the position of the 
telemetric sensors is shown (not to scale), forming 
successive rectangles or squares along the whole 
length of the flight lane, the successive rectangles 
thus being adapted both to the slopes and to the 
changes in gradient allowed by the OACI standard. 

Figure (6) is an illustration of the detection 
procedure while tracking an aircraft by means of 
infra-red sensors along the flight lane, thanks to the 
position of the colliding beams and the correspond
ing signals for their processing by computer. 

Figure (7) is similar to the previous one, al
though here one sees a dangerous situation in 
having two aircraft within the flight lane, which 
could collide. One can see also the rectangles 
formed by each set of four telemetric sensors (STI) 
- "infra-red sensored areas" (lSA). 

Figure (8) represents the tracking of an aircraft 
during the sequence of its entrance onto the run
way. 

Figure (9) shows the sweep mode of the tele-
5 metric sensors (ST) along the flight lane (SPZ). 

The sources in this case are motionless, three heat 
sources being represented, as well as the detection 
carried out by the four sensors from the four cor
ners of the infra-red sensored area (ISA) in ques-

10 tion, allowing the surface dimensions of each heat 
source to be accurately defined. The sweep mode 
is that used in emergencies. 

Figure (10) shows an airport layout in which 
can be seen both the flight lane (SPZ) and the 

15 taxiways equipped with detectors (D), guidance 
beacons (B) and traffic lights (S). Inside the SPZ's 
neither detectors (D) nor traffic lights (S) are in
stalled. However, at those points of the SPZ perim
eter where taxiways impinge, the firstdetectors and 

20 traffic lights are installed, so that an aircraft is 
detected on leaving the runway. Full continuity in 
airport surveillance is thus achieved, since although 
an aircraft which exits from the area of the SPZ 
leaves behind the telemetric sensors (ST) tracking 

25 it, it will be immediately detected by the first tax
iway detector (D) on entering the corresponding 
section of taxiway. Thus, in both cases, where the 
aircraft is inside the SPZ and where it is on any 
taxiway, it is immediately displayed on the main 

30 panel (Pn) located in the airport tower. Detectors 
(D), beacons (B) and traffic lights (S) have been 
shown in the drawing. Moreover, although auto
mated hydrants could be sited in other zones, 
other than in the flight lanes, this does not seem 

35 justified in view of accident statistics. 
Figure (11) represents a view of the system 

equipment located in the tower; panel (Pn), console 
(Co), computers (Or) and connections (Cn), as well 
as the position of the officer on watch in front of 

40 the controls. The panel (Pn) is of large dimensions 
and almost vertical, its angle of inclination being 
adjustable, for ease of observation both by the 
operator and by other tower personnel. Since it is 
necessary that all the controllers can see the afore-

45 mentioned panel, it will be located in the upper part 
of the tower's large window, and for this purpose a 
small building modification will have to be made 
locally in the roof of the tower, allowing the panel 
to be housed in front of the controllers, so that the 

50 latter can both observe the panel and see through 
the tower's window. 

Also shown in this figure are: 
Tr - Adjustable support rod 
Pa - Wall 

55 Ca - Cable 

6 

Gz - Hinge 
The RUSTEM system console controller directs 
taxiing and parking, and the remaining controllers 
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direct flight operations on the runways and flight 
lanes. 

The installation of the RUSTEM system does 
not involve alterations to the current consoles and 
installations, nor does it interfere with their opera
tion or the work of the tower's flight controllers. 

Figure (12) represents the main panel located 
in the tower. Its dimensions are those which are 
appropriate and necessary to reflect the resolution 
and definition of sources of which the flight lane 
telemetric sensors (ST) are capable. The operation 
of both the flight lane computer and the computer 
dealing with taxiing is displayed on the panel (Pn). 
When there are emergencies the telemetric sen
sors go into sweep mode and the reference sym
bols which appear directly on the panel are emer
gency circles. In tracking mode, the aircraft refer
ence is seen on the panel as well as a reference 
which changes according to the actual path of the 
aircraft. 

Figure (13) illustrates an airport flight lane in 
which an aircraft and a motor vehicle appear. 

Figure (14) represents an airport layout in 
which the surface radar (RS) and control tower (T) 
are shown. 

Having planned the system under the con
ditions described above, it is now appropriate to 
take stock of the current situation in airports in 
general, since the problem is substantially the 
same in all countries. 

To start with the aspect of fire-fighting. 
In all civil airports and air bases there is a fire 

station, equipped with tankers, prepared "ad hoc". 
This originates from the early days of aviation, as 
an extension of the method used by municipal fire 
brigades and has been evolved by trying to adapt 
to requirements. 

Little by little, and despite the efforts made to 
improve it, its poor performance with regard to the 
special case of an aeronautical accident has be
come increasingly clear, as seen in practical cases. 

Protests by pilots' associations and the frank 
pessimism of the aeronautical authorities devoted 
to this matter, confirm this situation in the various 
different countries. 

For various reasons, as aircraft have been de
veloped they have increased in volume and weight, 
and therefore in engine power and size of fuel 
tanks, and can achieve much longer flights. 

This has caused airports to increase the capac
ity of the tankers in which water and special extin
guishing agents are transported. This has already 
led to cases of enormous tankers, some of which 
have had to incorporate two engines, one in front 
and one behind. This would suggest that a limit has 
been reached in the method used. 

Also, given the volume which has to be trans
ported, there have been actual instances where the 
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tankers have overturned, since, although smooth, 
there are unavoidable gradients in the airport ter
rain. There are thus some limitations and inter
actions between the load transported, speed of 
travel of the vehicle and stability. 

Furthermore, if an accident occurs at the head 
of a runway, at the far end of the start of the 
runway, often muddy areas and other obstacles 
prevent or make difficult an approach close to the 
said accident. 

On occasion, the aeroplane or colliding aircraft, 
are broken into sections which are dispersed, thus 
requiring the said tankers to be able to attend to all 
the fires simultaneously and involving an increase 
in the fleet of trucks necessary. 

Moreover, the trucks cannot act on their own, 
but only when the airport tower so indicates. So 
that as in the majority of airports the surveillance 
function is deficient, as the tower first has to deter
mine whether there is an emergency or not, a 
question which is often difficult and uncertain due 
to the lack of an instrument which can rapidly 
verify this, especially at night or in low visibilities. 

All this causes a build-up of time which weighs 
heavily against a hypothetical fire and rescue op
eration, since first the tower has to determine 
whether or not there is an emergency, after that it 
has to notify the fire brigade and this has to be 
mobilized; then the journey has to be made from 
the fire station to the site of the accident, at times 
far away as in the case of the heads of runways. 
Once the fire brigade have arrived, they have to 
take charge of the disaster which has occurred 
different each time, which is complicated in the 
case of dispersed sections. 

Thus, there is an excessive time lag which is 
inconsistent with the type of accident being consid
ered. It is thus inevitable that performances have 
been low, losing human lives and increasing the 
damage to aircraft. 

When in the past, aircraft were much smaller, 
less global inefficiency was observed with this pro
cedure, but currently this is continually on the 
increase, since it is actually the method and proce
dure used which have to be changed globally, both 
in theory and in practice. 

According to OACI publications extinction must 
be carried out in a period of five minutes, due to 
the fuel, its explosive capacity, and the toxic gases 
which may asphyxiate the passengers trapped in 
the accident. 

Currently, the OACI specifies between two and 
three minutes for starting up fast fire trucks after 
the alarm has been given. 

This clearly shows that between the five tragic 
minutes available and the two or three minutes for 
the mobilization of the high-speed trucks, there 
only remain two minutes for the work of extinction, 
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thus emphasizing the necessity for using a different 
method, like the RUSTEM system whose auto
mated hydrants enter into operation in a few sec
onds after the fire rescue button has been pressed 
by the tower. 

In addition to the problems and limitations de
scribed, there are other problems which also act 
negatively on the efficiency of fire rescue oper
ations, this time related to the rescue personnel 
themselves. These may be summarized as follows: 

- the fortunate rarity in the number of accidents 
paradoxically has a negative effect on the 
rescue personnel, because they become out 
of practice due to their enforced inactivity, 
leading to reduced performances when the 
critical time arrives of unavoidable emergen
cies. 

Also, having arrived at the site of the accident, 
on the one hand they are tied to the fire tanker, 
and on the other the accident has managed to 
produce a number of fire sources. Thus, each 
accident being different, they have to improvise 
their action on the way, often leading to psycho
logical blocks in the face of the urgency of the 
various sources to be extinguished and their dis
persal. 

- The airport fireman, moreover, in contrast to 
his city counterpart, in all cases without the 
least exception, has to deal with an aircraft 
which is liable to explode at any moment in 
its emergency state. So that the fireman's 
own survival instinct militates against the 
work he carries out, acting in a situation of 
fear and insecurity which logically leads to 
low performances. 

The truth is that it is irrational and preposterous 
to completely, systematically and without excep
tion, require heroism as an everyday norm for 
work. So that if the technician does not carry out 
his own self-criticism, he will continue to maintain 
an error of principle and with it foreseeable low 
performances, as demonstrated in practical in
stances. 

It is absurd to deal with saving the life of the 
pilot by placing the lives of several firemen at risk 
in the attempt. As human beings their lives are as 
important as that of the pilot and to be respected 
equally with all others. 

If this is not agreed upon, the pilot may not be 
saved since fear will tend to paralyse the actions of 
the firemen, with predictable low performances. 

Thus, no matter what the quality of the fire
tankers may be at a given moment, they have to 
be operated by firemen, whose actions are un
predictable. 

Faced with this set of problems, both in the 
method employed and those related to the rescue 
personnel, the conceptual modification intrinsic to 
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the present system is based on the following: 
a) the setting up of a fixed, buried installation on 
both sides of the runway, extending it to both 
ends beyond the thresholds (Figure 1). 
b) these two lines consist of hydrants, which in 
the position of rest are underground, covered by 
a steel cover flush with the surrounding area so 
that if an aircraft leaves the runway and runs 
over the said cover it will not damage the air
craft nor the hydrant hidden underneath (Figure 
3). 
c) each hydrant incorporates two cannons 
whose elevations are generally at different an
gles and appropriate to every fire-fighting opera
tion (Figure 3). 
d) each hydrant (Figure 3) has a rotary base, so 
that it can rapidly assume any angle of azimuth, 
and therefore line up on the aiming position. 
e) the complete hydrant is capable of to-and-fro 
movement for covering the damaged area. 
f) the hydrant has a main trigger valve, continu
ously adjustable by servo-motor. 
g) the hydrant's range is such that it covers the 
whole width of the flight lane, i.e. each line of 
hydrants, being rotatory, covers at least two
thirds of the said width. Thus, the runway and its 
two adjacent areas are covered along the length 
of the runway and its two ends. For instrument 
runways, the OAGI Standards establish the per
mitted runway widths as being between 45 and 
60 metres, so that on these runways the width 
of the flight lane has to be not less than 300 
metres (Figure 1). 
h) it happens that airport accidents occur statis
tically in 99% of the cases within the area de
fined by the flight lane, for which reason the 
automated hydrants are suitably located to cov
er any emergency in the aforesaid flight lane. 
The computer software does not improvise, but 
rationally covers all cases. 
i) as the pipes which supply the hydrants are 
always under load, and as the hydrants cover 
the whole width of the flight lane, the triggering 
of the hydrants is extremely rapid and they 
cover any emergency, whatever the topographi
cal position of the accident and its separate 
focal points. 
j) the automatic action of the hydrants is 
computer-controlled, and as the buttons are 
pressed on the control console located in the 
tower, they act together in preparing the whole 
runway on the prior announcement of the arrival 
of an aircraft in an emergency, being accurately 
trained on the stopped aircraft, or its sections, 
whatever the topographical dispersal they may 
have. The fire-fighting takes place globally and 
simultaneously over all the heat sources 
present. 
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k) the position of the aircraft or its sections, in x, 
y coordinates, is supplied by the telemetric sur
veillance of the present system, as will be ex
plained later (Figure 12). 
So, concentrating for a moment on the fire

fighting method described, the following advan
tages may be pointed out, amongst others: 

1. The automated fire-fighting system requires 
only a few seconds to come into operation after 
the button is pressed in the airport tower, thus 
cutting out the excessive time lag which occurs 
with fire tankers. 
2. As both the water and the extinguishing sub
stances are supplied under pressure to the hy
drant by means of underground pipes, no trans
port by truck is necessary, since now the extin
guishing fluid is placed "in situ" via continuously 
full pipes. 
3. Since the water and extinguishing agent stor
age tanks are also fixed, they can be as large as 
required, with reserves, whatever the size of the 
aircraft or the collision in question. The pump, 
the dispensers, valves, connections and auto
protection devices act in fast response, each 
line being fitted with the necessary service pres
sure regulation drum. The pressure is sufficient 
to guarantee the maximum range of the hy
drants, the pump being automatically triggered 
and responding as soon as there is a slight 
reduction in the pressure of the regulating drum. 
4. The computer which controls the hydrants 
selects these according to each accident, in 
accordance with the topographical position of 
the aircraft, or its sections, as well as according 
to the force and direction of the wind. 

Furthermore, once the fire-fighting operation 
is initiated, this computer is updated with the 
possible variations in both the topographical and 
meteorological data relating to the accident, 
since new heat sources may have arisen and 
the wind data may have changed, so that the 
parameters of each hydrant are altered through
out the fire-fighting operation, the latter being 
self-adjusted automatically according to the pos
sible variations in the mishap, as well as to 
those in the prevailing wind. 
5. Each hydrant releases via its two cannons a 
large volume of extinguishing fluid, hitting the 
whole accident zone. If the aircraft in the emer
gency does not break up into sections, several 
hydrants will act together on the aircraft from 
different angles, hitting it rapidly with a large 
volume flow, leading to an extremely rapid ex
tinction. 
6. The hydrants do not suffer from psychological 
blocks, since they do not have to think about 
their actions in each accident, nor are they 
afraid of fire or explosions, instead when the fire 
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brigade arrives on the scene of the accident, the 
fire sources will already be under control and 
since the lives of the rescue team will remain 
protected, the latter will complete the operation 
with high success rates, in favour of both the 
injured and uninjured. 
7. The same can be said for the runway ends, 
since the system is the same. 
8. Due to the automation and its great speed 
and coverage, in the majority of the accidents 
there will be a high rescue success rate, both in 
terms of people and in preventing more damage 
to the aircraft, which can be salvaged. 

This completes the explanation of the principal 
fire-fighting concepts in the present RUSTEM sys
tem. 

Now consider the aspect of airport surveillance. 
The current general situation can be described 

as follows: 
Although seemingly it might be imagined that there 
is nothing to enquire into regarding the matter in 
question, the negative secondary effects which the 
introduction of the ILS has had on civil airports and 
air bases should be pointed out, negative effects 
which were not taken into account when the use of 
the ILS was introduced and extended into all air
ports. 

This very beneficial instrument was introduced 
to try to maintain air traffic running inspite of poor 
visibility conditions on an aircraft's approach to the 
airport. 

The ILS (instrument landing system) is, in fact, 
a landing instrument. 

The said instrument consists of an aerial which 
is located on the threshold of the runway, emitting 
signals which are picked up by an instrument on 
board, indicating whether the aircraft is to the right 
or left of the runway axis, as well as whether the 
aircraft in its approach is flying above or below the 
correct approach path. Hence, although the pilot 
cannot see the runway due to cloud, he carries out 
the landing on instruments, gradually altering his 
course until he is finally on the runway, landing in 
the touchdown zone. 

The runways which have ILS are called instru
ment runways, which on the ground have to meet 
the strictest OAGI standards regarding widths, 
slopes ... etc., with their respective flight lanes being 
wider (a minimum of 300 metres). 

Thus, it may easily be appreciated that in the 
past, when there was no ILS, pilots did not land 
unless they had complete visibility regarding the 
runway. The tower also had this same visibility with 
respect to the aircraft trying to land. Put simply, 
both visibilities, that of the pilot and that of the 
tower were one and the same visibility. 

But, if suddenly the aircraft is given some 
electronic eyes with which the pilot can carry out 
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the landing, without seeing the runway with his 
naked eye, there is a situation in which the operat
ing minimums of this airport have been reduced, 
by which the aircraft is helped to land, but at the 
cost of leaving the tower blind if the tower has lost 
visibility over the complete airport environment. 

Together with this there is a situation of gen
eral risk in all ground operations, which negative 
effect was not taken into account when the ILS was 
introduced and its installation extended into all civil 
airports and air bases. 

In fact, although initially it would appear some
what illogical, in reality the airport accident referred 
to previously at Madrid airport, in which two aircraft 
collided, was basically due to the existence of the 
ILS in the said airport, since although the ILS is a 
landing instrument, and in that accident there had 
been one aircraft landing and the other taxiing, 
both ground operations were being carried out in 
conditions of poor visibility, since the introduction 
of the ILS has lowered the operating minimums in 
all the world's airports. Neither aircraft saw the 
other, nor did the tower see either of the two by 
eye, nor did the tower see the collision, nor the 
place where both the colliding aircraft were to 
come to a halt in the flight lane. All the tower saw 
was fog and initially not knowing what had hap
pened, lost time in calling the fire brigade who then 
had to look for the site of the accident, also in poor 
visibility. 

On this occasion, the general risk mentioned 
above became a disaster, with a corresponding 
loss of human lives and damage to the aircraft. 
This airport acident is symptomatic of the risk 
situation which has been highlighted and which it is 
essential to correct, because from time to time it 
costs the lives of passengers and pilots. 

Air safety embraces the whole environment, 
and it therefore also includes the ground-ground 
area. 

The ILS comes under the air-ground heading, 
but an airport is an organic whole as with any 
object in reality, so that it is connected. Accord
ingly, if only one part is considered without taking 
into account the rest, as happened with the ILS 
(which was aimed exclusively at aiding landing), 
secondary effects may be, and, in fact, have been 
produced, such as that quoted of leaving airport 
towers blind. 

Aircraft in an airport cannot move without the 
proper instructions from the control tower, but if the 
latter are blind with respect to incidents occurring 
on the runways, the tower personnel seem to be in 
a contradictory situation where they have to control 
and direct surface traffic and at the same time are 
left blind and without any instrument allowing them 
to view incidents in the airport. This contradiction 
from time to time costs people's lives and must be 
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corrected. 
That is to say, this is not an attempt to elimi

nate the ILS, since it is very beneficial, rather an 
attempt to provide the tower with a suitable instru
ment for carrying out telemetric surveillance in the 
airport, despite there being poor meteorological 
conditions, or that it is operating at night, as is 
usual. 

In fact, the day has arrived for so-called sur
face radar, which instead of directing its beam into 
open space directs it towards the ground, sweeping 
the airport. 

However, this equipment is not suitable, nor is 
it included in the present RUSTEM system. Here 
the telemetric method will be something else. 
There are various reasons for this: 

In the first place, surface radar emits its pulses 
from one point, the aerial. 

Secondly, the runway is not flat, but has gra
dients, even though limited and standardized. 

In addition, it should be taken into account that 
radar does not measure distances, but the time 
difference between the transmission of the pulse 
and the reception of its echo bounced back by the 
object, although since the pulse and its echo con
sist of electromagnetic radiation their velocity (c) is 
known, and since the time difference between the 
transmission and reception is known, the corre
sponding distance is obtained. But in this process, 
if the object located on a runway is such that this 
runway is horizontal, or else has gradients, the 
result will be that although the straight distance 
between both objects and the aerial is the same, 
nevertheless their respective coordinates with re
spect to runway axes will be different in x, y. This 
parallax effect is shown in Figure (4). 

That is to say, standard surface radar falsifies 
the x, y coordinates of the object due to a parallax 
effect which appears when runways have gradients. 

These gradients are smooth, but as the length 
of runways is relatively great, the result is that 
often there is a very significant difference in height 
(z) between one end of the runway and the other, 
so that, in fact, the radar falsifies the corresponding 
measurement of the x, y position of the objects. 

These radars, which in themselves are not very 
economic due to their functional structure and the 
elements which they incorporate, would be even 
more expensive if an attempt were made to obtain 
the correct x, y coordinates, since in this case one 
would have to turn to a three-dimensional radar 
accompanied by a correcting computer. Then the 
output signal from the (3D) radar receiver would 
have to be corrected with the computer, which in 
turn would have to contain the topographical data 
of the different points of the airport. This would 
have to take place in real time so that this type of 
equipment would be more complex and more ex-
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pensive, and therefore not very advisable. 
There is yet another problem which is that 

when speaking in general of airport or in-flight 
surveillance, the concept persists that this telemet
ric surveillance will be with respect to normal air
craft, when in fact in the case of an airport, not only 
do the movements and stoppages of normal air
craft have to be monitored, but also the telemetric 
system has to supply data on emergencies and 
fires in case of accidents. In addition, it is vital to 
obtain via telemetry, the actual form of the fire 
sources which appear. Only in this way will the 
aiming and automated action of the fire-fighting 
operation be efficient and accurate. That is, the 
surveillance function and the fire-fighting function 
cannot be separated nor split off. 

Thus, considering the case of a fuel lake in 
flames, the result of an accident, three (3) negative 
factors emerge with regard to surface radar: 

a) as said earlier, if the runway has gradients 
(and it always has some), the x, y position of the 
source is displaced, and as the hydrants con
stitute a fixed system in which each hydrant has 
its respective x, y coordinates with respect to 
the runway axes, the position of the source 
would be in error with respect to the hydrants, 
and their action would be incorrect, due to hav
ing carried out the telemetry by means of stan
dard surface radar. 
b) but imagine a three-dimensional, computer
corrected radar, making the installation even 
more expensive. A second difficulty now ap
pears, making the increased outlay practically 
useless. In actual fact, a burning fuel lake is 
seen from the radar aerial basically as a "wall" 
of flames and smoke. So that in any case the 
echo signal is going to give the position of this 
"wall", but is not going to give the surface 
dimensions of this burning lake, since the "wall" 
prevents the determination of the surface length 
of the lake, i.e. it is the straight section of the 
object which is used in the radar; in an airport 
the radar has an aerial raised at a point of 
proper height, and therefore the sweep carried 
out by the beam will come up against this 
"wall". Naturally if the surface extent of the 
source is not known, it will not be possible to 
operate the hydrants correctly. 
c) lastly, there is another reason, which is that 
flames generally return a distorted radar echo 
and the measurement is still not reliable. 
All these reasons make the use of surface 

radar inadvisable, since in the event of using it, 
these problems would distort the necessary telem
etry. Furthermore, radar will give the sections of 
the aircraft, but in an airport accident these sec
tions are of less interest since the rupture factor 
already has no remedy in this case, of greater 
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interest instead in the telemetry of emergencies is 
the position of the heat sources, which will some
times coincide with the sections and at other times 
not. For example, an aircraft could have its under
carriage broken off in an accident, and this part 
could be detected by radar. But this part is of no 
interest as far as the hydrants are concerned, only 
the fire sources which are the sole item which must 
be eliminated as quickly as possible after the ac
cident has occurred. Thus, if the telemetry gives 
mainly the metal sections and not the heat sources, 
this telemetry would be completely useless and 
detrimental in this instance, since it would oblige 
the hydrants to have to act on sections and not on 
sources, the hydrants being "thrown off track" by a 
bad choice of the telemetric method used. 

Radar has been a great advance, but on every 
occasion the correct instrument has to be used 
which is consistent with the function demanding 
solution, without confusing the uses and functional 
possibilities of each instrument. 

Moreover, although surface radar distorts x, y 
positions, it is used to give a screen display which 
is often sufficient for surveillance exclusively. But if 
an automated fire-fighting system is sought, those 
errors and difficulties which have been pOinted out 
are disadvantageous, and another method of telem
etry must be turned to, which naturally gives the 
correct x, y position of normal aircraft, but which 
also gives accurate data in cases of emergency, 
that is, with one and the same method, both func
tions must be brought about without duplicating the 
elements used. 

Again, it is essential to understand that an 
airport is divided into two zones which are com
pletely different in function: 

a) the flight lanes and the runways contained 
within them. 
b) the taxiways and parking areas. 

In fact, when an aircraft is in operation, it does 
not, nor cannot have any intention in the airport 
other than to move in one of two directions: 

- from the parking area to the runway (going 
via the taxiways). 

- from the runway to the parking area (also 
going via the taxiways). 

In a taxiway the aircraft travels very slowly and 
often in procession, where some aircraft follow oth
ers. 

But in the flight lanes and runways the situation 
is completely different, since this is the ground-air 
or air-ground transition area. In a taxiway an aircraft 
can stop sharply if necessary, but this is com
pletely impossible on the runways. 

Thus, although the airport is an organic whole 
and its parts are interconnected, there are basic 
qualitative differences in these parts, and this dif
ferentiation therefore also has to be reflected ap-
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propriately in the telemetry system and its respec
tive consequences and functional derivations. 

For example, 99% of airport disasters occur in 
the flight lanes, so that it makes sense for the 
automated hydrants to be installed in the flight 
lanes, but not in other airport areas. That is, al
though they could of course be installed, it would 
not make sense comparing the function/cost rela
tionship. 

The same thing occurs with the analysis of 
surface radar, since there are many zones of little 
or no conflict in the airport, and for these surface 
radar surveillance gives a totally disproportionate 
funtion/cost relationship. Hence, this is another rea
son for the present RUSTEM system not using 
surface radar. 

Also, as indicated by the OAGI SMGG require
ments, surface radar will not be regarded as the 
determining element. This is due, among other 
reasons, to the fact that although the tower can 
observe the said radar screen, the pilots in the 
taxiway cannot see this screen. It is specified that 
the pilots be guided "in situ", which requires detec
tors, guidance beacons and traffic lights at cross
ings, something which surface radar does not pro
vide. 

Because of guidance and emergencies, the 
RUSTEM system does not make use of surface 
radar. 

As will be explained, two different methods will 
be used: 

1) Two parallel lines of infra-red sensors for the 
flight lanes (Figure 11). Each of these lines 
located on the longest sides of the rectangle 
formed by the flight lane. As for instrument 
runways, the flight lane has to be at least 300 
metres wide, this would be the minimum dis
tance at which both parallel lines of sensors are 
installed. 
2) Detectors and beacons (Figure 10) for control 
of aircraft in the taxiways and parking areas. 
Reference is made here to the generic detector, 
the following different types of detector being 
able to be used: weight pickup, ultrasonic pic
kup, heat pickup, pickup of the metallic nature of 
the aircraft (magnetic or electrical fields) and so 
on, since it is essential in the RUSTEM system 
that such detectors are neutral throughout the 
airport, with the exception of the detectors which 
pick up the aircraft along its run, as the said 
detectors are only activated exclusively for air
craft, due to the interconnecting mechanism be
tween each of the successive detectors. 

In order that a detector can perform the 
pickup and send its signal to the computer it 
has to be activated by electric current. This 
activation will be such that it will occur as the 
aircraft itself moves. The activated detectors will 
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"accompany" the aircraft's progress. 
These detectors are installed in such a way 

that they allow the standard minimum distance 
between aircraft to be controlled. That is to say, 
if two aircraft on the taxiway are not closer to 
each other than a minimum specified distance, 
they are certain of not colliding. 
3) A simple system of traffic lights (Figure 10) 
installed at the taxiway crossings. In this way the 
tower records for example aircraft movements 
on each of the internal taxiway routes in the 
airport, whether for aircraft going from the park
ing area to the operative flight lane, or for com
ing from the runway to the parking area, routes 
that are held in the memory of the computer 
which controls and guides each aircraft step by 
step. 

In their turn, these traffic lights, which are seen 
by the pilots when taxiing, are connected to each 
other, with the detectors described above, and with 
the tower. 

A general description of this aspect of the 
system is given below: 

1) Flight lane telemetric sensors. 
The flight lane is another element which is 

very distinct from an aircraft parking area, since 
it is a place of movement, so that within the 
flight lane all aircraft have their engines running, 
and thus are sources of heat. 

In the case of accident, fire sources are also 
heat sources. Ruptures are already without rem
edy and what has to be extinguished are fires. 
Hence, the common denominator of all incidents 
within a flight lane is heat. 

Therefore the special ingredient of the 
RUSTEM system's telemetric method for flight 
lanes is the infra-red telemetric sensors (Figures 
1,6,7). These sensors are installed in rectangles, 
one sensor at each corner. So that each sensor 
in a line has its counterpart in the line opposite. 

The flat area which is the flight lane, with no 
obstacle between the aircraft and the sensors, 
as well as having no obstacles between the 
aircraft and the hydrants, allows "sui generis" 
activation, difficult to repeat in other contexts, 
but which is totally serviceable in the case of 
flight lanes, the vast majority of airport accidents 
occur, either by sudden accident, or else 
through the arrival at the airport of an aircraft 
announcing its emergency condition. 

The sensors run along the source-detector 
line, producing a signal which when duly con
verted from analogue to digital is able to be 
processed by computer. 

As it occurs in two sensors at the same 
time, there are two lines of bearing whose inter
section is calculated by the aforesaid computer, 
supplying in real time the x, y position of the 
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source with great simplicity and accuracy. 
In turn, the rectangles or squares formed by 

four sensors, are such that they are succes
sively adjusted to the whole length of the flight 
lane and its corresponding topography, so that 
each set of four sensors form (with small error) 
a plane. Thus the three-dimensional problem 
substantially disappears and the telemetry is 
exclusively surface telemetry in x, y. This is 
taking into account the fact that we are not now 
considering aircraft in flight, but on the ground, 
i.e. in their landing or take-off runs and in their 
taxiing movements within the confines of the 
flight lane. The latter not only contains the run
way, but also covers the part corresponding to 
fast exits etc, i.e. the paved junctions connecting 
with the runway. 

The telemetric sensors of the present sys
tem can operate in two different modes: 

a) Tracking. 
b) Sweep. 

In the first case this is the normal functional 
mode, tracking the paths of normal aircraft in 
their operations within the flight lane. It is natu
rally assumed that there has to be only one 
single aircraft within the perimeter of the flight 
lane, since although this is often forgotten after 
airport construction, the flight lane is a standard 
obstacle-free zone. It does not make the least 
sense to put great effort at the time into plan
ning and constructing an airport, strictly observ
ing the standard of obstacle-free zones, then 
afterwards, once the airport has entered into 
operation, aircraft are placed within the flight 
lane, as happens many times with threshold 
waiting zones. 

A waiting aircraft has to be outside the flight 
lane, not inside it, since an aircraft inside the 
flight lane whilst there is another one operating 
on it, represents a dangerous obstacle for the 
aircraft which is not waiting, as it is loaded with 
passengers and above all fuel, so that inside the 
perimeter of the flight lane there must be only 
one aircraft if the intention is to meet the OAGI 
standard for obstacle-free zones, which is ab
solutely necessary for air safety. 

A chimney or an aircraft may be such an 
obstacle, if they are situated where they ought 
not to be. 

So flight lane sensors will now detect it 
there are one or more aircraft in it, since the 
telemetry will of course be tracking, and this will 
be displayed on the main RUST EM panel lo
cated in the tower. 

When there is an emergency, the sensors 
leave tracking mode and change to sweep mode 
by the pressing of an emergency button on the 
control console also located in the tower. 
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The sweep (Figure 9) takes place from the 
four corners formed by four sensors, so that the 
surface form of the heat sources is obtained. 
(Surface radar only transmits from a single 
point, the aerial). 

At the computer level this gives rise to a 
circle being displayed, inside which the source 
is recorded. If there is more than one source, 
they would have corresponding emergency cir
cles. 

This data, together with the wind force and 
direction data, is passed on to the computer 
which controls the hydrants, which computes the 
selection of hydrants and the parameters of 
each of those selected, thus initiating the fire
fighting operation. 

That is to say, the sensors receive the 
emergency data and the hydrants are triggered 
by the computer system, all this work being 
done very rapidly, considering the elements in
volved, with the functions of telemetric surveil
lance and automated fire-fighting being integrat
ed. 

By pressing a single button on the console 
located in the tower, the process described is 
set off, which is measured in seconds, the re
sponse time being very fast, as demanded by 
the extinction operations in question. 
2) The detectors located in the taxiways are in 
their turn connected to the computer controlling 
all the airport taxiing. 

This is a different environment from that of 
the flight lanes. Here the aircraft travel more 
slowly, following in procession. What is of inter
est now is maintaining the minimum distance 
between aircraft. That is, the position of the 
aircraft has to be monitored within a taxiway, 
and above all the maintenance of the said dis
tance has to be controlled for safety purposes. 

In order to do this the detectors are sited in 
the taxiways and the guidance beacons also 
guarantee this minimum distance. Where there 
are crossings traffic lights are located at their 
"entrances". 

In other words, this involves only having one 
aircraft between each two taxiing detectors, be
ing activated by the aircraft's own progress, and 
not detecting other objects. 

This is a similar situation to the technique 
used in the airways while aircraft are in flight, 
maintaining the distances between them. In the 
present case this situation is controlled on the 
ground by means of one of the said detectors, 
the aircraft being able to be quite close to each 
other, but not too close, since although they are 
travelling slowly they still have some velocity. 

With this type of detector the passage of the 
aircraft in front of the detector as well as its 
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direction of travel are detected. 
For each new detector which picks up the 

aircraft's progress, the computer lights another 
axial beacon for this aircraft. every aircraft on 
the taxiway having a fixed number of axial bea
cons lit in front of the nose of the aircraft ac
cording to the specific route of each aircraft. 

The sequence of successive activation of 
the detectors is produced by means of the inter
connecting mechanism between adjacent detec
tors. An activated detector on picking up the 
aircraft not only sends its signal to the com
puter, but also activates the next detector and 
deactivates the previous one. 

Furthermore, if there is an aircraft in a sec
tion of taxiway, which is accounted for, and 
another aircraft enters this same section, the 
record shows two aircraft in this section and 
another signal appears on the main panel in this 
section; the second signal being arranged to 
flash and a small alarm sounds on the console 
at the same time. That is to say, an infraction 
has been detected and the tower personnel slow 
down the offending aircraft, thus avoiding dam
age. That is, the offending aircraft would be at a 
lesser distance than the standard minimum dis
tance between aircraft, causing risk and possible 
collision. In such cases, the appropriate com
puter causes the axial beacons of the offending 
aircraft to flash. 
3) The airport traffic lights of the present system 
are different from those in towns, although the 
three lights. green, amber, red, are also used. 

The traffic light has two faces with the three 
lights on both its faces, like the faces of a coin. 
Although all of this is adapted to the airport 
context. 

In actual fact, what at one moment is given 
as the valid direction on a taxiway, may become 
the prohibited direction in another moment. For 
example, the airport of Las Palmas de Gran 
Canaria is situated in a region of the world 
subject to trade winds which change direction 
twice a year. Thus the operative head of the 
runway changes according to the season of the 
year in question. Hence, on altering the runway 
head the internal routes for taxiing are changed 
accordingly. 

On the control console (Figure 12) there is a 
diagram of the runways and a button panel with 
which the internal taxiing routes are recorded at 
each moment: start and end point. 

If a second aircraft tries to enter a taxiway 
crossing occupied at that time by a preceding 
aircraft, the pilot of the second aircraft meets 
with an amber light which tells him that the route 
he is taking on the taxiway is correct, but the 
amber light indicates to him that there is an 
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aircraft in front on this section of taxiway, and 
therefore the second aircraft has to wait until the 
amber light disappears, since only then will he 
be able to enter this section of road. In addition, 
the fixed number of axial beacons flash on and 
off. 

That is to say, not only is the taxiing control 
function on the part of the tower involved, as 
happens with surface radar, but also the pilots 
have clear instructions "in situ" corresponding 
to this control. The pilots can see the traffic 
lights activated "in situ", but cannot view the 
surface radar screen, since obviously this will 
only be seen by the tower personnel. For these 
reasons also surface radar is not suitable and is 
not used in the RUSTEM system. 

It is a question of synchronizing the tower 
and the taxiing aircraft, with the dual function of 
instructing the pilots "in situ" and at the same 
time controlling taxiing from the tower, both in 
marking out the internal taxiing routes and in 
detecting infractions, thus achieving control over 
the minimum distance between aircraft, which is 
what is important for safety purposes, having an 
objective measurement available on all occa
sions. 

It is as important that the tower has a dis
play available of what is happening on the run
ways as it is that the pilots have the data avail
able "in situ". 

The signals corresponding to aircraft may 
be seen on a surface radar screen, but the pilots 
cannot see this "in situ", nor does it help them 
at all in maintaining the standard distance be
tween aircraft. 

On the main RUSTEM system panel, one 
can see both the aircraft in the flight lanes (due 
to the signals sent back by the telemetric sen
sors), as well as all the aircraft on the taxiways 
(due to the continuous detectors). Thus, radio 
should only be used where essential. 

To summarize, where there is an ILS in 
operation, the operating minimums are lowered 
and telemetric surveillance is therefore essential. 
Moreover, there must be monitoring and cer
tainty that there is only one aircraft inside the 
flight lane, since the obstacle-free zone standard 
must be met which basically affects the whole of 
the flight lane. Similarly, the minimum distance 
between aircraft in the taxiing sequence must be 
monitored, while at the same time all the aircraft 
are being guided along their taxiway. 

Furthermore, telemetric surveillance must be 
functionally integrated with automated fire-fight
ing in the flight lanes. 

It emerges from all this that, for the reasons 
explained, surface radar is not the appropriate in
strument, but rather the installation of telemetric 
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sensors, detectors, axial beacons and traffic lights, 
as in the case of the described RUSTEM system, 
which to distinguish it from other airport systems 
has been called this for short, standing for "runway 
security and taxiway escort system", in which three 
functions are considered: surveillance, guidance 
and fire-fighting. With this the tower actually recov
ers its functions. One could then have smaller, 
faster and cheaper fire tankers for taking care of 
possible fires in other airport zones, but used as an 
auxiliary measure with respect to the automated 
hydrant installation, as a much more powerful and 
faster system, as demanded by the aeronautical 
accident, this being able to take care of any type of 
emergency in the flight lanes which is where airport 
accidents tend to occur. 

This also reduces the general installation costs 
and those of maintenance, simultaneously achiev
ing a high degree of reliability, speed, and simple 
and secure operation on the part of the tower 
personnel, who would thus have a working tool 
which they can use whatever the meteorological 
conditions, night-time situation or traffic density, the 
RUSTEM system being adaptable to any airport. 

Lastly, as shown in Figures 13 and 14, espe
cially in Figure 13, along the sides of the flight lane 
will be arranged a series of standard infra-red sen
sors, Si, as well as some special infra-red sensors, 
SiA, with an additional element for transmitting and 
receiving electromagnetic or ultrasonic pulses. The 
infra-red rays, if, which leave the aircraft are picked 
up by both types of infra-red sensors as the aircraft 
passes in front of them, and the data thus obtained 
is sent to the central computer of the installation 
fitted in the control tower, T (Figure 14). The two 
types of infra-red detectors can pick up not only 
the infra-red rays originating from the aircraft, but 
also the infra-red rays, if, originating from any 
vehicle, vh, which is travelling along the flight lane. 

Also, as can be seen in Figure 14, the control 
tower, T, is linked in with the airport's surface 
radar, RS, Figure 14 also illustrating the normal 
infra-red sensors, Si, and the taxiing and guidance 
detectors and beacons, D-6. 

As a result of the present invention, the auto
matic surveillance, guidance and fire-fighting in
stallation for airport aircraft covers the whole spec
trum of safety in an airport and is thus in the 
optimum position to meet the different safety emer
gencies which may arise in airport traffic. 

Claims 

1. An automatic surveillance and fire fighting sys
tem in an airport having a flight lane, compris
ing an array of heat sensors each directed 
towards the flight lane and disposed at laterally 
of the flight lane in spaced relation substan-
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tially along its entire length, including positions 
between intersections of the flight lane with 
any other lane, and a computer operable in a 
first mode to receive signals from the sensors 
to provide an indication of movement of an 
aircraft as it moves along the flight lane past 
successive sensors, characterised in that the 
system further comprises an array of selec
tively operable hydrants arranged such that 
any position along the flight path may be 
reached by fluid from at least one of the hy
drants, the computer and the sensors are 
adapted to operate in a second mode in re
sponse to a control signal applied to the com
puter in which sensors are caused to sweep 
their respective local areas, and the computer 
acts to combine the outputs of adjacent sen
sors to detect the position of any heat source 
within any such area, and to selectively ac
tivate hydrants capable of providing fire extin
guishing fluid to the position of the heat 
source. 

2. A system according to claim 1, in which the 
computer is also operable in a third mode to 
cause the hydrants to direct fire extinguishing 
fluid over the whole or selected areas of the 
flight lane. 

3. A system according to claim 1 or 2 in which in 
the second mode the computer also derives 
information as to the area of each heat source 
from the sensor outputs. 

4. A system according to any preceding claim, 
further comprising at least one wind speed 
detector arranged to provide a wind speed 
signal indicative of the wind velocity in the 
flight lane to an input of the computer. and the 
computer is arranged to process this wind 
speed information with the sensor output sig
nals to control the direction of the fluid from 
the hydrants. 

5. A system according to any preceding claim, in 
which the airport has taxiways and parking 
areas, further comprising position detectors for 
detecting the position of aircraft in the taxiways 
and parking areas as a function of travel and 
direction of travel to provide position output 
signals to said computer, and guidance bea
cons along the taxiways controlled by the com
puter in response to the position signals to 
indicate the path to be followed by an aircraft. 

6. A system according to claim 5 and comprising 
traffic lights connected to the guidance bea
cons and situated at appropriate positions such 
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as taxiway crossings. 

7. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
1 to 6, in which the infra-red sensors are 
arranged in two parallel rows situated outside 
the or each runway, on both sides of the latter 
and at the perimeter of the flight lanes, along 
the latter and preferably for a suitable distance 
beyond the runway threshold. 

8. A system in accordance with claim 7, in which 
the flight lane sensors are interconnected and 
determine the position of the aircraft situated 
within such a lane in an instantaneous and 
continuous manner, in such a way that in nor
mal operation they supply the corresponding 
computer with the data from the heat sources 
present on the flight lane and enable the afore
mentioned computer to define the position of 
each heat source, whether at rest or in motion, 
in real time on the tower control panel. 

9. A system in accordance with claim 7 or 8, in 
which the separation between each two con
secutive flight lane sensors of each row is 
defined in such a way that it is sufficiently 
small for the distance between them to be 
approximately equal to its horizontal projection, 
and between each two pairs of opposing de
tectors a rectangle of detection is created, 
within which, in an emergency situation, the 
heat sources are accurately detected by the 
four corner sensors which operate in the said 
emergency situation in the form of a continu
ous sweep, in such a way that the electrical 
signal from the infra-red sensors contains the 
information relating to position and size of the 
different heat sources, and is passed via an 
analogue to digital converter for processing by 
the aforesaid computer, the sensors being 
adapted to the flight lane's own particular to
pography, allowing surface telemetry. 

10. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
5 to 9 characterised by the fact that the taxiing 
and parking detectors are all neutral through
out the airport, not picking up any object other 
than aircraft exclusively, so that other objects 
do not interfere with the computer which pro
cesses the monitoring and guidance of the 
aircraft in their respective continuous se
quences of travel, between an initial point and 
final point, various types of detector being able 
to be used, such as weight sensing; pickup by 
ultrasonic transmission and reception; trans
mission and reception of light; infra-red; laser; 
or else of the electrical or magnetic field type, 
so that only the detector corresponding to the 

5 

aircraft's position sends back the correspond
ing signal to the computer, and in such a way 
that as each aircraft goes on taxiing, the ac
tivated detector deactivates the previous de-
tector and activates the following detector, the 
latter remaining ready to pick up the aircraft 
when it passes in front of it, causing the detec
tor signals arriving at the computer to trigger 
the latter into lighting and extinguishing the 
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11. A system in accordance with claim 10, in 
which the said taxiing and parking detectors do 
not constitute an obstacle for aircraft or service 
vehicles, but only pick-up aircraft, and the 
computer on being fed with the signals origi
nating from the detectors keeps account of 
each detector which sends its signal, the com
puter holding the route of each aircraft in 
memory, between its starting point and end 
point, which causes the computer to go on 
lighting the guidance beacons in front of each 
aircraft, according to a fixed number of bea
cons, and in such a way that each aircraft has 
in front of it a fixed number of lighted beacons, 
whether day or night, which beacons will go on 
changing according to the progress of the air
craft, the pilot being guided along the whole 
taxiing route, and in such a way that a mini
mum distance between aircraft is maintained, 
so that should two aircraft enter a crossing the 
computer causes the guidance beacons of one 
of the aircraft to flash on and off intermittently 
at the same time as the crossing traffic light 
remains lit at red, so that this aircraft has to 
brake its progress, and once the other aircraft 
has passed the crossing, the computer will 
cancel the aforesaid intermittent flashing, the 
red traffic light will be cancelled to allow the 
aircraft to continue on its way. 

12. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
5 to 11, in which the arrangement of the flight 
lane telemetric sensors and the taxiing detec
tors is such that once an aircraft has ceased 
being monitored by the former, it will start to 
be monitored by the latter and vice versa. 

13. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
6 to 12, in which the traffic lights are situated 
only at the crossings of taxiways, in a position 
related to that of the detectors and are con
nected to the said detectors, to the guidance 
beacons and to the control console, the traffic 
lights being activated in the event of opposing 
routes in aircraft taxiing and in such a way that 
in the event that a taxiing aircraft has to return 
to the parking area, in order to report any fault 
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for example, a controller can cancel the route 
which had been allocated to the said aircraft 
and input on a keyboard a new initial and final 
point for the said aircraft, which is guided back 
on its return. 

14. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
4 to 13, in which the information relating to 
wind force and direction generated by the an
emometers, is sent continously to the control 
console and to the hydrant computer, so that 
the latter may effect calculations for aiming the 
different hydrants in emergency situations. 

15. A system in accordance with anyone of the 
preceding claims, in which the hydrants are 
arranged in two or more parallel rows on the 
runways, one or more on each side of the 
latter, and within the flight lanes, in such a way 
that each of the hydrants is independent of the 
rest, is solely controlled by the hydrant com
puter and launches its jets of extinguishing 
liquid with a horizontal to-and-fro motion whose 
amplitude depends upon the heat source to be 
extinguished, and with a different elevation for 
each discharge outlet, the hydrants being de
activated, despite being automatic in operation, 
unless the fire rescue control button is pressed 
from the airport tower, being capable of acting 
to prepare the runway on the announcement of 
the arrival of an aircraft in emergency status, 
or going into operation once the aircraft in the 
emergency is motionless; the system remain
ing locked whilst the aircraft is in motion. 

16. A system in accordance with claim 15, in 
which the hydrants are anchored and buried 
underground, being covered by a metal, such 
as steel, cover, flush with the surrounding ter
rain, not constituting any obstacle in the event 
that an aircraft on leaving the runway passes 
over the top of the said cover, and in the event 
of the hydrants being activated due to an air
craft emergency, the hydrant cannon are 
raised up, raising the steel cover; the hydrants 
having three degrees of freedom being ca
pable of horizontally rotating through 360 0

, to 
take care of any emergency. 

17. A system in accordance with anyone of the 
preceding claims, in which the hydrants are 
mobile, of the previous type, as well of the 
fixed type with multiple pipes, according to the 
requirements of the airport, at certain points of 
the flight lane and its ends. 

18. A system in accordance with claim 15, in 
which the hydrants are arranged in locations 
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suited to the form of the crossings of the 
different flight lanes. 

19. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
4 to 18, in which the hydrant computer only 
intervenes in the event that an emergency 
situation arises, being inactive under normal 
conditions, and carries out continuous calcula
tions of the hydrant triggering parameters, by 
taking account of continuous information origi
nating from the flight lane detectors and an
emometers in cases of emergency and activa
tion of the system from the tower. 

20. A system in accordance with claim 19, in 
which at least one hydrant computer is pro
vided for each flight lane, and the said comput
ers are interconnected. 

21. A system in accordance with claim 19 or 20, in 
which the hydrants can spray the complete 
runway on the prior announcement of an air
craft in an emergency situation or operate ac
curately on the halted aircraft or its sections. 

22. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
4 to 21, in which the flight lane computer 
receives data from all the sensors and an
emometers, using this to carry out calculations 
of aircraft positions, and the position and size 
of the different fire zones which already exist 
or which develop subsequently, transmitting 
this last data to the hydrant computers, and 
stores information in memory relating to day
to-day hazards, as well as normal movements. 

23. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
5 to 22, in which contained in the tower is a 
main panel with the representation and iden
tification of the aircraft in the flight lanes and in 
the taxiways, the said representation being in a 
special form for aircraft in a situation of infrac
tion, with heat sources also appearing in an 
emergency situation, the computer equipment 
producing the corresponding alarm, either for 
infractions or for emergencies. 

24. A system in accordance with claim 23, in 
which the control console is fitted with infrac
tion and emergency alarm signals, a constant 
display of the data from the anemometers, 
selection controls for taxiway courses by 
means of a data input keyboard, controls for 
selecting flight lanes and take-off direction on 
the latter, and fire-fighting activation controls, 
in expectation of an emergency in all the flight 
lanes; similarly, it has controls for carrying out 
tests with the hydrants, using only water to 
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check the system's response at any given 
moment, including also the necessary measur
ing instruments, switches and protection de
vices. 

25. A system in accordance with anyone of the 
preceding claims, characterised by its opera
tion at any time, whether in a day- or night
time situation, or with poor visibility, due to its 
characteristics being adaptable to any aircraft 
configuration, as well as to any expansion 
there might be at any given time, the pre
viously fitted system being capable of being 
expanded according to any extension of the 
runways and taxiways which may be carried 
out. 

26. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
5 to 25, in which each beacon is fitted with a 
compressed air outlet for the removal of dust, 
snow or other grime which has been depos
ited, whose discharge is activated when the 
beacon is lit. 

27. A system in accordance with anyone of claims 
5 to 26, characterised by the fact that: (j) for 
airports operating in very poor visibilities, in 
addition to infra-red sensing, some flight lane 
sensors incorporate a transmitter and detector 
of electromagnetic pulses, or else an ultrasonic 
active element, capable of detecting objects 
located inside the flight lane relating to aircraft 
or vehicles; (k) for airports with normal or aver
age visibility, the normal sensors not only pic
kup the aircraft located in the flight lane, but 
also the vehicles entering it; (1) there is the 
option of installing an interface capable of pro
cessing the signals originating from the surface 
radar which an airport may have installed, and 
introducing such signals into the computer 
which controls the surveillance, and with this 
data making an addition to the functions of the 
system; (m) there is the option that the sys
tems taxiing detectors may be simultaneously 
activated throughout, and the pick up of aircraft 
and other objects carried out simultaneously, 
although in this case incorporating means for 
discriminating aircraft from other objects, 
achieving the maintenance of the logical se
quence in the guidance of each aircraft in the 
zone of movement and parking of aircraft; and 
(n) there is the option of the water and extin
guishing agent pipes and pressurized storage 
tanks being divided up into independent mod
ules, and their discharge being achieved by 
means of the pressure of a compressed gas 
connected by regulating valves to the water 
and extinguishing agent storage tanks. 
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PatentansprU che 

1. Automatisches Oberwachungs- und Brandbe
kampfungssystem auf einem Flugplatz mit ei
ner Start- und Landebahn, mit einer Anordnung 
von WarmefOhlern, die je zur Start- und Lande
bahn hin gerichtet und seitlich der Start- und 
Landebahn im wesentlichen entlang ihrer ge
samten Lange mit Abstand voneinander ange
ordnet sind, einschlieBlich Orten zwischen 
Kreuzungen der Start- und Landebahn mit je
der anderen Bahn, und einem in einer ersten 
Betriebsart betreibbaren Rechner zum Empfan
gen von Signal en von den FOhlern, um eine 
Bewegungsanzeige eines Flugzeugs bereitzu
stellen, wahrend es sich entlang der Start- und 
Landebahn an aufeinanderfolgenden FOhlern 
vorbeibewegt, 
dadurch gekennzeichnet, 
daB das System weiterhin eine Anordnung 
wahlweise betreibbarer Hydranten aufweist, die 
so angeordnet sind, daB jede Stelle entlang 
der Start- und Landebahn von FlOssigkeit aus 
zumindest einem der Hydranten erreicht wer
den kann, der Rechner und die FOhler als 
Antwort auf ein dem Rechner zugefOhrtes 
Steuersignal in einer zweiten Betriebsart be
treibbar sind, in der FOhler zum Oberstreichen 
ihrer jeweiligen lokalen Bereiche veranlaBt wer
den, und der Rechner tatig ist, um die Aus
gangssignale benachbarter FOhler zum Ermit
teln der Lage einer Warmequelle in irgendei
nem solchen Bereich zu kombinieren, und um 
Hydranten wahlweise zu aktivieren, die Feuer
loschflOssigkeit am Ort der Warmequelle be
reitstellen k6nnen. 

2. System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Rech
ner auch in einer dritten Betriebsart betreibbar 
ist, um die Hydranten zu veranlassen, Feuer
loschflOssigkeit auf die gesamte oder ausge
wahlte Bereiche der Start- und Landebahn zu 
richten. 

3. System nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei dem der 
Rechner in der zweiten Betriebsart aus den 
Ausgangssignalen der FOhler auch Information 
Ober die Flache jeder Warmequelle gewinnt. 

4. System nach einem der vorhergehenden An
sprOche, das ferner zumindest einen Windge
schwindigkeitsmesser aufweist, der zum Lie
fern eines die Windgeschwindigkeit in der 
Start- und Landebahn anzeigenden Windge
schwindigkeitssignals an einen Eingang des 
Rechners angeordnet ist, wobei der Rechner 
dafOr eingerichtet ist, diese Windgeschwindig
keitsinformation mit den FOhlerausgangssigna-
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len zu verarbeiten, um die Richtung der FlUs
sigkeit aus den Hydranten zu steuern. 

5. System nach einem der vorhergehenden An
spruche, wobei der Flugplatz Rollbahnen und 
Parkflachen hat, das ferner Ortsanzeiger zum 
Feststellen der Position von Flugzeugen auf 
den Rollbahnen und Parkflachen als Funktion 
von Bewegung und Bewegungsrichtung auf
weist, um dem genannten Rechner Positions
ausgangssignale zu liefern, und Leitfeuer ent
lang der Rollbahnen aufweist, die in Abhangig
keit der Positionssignale yom Rechner ange
steuert werden, um den von einem Flugzeug 
zu folgenden Weg anzuzeigen. 

6. System nach Anspruch 5 mit Verkehrsampeln, 
die mit den Leitfeuern verbunden und an ge
eigneten Stellen wie z. B. Rollbahnkreuzungen 
angeordnet sind. 

7. System nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 6, bei 
dem die Infrarotsensoren in zwei parallelen, 
beidseits und auBerhalb der oder jeder Start
und Landebahn gelegenen Reihen, und am 
Rand der Anflugbahnen langs dieser und vor
zugsweise eine angemessene Wegstrecke 
Uber die Start- und Landebahngrenze hinaus 
angeordnet sind. 

8. System nach Anspruch 7, bei dem die 
Flugbahn-Sensoren miteinander verbunden 
sind und die Position des sich in solch einer 
Bahn befindenden Flugzeugs augenblicklich 
und fortwahrend derart ermitteln, daB sie im 
Normalbetrieb den entsprechenden Rechner 
mit den Daten von den in der Flugbahn vor
handenen Warmequellen versorgen und den 
vorgenannten Rechner in die Lage versetzen, 
die Position jeder Warmequelle, ob im Still
stand oder in Bewegung, in Echtzeit auf der 
Anzeigetafel im Kontrollturm anzugeben. 

9. System nach Anspruch 7 oder 8, bei dem der 
Abstand zwischen je zwei aufeinanderfolgen
den Flugbahnsensoren jeder Reihe derart fest
gesetzt ist, daB er klein genug ist, um die 
Wegstrecke zwischen ihnen etwa gleich ihrer 
Horizontalprojektion sein zu lassen, und bei 
dem zwischen je zwei Paaren gegenuberlie
gender FUhleinrichtungen ein Erfassungsrecht
eck erzeugt ist, innerhalb dessen in einer Not
fallsituation die Warmequellen von den vier 
Ecksensoren genau erfaBt werden, die in der 
genannten Notfallsituation in Form einer fort
laufenden Abtastung arbeiten, derart, daB das 
elektrische Signal der Infrarotsensoren die In
formation bezUglich Position und GroBe der 
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verschiedenen Wi:irmequellen enthi:ilt und 
durch einen Analog/Digital-Wandler zum Verar
beiten durch den vorgenannten Rechner ge
fUhrt wird, wobei die Sensoren an die der 
Flugbahn eigene, besondere Topographie an
gepaBt sind und Oberflachentelemetrie ermog
lichen. 

10. System nach einem der AnsprOche 5 bis 9, 
dadurch gekennzeichnet, 
daB die Rollbahn- und Parkfli:ichen-FUhleinrich
tungen auf dem gesamten Flugplatz aile indif
ferent sind und kein anderes Objekt als aus
schlieBlich Flugzeuge erfassen, so daB andere 
Objekte den Rechner nicht stOren, der die 
Oberwachung und Leitung der Flugzeuge in 
ihren entsprechenden fortlaufenden Bewe
gungsabschnitten zwischen einem Anfangs
und Endpunkt bearbeitet, wobei unterschiedli
che Arten von FUhleinrichtungen eingesetzt 
werden konnen, wie z. B. Gewichtserfassung; 
Erfassung durch Aussendung und Empfang 
von Ultraschall; Aussendung und Empfang von 
Licht; Infrarot; Laser; oder eine andere elektri
sche oder magnetische Feldart, so daB nur die 
der Position des Flugzeugs entsprechende 
FOhleinrichtung das entsprechende Signal zu 
dem Rechner zurUcksendet, derart, daB beim 
Weiterrollen jedes Flugzeugs die aktivierte 
Fuhleinrichtung die vorhergehende FUhleinrich
tung deaktiviert und die ni:ichstfolgende Fuhl
einrichtung aktiviert, wobei letztere bereit 
bleibt, das Flugzeug zu erfassen, wenn es vor 
ihr vorbeirollt, und bewirkt, daB die am Rech
ner ankommenden Signale der FOhleinrichtung 
letztere erleuchten und die Leitfeuer erl6schen 
lassen. 

11. System nach Anspruch 10, bei dem die ge
nannten Rollbahn- und Parkflikhen FUhlein
richtungen kein Hindernis fUr Flugzeuge oder 
Servicefahrzeuge darstellen, sondern nur Flug
zeuge erfassen, und bei dem der Rechner, 
wah rend ihm die von den FUhleinrichtungen 
stammenden Signale zugefUhrt werden, Buch 
tiber jede FUhleinrichtung fUhrt, die ihr Signal 
sendet, wobei der Rechner den Weg jedes 
Flugzeugs zwischen seinem Anfangs- und 
Endpunkt speichert, was den Rechner veran
laBt, eine feste Anzahl von Leitfeuern vor je
dem Flugzeug aufleuchten zu lassen, derart, 
daB jedes Flugzeug vor sich bei Tag oder 
Nacht eine feste Anzahl erleuchteter Feuer hat, 
die entsprechend dem VorrUcken des Flug
zeugs umschalten, so daB der Pilot entlang 
des gesamten Rollwegs geleitet wird, derart, 
daB ein Minimalabstand zwischen Flugzeugen 
eingehalten wird, so daB im Faile zweier in 
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eine Kreuzung einlaufender Flugzeuge der 
Rechner die Leitfeuer fUr eines der Flugzeuge 
wahrend der Zeitdauer blinken laBt, in der die 
Kreuzungsampel rot leuchtet, so daB dieses 
Flugzeug sein Vorrlicken bremsen muB, und 
der Rechner das genannte Blinken beendet 
und die rote Ampel ausgeschaltet wird, so bald 
das andere Flugzeug die Kreuzung passiert 
hat, um dem Flugzeug zu gestatten, seinen 
Weg fortzusetzen. 

12. System nach einem der Ansprliche 5 bis 11, 
bei dem die Anordnung der Flugbahn-Teleme
triesensoren und der Rollbahn-Flihleinrichtun
gen so ist, daB ein Flugzeug, sobald es nicht 
mehr von den ersteren Oberwacht wird, es von 
den letzteren Oberwacht wird und umgekehrt. 

13. System nach einem der Ansprliche 6 bis 12, 
bei dem die Ampeln nur an den Kreuzungen 
von Rollbahnen in einer mit der Position der 
FUhleinrichtungen in Bezug stehenden Position 
angeordnet und mit den genannten FOhlein
richtungen, den Leitfeuern und dem Kontroll
pult verbunden sind, wobei die Ampeln bei 
entgegengerichteten Rollwegen von Flugzeu
gen aktiviert werden, so daB bei einem rollen
den Flugzeug, das zu der Parktli:iche zurUck
kehren muS, beispielsweise um irgendeinen 
Fehler zu melden, ein Controller die dem ge
nannten Flugzeug zugeteilte Wegstrecke 10-
schen und auf einer Tastatur einen neuen 
Anfangs- und Endpunkt fUr das genannte Flug
zeug eingeben kann, das bei seiner RUckkehr 
zurUckgeleitet wird. 

14. System nach einem der Ansprliche 4 bis 13, 
bei dem die sich auf Windstarke und -richtung 
beziehende, von den Windgeschwindigkeits
messern erzeugte Information fortwahrend zum 
Kontrollpult und zu dem Rechner fUr die Hy
dranten gesendet wird, so daB letzterer Be
rechnungen zum Ausrichten der verschiedenen 
Hydranten in Notfallsituationen ausfUhren kann. 

15. System nach einem der vorhergehenden An
sprliche, bei dem die Hydranten in zwei oder 
mehr parallelen Reihen auf den Start- und Lan
debahnen in einer oder mehreren Reihen auf 
jeder Seite derselben, und innerhalb der Flug
bahnen derart angeordnet sind, daB jeder der 
Hydranten von den Ubrigen unabhangig ist, nur 
durch den Rechner fUr die Hydranten gesteu
ert wird und seine Loschfllissigkeitsstrahlen in 
einer horizontalen Hin- und Herbewegung, de
ren Amplitude von der zu loschenden War me
quelle abhangt, und mit einer fOr jede AuslaB
offnung verschiedenen Neigung ausstoBt, wo-
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bei die Hydranten, trotz automatischen Be
triebs, deaktiviert sind, bis der Feuerrettungs
knopf yom Kontrollturm aus gedrlickt wird, und 
in der Lage sind, die Start- und Landebahn bei 
AnkOndigung der Ankunft eines sich in einer 
Notfallsituation befindenden Flugzeugs vorzu
bereiten oder in Betrieb zu treten, sobald das 
sich in Not befindende Flugzeug nicht mehr in 
Bewegung ist, wobei das System gesperrt 
bleibt, so lange das Flugzeug in Bewegung ist. 

16. System nach Anspruch 15, bei dem die Hy
dranten unterirdisch verankert und versenkt 
sind und von einer Metallabdeckung, beispiels
weise aus Stahl, in einer Ebene mit dem um
gebenden Gelande abgedeckt sind und kein 
Hindernis darstellen, falls ein Flugzeug beim 
Verlassen der Start- und Landebahn Ober die 
Oberseite der genannten Abdeckung fahrt, und 
bei aufgrund einer Flugzeugnotsituation akti
vierter Hydranten die Hydrantenkanonen, die 
Stahlabdeckung anhebend, hochgefahren wer
den, wobei die Hydranten mit drei Freiheitsgra
den in der Lage sind, horizontal um 360 0 zu 
drehen, um sich jedes Notfalls anzunehmen. 

17. System nach einem der vorhergehenden An
sprliche, bei dem die Hydranten an bestimm
ten Punkten der Flugbahn und ihrer Enden 
entsprechend den Anforderungen des Flugplat
zes sowohl gemaB der vorhergehenden Art 
bewegbar als auch yom feststehenden Typ mit 
Mehrfachrohren sind. 

18. System nach Anspruch 15, bei dem die Hy
dranten an Stellen angeordnet sind, die der 
Kreuzungsform der verschiedenen Flugbahnen 
angepaBt sind. 

19. System nach einem der AnsprOche 4 bis 18, 
bei dem der Rechner fOr die Hydranten nur 
eingreift, wenn eine Notfallsituation auftritt und 
unter normalen Bedingungen nicht aktiv ist, 
und bei Notfallen und einer Aktivierung des 
Systems yom Kontrollturm aus fortwahrende 
Berechnungen der Hydranten-Ausloseparame
ter durch Verfolgen der von den FUhleinrich
tungen der Flugbahn und den Windgeschwin
digkeitsmessern stammenden kontinuierlichen 
Information durchtuhrt. 

20. System nach Anspruch 19, bei dem fOr jede 
Flugbahn zumindest ein Rechner fOr Hydran
ten vorgesehen ist und die genannten Rechner 
miteinander verbunden sind. 

21. System nach Anspruch 19 oder 20, bei dem 
die Hydranten nach Yorheriger AnkOndigung 
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eines sich in einer Notfallsituation befindenden 
Flugzeugs die gesamte Start- und Landebahn 
besprOhen oder gezielt das gestoppte Flug
zeug oder seine Abschnitte bearbeiten konnen. 

22. System nach einem der AnsprOche 4 bis 21, 
bei dem der Rechner fOr die Flugbahn Daten 
von allen FOhleinrichtungen und Windge
schwindigkeitsmessern empfangt und diese 
benutzt, um Berechnungen von Flugzeugposi
tionen und der Lage und GroBe der verschie
denen, bereits vorhandenen oder sich nach 
und nach entwickelnden Brandzonen durchzu
fOhren, wobei diese letzten Daten an die Rech
ner fOr die Hydranten Ubertragen werden, und 
Informationen sowohl bezUglich tagtaglicher 
Gefahren als auch bezUglich normaler Bewe
gungen abspeichert. 

23. System nach einem der AnsprOche 5 bis 22, 
bei dem im Kontrollturm eine Haupttafel mit 
der Darstellung und Kennung der Flugzeuge in 
den Flugbahnen und in den Rollbahnen vor
handen ist, wobei die genannte Darstellung 
eine besondere Form fOr beschadigte Flugzeu
ge aufweist, und wobei Warmequellen in einer 
Notfallsituation ebenfalls erscheinen und die 
Rechneranlage den entsprechenden Alarm er
zeugt, entweder fOr Beschadigungen oder fOr 
Notfalle. 

24. System nach Anspruch 23, bei dem das Kon
trollpult mit Beschadigungs- und Notfallalarm
signalen, einer dauernden Anzeige der Daten 
von den Windgeschwindigkeitsmessern, Wahl
organen fOr Rollbahnwege mittels einer Daten
eingabetastatur, Organen zur Wahl von Flug
bahnen und Startrichtung auf letzterer, und mit 
Brandbekampfungsaktivierungsorganen verse
hen ist, in Erwartung eines Notfalls in allen 
Flugbahnen; gleichermaBen weist es Bedie
nungsorgane zum DurchfOhren von Hydranten
tests und auch die notwendigen MeBinstru
mente, Schalter und Schutzvorrichtungen auf, 
wobei zum PrOfen der Reaktion des Systems 
zu jedem beliebigen Zeitpunkt nur Wasser ein
gesetzt wird. 

25. System nach einem der vorhergehenden An
sprUche, 
gekennzeichnet durch 
seinen Betrieb zu jeder Zeit, ob bei Tag oder 
bei Nacht oder bei schlechter Sicht, welches 
aufgrund seiner Eigenschaften sowohl an jede 
Flugzeugkonfiguration als auch an jede zu je
dem gegebenen Zeitpunkt mogliche Erweite
rung anpa13bar ist, wobei das vorher installierte 
System entsprechend jeder Verlangerung der 
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Start- und Landebahnen und Rollbahnen, die 
moglicherweise ausgefOhrt wird, erweiterbar 
ist. 

26. System nach einem der AnsprUche 5 bis 25, 
bei dem jedes Feuer mit einem DruckluftauslaB 
zur Entfernung von Staub, Schnee oder ande
rem Schmutz, der abgelagert worden ist, ver
sehen ist, dessen Ausstromen aktiviert wird, 
wenn das Feuer aufleuchtet. 

27. System nach einem der AnsprOche 5 bis 26, 
dadurch gekennzeichnet, 
daB: U) fOr Flugplatze, die bei sehr schlechter 
Sicht betrieben werden, einige FlugbahnfUhl
einrichtungen zusatzlich zu Infrarotsensoren ei
nen Sender und Empfanger elektromagneti
scher Impulse oder ein aktives Ultraschallele
ment zum Erfassen von innerhalb der Flug
bahn befindlichen Gegenstanden in Bezug auf 
Flugzeuge oder Fahrzeuge aufweisen; (k) bei 
Flugpli:itzen mit normaler oder durchschnittli
cher Sicht die normalen FUhleinrichtungen 
nicht nur das sich in der Flugbahn befindende 
Flugzeug, sondern auch in diese einfahrende 
Fahrzeuge erfassen; (1) die Wahl besteht, ein 
Interface zu installieren, welches in der Lage 
ist, die von einem Oberflachenradar stammen
den Signale zu verarbeiten, welches ein Flug
platz installiert haben kann, und diese Signale 
dem Rechner zuzufUhren, der die Oberwa
chung steuert, und mit diesen Daten eine 
Funktionserweiterung des Systems vorzuneh
men; (m) die Wahl besteht, daB die Rollbahn
fUhleinrichtungen des Systems gleichzeitig ins
gesamt aktiviert werden konnen und das Erfas
sen von Flugzeugen und anderen Gegenstan
den gleichzeitig durchgefOhrt wird, in diesem 
Fall allerdings Mittel zur Unterscheidung von 
Flugzeugen gegenUber anderen Gegenstanden 
einschlie13end, wodurch der Erhalt der logi
schen Reihenfolge beim Leiten jedes Flug
zeugs im Park- und Bewegungsbereich von 
Flugzeugen erreicht wird; und (n) die Wahl 
besteht, die Wasser- und L6schmittelrohre und 
Druckspeichertanks in unabhangige Module 
aufzuteilen, wobei ihr Ausstromen mittels des 
Drucks eines komprimierten Gases erreicht 
wird, das Uber Regelventile mit den Wasser
und Loschmittelspeichertanks verbunden ist. 

Revendications 

1. Dispositif automatique de surveillance et de 
lutte contre I'incendie dans un aeroport com
portant une bande amenagee, constitue par un 
reseau de detecteurs de chaleur, dont chacun 
est oriente vers la bande amenagee, et places 
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de fa90n espacee sur les cotes de la bande 
amenagee sensiblement sur toute sa longueur, 
y compris en des emplacements entre les 
intersections de la bande amenagee avec une 
autre piste, et un ordinateur qui peut fonction
ner dans un premier mode pour recevoir des 
signaux emis par les capteurs afin de fournir 
une indication du mouvement d'un avion qui 
se deplace Ie long de la bande amenagee en 
passant devant les capteurs successifs, carac
terise en ce que Ie dispositif com porte en 
outre un reseau de bouches d'incendie, qui 
peuvent fonctionner de fagon selective, dispo
sees de telle sorte que I'on puisse atteindre 
n'importe quelle position Ie long de la bande 
amenagee avec du fluide en provenance de 
I'une des bouches au moins ; I'ordinateur et 
les capteurs sont aptes a fonctionner dans un 
deuxieme mode en reponse a un signal de 
commande applique a I'ordinateur, mode dans 
lequel on fait balayer par les capteurs la region 
locale qui leur correspond, et I'ordinateur agit 
pour combiner les sorties des capteurs adja
cents, afin de detecter la position de to ute 
source de chaleur dans n'importe laquelle de 
ces regions, et activer de fagon selective les 
bouches capables d'envoyer un fluide extinc
teur d'incendie a I'emplacement de la source 
de chaleur. 

2. Dispositif suivant la revendication 1, dans le
quel I'ordinateur peut aussi fonctionner dans 
un troisieme mode pour amener les bouches 
d'incendie a diriger Ie flu ide extincteur d'inden
cie sur toute la bande amenagee ou sur des 
zones choisies de celle-ci. 

3. Dispositif suivant la revendication 1 ou 2, dans 
lequel, dans Ie deuxieme mode, I'ordinateur 
deduit aussi des sorties des capteurs une in
formation sur I'etendue de chaque source de 
chaleur. 

4. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des pnke
dentes revendications, comportant en outre au 
moins un detecteur de la vitesse du vent place 
pour fournir un signal de vitesse de vent indi
cateur de la velocite du vent dans la bande 
amenagee a une borne d'entree de I'ordina
teur, et I'ordinateur est prevu pour traiter cette 
information de vitesse du vent avec les si
gnaux de sortie des capteurs de fagon a com
mander la direction du fluide emis par les 
bouches d'incendie. 

5. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des prece
dentes revendications, dans lequel I'aeroport 
com porte des voies de circulation et des aires 
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de stationnement, qui a en outre des detec
teurs de position pour detecter la position d'un 
avion sur les voies de circulation et sur les 
aires de stationnement en fonction du trajet et 
de la direction de trajet, pour fournir en sortie 
des signaux de position audit ordinateur, et 
des balises de guidage Ie long des voies de 
circulation commandees par I'ordinateur en re
ponse aux signaux de position afin d'indiquer a 
I'avion Ie trajet a suivre. 

6. Dispositif suivant la revendication 5, compor
tant des signaux lumineux de circulation relies 
aux balises de guidage et places en des en
droits appropries tels que les intersections de 
voies de circulation. 

7. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des reven
dications 1 a 6, dans lequel des capteurs infra
rouges sont agences en deux rangees para lIe
les situees a I'exterieur de la piste, ou de 
chacune d'elle, sur les deux cotes de celle-ci, 
et au perimetre de la bande amenagee, Ie long 
de celle-ci et de preference jusqu'a une dis
tance appropriee au-dela du seuil de la piste. 

8. Dispositif suivant la revendication 7, dans le
quel les capteurs de la bande amenagee sont 
inter-relies et determinent la position de I'avion 
place sur une telle piste de fa90n instantanee 
et continue, de telle maniere qu'en fonctionne
ment normal ils fournissent a I'ordinateur cor
respondant les donnees en provenance des 
sources de chaleur presentes sur la bande 
amenagee et permettent a I'ordinateur ci-des
sus mentionne de dEHinir la position de chaque 
source de chaleur, qu'elle so it au repos ou en 
mouvement, en temps reel au tableau de la 
tour de controle. 

9. Dispositif suivant la revendication 7 ou 8, dans 
lequel on definit I'espacement entre deux cap
teurs de la bande amenagee consecutifs sur 
chaque rangee suffisamment petit pour que la 
distance entre eux so it sensiblement egale a 
leur projection horizontale, et on definit un rec
tangle de detection entre chacune des deux 
paires de detecteurs se faisant face a I'inte
rieur duquel, dans une situation d'urgence, les 
sources de chaleur sont detectees avec preci
sion par les quatre detecteurs d'angle qui fonc
tionnent dans ladite situation d'urgence sous 
forme d'un balayage continu, de telle sorte que 
Ie signal electrique emis par les detecteurs 
infrarouges contient I'information concernant la 
position et la taille des differentes sources de 
chaleur, et est envoye via un convertisseur 
analogique/numerique a I'ordinateur precite 
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pour qu'it Ie traite, les capteurs etant adaptes a 
la topographie particuliere propre a la bande 
amenagee concernee, permettant une teleme
trie de surface. 

10. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des reven
dications 5 a 9, caracterise par Ie fait que les 
detecteurs pour les voies de circulation et les 
aires de stationnement sont tous neutres par
tout dans I'aeroport, ne sont sensibles a aucun 
autre objet qu'exclusivement un avion, de telle 
sorte que d'autres objets ne peuvent pas inter
fEher avec I'ordinateur qui surveille et guide les 
avions en continu dans leurs sequences res
pectives de trajet entre un point initial et un 
point final, et I'on peut utiliser differents types 
de detecteurs, sensibles au poids, fonctionnant 
par transmission et reception d'ultrasons, tran
smission et reception de lumiere, d'infrarou
ges, au laser, ou tout autre type a champ 
magnetique ou electrique, de telle sorte que 
seul Ie detecteur qui correspond a la position 
de I'avion renvoie un signal correspondant a 
I'ordinateur, et cela de telle fagon que, lorsque 
I'avion se de place sur la voie de circulation, Ie 
detecteur active desactive Ie detecteur qui Ie 
precede et active celui qui Ie suit, ce dernier 
etant prEH a detecter I'avion lorsqu'il passera 
en face de lui, amenant les signaux de detec
teurs qui arrivent a I'ordinateur a declencher 
celui-ci pour eclairer et eteindre les balises de 
guidage. 

11. Dispositif suivant la revendication 10, dans le
quel lesdits detecteurs des voies de circulation 
et des aires de stationnement ne constituent 
pas un obstacle pour un avion ni pour les 
vehicules de service, mais servent seulement 
a suivre I'avion, et I'ordinateur, alimente par les 
signaux emis par ces detecteurs, garde en 
compte chaque detecteur qui envoie un signal, 
memorise la route de chaque avion entre son 
point de depart et son point d'arrivee, ce qui 
I'amene a allumer les balises de guidage en 
face de chaque avion suivant un nombre fixe 
de balises, de telle sorte que chaque avion a 
en face de lui un nombre fixe de balises allu
mees, qu'il fasse jour ou nuit, balises qui vont 
changer au fur et a mesure de la progression 
de I'avion, Ie pilote etant guide sur tout Ie 
chemin de la voie de circulation, et de telle 
sorte que soit maintenue une distance minima
Ie entre avions, si bien que si deux avions 
arrivent a une intersection, I'ordinateur fait cli
gnoter de fagon intermittente les balises de 
guidage de I'un des avions alors qu'en meme 
temps Ie feu au niveau du croisement reste au 
rouge ce qui oblige cet avion a s'arri'Her, et 
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apres que I'autre avion a traverse I'intersection 
I'ordinateur annule Ie clignotement intermettent 
precite, annule Ie feu rouge au niveau de I'in
tersection, pour autoriser I'avion a poursuivre 
sa route. 

12. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des reven
dications 5 a 11, dans lequel la disposition des 
capteurs teHemetriques de la bande amenagee 
et des detecteurs de la voie de circulation est 
telle qu'apres que I'avion a cesse d'etre sur
veille par les premiers, il va etre surveille par 
les seconds et vice versa. 

13. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des reven
dications 6 a 12, dans lequel les feux de 
circulation sont situes uniquement aux inter
sections des voies de circulation, dans une 
position reliee a celie des detecteurs et sont 
relies auxdits detecteurs, aux balises de guida
ge et a la console de commande, les feux de 
circulation etant actionnes dans Ie cas ou il y a 
des routes opposees pour la circulation de 
I'avion, et de telle sorte que, si un avion dans 
les voies de circulation doit retourner sur I'aire 
de stationnement, par exemple pour reporter 
une quelconque defaillance, un controleur peut 
annuler la route qui avait ete allouee audit 
avion et entrer dans un clavier de nouveaux 
points initial et final pour ledit avion qui sera 
guide sur son trajet de retour. 

14. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des reven
dications 4 a 13, dans lequel I'information emi
se par les anemometres concernant la direc
tion et la force du vent est envoyee en continu 
a la console de commande et a I'ordinateur 
des bouches d'incendie, de telle sorte que ce 
dernier peut effectuer les calculs pour diriger 
I'orientation des bouches differentes dans des 
situations d'urgence. 

15. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des prece
dentes revendications, dans lequel les bouches 
d'incendie sont disposees en deux rangees 
paralleles aux pistes, ou davantage, une ou 
plus de chaque cote de celles-ci, et a I'inte
rieur des ban des amenagees, de telle sorte 
que chaque bouche soit independante des au
tres, uniquement commandee par I'ordinateur 
des bouches et envoie ses jets de liquide 
extincteur avec un mouvement horizontal de 
va-et-vient dont I'amplitude depend de la sour
ce de chaleur a eteindre, et ce, avec une 
hauteur differente pour chaque emission, les 
bouches etant desactivees, bien qU'automati
ques dans leur fonctionnement, a moins que Ie 
bouton de commande d'intervention contre Ie 
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feu ne soit presse par la tour de controle de 
"aeroport, etant capable d'agir pour preparer la 
piste a "annonce de I'arrivee d'un avion en 
etat de detresse ou entrant en fonctionnement 
une fois que I'avion en detresse est immobile, 
Ie dispositif etant verrouille tant que I'avion se 
deplace. 

16. Dispositif suivant la revendication 15, dans le
quel les bouches d'incendie sont fixees au sol 
et entem3es, recouvertes d'un couvercle en 
metal tel que de I'acier, se fondent avec Ie 
terrain environnant sans constituer quelque 
obstacle que ce so it dans Ie cas ou un avion 
passe sur Ie sommet dudit couvercle au mo
ment de quitter la piste, et dans Ie cas ou les 
bouches sont activees a cause d'un avion en 
detresse, Ie canon de la bouche est souleve en 
soulevant Ie couvercle en acier ; les bouches 
ont trois degres de liberte et peuvent tourner 
horizontalement suivant 360 0 pour parer a tou
te situation d'urgence. 

17. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des prece
dentes revendications, dans lequel les bouches 
d'incendie sont mobiles, du type precedent, 
ainsi que du type fixe avec tuyaux multiples, 
suivant les exigences de I'aeroport, en certains 
points de la bande amenagee et en ses extre
mites. 

18. Dispositif suivant la revendication 15, dans le
quel les bouches d'incendie sont situees en 
des endroits appropries a la forme des inter
sections des differentes bandes amenagees. 

19. Dispositif suivant "une quelconque des reven
dications 4 a 18, dans lequel I'ordinateur des 
bouches intervient uniquement dans Ie cas ou 
se declare une situation d'urgence, etant inactif 
en conditions normales, et effectue des calculs 
en continu des parametres de declenchement 
des bouches, en prenant en compte I'informa
tion continue emise par les detecteurs des 
bandes amenagees et les anemometres en 
prevision d'une urgence et d'une activation du 
dispositif par la tour de controle. 

20. Dispositif suivant la revendication 19, dans le
quel au moins un ordinateur de bouche est 
prevu pour chaque bande amenagee, et lesdits 
ordinateurs sont interconnectes. 

21. Dispositif suivant les revendications 19 ou 20, 
dans lequel les bouches d'incendie peuvent 
arroser I'integralite de la piste a I'annonce d'un 
avion en situation de detresse, ou operer de 
fagon precise sur I'avion arrete ou sur des 
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parties de celui-ci. 

22. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des reven
dications 4 a 21, dans lequel I'ordinateur de 
bandes amenagees regoit des donnees de 
tous les detecteurs et anemometres, en les 
utilisant pour mener a bien les calculs des 
positions d'avion, et la position et la taille des 
zones differentes de feu qui existent deja ou 
qui peuvent se develop per ensuite, transmet
tant ces dernieres donnees aux ordinateurs de 
bouches, et memorise une information se rap
portant aux incidents jour apres jour ainsi 
qu'aux mouvements norm aux. 

23. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des reven
dications 5 a 22, dans lequel la tour de contro
Ie dispose d'un panneau principal avec la re
presentation et I'identification des avions dans 
les bandes amenagees et dans les voies de 
circulation, ladite representation prenant une 
forme speciale pour un avion en situation d'in
fraction, les sources de chaleur apparaissant 
aussi dans une situation d'urgence, I'ordinateur 
produisant une alarme correspond ante que ce 
soit pour les infractions ou pour les urgences. 

24. Dispositif suivant la revendication 23, dans le
quel la console de controle est munie de si
gnaux d'alarme pour infraction et pour urgen
ce, d'une visualisation constante des donnees 
en provenance des anemometres, de comman
des de selection pour les voies de circulation 
au moyen d'un clavier d'entrees de donnees, 
de commandes pour Ie choix des pistes d'en
vol et de la direction de decollage sur celles-ci, 
et des commandes d'activation de la lutte 
contre I'incendie, en prevision d'une urgence 
dans toutes les bandes amenagees de 
meme, elle a des commandes pour conduire 
des essais avec les bouches, utilisant seule
ment de I'eau pour verifier la reponse du dis
positif a tout moment, comportant aussi les 
instruments necessaires aux mesures, des in
terrupteurs et des dispositifs de protection. 

25. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des prece
dentes revendications, caracterise par Ie fait 
qu'il fonctionne a tout moment, jour et nuit, en 
faible visibilite, qu'il est adaptable, dO a ses 
caracteristiques, a n'importe quelle configura
tion d'avion, et aussi a quelque extension qui 
puisse se produire a n'importe quel moment, 
Ie dispositif precedemment installe etant capa
ble d'etre agrandi en fonction de toute exten
sion des pistes et des voies de circulation qui 
puisse etre realisees. 
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26. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des reven
dications 5 a 25, dans lequel chaque balise est 
munie d'une sortie d'air comprime pour retirer 
la poussiere, la neige ou toute autre salissure 
qui a ete deposee, dont I'emission est activee 5 

lorsque la balise est allumee. 

27. Dispositif suivant I'une quelconque des reven-
dications 5 a 26, caracterise par Ie fait que: 

j) dans Ie cas d'aeroports qui fonctionnent 10 

avec une visibilite tres faible, certains detec-
teurs de la ban de amenagee, outre la de
tection par infrarouge. com portent un 
emetteur-detecteur d'impulsions electroma-
gnetiques, ou bien un element sensible aux 15 

ultrasons, capable de detecter des objets 
places sur la bande amenagee se rappor-
tant a un avion ou a des vehicules, 
k) pour des aeroports avec une visibilite 
moyenne ou normale, les detecteurs nor- 20 

maux reperent non seulement I'avion situe 
dans la bande amenagee mais aussi les 
vehicules qui y penetrent, 
I) il y a la possibilite d'installer une interface 
capable de traiter les signaux en provenan- 25 

ce du radar de surface que I'aeroport peut 
avoir installe, et d'introduire de tels signaux 
dans I'ordinateur qui commande la surveil
lance, et d'ajouter, avec ces donnees, aux 
fonctions du dispositif, 30 

m) en option, il est possible que les detec-
teurs des voies de circulation du dispositif 
soient tous actionnes en meme temps et 
que I'on effectue en meme temps la detec-
tion d'un avion et d'autres objets, avec dans 35 

ce cas des moyens pour faire la distinction 
entre un avian et les autres objets, tout en 
maintenant la sequence logique dans Ie gui-
dage de chaque avion dans sa zone de 
de placement et de stationnement, 40 

(n) en option, les tuyaux d'agent d'extinction 
et d'eau et les reservoirs de stockage pres
surises peuvent etre separes en modules 
independants, et on peut obtenir leur emis-
sion au moyen de la pression d'un gaz 45 

com prime relie par des valves de regulation 
aux reservoirs de stockage d'eau et de li
quide extincteur. 
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@ Procede pour Ie controle au sol, soit de nuit ou 
par mauvaise visibilite, soit par bonne visibilite lors
qu'jJ n'est pas possible d'avoir de la tour de controle 
une bonne vue d'ensemble de I'aeroport, de tous les 
engins, avions et vehicules, tels que vehicules de 
service at de securite, stationnant ou circulant sur Ie 
site de I'aeroport, en particulier les pistes d'envol au 
d'atterrissage ainsi que toutes les voias d'acd~s a 
ces pistes, et installation pour la misa en oeuvre de 
ca procede. 
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"Procede pour Ie contrale au sol des mobiles sur un aero port et installation pour la mise en oeuvre de 
ce procede". 

La presente invention a pour objet un procede 
pour Ie contra Ie au sol, soit de nuit ou par mau
vaise visibiiite, soit par bonne visibilite lorsqu'il 
n'est pas possible d'avoir de la tour de contra Ie 
une bonne vue d'ensemble de I'aeroport, de tous 
les engins, avions et vehicules, tels que vehicules 
de service et de securite, stationnant ou circulant 
sur Ie site de I'aeroport, en particulier les pistes 
d'envol ou d'atterrissage ainsi que toutes les voies 
d'acces a cas pistas. En general, lorsqua la visibi
lite est bonne, Ie personnel de la tour de contra Ie 
assure, a vue, Ie guidage au sol des avions et 
vehicules divers se deplagant sur I'ensemble des 
pistes et voies d'acces de I'aerodrome, car iI peut 
suivre et controler la circulation globale et donner, 
par liaison radio, les indications aux operateurs des 
avions et vehicules pour Ie bon deroulement des 
operations. 

II n'en est plus de meme lorsque la visibilite a 
partir de la tour de contra Ie est reduite et que Ie 
personnel de la tour n'a plus a sa disposition que 
les liaisons radio avec les avions et vehic::ules au 
sol aiors que les informations foumies quant a la 
localisation precise de chacun des mobiles au sol 
peuvent etre sujettes a caution. En eftet, en ce qui 
cone erne la position au sol des avions, qui est 
don nee par les pilotes, celle-ci ne peut etre 
contralee de maniere absolue par Ie personnel de 
la tour et un doute peut subsister Quant a la 
position reelle des avions surtout lorsque les infor
mations sont foumies par des pilotes peu familia
rises avec I'aeroport ou ils font escale. Cette situa
tion s'est encore aggravee depuis que les avions 
commerciaux decollent et atterrissent avec une vi
sibilite de 100 a 150 metres. 

Par mauvaise visibiilte, on dispose, sur un 
nombre reduit d'aeroports pour lesquels I'investis
sement tres important a pu etre consenti, de radars 
de sol et radars de veille qUi, s'ils permettent 
d'ameliorer la situation, presentent encore des in
eonvenients serieux. En eftet, les informations four
nies par ces radars ne sont pas parfaitement 
fiables. Par exemple, lorsque Ie personnel de la 
tour autorise un avion a decoller et qu'U est dans 
I'impossibilite de suivra a vue cat avion, iI ne 
pourra suivre sur les radars les diverses phases du 
decollage. Si I'avion autorise a decoller na prend 
pas son envoi, Ie personnel de la tour restera dans 
I'incertitude tant qu'une liaison radio n'aura pas ete 
etablie avec Ie pilote de I'avion. Ces radars restent 
donc dans certains cas tributaires des liaisons ra
dio, avec tous les aleas precites attaches aces 
dernieres. De plus, ces radars ne permettent pas 
d'identifier les mobiles en mouvement ou Ii I'arret 

sur !'aeroport, iis ne peuvent que constater leur 
presence. En outre, ces radars font essentiellement 
appel a !'appreciation des informations foumias par 
Ie personnel de ia tour, d'ou possibilite de 

5 defaillance humaine et ce, d'autant plus qu'un indi
vidu ne peut controler qu'environ 50 points lumi
neux difterents et que la permanence retinienne 
peut encore entrer an jeu lors du passage d'un 
eeran a un autre. 

10 L'invention a pour but de remt3dier aces in-
convenients et de procurer un procede et une 
installation pouvant renseigner Ie personnel de la 
tour de contrale sur la situation des mobiles au sol, 
de maniere fiable et precise, avec identification 

15 desdits mobiles, et ce, sans avoir recours aux 
liaisons radios. 

A cet effel. suivant I'invention, Ie precede con
siste a disposer, au moins Ie long des pistes et a 
leurs extremites amsl qu'aux intersections 

20 evantuelles da toutes les voies d'acces aux pistes, 
des systemes de contra Ie differents foumissant 
chacun des informations distinctes relatives au 
moins aux mobiles, a I'arret ou en mouvement, se 
trouvant sur Ie site, a analyser toutes les infor-

25 mations susdites par ordinateur dont les memoires 
contiennent les caracteristiques des mobiles cir
culant sur Ie site, a activer, Ii partir de I'ordinateur, 
d'une part, des ecrans cathodiques et/ou synopti
ques permettant aux contra leurs de visualiser les 

30 pistes et acces ainsi que tous les ele"ments, en 
particulier les mobiles, a I'arret ou en mouvement, 
presents sur ces pistes et acces avec des ca
racteristiques d'identification, et, d'autre part, des 
moyens de signalisation prevus sur Ie site et des-

35 tines a donner des indications quant aux libertes at 
interdictions de circuler et des moyens d'aiarme 
associes aux ecrans actives quand une interdiction 
n'est pas respectee. 

Suivant une forme avantageuse de I'invention, 
40 sur base des informations traitees par I'ordinateur 

at des que Ie controlleur autorise la circulation d'un 
avion sur une voie ou piste donnee, !'ordinateur 
cree Ie long de celle-ci une zone de protection. 

L'instailation suivant !'invention comprend au 
45 moins des moyens de controle associes aux pistes 

d'envol et d'atterrissage at agences pour detectar 
tout elemant situe sur cas pistes, en particulier les 
mobiles a I'arret ou en mouvement, des moyens 
de controle associes aux voies d'acces eventuelies 

50 et a toutes les intersections de ces dernieres avac 
las pistes et agences pour detecter tout mobile a 
I'arret ou en mouvament sur lesdites voias d'acces 
Ii proximite de ces intersections, des moyens pour 
transmettre les informations en provenance des 
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moyans de controle a un ordinateur agance pour 
comparar les informations re(fues des moyans de 
controle precltes a des informations mises en 
memoira at concernant les divars mobiles autorises 
a se deplacar sur les pistes et voies d'acces. des 
ecrans cathodiques et/ou synoptiques disposes au 
moins dans la tour de controle at actives par 
I'ordinateur pour visualiser, d'une part, les pistas 6t 
voies d'acces a celles-ci et, d'autre part, les 
elements at an particulier les mobiles, a I'arret ou 
an mouvement sur ces voies at pistas munies de 
moyens de controle, avec leurs caracteristiques 
d'identification, des moyens de signalisation opti
ques et/ou sonoras associes aux pistes at voies 
d'accas pour ranseigner les operateurs des mobi
les au sujet des libertes et intardictions de circuler 
dans les zones protegees par las moyans de 
controle et des moyens d'alarma associes aux 
ecrans pnkites et agences pour etra actives par 
I'ordinateur quand une interdiction da Circular n'est 
pas respectee. 

D'autres details et partlcularites de I'invention 
ressortiront de la description des dassins annexes 
au present memoira at qui representent. a titre 
d'axemple non limitatif. una forme de realisation 
particuliere de I'installation et iIIustrent Ie procede 
suivant I'invention. 

La figure 1 est une vue schematique, en 
plan. d'un aeroport equipe de I'installation precitee. 

La figure 2 est une vue analogue a la figure 
1 montrant un detail da lad ita installation. 

Dans les differentes figures, les memes signes 
de reference designent des elements identiques. 

II est evident que Ie procede et I'installation 
suivant 'I'invention devront etre adoptes en fonction 
des caracteristiques propres de chacun des 
aeroports concernes et que la multiplicite des 
moyens de controle necessaires pour assurer une 
securite automatique maximum, au sol, de la circu
lation des mobiles dependra assentiellement du 
nombre de pistes a proteger at de l'in
terpenetratlon de ces pistas entre elles et avec un 
nombre plus ou moins eleve de voies d'acces aux 
pistes. Pour des aeroports qui ne possederaient 
qu'une ou plusieurs pistes ne se croisant pas et 
n'etant pas recoupees par des voies d'acces, il 
suffirait, pour obtenir une axcellante securite. de 
munir la au chacune des pistes de moyens de 
controle constatant la presence ou I'absence 
d'elements, en particulier mobiles. sur les pistes. 
Dans ce cas, la securite pourrait etre accrue en 
controlant egalement I'acces en bout de chacune 
des pistes. 

Pour les aeroports dont les pistes et les voies 
d'acces se croisent, it conviendra, pour atteindre Ie 
niveau de securite equivalent a celui obtenu ci
dessus, de creer a chaqua point d'intersection, en 
plus des moyens de controle des pistes. une zone 

protegee surveiflee par un au plusieurs moyens de 
controle propres a ces intersections. 

Dans I'un et I'autre cas. la secunte pourra etre 
encore accrue en munissant au mains les 

5 vehicules de service de moyens optiques ou sono
res renseignant automatiquement les operateurs 
des dangers que peut presenter !'endroit ou lesdits 
vehicules se trouvent ou vont abarder. 

II est egalement interessant de pouvoir verifier 
10 si les vehicules d'intervention. pam piers et ambu

lances, occupent leurs emplacements, qui sont 
bien determines sur I'aeroport. Dans ce but, des 
moyens sont prevus auxdits emplacements et dans 
les vehicules pour foumir les informations reqUises. 

15 Dans tous les cas, les informations recueillies 
sont transmises a un ordinateur qui active des 
moyens audio-visuels situes au mains dans la tour 
de controle. De tels moyens peuvent en eftet 
egalement etre prevus a I'emplacement reserve 

20 aux vehicules d'intervention. 
Dans tous les cas, I'ordinateur est agence pour 

traiter les informations recues des divers moyens 
et declencher automatiquement tous les signaux 
optiques ou sonores assurant la securite de Clrcu-

25 lation. L'ordinateur est egalement agence pour re
fuser une commande en conflit avec les infor
mations provenant des difterents may ens de 
controle. 

Dans Ie cas ou on ne surveille que la ou les 
30 pistes de !'aeroport. Ie scenario general consiste a 

acquerir des informations fournies par les moyens 
de controle, a traiter ces informations par ordi
nateur. a visualiser ces informations. a suivre I'at
terrissage ou Ie decollage, a ramener en position 

35 d'attente apras decollage au atterrissage. 
Pour obtenir un resultst valable. il est imperatif 

d'incorporer dans Ie systeme, des moyens de 
controle alimentes par des reseaux independants 
pour des raisons tant electriques que techniques • 

~ (parasites,effets da reverberations, radars). 
Deux moyens de controle difterents minimum 

sont necessaires pour obtenir une securite totale. 
Ces moyens de controle seront constitues par 

deux types de radars 1 et 2, des radars 1 a 
45 faisceau etroit Ie long des pistes 3 et des radars 2 

a faisceau larga repartis egalement Ii des dis
tances variables Ie long desdites pistes 3. Les 
radars 1 seront installes taus les 150 m sur Ie bard 
de la piste a la hauter prescrite et ce en un 

so alignement parallele aux lampes de bali sage des 
pistes et a :t 1 m de celles-ci. Chacun des radars a 
faisceau etroit 1 fonction ne sur une frequence de 
9.9 gigaHz at est utilise pour analyser Ie 
deplacement des avions sur la piste. L'effet dop-

S5 pier permet ce controle quel que soit Ie sens de 
deplacement de I'avion. Places transversalement et 
de preference perpendiculairement a I' axe de la 
piste 3 de fagon a reneficier au maximum de 
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i'effet doppler, la champ de vision avoisine les 9 
degn~s. 

Les radars 2 a faisceau larga saront repartlS Ie 
long de la piste 3, un radar sera installe an debut 
de piste afin de couvrir un larga espace com pre
nant entre autres la zone d'attente des avions avant 
Ie decollaga. AUl< endroits de decollage ou d'atter
rissaga possibles at an fin de piste, les radars 2 
seront dotes d'une inclinaison adequate permettant 
de suivra I'avion en vol. Des cameras de television 
4 seront egalement prevues pour completer les 
informations fournies par les radars 1 et 2, alles 
fonctionneront avec des luminosites excessivament 
faibles (tubes infrarouges) at seront placees aux 
endroits strategiques de fa90n que la controleur 
puisse visualiser differents parametres (type 
d'avion ou d'autre mobile, arret ou mouvement de 
celui-ci). Las differents radars 1, a faiscaau atroit, 
echelonnes a 150 Ie long de la piste 3, detectent Ie 
passage de I'avion et mesurent Ie temps que met
tra celui-ci pour sortir du faiscaau. Le radar 2, a 
faisceau large, en debut de piste, vu la conception 
de sa cavite et de ses circuits, detarminera Ie 
debut du processus de traitement. Au fur at a 
mesure de sa progression, I'avion coupera Ie fais
ceau des differents radars 1 et ce de plus an plus 
vite vu qu'it sera en acceleration constante. Le 
radar 2 de fin de piste ou situe a I'endroit de 
decollage Ie detectera en altitude et ce pendant un 
laps de temps plus important. La non detection par 
les radars 2 permettra d'etre certain que I'avion a 
bien decoilli L'ordinateur Tecevant les donnees ou 
informations des radars permettra par comparaison 
de suivre I'acceleration, mais, com me les angles 
des faisceaux ne sont jamais rigoureusement iden
tiques, iI calculera la vitesse instantannee pour Ie 
passage a chaque radar et verifiera ainsi les 
donnees de comparaison. Le programme est 
egalement prevu pour eliminer les detections para
sites dues aUl< oiseaux et aux lievres se deplagant 
sur Ie site. Ce qui est enonce pour Ie decollage est 
vrai pour I'atterrissage. Les cameras 4 permettront 
de visualiser I'avion en attente de dacollage ainsi 
que lors de son trajet sur la piste 3. L'ordinateur 
numerise et memorise les images regues; iI les 
compare aux modules de sa bibliotheque et iden
tifie donc Ie mobile. Le module objet est integra at 
positionne sur un ecran cathodique et'ou synop
tique pour que son deplacement soit pour Ie 
controleur une visualisation reelle de ce qui sa 
passe sur la piste 3. Lorsque Ie controleur a auto
rise Ie pilote a sa mettre en bout de piste 3, il mat 
en fonction par un commutateur Ie programme de 
gestion de la piste, ce qui active les cameras 4 et 
les systemes radars 1 et 2. Sur les ecrans grand 
format, Ie controleur voit apparaitre la piste et Ie 
module objet de I'avion. Une fenetre clignotante lui 
signale que Ie radar 2 en debut de piste a 

egalement pris en charge I'apparei!. Le controleur 
peut alnSI donner I'ordre de decollage qui sera 
suivi par les cameras 4 jusqu'a la limite de leur 
champ d'action. Lors du passage de I'avion dans Ie 

5 champ d'un radar 1, la fenetre correspondant a 
celui-ci s'iUumine et la representation de l'avion se 
deplace sur I'acran synoptique permettant de SUI

vre sa progression sur la piste. La camera de bout 
de piste ou d'endroit de decollage transmet les 

70 donnees a I'ordinateur qui analyse les images 
re9ues et qui active I'affichage sur I'ecran du mo
dule objet de I'avion decolle. Le radar 2 Ie plus 
proche de I'endroit de decollage detecte I'avion an 
vol et permet a I'ordinateur d'analyser I'etat des 

75 radars 1 qui sont inactifs vu que I'avion est en vol. 
Soit apres un temps preprogramme, soit par une 
action du controleur, la mise au repos du systeme 
permet a I'ordinataur de passer en phase sta
tistique, ce qui engendrara aventuellement une im-

20 pUlsion des informations compilees du decollage. 

25 

Lorsque les pistes sont recoupees par d'autres 
pistes ou par des voies d'acces, Ie controle des 
intersections se decompose en deux fonctions bien 
distinctes, a savoir : 

-Ia signalisation don nee au pilote d'avion ou au 
conducteur d'un vehicule arrivant a une intersec
tion, 

30 -I'acquisition de la donnee, son traitement et Ie 
transfert vers Ie controleur des resultantes donnees 
par I'ordinateur. 

La signalisation sera realisee au moyen de 
deux bandeaux 5 a base de fibres optiques (figure 

35 2) figurant Ie "STOP". Ces bandeaux forment une 
signalisation vraiment afficace vu la disposition par
ticuliere des fibres optiques et la puissance lumi
neuse rayonnee par celles-ci. Lorsque Ie systeme 
est an position d'attenta, Ie controleur peut ram-

40 placer I'emission de lumiere rouge correspondant 
toujours a cette position d'attente par un rayon
nement vert lorsqu'i1 decide d'autoriser I'acces de 
la piste. Un troisieme bandeau optiqua 6 situe 
environ a 5 m en aval de la zone de controle, 

45 constituee notamment par les bandeaux 5, se met
tra a clignoter au rouge si un mobile franchit intem
pestivement lesdits bandeaux de securite 5. 

50 

L'acquisition des donnees se fera de deux 
fagons: 

-par boucles magnetiques 7 at 

- par radar 8. 
Deux boucles magnetiques 7 seront installees 

55 dans Ie sol et permettront de detecter Ie passage 
de tous les mobiles qui les franchissent ainsi que 
leur sens de circulation. Au-dela des bandeaux 5, 
une troisieme boucle magnetique 7' permettra de 
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controler Ie respect des consignes fournies par ces 
bandeaux 5 et de donner une alerte a la tour de 
controle. Ces donnees saront affichees sur un 
synoptique par I'ordinateur qui tiendra compte des 
differents mouvements a I'approche des zones 
dangereuses. 

Le radar 8 a pour but de controler par un autre 
canal les mesures effectuees par les boucles 7 et 
r. II donnera les informations d'arret et de 
demarrage des mobiles. Ce radar 8 peut 
egalement etre un element generateur d'hy
perfrequence qui influencerait des detecteurs 
prevus sur les mobiles et provoquerait I'emission 
de signaux optiques et'ou sonores pour avertir leur 
operateur du danger. 

Lorsqu'un avian a ete autorise a quitter son 
aire d'attente pour prendre place en bout de piste 
3 en vue du dEkoliage, Ie contra leur fait passer la 
zone correspondant a cette piste au rouge ce qui a 
pour consequence d'actlver automatiquemant tous 
les moyens de contra Ie at de prevention. II est 
evident que les actions prevues en cas de 
decollage s'appliquent egaiement pour les atterris
sages qui sont parfOls imbriques sur la meme 
piste. II est alors interessant de craer une zone de 
secunte automatique autour des points de eonfIit 
que sont les intersections de pistes avec les voies 
d'acces et les chemins utilises par Ie personnel 
charge d'eloigner les oiseaux des aires de 
decollage. etc. 

Pour ce faire, on equipe d'un nkepteur hy
perfrequence un maximum de mobiles. Ce 
recepteur reltoit les informations emises par Ie 
dispositif zone rouge at donne une information au
ditive et visuelle a I'operateur lorsqu'il penetre dans 
la zone dangereuse. 

II faut considerer que les avions sur un 
aeroport sont prioritaires et que tout doit etre fait 
pour ne pas deranger leurs evolutions. 

Le but du systeme suivant I'invention ast done 
de prevenir toute circulation intempestive qui met
trait en danger les mobiles en presence. 

Taus les vehicules de service sont equipes 
d'un recepteur hyperfrequence qui signalera 
imm9diatement au conducteur qu'il s'engage dans 
une zone en activite au qu'iI va franchir une limite 
au 

-une attention soutenue est de rigueur 

-une autorisation de la tour est necassaira. 
Les vehicules etrangers a I'aeroport qui, pour 

des prestations. doivent circuler sur Ie site. race
vront avantageusement un module portatif leur per
mettant ainsi d'avoir leur attention attiree a I'ap
proche des zones dangereuses. 

Sur les aeroports, les vehicules d'interventions 
occupant generaJement un emplacement fixe et 

dedicace. Un emetteur mmiature hyperfrequence 
monte sur les vehlcules permet de controler instan
tanement la presence desdlts vehicules sur leur 
aire de stationnement vu qu'un recepteur y est 

5 incorpore. 
Dans la tour de controle at eventuellement a 

I'emplacement des vehicules d'intervention, Ie per
sonnel aura a sa disposition une umte du type 
audiovisuel. Ella sera composee d'un pupitre de 

10 commande, d'un Beran synoptique et de deux ou 
trois ecrans cathodiques. Pour que la visualisation 
soit efficace et puisse se percevoir sans reflexion, 
les etats representes aux ecrans apparaltront 
comme une rupture dans I'affichage general. 

15 La representation reelle des pistes et de leurs 
acces sera donc visualisee sur I'ecran synoptique 
suivant Ie systeme de pave. systeme similaire a 
celui utilise a la SNCV dans les gares de triage, et 
ce a une echelle efficace. 

20 Les donnees acquises par les differents 
moyens de contra Ie et les resultats de leur traite
ment par I'ordinateur serant visualisaes sur les 
ecrans synoptique et cathodique. L'ecran synop
tique permettra de positionner et de suivre avec 

25 grande precision Ie deplacement des mobiles, 
I'acran cathodique. de preference cou/eur, repren
dra chacune des pistes et informera Ie controleur 
des operations en cours. 

Aftn de bien preclser I'ensemble des 
3C operations, les differentes phases d'un decollage, 

la piste etant au repos, von etre decntes: 
L'ensemble des signalisations est au rouge -

(etat de Tepos normal). Des vehicules circulent sur 
Ie site. Les vehicules de service sont sur leur aire 

35 de stationnement. L'ecran synoptique est actif, car 
I'ordinataur tient en permanence compte des mobi
les entrant et sortant des pistes, les ecrans catha
diques passant automatiquement en position repos 
sont inactifs. 

4Q Lars d'une demande d'acces a la piste. un 
avian avant quitte son terminal sa dirige vers I'aire 
d'attente de la piste 3. Le contra leur enclenche Ie 
processus de gestion du site. A ce moment. I'acran 
synoptique repercutera en c/ignotant la presence 

45 eventuelle d'un vehicule et emettra une signali
sation optique et/ou sonore. La piste 3 passera en 
zone rouge et taus les vehicules se trouvant dans 
cette zone recevront sur leur recepteur hy
perfrequenca Ie signal optiqua et'ou sonore de 

50 zone dangereuse. 
Lorsque Ie contra leur Ie jugera utile. iI donnera 

I'autorisation d'acces a la piste. II sera infonme a 
chaque instant de la situation vu que les donnees 
sont transmises en temps reel. De plus. afin de 

55 parer a une defaillance humaine et de maniere a 
lui penmettre de superviser Ie reste de I'aeroport. 
I'ordinateur I'avertira, an activant une alarme, si un 
conflit se presentait. 
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Le controleur, au moyen du module objet 
d!Mini par la camera, s'assure du type d'appareil 
qui est en instance de decollage et donne Ie feu 
vert. Au cas ou iI donne I'autorisation de decollage 
en presence d'un conflit. Ie systeme emet un si
gnal d'avertissement at bloque les signaiisations au 
rouge. Une commande de securite permet, apres 
un laps de temps determine, de demander au 
systeme un nouvel assai. 

L'avion se mettant en branle sur la piste 3 sera 
accompagne par une des cameras 4 et les radars 
de piste 1 et 2 qui permettront a l'ordinateur de 
suivra Ie decollage et de renseigner de fa90n con
tinue Ie controleur sur I'acceh~ration continue du 
mobile, grace a I'ecran synoptique. L'avion ayant 
decolle sera pris par Ie radar a large faisceau 2 
susdit et I'ordinateur ne recevant aucune infor
mation des radars 1 affichera sur I'ecran synop
tique I'etat decolle. La camera de bout de piste 
confirm era la disparition de I'avion. 

La controleur au moyen de cette camera pour
ra en cas de non decollaga de I'avion suivre les 
evolutions de I'apparail en difficulte et determiner 
de visu les interventions que la situation requiert 
car il sera averti par I'ordinateur des que I'avion 
subira une deceleration significative. 

Le controleur, ayant con state la bonne 
execution de la manoeuvre, mettra Ie systeme en 
veilleusa ca qui detarminara pour Ie calculateur 
I'action statistique at I'impression des parametres 
du decollage. 

II doit etre antandu que I'invention n'est nulle
ment' limitee a la forme de realisation decrite et 
que bien des modifications peuvent etre apportees 
a cette derniere sans sortir du cadre du present 
brevat. 

C'est ainsi qua I'on pourrait prevoir un rayon 
laser emis d'une extremite da chaque piste 3 sui
vant I'axe de celle-ci et capte a I'autre extremite 
pour que ce faiscaau soit intarrompu par un avion 
situe sur la piste. Ca dispositif pourrait completer 
les radars 2 ou se substituer aces derniers. 

Pour parfaire I'identification d'un vehicule avec 
certitu da, Ie vehicula qui se presente a une bar
riere de securite, on prevo it sur lui un emetteur, 
statique ou non, generateur d'une hyperfrequence 
codee qui permettra une identification infaillible 
pour Ie systeme du vehicule considere. Une plaque 
magnetique codee pro pre a chaque vehicule 
remplacera, dans certains cas, Ie generateur avec 
un meme resultat. 

On pourrait encore prevoir, Ie long des pistes 3 
et soit an combinaison avec les radars 1 a faisceau 
etroit, soit en rem placement de ces radars 1, una 
rangee d'emetteurs de rayon laser equidistants dis
posee, Ie long d'un das bards longitudinaux de la 
piste 3 et parallelement a cette derniera, pour qua 
les rayons soient sensiblement paralleles entre 

eux, paralleles au sot et transversaux a I'axe de la 
piste at a une hauteur telle qu'ils soient intercaptes 
par un vehicule au avion a I'arret au en mouvement 
sur la piste. Le long de I'autre bard longitudinal de 

5 la piste, on prevoit une rangee de recepteurs de 
rayon equidistants disposee parallelement a la pi
ste. Les recepteurs, dont Ie nombre est egal a 
celui des emetteurs et qui sont destines chacun a 
recevoir Ie rayon em is par I'emetteur correspon-

10 dant, sont alors connectes chacun a I'ordinateur 
pour fournir a celui-ci une information 10rsqu'iI n'est 
plus active par Ie rayon laser. Les rayons laser 
emis par les emetteurs susdits sont avantageuse
ment perpendiculaires a I'axe de la piste, la dis-

15 tance qui separe deux de ces rayons voisins etant 
comprise entre 50 et 150 m, la distance des rayons 
du sol etant comprise entre 0,25 et 1 m et les 
rangees d'emetteurs et de recepteurs etant dis
posees a au moins 1 m en retrait des lam pes de 

20 balisage de la piste. 

Revendicatlons 

25 1. Procede pour Ie controle au sol, soit de nuit 
au par mauvaise visibilite, soit par bonne visibilite 
10rsqu'iI n'est pas possible d'avoir de la tour de 
controle une bonne vue d'ensemble de I'aeroport, 
de tous les engins, avions et vehicules, tels que 

30 vehicules de service et de securite, stationnant au 
circulant sur Ie site de I'aeroport, en particulier les 
pistes d'envol ou d'atterrissage ainsi que toutes les 
voles d'acces aces pistes, ledit procede etant 
caracterise en ca qu'il consiste a disposer, au 

35 moins Ie long des pistes at a leurs extremites ainsi 
qu'aux intersections eventuellas de toutes les voies 
d'acces aux pistes, des systemes de controle 
differents fournissant chacun des informations dis
tinctes relatives au moins aux mobiles, a I'arret ou 

40 en mouvement, se trouvant sur Ie site, a analyser 
toutes les informations susdites par ordinateur dont 
les memoires contiennent les caracteristiques des 
mobiles circulant sur Ie site, a activer, a partir de 
I'ordinateur, d'une part, des ecrans cathodiques 

45 et/ou synoptiques permettant aux controleurs da 
visualiser les pistes et acces ainsi que tous les 
elements, en particulier les mobiles, a I'arret ou an 
mouvement, presents sur ces pistes et acces avec 
des caracteristiques d'identification, at, d'autre part, 

50 des moyens de signalisation prevus sur Ie site et 
destines a donner des indications quant aux li
bertes at interdictions de circuler et des moyens 
d'a1arma associes aux ,krans actives quand une 
interdiction n'est pas respectee. 

55 2. Procede suivant la revendication 1, ca-

6 

racterise en ce qu'on equipe au moins une partie 
des mobiles, appeles a circuler sur Ie site de 
I'aeroport, de moyens d'avertissement pour les 
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operateurs desdits mobiles les informant d'une in
terdiction ou d'un dangar associe a la zone qu'ils 
occupent. 

3. Procede suivant I'una ou I'autre des revendi
cations 1 et 2, caractense en ca que, sur base des 
informations traitees par I'ordinataur at des que Ie 
controleur autorise la circulation d'un aVlOn sur une 
vole ou plste donnee. I'ordinateur cree Ie long de 
cella-ci une zone de protection. 

4. Procede suivant la revendication 3, ca
racterise en ca qua I'ordinateur determina toutes 
les intersections de la voie ou piste empruntee par 
I'avion avec les autres voies ou pistes de I'aeroport 
et cree a chacune de cas intersections une zone 
de protection. 

5. Procede suivant I'une quelconque des ra
vendications 1 a 4, caracterise en ce que I'ordina
teur analyse les informations provenant de moyans 
de controle disposes a intarvalles reguliers la long 
des pistes d'enval au d'atterrissage pour indiquer 
sur les ecrans susdits la progression et la vitesse 
de circulation d'un avion sa deplagant sur ces 
pistes. 

6. Procede suivant I'une qualconque des re
vendications 1 a 5, caractense en ce que I'ordina
teur analyse les informations provenant de moyens 
de controle associes aux pistes pour indiquer sur 
les acrans pnkites Ie moment ou un avion cir
culant sur cas pistes quitte Ie sol. 

7. Procede suivant I'une quelconque des re
vendications 1 a 6. caracterise an ce que I'ordina
teur analyse conjointement les informations prove
nant des moyens de controle au sol at celles 
proven ant du controle du trafic aerien pour indiquer 
toute eventuelle situation de conflit. 

8. Installation pour la mise an oeuvra du 
procecle suivant I'une quelconque des revandica
tions 1 a 7, caracterisee en ce qu'alle comprand au 
moins des moyens de controle associes aux pistes 
d'snvol at d'atterrissage et agences pour detecter 
tout ell~ment situe sur ces pistes, an particulier les 
mobiles a I'arret ou en mouvement. des moyens 
de controle associes aux voies d'acces eventuelles 
et a toutes les intersections de ces demieres avec 
les pistes agences pour detecter tout mobile a 
I'arret ou en mouvement sur lesditas voies d'acces 
a proximite de ces intersections. das moyans pour 
transmettre les informations en provenance des 
moyens de controle a un ordinateur agence pour 
com parer les informations regues des moyens de 
controle precites a des informations mises en 
memoire et concernant les divers mobiles auto rises 
a se deplacer sur les pistes et voies d'acces, des 
acrans cathodiques et/ou synoptiques disposes au 
moins dans la tour de controle et actives par 
I'ordinateur pour visualiser. d'une part, les pistes et 
voles d'acces a celles-ci at. d'autre part, les 
elements et en particulier les mobiles. a I'arret ou 

an mauvament sur cas vores et pistas munies de 
moyens de controle. avec leurs caracteristiques 
d'indentification. des moyens de signalisation opti
ques et/au sonores associes aux pistes et vOles 

5 d'acces pour renseigner les aperateurs des mobi
les au sujet des libertes et interdictions de circuler 
dans les zones protegees par les mayens de 
controle at des moyens d'alarme associes aux 
ecrans precites et agences pour etre actrves par 

10 I'ordinateur quand une interdiction de circuler n'ast 
pas raspectee. 

9. Installation suivant la ravendication 8. ca
racterises en ca que les moyens de controle asso
cies a chacune des pistes surveilh3es sont consti-

15 tues par une ranges de radars (1) equidistants a 
faisceau etroit disposee parallelement a la piste -
(3) pour que les faisceaux sOlent sensiblement 
paralleles et transversaux a I'axe de la piste. par un 
radar (2) a faiscaau large installe en debut de pista 

20 et couvrant la zone de stationnement des avions en 
instance de decollage.et par des radars a faisceau 
large achelonnes Ie long de la piste aux endroits 
de decollaga au d'atterrissage des differents types 
d'avions at dont les faisceaux sont orientes pour 

25 suivre un avion en mouvament. 
10. Installation suivant la revendication 9, ca

racterisee an ce que les faisceaux de radars (1) a 
faisceau etroit sont perpendiculalTes a I'axe de la 
piste (3), la distance qui separe deux de ces radars 

30 (1) voisins est de I'ordra de 150 m. Ie champ de 
Vision desdits radars, qui fonctionnent sur une 
frEiquence de 9,9 gigaHz, est de I'ordre de go, la 
distance des radars du sol est fonction de leurs 
caracteristiquas et la rangee desdits radars est 

35 disposes a environ 1 m an retrait des lampes de 
balisage de la pista. 

11. Installation suivant I'une quelconque des 
revendications 8 a 10, caracterisee en ce qua les 
moyens de controle associes a chacune des pistes 

4G surveillees comprennent. Ie long d'un des bards 
longltudinaux de la piste. une rangee d'emetteurs 
de rayon laser equidistants disposess pa
ralielement a la piste pour que les rayons soient 
sensiblement paralleles antre eux. paralleles au sol 

45 et transversaux a I'axe de la piste et a une hauteur 
qu'ils soient interceptes par un vehicule ou avion a 
I'arret ou en mouvement sur la piste et, Ie long de 
I'autre bord longitudinal da la piste, une rangee de 
racepteurs de rayon equidistants disposee pa-

50 railelement a la piste, les rl3cepteurs. dont Ie nom
bre est egal a celui des emetteurs at qui sont 
destines chacun a recevoir Ie rayon em is par 
I'emetteur correspondant. etant connectas chacun 
a I'ordinateur pour fournir a celui-ci une information 

55 lorsqu'il n'sst plus active par Ie rayon laser. 

7 

12. Installation suivant la revendication 11, ca
racterisee an ce que les rayons laser emis par las 
emetteurs susdits sont perpendiculaires a I'axe de 
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la piste, la distance qui separe deux de ces rayons 
voisins etant comprise entre 50 et 150 m, la dis
tance des rayons du sol etant comprise entre 0,25 
et 1 m et les rangees d'emetteurs et de recepteurs 
etant disposees a au moins 1 m en retrait des 
lam pes de balisage de la piste. 

13. Installation suivant I'une que Icon que des 
revendications 8 a 12, caraQterisee en ce qu'elle 
comprend au moins deux cameras de television -
(4) orientables, prevues pour fonctionner avec des 
luminosites extremement faibles, disposees en 
debut at en fin de chacune des pistes (3), ces 
cameras (4) etant reliees a I'ordinateur qui 
numerise et memorise les images re9ues pour les 
comparer ensuite aux modules mis en memoire at 
identifier Ie mobile films par les cameras. Ie mo
dule objet etant integre et positionne sur les !§Crans 
cathodiques et/ou synoptiques precites. 

14. Installation suivant I'une quelconque des 
revendlcations 8 a 13, caracterise en ce qu'elle 
comprend, a une des axtremites de la piste (3), un 
emetteur de rayon laser agence pour que ca rayon 
soit dans I'axe de la piste at a une hauteur telle 
qu'i! soit intercepte par un avion a I'arret ou en 
mouvement sur la piste. un recepteur de ca rayon 
etant dispose a l'autra extremite de la piste at 
connecte a I'ordinataur pour fournir a celui-ci une 
information 10rsqu'iI n'ast plus active par la rayon 
laser. 

15. Installation suivant I'une quelconque des 
revendications 8 a 14. caracterisee en ce que les 
moyens de controle associes a chaque vole 
d'acces at a chacune des intersections de ces 
demleres avec les pistes (3) comprennent au 
moins deux boucles magnetiques (7) installees 
dans Ie revetement des voles d'acces, an amant 
des pistes (3), at agencees pour detecter Ie pas
sage d'un mobile et definir son sens de circulation. 
ces boucles magnetiques (7) etant associees a 
I'ordinateur pour que, suite aux informations four
nies par ces boucles et par les moyens de controle 
de piste, ledit ordinateur active au mains un signal 
(5. 6) optique et/ou sonore autorisant ou intardisant 
I'acces a la piste. 

16. Installation suivant la revendication 15. ca
racterisee en ce que les moyens de controle sus
dits associes a chaque voie d'acces aux pistes (3) 

comprend. en aval du signal (5) optique et/ou se
nore precite, une troisieme boucle magnetique (7') 
noyee dans Ie revetement, les informations trans
mises a I'ordinateur par cette troisieme boucle (7') 

5 etant analysees conjointement avec I'etat du signal 
(5) optique et/ou sonore, I'ordinateur etant agence 
pour activer une alarme. au mains dans la tour de 
controle. si cette troisieme boucle (7') est franchie 
alors que Ie signal (5) indique une interdiction de 

10 passage. 
17. Installation suivant I'une ou I'autre des ra

vendications 15 et 16, caracterisee en ce que les 
moyens de controle, associes a chacune des voies 
d'acces aux pistes, comprend un radar (8) dont Ie 

15 faisceau est oriente vers les boucles magnetiques -
(7) et qui est connecte a I'ordinateur pour fournir a 
ce dernier des informations qu'il analyse conjoin
tement aux informations fournies par les boucles 
magnetiques (7), ledit ordinateur activant, en cas 

20 de confUt, les moyens d'alarme precites. 
18. Installation suivant I'une quelconque des 

revendications 8 a 17, caracterise en ce qu'alle 
comprend. aux abords des intersections de pistes 
et de voies d'acces, des generateurs hy-

25 perfrequence, les mobiles circulant sur ces pistes 
et voies etant equipes de recepteurs hy
perfrequance agences pour activer un Signal auditif 
et/ou lumineux renseignant I'operateur a I'approche 
de la zone dans laquelle emettent ces generateurs. 

30 19. Installation suivant I'une quelconque des 
revendications 8 a 18. caracterisee en ce que, a 
chacun des emplacements determines occup9s par 
les vehicules d'intervention. tels que pompes et 
ambulances, elle comprend un recepteur hy-

35 perfrequence. chacun des vehicules d'intervention 
etant pourvu d'un emetteur hyperfrequence, les 
recepteurs susdits etant connectes a I'ordinateur 
qui, apres analyse des informations, active les 
ecrans cathodiques et/ou synoptiques pour que les 

4G vehicules d'intervention puissent etre visualises 
lorsqu'ils occupent leurs emplacements 
determines. 

20. Installation suivant I'une quelconque des 
revendications 8 a 19, caracterisee en ce que la 

45 signalisation optique met en oeuvre des fibres opti
ques. 

50 

55 

8 
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Background of the Invention 

This invention relates to an airport ground collision avoidance system and in particular to an apparatus 
and method for monitoring, controlling and predicting aircraft or other vehicle movement primarily on airport 

5 taxiways and runways to avoid runway incursions. 
Currently, ground control of aircraft at an airport is done visually by the air traffic controller in the tower. 

Low visibility conditions sometimes make it impossible for the controller to see all parts of the field. Ground 
surface radar can help in providing coverage during low visibility conditions; it plays an important part in the 
solution of the runway incursion problem but cannot solve the entire problem. A runway incursion is defined 

10 as "any occurrence at an airport involving an aircraft, vehicle, person, or object on the ground that creates a 
collision hazard or results in loss of separation with an aircraft taking off, intending to take off, landing, or in
tending to land." The U.S. Federal Administration Agency (FAA) has estimated that it can only justify the cost 
of ground surface radar at 29 of the top 100 airports in the United States. However, such radar only provides 
location information; it cannot alert the controller to possible conflicts between aircraft. 

15 In the prior art, an airport control and monitoring system has been used to sense when an airplane reaches 
a certain point on a taxiway and controls switching lights on and off to indicate to the pi lot when he may proceed 
on to a runway. Such a system sends microwave sensor information to a computer in the control tower. The 
computer comprises software for contrOlling the airport lighting and for providing fault information on the airport 
lighting via displays or a control panel to an operator. Such a system is described in sales information provided 

20 on a Bidirectional Series 7 Transceiver (BRITEE) produced by ADB-ALNACO, Inc., A Siemens Company, of 
Columbus, Ohio. However, such a system does not show the location of all vehicles on an airfield and is not 
able to detect and avoid a possible vehicle incursion. 

A well known approach to airport surface traffic control has been the use of scanning radars operating at 
high frequencies such as K-band in order to obtain adequate definition and resolution. An existing airport 

25 ground traffic control equipment of that type is known in the art as Airport Surface Detection Equipment 
(ASDE). However, such equipment provides surveillance only, no discrete identification of aircraft on the sur
face being available. Also there is a need for a relatively high antenna tower and a relatively large rotation an
tenna system thereon. 

Another approach to airport ground surveillance is a system described in U. S. Patent No. 3,872,474, is-
30 sued March 18, 1974, to Arnold M. Levine and assigned to International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 

New York, NY, referred to as LOCAR (Localized Cable Radar) which comprises a series of small, lower pow
ered, narrow pulses, transmitting radars having limited range and time sequenced along opposite sides of a 
runway ramp or taxiway. In another U. S. Patent No. 4,197,536, issued on April 8, 1980, to Amold M. Levine, 
an airport surface identification and control system is described for aircraft equipped with ATCRBS (Air Traffic 

35 Control Radio Beacon System) and ILS (Instrument Landing System). However, these approaches are expen
sive, require special cabling and for identification purposes require expensive equipment to be included on the 
aircraft and other vehicles. 

Another approach to vehicle identification such as types of aircraft by identifying the unique characteristic 
of the "footprint" presented by the configuration of wheels unique to a particular type of vehicle is described 

40 in U.S. Patent No. 3,872,283, issued March 18, 1975, to Gerald R. Smith et al. and assigned to The Cadre 
Corporation of Atlanta Georgia. 

An automatic system for surveillance, guidance and fire-fighting at airports using infrared sensors is de
scribed in U. S. Patent No. 4,845,629, issued July 4, 1989 to Maria V. Z. Murga. The infrared sensors are ar
ranged along the flight lanes and their output signals are processed by a computer to provide information con-

45 cerning the aircraft movements along the flight lanes. Position detectors are provided for detecting the position 
of aircraft in the taxiways and parking areas. However, such system does not teach the use of edge lights along 
the runways and taxiways along with their associated wiring and it is not able to detect and avoid a possible 
vehicle incursion. 

The manner in which the invention deals with the disadvantages of the prior art to provide a low cost airport 
50 incursion avoidance system will be evident as the description proceeds. 

Summary of the Invention 

Accordingly, it is therefore an object of this invention to provide a system that detects a possible aircraft 
55 or vehicle incursion at an airport. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide a low cost airport incursion avoidance system using edge 
light assemblies and associated wiring along runways and taxiways. 

It is another object of this invention to provide an airport incursion avoidance system that generates a 

2 
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graphic display of the airport showing the location of all ground traffic including direction and velocity data. 
It is a further object of this invention to provide an airport incursion avoidance system that generates a 

verbal alert to an air traffic controller or an aircraft pilot. 
The objects are further accomplished by providing an airport incursion avoidance system comprising a 

5 plurality of light circuits on an airport, each of the light circuits comprises a plurality of light assembly means, 
means for providing power to each of the plurality of light circuits and to each of the light assembly means, 
means in each of the light assembly means for sensing ground traffic on the airport, means for processing 
data received from each of the light assembly means, means for providing data communication between each 
of the light assembly means and the processing means, the processing means comprises means for providing 

10 a graphic display of the airport including symbols representing the ground traffic, each of the symbols having 
direction and velocity data displayed, the processing means further comprises means for predicting an occur
rence of an airport incursion in accordance with the data received from the sensing means, and means for alert
ing an airport controller or aircraft pilot of the predicted airport incursion. Each of the light circuits are located 
along the edges of a taxiway or a runway on the airport. The sensing means comprises infrared detectors. The 

15 light assembly means comprises light means coupled to the lines of the power providing means for lighting the 
airport, the infrared detectors sensing means, microprocessor means coupled to the light means, the sensing 
means, and the data communication means for providing processing, communication and control for the light 
assembly means, the microprocessor controlling a plurality of lighting patterns of the light means on the airport, 
and the data communication means being coupled to the microprocessor means and the lines of the power 

20 providing means. The light assembly means further comprises a photocell means coupled to the microproces
sor means for detecting the light intensity of the light means. The light assembly means further comprises a 
strobe light coupled to the microprocessor means. The processing means comprises redundant computers for 
fault tolerance operation. The symbols representing the ground traffic comprise icons having a shape indicating 
type of aircraft orvehicle. The processing means determines the locations ofthe symbols on the graphic display 

25 of the airport in accordance with the data receive from the I ig ht assembly means. The processing means further 
determines a future path of the ground traffic based on a ground clearance command, the future path being 
shown on the graphic display. The processing means for predicting an occurrence of an airport incursion com
prises means for comparing position, direction and velocity of the ground traffic to predetermined separation 
minimums for the airport The power providing means comprises constant current power means for providing 

30 a separate line to each ofthe plurality oflight circuits, and network bridge means coupled to the constant current 
power means for providing a communication channel to the processing means for each line of the constant 
current power means. The alerting means comprises a speech synthesis unit connected to a speaker, and the 
alerting means also comprises a speech synthesis unit connected to a radio transmitter. 

The objects are further accomplished by a method of providing an airport incursion avoidance system com-
35 prising the steps of providing a plurality of light circuits on the airport, each of the light circuits comprises a 

plurality of light assembly means, providing power to each of the plurality of light circuits, sensing ground traffic 
on the airport with means in each of the light assembly means, processing data received from each of the light 
assembly means in computer means, providing a graphic display of the airport comprising symbols represent
ing the ground traffic, each of the symbols having direction and velocity data displayed, providing data com-

4Q munication between the computer means and each of the light assembly means, predicting an occurrence of 
an airport incursion in accordance with the data received from the sensing means, and alerting an airport con
troller or aircraft pilot of the predicted airport incursion. The step of sensing the ground traffic on the airport 
comprises the steps of lighting the airport with a light means coupled to the microprocessor means and the 
power lines, providing infrared detectors for sensing the ground traffic, performing processing, communication 

45 and control within the light assembly means with a microprocessor means coupled to the light means, the sens
ing means and data communication means, and coupling the data communication means between the micro
processor means and the power lines. The step of processing data comprises the step of operating redundant 
computers for fault tolerance. The step of providing power comprises the steps of providing a separate line to 
each of the plurality of light circuits with a constant current power means, and providing a communication chan-

50 nel to the computer means for each line of the constant current power means using a network bridge means. 
The step of providing a graphic display comprising symbols representing the ground traffic comprise the step 
of indicating a type of aircraft or vehicle with icons of various shapes. The step of processing the data from 
each of the light assembly means comprises the step of determining a location of the symbols on the graphic 
display of the airport in accordance with the data. The step of predicting an occurrence of an airport incursion 

55 comprises the step of determining a future path of the ground traffic in accordance with a ground clearance 
command and showing the future path on the graphic display. 

3 
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Brief Description of the Drawings 

Other and further features of the invention will become apparent in connection with the accompanying 
drawings wherein: 

5 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the invention of an airport vehicle incursion avoidance system; 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an edge light assembly showing a sensor electronics unit coupled to an edge 
light of an airfield lighting system; 
FIG. 3 is a pictorial diagram of the edge light assembly showing the edge light positioned above the sensor 
electronics unit; 

10 FIG. 4 is a diagram of an airfield runway or taxiway having a plurality of edge light assemblies positioned 
along each side of the runway or taxiway for detecting various size aircraft as shown; 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the central computer system shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 shows eleven network variables used in programming the microprocessor of an edge light assembly 
to interface with a sensor, a light and a strobe light; 

15 FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing an interconnection of network variables for a plurality of edge light as
semblies located on both sides of a runway, each comprising a sensor electronics unit 10 positioned along 
a taxiway or runway; 
FIG. 8 shows a graphic display of a typical taxiway/runway on a portion of an airport as seen by an operator 
in a control tower, the display showing the location of vehiCles as they are detected by the sensors mounted 

20 in the edge light assemblies located along taxiways and runways; and 
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the data flow within the system shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 5. 

Description of the Preferred Embodiment 

25 Referring to FIG. 1 a block diagram of the invention of an airport vehicle incursion avoidance system 10 
is shown comprising a plurality of light circuits 181_ n' each of said light circuits 181_ n comprises a plurality of 
edge light assemblies 201_ n connected via wiring 21 1_ n to a lighting vault 16 which is connected to a central 
computer system 12 via a wide area network 14. Each of the edge light assemblies 201_ n comprises an infrared 
(IR) detector vehicle sensor 50 (FIG. 2). 

30 The edge light assemblies 201_ n are generally located along side the runways and taxiways of the airport 
with an average 100 foot spacing and are interconnected to the lighting vault 16 by single conductor series 
edge light wiring 21 1_ n. Each of the edge light circuits 181_ n is powered via the wiring 21 1• n by a constant current 
supply 241_n located in the lighting vault 16. 

Referring now to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, communication between the edge light assemblies 201_ n and the central 
35 computer system 12 is accomplished with LON Bridges 221_ n interconnecting the edge light wiring 21 1_ n with 

the Wide Area Network 14. Information from a microprocessor 44 located in edge light assembly 201_ n is cou
pled to the edge light wiring 21 1_ n via a power line modem 54. The LON bridges 221_ n transfers message in
formation from the edge light circuits 181_ n via the wiring 21 1• n to the wide area network 14. The wide area 
network 14 provides a transmission path to the central computer system 12. These circuit components also 

40 provide the return path communications link from the central computer system 12 to the microprocessor 44 
in each edge light assembly 201_ n. Other apparatus and methods, known to one of ordinary skill in the art, for 
data communication between the edge light assemblies 201- n and the central computer system 12 may be em
ployed, such as radio techniques, but the present embodiment of providing data communication on the edge 
light wiring 21 1_ n provides a low cost system for present airports. The LON Bridge 22 may be embodied by de-

45 vices manufactured by Echelon Corporation of Palo Alto, California. The wide area network 14 may be imple
mented by one of ordinary skill in the art using standard Ethernet or Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) 
components. The constant current supply 24 may be embodied by devices manufactured by Crouse-Hinds of 
Winslow, Connecticut. 

Referring now to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, FIG. 3 shows a pictorial diagram of the edge light assembly 201_ n. The 
50 edge light assembly 201_ n comprises a bezel including an incandescent lamp 40 and an optional strobe light 

assembly 48 (FIG. 2) which are mounted above an electronics enclosure 43 comprising the vehicle sensor 50. 
The electronics enclosure 43 sits on the top of a tubular shaft extending from a base support 56. The light 
assembly bezel with lamp 40 and base support 56 may be embodied by devices manufactured by Crouse-Hinds 
of Winslow, Connecticut. 

55 A block diagram of the contents of the electronics enclosure 43 is shown in FIG. 2 which comprises a cou-
pling transformer 53 connected to the edge light wiring 21 1_ n. The coupling transformer 53 provides power to 
both the incandescent lamp 40 via the lamp control triac 42 and the microprocessor power supply 52; in ad
dition, the coupling transformer 53 provides a data communication path between the power line modem 54 
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and the LON Bridges 221_ n via the edge light wiring 21 1_ n' The microprocessor 44 provides the computational 
power to run the internal software program that controls the edge light assemblies 201_ n' The microprocessor 
44 is powered by the microprocessor power supply 52. Also connected to the microprocessor 44 is the lamp 
control triac 42, a lamp monitoring photo cell 46, the optional strobe light assembly 48, the vehicle sensor 50, 
and the data communications modem 54. The microprocessor 44 is used to control the incandescent edge light 
40 intensity and optional strobe light assembly 48. The use of the microprocessor 44 in each light assembly 
201_ n allows complete addressable control over every light on the field. The microprocessor 44 may be em
bodied by a VLSI device manufactured by Echelon Corporation of Palo Alto, California 94304, called the Neu
ron® chip. 

Still referring to FIG. 2, the sensor 50 in the present embodiment comprises an infrared (IR) detector and 
in other embodiments may comprise other devices such as proximity detectors, CCD cameras, microwave mo
tion detectors, inductance loops, or laser beams. The program in the microprocessor 44 is responsible for the 
initial filtering of the sensor data received from the sensor 50 and responsible for the transmission of such 
data to the,central computer system 12. The sensor 50 must perform the following functions: detect a station
ary object, detect a moving object, have a range at least half the width of the runway or taxiway, be low power 
and be immune to false alarms. This system design does not rely on just one type of sensor. Since sensor 
fusion functions are performed within the central computer system 12, data inputs from all different types of 
sensors are acceptable. Each sensor relays a different view of what is happening on the airfield and the central 
computer system 12 combines them. There are a wide range of sensors that may be used in this system. As 
a new sensor type becomes available, it can be integrated into this system with a minimum of difficulty. The 
initial sensor used is an IR proximity detector based around a piezoelectric strip. These are the kind of sensors 
you use at home to turn on your flood lights when heat and/or movement is detected. When the sensor output 
provides an analog signal, an analog-to-digital converter readily known in the art may be used to interface with 
the microprocessor 44. 

Another proximity detector that can be used is based around a microwave Gunn diode oscillator. These 
are currently in use in such applications as Intrusion Alarms, Door Openers, Distance Measurement, Collision 
Warning, Railroad Switching, etc. These types of sensors have a drawback because they are not passive de
vices and care needs to be taken to select frequencies that would not interfere with other airport equipment. 
Finally, in locations such as the hold position lines on taxiways, solid state laser and detector combinations 
could be used between adjacent taxiway lights. These sensor systems create a beam that when broken would 
identify the location of the front wheel of the airplane. This type of detector would be used in those locations 
where the absolute position of a vehicle was needed. The laser beam would be modulated by the micropro
cessor 44 to avoid the detector being fooled by any other stray radiation. 

Referring to FIG. 2 and FIG. 4, a portion of an airport runway 64 or taxiway is shown having a plurality of 
edge light assemblies 20H positioned along each side of the runway or taxiway for detecting various size air

planes or vehicles 60, 62. The dashed lines represent the coverage area of the sensors 50 located in each 
edge light assembly 201-8 positioned along each side of the runway 64 or taxiway to insure detection of any 

airplane 60,62 or other vehicles traveling on such runway 64 or taxiway. The edge light assemblies 201_ n com
prising the sensor 50 are logically connected together in such a way that an entire airport is sensitized to the 
movement of vehicles. Node to node communication takes place to verify and identify the location of the ve
hicles. Once this is done a message is sent to the central computer system 12 reporting the vehicles location. 
Edge light assemblies (without a sensor electronics unit 43) and taxiway power wiring currently exist along taxi
ways, runways and open areas of airports, therefore, the sensor electronics unit 43 is readily added to existing 
edge lights and existing taxiway power wiring without the inconvenience and expense of closing down runways 
and taxiways while installing new cabling. 

Referring now to FIG. 1, FIG. 5, FIG. 8 and FIG. 9, the central computer system 12 is generally located at 
a control tower or terminal area of an airport and is interconnected to the LON Bridges 221_ n located in the 
lighting vault 16 with a Wide Area Network 14. The central computer system 12 comprises two redundant com
puters, computer #1 26 and computer #2 28 for fault tolerance, the display 30, speech synthesis units 29 & 
31, alert lights 34, keyboard 27 and a speech recognition unit 33, all of these elements being interconnected 
by the wide area network 14 for the transfer of information. The two computers 26 and 28 communicate with 
the microprocessors 44 located in the edge light assemblies 201_ n' Data received from the edge light assembly 
201_ n microprocessors 44 are used as an input to a sensor fusion software module 101 (FIG. 9) run on the 
redundant computers 26 and 28. The output of the sensor fusion software module 101 operating in the com
puters 26, 28 is used to drive the CRT display 30 which displays the location of each vehicle on the airport 
taxiway and runways as shown in FIG. 8. The central computer system 12 may be embodied by devices man
ufactured by IBM Corporation of White Plains, New York. The Wide Area Network 14 may be embodied by 
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devices manufactured by 3Com Corporation of Santa Clara, California. The speech synthesis units 29, 31 and 
the speech recognition unit 33 may be embodied by devices manufactured by BBN of Cambridge, Massachu
setts. 

The speech synthesis unit29 is coupled to a speaker 32. Limited information is sent to the speech synthesis 
5 unit 29 via the wide area network 14 to provide the capability to give an air traffic controller a verbal alert. The 

speech synthesis unit 31 is coupled to a radio 37 having an antenna 39 to provide the capability to give the 
pilots a verbal alert. The voice commands from the air traffic controller to the pi lots are captured by microphone 
35 and sent to the pilots via radio 36 and antenna 38. In the present embodiment a tap is made and the speech 
information is sent to both the radio 36 and the speech recognition unit 33 which is programmed to recognize 

10 the limited air traffic control vocabulary used by a controller. This includes airline names, aircraft type, the 
numbers 0-9, the name of the taxiways and runways and various short phrases such as "hold short", "expedite" 
and "give way to." The output of the speech recognition unit 33 is fed to the computers 26, 28. 

Referring again to FIG. 2, the power line modem 54 provides a data communication path over the edge 
light wiring 21 1_n for the microprocessor 44. This two way path is used for the passing of command and control 

15 information between the various edge light assemblies 201_ n and the central computer system 12. A power line 
transceiver module in the power line modem 54 is used to provide a data channel. These modules use a carrier 
current approach to create the data channel. Power line modems that operate at carrier frequencies in the 100 
to 450 Khz band are available from many manufacturers. These modems provide digital communication paths 
at data rates of up to 10,000 bits per second utilizing direct sequence spread spectrum modulation. They con-

20 form to FCC power line carrier requirements for conducted emissions, and can work with up to 55 dB of power 
line attenuation. The power line modem 54 may be embodied by a device manufactured by Echelon Corpor
ation of Palo Alto, California 94304, called the PLT-10 Power Line Transceiver Module. 

The data channel provides a transport layer or lowest layer of the open system interconnection (051) pro
tocol used in the data network. The Neuron® chip which implements the microprocessor 44 contains all of the 

25 firmware required to implement a 7 layer 051 protocol. When interconnected via an appropriate medium the 
Neuron® chips automatically communicate with one another using a robust Collision Sense Multiple Access 
(CSMA) protocol with forward error corrections, error checking and automatic retransmission of missed mes
sages (ARQ). 

The command and control information is placed in data packets and sent over the network in accordance 
30 with the 7 Layer 051 protocol. All messages generated by the microprocessor 44 and destined for the central 

computer system 12 are received by the network bridge 22 via the power lines 21 1_ n and routed to the central 
computer system 12 over the wide area network 14. 

The Neuron® chip of the microprocessor 44 comprises three processors (not shown) and the firmware 
required to support a full 6 layer open systems interconnection (051) protocol. The user is allocated one of the 

35 processors for the application code. The other two processors give the application program access to all of 
the other Neuron® chips in the network. This access creates a Local Operating Network or LON. A LON can 
be thought of as a high level local area network LAN. The use of the Neuron® chip for the implementation of 
this invention, reduces the amount of custom hardware and software that otherwise would have to be devel
oped. 

40 Data from the sensor electronic unit 43 ofthe edge light assemblies 201_ n is coupled to the central computer 
system 12 via the existing airport taxiway lighting power wiring 21. Using the existing edge light power line to 
transfer the sensor data into a LON network has many advantages. As previously pointed out, the reuse of 
the existing edge lights eliminates the inconvenience and expense of closing down runways and taxiways while 
running new cable and provides for a low cost system. 

45 The Neuron® chip allows the edge light assemblies 201_ n to automatically communicate with each other 
at the applications level. This is accomplished through network variables which allow individual Neuron® chips 
to pass data between themselves. Each Neuron® 'c' program comprises both local and network variables. 
The local variables are used by the Neuron® program as a scratch pad memory. The network variables are 
used by the Neuron® program in one of two ways, either as a network output variables or a network input va-

50 riables. Both kinds of variables can be initialized, evaluated and modified locally. The difference comes into 
play in that once a network output variable is modified, network messages are automatically sent to each net
work input variable that is linked to that output variable. This variable linking is done at installation time. As 
soon as a new value of a network input variable is received by a Neuron® chip, the code is vectored off to 
take appropriate action based upon the value of the network input variable. The advantage to the program is 

55 that this message passing scheme is entirely transparent since the message passing code is part of the em
bedded Neuron® operating system. 

Referring now to FIG. 6, eleven network variables have been identified for a sensor program in each mi
croprocessor 44 ofthe edge light assemblies 201_ n' The sensor 50 function has two output variables: prelim_de-
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tect 70 and confirmed_detect 72. The idea here is to have one output trigger whenever the sensor 50 detects 
movement. The other output does not trigger unless the local sensor and the sensor on the edge light across 
the runway both spot movement. Only when the detection is confirmed wi II the signal be fed back to the central 
computer system 12. This technique of confirmation helps to reduce false alarms in order to implement this 

5 technique the adjacent sensor 50 has an input variable called adLprelim_detect 78 that is used to receive the 
other sensors prelim_detect output 70. Other input variables are upstream_detect 74 and downstream_detect 
76 which are used when chaining adjacent sensors together. Also needed is a detector_sensitivity 80 input 
that is used by the central computer system 12 to control the detection ability of the sensor 50. 

The incandescent light 40 requires two network variables, one input and the other an output variable. The 
10 input variable IighUevel 84 would be used to control the light's brightness. The range would be OFF or 0% all 

the way to FULL ON or 100%. This range from 0% to 100% would be made in 0.5% steps. Since the edge light 
assembly 201_ n also contains the photocell 46, an output variable light_failure 84 is created to signal that the 
lamp did not obtain the desired brightness. 

The strobe light 48 requires three input variables. The strobe-mode 86 variable is used to select either the 
15 OFF, SEQUENTIAL, or ALTERNATE flash modes. Since the two flash modes require a distinct pattern to be 

created, two input variables active_delay 88 and flash_delay 90 are used to time align the strobe flashes. By 
setting these individual delay factors and then addressing the Neuron® chips as a group, allows the creation 
of a field strobe pattern with just one command. 

Referring now to FIG. 7, a block diagram of an interconnection of network variables for a plurality of edge 
20 light assemblies 201_ n located on both sides of a runway is shown, each of the edge light assemblies 201_ n 

comprising a microprocessor 44. Each Neuron® program in the microprocessor 44 is designed with certain 
network input and output variables. The user writes the code for the Neurone® chips in the microprocessor 
44 assuming that the inputs are supplied and that the outputs are used. To create an actual network the user 
has to "wire up· the network by interconnecting the individual nodes with a software linker. The resulting dis-

25 tributed process is best shown in schematic form, and a portion of the network interconnect matrix is shown 
in Figure 7. The prelim_detect 70 output of a sensor node 441 is connected to the adLprimary-detect 92 input 
of the sensor node 444 across the taxiway. This is used as a means to verify actual detections and eliminate 
false reports. The communications link between these two nodes 441 and 444 is part of the distributed proc
essing. The two nodes communicate among themselves without involving the central computer system 12. If 

30 in the automatic mode or if instructed by the controller, the system wi II also alert the pilots via audio and visual 
indications. 

Referring again to FIG. 1 and FIG. 4, the central computer system 12 tracks the movement of vehicles as 
they pass from the sensor 50 to sensor 50 in each edge light assembly 201_ n' Using a variation of a radar au
tomatic track algorithm, the system can track position, velocity and heading of all aircraft or vehicles based 

35 upon the sensor 50 readings. New vehicles are entered into the system either upon leaving a boarding gate 
or landing. Unknown vehicles are also tracked automatically. Since taxiway and runway lights are normally 
across from each other on the pavement (as shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 7), the microprocessor 44 in each edge 
lights assembly 201_ n is programmed to combine their sensor 50 inputs and agree before reporting a contact. 
A further refinement is to have the microprocessor 44 check with the edge light assemblies 201_ n on either 

40 side of them to see if their sensors 50 had detected the vehicle. This allows a vehicle to be handed off from 
sensor electronic unit 43 to sensor electronic unit 43 of each edge light assembly 201_ n as it travels down the 
taxiway. This also assures that vehicle position reports remain consistent. Vehicle velOCity may also be calcu
lated by using the distance between sensors, the sensor pattern and the time between detections. 

Referring to FIG. 5 and FIG. 8, the display 30 is a color monitor which provides a graphical display of the 
45 airport, a portion of which is shown in FIG. 8. This is accomplished by storing a map of the airport in the re

dundant computers 26 and 28 in a digital format. The display 30 shows the location of airplanes or vehicles 
as they are detected by the sensors 50 mounted in the edge light assemblies 201_ n along each taxiway and 
runway or other airport surface areas. All aircraft or vehicles on the airport surface are displayed as icons, 
with the shape of the icons being determined by the vehicle type. Vehicle position is shown by the location of 

50 the icon on the screen. Vehicle direction is shown by either the orientation of the icon or by an arrow emanating 
from the icon. Vehicle status is conveyed by the color of the icon. The future path of the vehicle as provided 
by the ground clearance command entered via the controllers microphone 35 is shown as a colored line on 
the display 30. The status of all field lights including each edge light 201_ n in each edge light circuit 181_ n is 
shown via color on the display 30. 

55 Use of object orientated software provides the basis for building a model of an airport. The automatic in-
heritance feature allows a data structure to be defined once for each object and then replicated automatically 
for each instance of that object. Automatic flow down assures that elements of the data base are not corrupted 
due to typing errors. It also assures that the code is regular and structured. Rule based object oriented pro-
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gramming makes it difficult to create unintelligible "spaghetti code." Object oriented programming allows the 
runways, taxiways, aircraft and sensors, to be decoded directly as objects. Each of these objects contains at
tributes. Some ofthese attributes are fixed like runway 22R or flight UA347, and some are variable like vehicle 
status and position. 

5 In conventional programming we describe the attributes of an object in data structures and then describe 
the behaviors of the object as procedures that operate on those data structures. Object oriented programming 
shifts the emphasis and focuses first on the data structure and only secondarily on the procedures. More im
portantly. object oriented programming allows us to analyze and design programs in a natural manner. We can 
think in terms of runways and aircraft instead of focusing on either the behavior or the data structures of the 

10 runways and aircraft. 
Table 1 shows a list of objects with corresponding attributes. Each physical object that is important to the 

runway incursion problem is modeled. The basic airplane or vehicle tracking algorithm is shown in Table 2 in 
a Program DeSign Langua~ (POL). The algorithm which handles sensor fusion, incursion avoidance and safe
ty alerts is shown in a Single program even though it is implemented as distributed system using both the central 

15 computer system 12 and the sensor microprocessors 44. 

TABLE 1 
20 

~ ArrttIBllT2 DBSCJtnI'fIc. 

SenBOE' ~ .. tion X , Y coordinata. of .ansor 

Ci.rcuit AC wiriDg ci.rcllit " ..... , nUlllbar 

25 
lJIUque_Gc1dre .. Bet addr... for this .ensor and it. mate 

Lamp_iDtensitv 0' to 100' iD 0.5' steps .. 
StrODe_sta.tus 81.iDk rat .. /off 

Strobe-c1elaY' l'roa start .igno.1 

senaoE'_Btatu. Detect/ao c1etect 
30 

Sensor_type Ill, 1 ... ", p<coziai tv, etc. 
Runway H ...... 22R, 27, 33L, etc. 

Location X , Y coordin .. te. of start of center line 

Lengtl!. In fe.t 
35 Width In feet 

Dilection In c1egrees fro. north 

Status HOt_&etive, active_takeoff, active_lo.nding, alarm 

S .. naars (ltV) Liat of lights/seasors 0.10tlg thi.a C'Uaway 

40 Inter ... ctions (ltV) List at iDtsr.ections 

V .. hicles Liat of vehicle. oa the C'Unway 

Taxiway II .... B .... e of taxiway 

Location I • r coordinate. of start of center liae 

45 Length In fe.t 

Width In feet 

1Ii.rec:t1on In degree. frOlll north 

Sta.tua lIot active, &etive, o.1arm 

50 Sensore (ltV) List of intersections 

1011tLOIlItloni !lJ! of hold1ng locatIons 

Vehicle. (ltv) Liat of vehicle. on the runway 

55 
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50 
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.4lII8 
Location 

Status 

Sensan (MY) 

Airline 

Hodel 

Ta.LI.-nWlll:ler 

Empty_weight 

Freight_weight 

Fuel_weight 

'rap_sp_d 

Vl._lIpeeC 

V2_a .... ecl 

Acceleration 

DeceI.eration 

MY - KUI.ti-~ari&ble or array 

wh~le (forever} 
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Intersaction Mame 

Interaaction ot two center line. 

Vac&l1t/Occupieci 

List ot senaars creating intersection border 

voitad 

727-200 

K3274Z 

9.5 tans 

2.3 tans 

3.2 tans 

S9I1IIP1I 

100 IIIPh 

140 IIIPh 

0.23 g'a 

0.34 g's 

Table 2 

if (edge light shows a detection) 

if (adjacent light also shows a detection sensor fusion) 

/* CONPIRHBD DETECTION */ 

if (previous block showed a detection) 

/ * ACCEPT BANDOJ'P * / 

Update aircraft position and speed 

else 

else 

/ * MAr BE AN ANIMAL OR SERVICE TRUCK * / 

Alert operator to possible incursion 

/ * HAl' BE AN AIRCRAFT ENTERING THE Sl'S'rEH. * I 

Start a new track 

Request status from adjacent light 

if (Adjacent light is OK) 
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1* NON CONFIRMED DE~ECTION *1 
else 

Flag adjacent light for repaix 

endif 

endif 

endif 

if (Edge light loses a detection AND status is OK) 

if (Next block showed a detection) 

I" 

I 

1* PROPER HANDOFF *1 
el.se 

if (vehicle speed > = takeoff) 

Randoff to departure control 

else 

1* HISSING HANDOFF *1 

Alert operator to possible incursion 

endif 

endif 

endif 

1* CHECK FOR POSSIBLE COLLISIONS *1 

for (all tracked aircraft) 

Plot future position 

if (position conflict) 

Alert operator to possible incursion 

endif 

endif 

Update display 

endwhile 

Referring again to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the control of taxiway lighting intensity is usually done by placing all 
the lights on the same series circuit and then regulating the current in that circuit. In the present embodiment 
the intensity of the lamp 40 is controlled by sending a message with the light intensity value to the micropro-

50 cessor 44 located within the light assembly 201_ n. The message allows for intensity settings in the range of 0 
to 100% in 0.5% steps. The use of photocell 46 to check the light output allows a return message to be sent 
if the bulb does not respond. This in turn generates a maintenance report on the light. The strobe light 48 pro
vides an additional optional capability under program control of the microprocessor 44. Each of the micropro
cessors 44 in the edge light assemblies 20 is individually addressable. This means every lamp on the field is 

55 controlled individually by the central computer system 12. 
The system 10 can be programmed to provide an Active Runway Indicator by using the strobe lights 48 

in those edge light assemblies 201_ n located on the runway 64 to continue the approach light "rabbit" strobe 
pattern all the way down the runway. This lighting pattern could be turned-on as a plane is cleared for landing 
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and then turned-off after the aircraft has touched down. A pilot approaching the runway along an intersecting 
taxiway would be alerted in a clear and unambiguous way that the runway was active and should not be 
crossed. 

If an incursion was detected the main computers 26, 28 could switch the runway strobe lights 48 from the 
5 "rabbit" pattern to a pattern that alternatively flashes either side of the runway in a wig-wag fashion. A switch 

to this pattern would be interpreted by the pilot of an arriving aircraft as a wave off and a signal to go around. 
The abrupt switch in the pattern of the strobes would be instantaneously picked up by the air crew in time for 
them to initiate an aborted landing procedure. 

During Category III weather conditions both runway and taxiway visibility are very low. Currently radio 
10 based landing systems are used to get the aircraft from final approach to the runway. Once on the runway it 

is not always obvious which taxiways are to be used to reach the airport terminal. In system 10 the main com
puters 26,28 can control the taxiway lamps 40 as the means for guiding aircraft on the ground during CAT III 
conditions. Since the intensity of the taxiway lamps 40 can be controlled remotely, the lamps just in front of 
an aircraft could be intensified or flashed as a means of guiding it to the terminal. 

15 Alternatively, a short sequence of the "rabbit" pattern may be programmed into the taxiway strobes just 
in front of the aircraft. At intersections, either the unwanted paths may have their lamps turned off or the en
trance to the proper section of taxiway may flash directing the pilot to head in that direction. Of course in a 
smart system only those lights directly in front of a plane would be controlled, all other lamps on the field would 
remain in their normal mode. 

20 Referring now to FIG. 9, a block diagram is shown of the data flow within the system 10 (as shown in FIG. 
1 and FIG. 5). The software modules are shown that are used to process the data within the computers 26, 
28 of the central computer system 12. The tracking of aircraft and other vehicles on the airport operates under 
the control of a sensor fusion software module 101 which resides in the computers 26, 28. The sensor fusion 
software module 101 receives data from the plurality of sensors 50, a sensor 50 being located in each edge 

25 light assembly 201_ n which reports the heat level detected, and this software module 101 combines this infor
mation through the use of rule based artificial intelligence to create a complete picture of all ground traffic at 
the airport on a display 30 of the central computer system 12. 

The tracking algorithm starts a track upon the first report of a sensor 50 detecting a heat level that is above 
the ambient background level of radiation. This detection is then verified by checking the heat level reported 

30 by the sensor directly across the pavement from the first reporting sensor. This secondary reading is used to 
confirm the vehicle detected and to eliminate false alarms. After a vehicle has been confirmed the sensors 
adjacent to the first reporting sensor are queried for changes in their detected heat level. As soon as one of 
the adjacent sensors detects a rise in heat level a direction vector for the vehicle can be established. This proc
ess continues as the vehicle is handed off from sensor to sensor in a bucket brigade fashion as shown in FIG. 

35 7. Vehicle speed can be roughly determined by calculating the time between vehicle detection by adjacent sen
sors. This information is combined with information from a system data base on the location of each sensor 
to calculate the velocity of the target. Due to hot exhaust or jet blast, the sensors behind the vehicle may not 
return to a background level immediately. Because of these condition, the algorithm only uses the first four 
sensors (two on either side of the taxiway) to calculate the vehicles position. The vehicle is always assumed 

4() to be on the centerline of the pavement and between the first four reporting sensors. 
Vehicle identification can be added to the track either manually or automatically by an automated source 

that can identify a vehicle by its position. An example would be prior knowledge of the next aircraft to land on 
a particular runway. Tracks are ended when a vehicle leaves the detection system. This can occur in one of 
two ways. The first way is that the vehicle leaves the area covered by the sensors 50. This is determined by 

45 a vehicle track moving in the direction of a gateway sensor and then a lack of detection after the gateway sensor 
has lost contact. A second way to leave the detection system is for a track to be lost in the middle of a sensor 
array. This can occur when an aircraft departs or a vehicle runs onto the grass. Takeoff scenarios can be de
termined by calculating the speed of the vehicle just before detection was lost. If the vehicle speed was in
creasing and above rotation speed then the aircraft is assumed to have taken off. If not then the vehicle is 

50 assumed to have gone on to the grass and an alarm is sounded. 
Referring to FIG. 5 and FIG. 9, the ground clearance routing function is performed by the speech recog

nition unit 33 along with the ground clearance compliance verifier software module 103 running on the com
puters 26, 28. This software module 103 comprises a vehicle identification routine, clearance path routing, 
clearance checking routine and a path checking routine. 

55 The vehicle identification routine is used to receive the airline name and flight number (Le. "Delta 374") 
from the speech recognition unit 33 and it highlights the icon of that aircraft on the graphic display of the airport 
on display 30. 

The clearance path routine takes the remainder of the controller's phrase (Le. "outer taxiway to echo, hold 
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short of runway 15 Left") and provides a graphical display ofthe clearance on the display 30 showing the airport. 
The clearance checking routine checks the clearance path for possible conflict with other clearances and 

vehicles. If a conflict is found the portion of the path that would cause an incursion is highlighted in a blinking 
red and an audible indication is given to the controller via speaker 32. 

5 The path checking routine cheCks the actual path of the vehicle as detected by the sensors 50 after the 
clearance path has been entered into the computers 26, 28 and it monitors the actual path for any deviation. 
If this routine detects that a vehicle has strayed from the assigned course, the vehicle icon on the graphic dis
play of the airport flashes and an audible indicator is given to the controller via speaker 32 and optionally the 
vehicle operator via radio 37. 

10 The airport vehicle incursion avoidance system 10 operates under the control of safety logic routines which 
reside in the collision detection software module 104 running on computers 26, 28. The safety logic routines 
receive data from the sensor fusion software module 101 via the tracker software module 1 02 location program 
and interpret this information through the use of rule based artificial intelligence to predict possible collisions 
or runway incursions. This information is then used by the central computer system 12 to alert tower controllers, 

15 aircraft pilots and truck operators to the possibility of a runway incursion. The tower controllers are alerted 
by the display 30 along with a computer synthesized voice message via speaker 32. Ground traffic is alerted 
by a combination of traffic lights, flashing lights, stop bars and other alert lights 34, lamps 40 and 48, and com
puter generated voice commands broadcast via radio 36. 

Knowledge based problems are also called fuzzy problems and their solutions depend upon both program 
20 logic and an interface engine that can dynamically create a decision tree, selecting which heuristics are most 

appropriate for the specific case being considered. Rule based systems broaden the scope of possible appli
cations. They allow designers to incorporate judgement and experience, and to take a consistent solution ap
proach across an entire problem set. 

The programming of the rule based incursion detections software is very straight forward. The rules are 
25 written in English allowing the experts, in this case the tower personnel and the pilots, to review the system 

at an understandable level. Another feature of the rule based system is that the rules stand alone. They can 
be added, deleted or modified without affecting the rest of the code. This is almost impossible to do with code 
that is created from scratch. An example of a rule we might use is: 

If (Runway-Status = Active) 
30 then (Stop_Bar_Lights = RED). 

This is a very simple and straightforward rule. It stands alone requiring no extra knowledge except how Run
way_Status is created. So let's make some rules affecting Runway-Status. 

If (Departure = APPROVED) or (Landing = IMMINENT), 
then (Runway-Status = ACTIVE). 

35 For incursion detection, another rule is: 
If (Runway-Status = ACTIVE) and (Intersection = OCCUPIED), 

then (Runway-Incursion = TRUE). 
Next, detect that an intersection of a runway and taxiway are occupied by the rules: 

If (Intersection_Sensors = DETECT). 
4(} then (Intersection = OCCUPIED). 

To predict that an aircraft will run a Hold Position stop, the following rule is created: 
If (AircrafLStopping_Distance > Distance_to_Hold_Position), 

then (Intersection = OCCUPIED). 
In order to show that rules can be added without affecting the reset of the program, assume that after a 

45 demonstration of the system 10 to tower controllers, they decided that they wanted a "Panic Button" in the 
tower to override the rule based software in case they spot a safety violation on the ground. Besides installing 
the button, the only other change would be to add this extra rule. 

If (Panic_button = PRESSED), 
then (Runway-Incursion = TRUE). 

50 It is readily seen that the central rule based computer program is very straight forward to create, understand 
and modify. As types of incursions are defined, the system 10 can be upgraded by adding more rules. 

Referring again to FIG. 9, the block diagram shows the data flow between the functional elements within 
the system 10 (FIG. 1). Vehicles are detected by the sensor 50 in each of the edge light assemblies 201_ n. This 
information is passed over the local operating network (LON) via edge light wiring 21 1_ n to the LON bridges 

55 221_ n. The individual message packets are then passed to the redundant computers 26 and 28 over the wide 
area network (WAN) 14 to the WAN interface 108. After arriving at the redundant computers 26 and 28, the 
message packet is checked and verified by a message parser software module 100. The contents of the mes
sage are then sent to the sensor fusion software module 101. The sensor fusion software module 101 is used 
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to keep track of the status of all the sensors 50 on the airport; it filters and verifies the data from the airport 
and stores a representative picture of the sensor array in a memory. This information is used directly by the 
display 30 to show which sensors 50 are responding and used by the tracker software module 102. The tracker 
software module 102 uses the sensor status information to determine which sensor 50 reports correspond to 

5 actual vehicles. In addition, as the sensor reports and status change, the tracker software module 102 iden
tifies movement of the vehicles and produces a target location and direction output. This information is used 
by the display 30 in order to display the appropriate vehicle icon on the screen. 

The location and direction of the vehicle is also used by the collision detection software module 104. This 
module checks all of the vehicles on the ground and plots their expected course. If any two targets are on in-

10 tersecting paths, this software module generates operator alerts by using the display 30, the alert lights 34, 
the speech synthesis unit 29 coupled to the associated speaker 32, and the speech synthesis unit 31 coupled 
to radio 37 which is coupled to antenna 39. 

Still referring to FIG. 9, another user of target location and position data is the ground clearance compliance 
verifier software module 103. This software module 103 receives the ground clearance commands from the 

15 controller's microphone 35 via the speech recognition unit 33. Once the cleared route has been determined, 
it is stored in the ground clearance compliance verifier software module 103 and used for comparison to the 
actual route taken by the vehicle. If the information received from the tracker software module 102 shows that 
the vehicle has deviated from its assigned course, this software module 103 generates operator alerts by using 
the display 30, the alert lights 34, the speech synthesis unit 29 coupled to speaker 32, and the speech synthesis 

20 unit 31 coupled to radio 37 which is coupled to antenna 39. 
The keyboard 27 is connected to a keyboard parser software module 109. When a command has been 

verified by the keyboard parser software module 109, it is used to change display 30 options and to reconfigure 
the sensors and network parameters. A network configuration data base 106 is updated with these reconfi
guration commands. This information is then turned into LON message packets by the command message 

25 generator 107 and sent to the edge light assemblies 201_ n via the WAN interface 108 and the LON bridges 

221- n• 

30 

This concludes the description of the preferred embodiment. However, many modifications and alterations 
will be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the spirit and scope of the inventive 
concept. Therefore, it is intended that the scope of this invention be limited only by the appended claims. 

Claims 

1. An airport incursion avoidance system comprising: 
35 a plurality of light circuits on an airport, each of said light circuits comprises a plurality of light as-

sembly means; 
means for providing power to each of said plurality of light circuits and to each of said light assembly 

means; 
means in each of said light assembly means for sensing ground traffic on said airport; 

40 means for processing data received from each of said light assembly means; 
means for providing data communication between each of said light assembly means and said proc

essing means; 
said processing means comprises means for providing a graphic display of said airport comprising 

symbols representing said ground traffic, each of said symbols having direction and velocity data dis-
45 played; 

said procesSing means comprises means for predicting an occurrence of an airport incursion in ac
cordance with the data received from said sensing means; and 

means for alerting an airport controller or aircraft pilot of said predicted airport incursion. 

50 2. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 

55 

each of said light circuits being located along the edges of a taxiway or a runway on said airport. 

3. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said sensing means comprises infrared detectors. 

4. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said light assembly means com
prises: 

light means coupled to said lines of said power providing means for lighting said airport 
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said sensing means; 
microprocessor means coupled to said light means, said sensing means, and said data communi

cation means for providing processing, communication and control for said light assembly means, said 
microprocessor controlling a plurality of lighting patterns of said light means on said airport; and 

5 said data communication means being coupled to said microprocessor means and said lines of said 
power providing means. 

5. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 4 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a photocell means coupled to said microprocessor 

10 means for detecting the light intensity of said light means. 

15 

20 

6. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 4 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a strobe light coupled to said microprocessor means. 

7. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said processing means comprises redundant computers for fault tolerance operation. 

8. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said symbols representing said ground traffic comprise icons having a shape indicating type of air

craft or vehicle. 

9. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said processing means determines a location of said symbols on said graphic display of said airport 

in accordance with said data receive from said light assembly means. 

25 10. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said processing means determines a future path of said ground traffic based on a ground clearance 

command, said future path being shown on said graphic display. 

11. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
30 said processing means for predicting an occurrence of an airport incursion comprises means for 

35 

40 

45 

comparing position, direction and velocity of said ground traffic to predetermined separation minimums 
for said airport. 

12. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said power providing means com
prises: 

constant current power means for providing a separate line to each of said plurality of light circuits; 
and 

network bridge means coupled to said constant current power means for providing a communica
tion channel to said processing means for each line of said constant current power means. 

13. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said alerting means comprises a speech synthesis umit connected to a speaker. 

14. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said alerting means comprises a speech synthesis unit connected to a radio transmitter. 

15. An airport incursion avoidance system comprising: 
a plurality of light circuits on an airport, each of said light circuits comprises a plurality of light as

sembly means; 
constant current power means for providing a separate line to each of said plurality of light circuits; 

50 network bridge means coupled to said constant current power means for providing a communica-
tion channel to said processing means for each of said constant current power means; 

infrared detector means in each of said light assembly means for sensing ground traffic on said 
airport; 

means for processing ground traffic data received from each of said light assembly means; 
55 means for providing data communication on lines of said power providing means between each of 

said light assembly means and said processing means; 
said processing means comprises means for providing a graphic display of said airport comprising 
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symbols representing said ground traffic located in accordance with said ground traffic data received from 
said light assembly means, each of said symbols having direction and velocity data displayed; 

said processing means comprises means for predicting an occurrence of an airport incursion in ac
cordance with said ground traffic data received from said sensing means including comparing position, 

5 direction aand velocity of said ground traffic data to predetermined separation minimums for said airport; 
and 

means for alerting an airport controller or aircraft pilot of said predicted airport incursion. 

16. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 15 wherein: 
10 each of said light circuits being located along the edges of a taxiway or a runway on said airport. 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

45 

50 

55 

17. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 15 wherein said light assembly means com-
prises: 

light means coupled to said lines of said power providing means for lighting said airport; 
said infrared detector sensing means; 
microprocessor means coupled to said light means, said sensing means, and said data communi

cation means for providing processing, communication and control for said light assembly means, said 
microprocessor controlling a plurality of lighting patterns of said light means on said airport; and 

said data communication means being coupled to said microprocessor means and said lines of said 
constant current power providing means. 

18. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 17 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a photocell means coupled to said microprocessor 

means for detecting the light intensity of said light means. 

19. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 17 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a strobe light coupled to said microprocessor means. 

20. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 15 wherein: 
said processing means comprises redundant computers for fault tolerance operation. 

21. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 15 wherein: 
said symbols representing said ground traffic comprise icons having a shape indicating type of air

craft or vehicle. 

22. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 15 wherein: 
said processing means determines a future path of said ground traffic based on a ground clearance 

command, said future path being shown on said graphic display. 

23. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 15 wherein: 
said alerting means comprises a speech synthesis umit connected to a speaker. 

24. The airport incursion avoidance system as recited in Claim 15 wherein: 
said alerting means compriSes a speech synthesis unit connected to a radio transmitter. 

25. A method of providing an airport incursion avoidance system comprising the steps of: 
providing a plurality of light circuits on said airport, each of said light circuits comprises a plurality 

of light assembly means; 
providing power to each of said plurality of light circuits; 
sensing ground traffic on said airport with means in each of said light assembly means; 
processing data received from each of said light assembly means in computer means; 
providing a graphic display of said airport comprising symbols representing said ground traffic, 

each of said symbols having direction and velocity data displayed; 
providing data communication between said computer means and each of said light assembly 

means; 
predicting an occurrence of an airport incursion in accordance with the data received from said 

sensing means; and 
alerting an airport controller or aircraft pilot of said predicted airport incurSion. 

15 
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26. The method as recited in Claim 25 wherein said step of sensing said ground traffic on said airport com
prises the steps of: 

lighting said airport with a light means coupled to said microprocessor means and said power lines; 
providing a sensing means; 

5 performing processing, communication and control within said light assembly means with a micro-

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

processor means coupled to said light means, said sensing means and data communication means; and 
coupling said data communication means between said microprocessor means and said power 

lines. 

27. The method recited in Claim 25 wherein said step of processing data comprises the step of operating re
dundant computers for fault tolerance. 

28. The method as recited in Claim 25 wherein said step of providing power comprises the steps of: 
providing a separate line to each of said plurality of light circuits with a constant current power 

means; and 
providing a communication channel to said computer means for each line of said constant current 

power means using a network bridge means. 

29. The method as recited in Claim 25 wherein said step of providing a graphic display comprising symbols 
representing said ground traffic comprises the step of indicating a type of aircraft or vehicle with icons 
of various shapes. 

30. The method as recited in Claim 25 wherein said step of processing said data from each of said light as
sembly means comprises the step of determining a location of said symbols on said graphic display of 
said airport in accordance with said data. 

31. The method as recited in Claim 25 wherein said step of predicting an occurrence of an airport incursion 
comprises the step of determining a future path of said ground traffic in accordance with a ground clear
ance command and showing said future path on said graphic display. 
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Background of the Invention 

This invention relates to an airport ground survei Ilance system and in particular to an apparatus and meth
od for monitoring and controlling aircraft or other vehicle movement primarily on airport taxiways, runways and 

5 other surface areas. 
Currently, ground control of aircraft at an airport is done visually by the air traffic controller in the tower. 

Low visibility conditions sometimes make it impossible for the controller to see all parts of the field. Ground 
surface radar can help in providing coverage during low visibility conditions; it plays an important part in the 
solution of the runway incursion problem but cannot solve the entire problem. A runway incursion is defined 

10 as "any occurrence at an airport involving an aircraft, vehicle, person, or object on the ground that creates a 
collision hazard or results in loss of separation with an aircraft taking off, intending to take off, landing, or in
tending to land." The U.S. Federal Administration Agency (FAA) has estimated that it can only justify the cost 
of ground surface radar at 29 of the top 100 airports in the United States. However, such radar only provides 
location information; it cannot alert the controller to possible conflicts between aircraft. 

15 In the prior art, an airport control and monitoring system has been used to sense when an airplane reaches 
a certain point on a taxiway and controls switching lights on and off to indicate to the pilot when he may proceed 
on to a runway. Such a system sends microwave sensor information to a computer in the control tower. The 
computer comprises software for controlling the airport lighting and for providing fault information on the airport 
lighting via displays or a control panel to an operator. Such a system is described in sales information provided 

20 on a Bi-directional Series 7 Transceiver (BRITEE) produced by ADB-ALNACO, Inc., A Siemens Company, of 
Columbus, Ohio. However, such a system does not show the location of all vehicles on an airfield and is not 
able to detect and avoid a possible vehicle incursion. 

A well known approach to airport surface traffic control has been the use of scanning radars operating at 
high frequencies such as K-band in order to obtain adequate definition and resolution. An existing airport 

25 ground traffic control equipment of that type is known in the art as Airport Surface Detection Equipment 
(ASDE). However, such equipment provides surveillance only, no discrete identification of aircraft on the sur
face being available. Also there is a need for a relatively high antenna tower and a relatively large rotation an
tenna system thereon. 

Another approach to airport ground surveillance is a system described in U. S. Patent No. 3,872,474, is-
30 sued March 18, 1974, to Arnold M. Levine and assigned to International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 

New York, NY, referred to as LOCAR (Localized Cable Radar) comprises a series of small, lower powered, nar
row pulses, transmitting radars having limited range and time sequenced along opposite sides of a runway 
ramp or taxiway. In another U. S. Patent No.4, 197,536, issued on April 8, 1980, to Arnold M. Levine, an airport 
surface identification and control system is described for aircraft equipped with ATCRBS (Air Traffic Control 

35 Radio Beacon System) and ILS (Instrument Landing System). However, these approaches are expensive, re
quire special cabling and for identification purposes require expensive equipment to be included on the aircraft 
and other vehicles. 

Another approach to vehicle identification such as types of aircraft by identifying the unique characteristic 
of the "footprint" presented by the configuration of wheels unique to a particular type of vehicle is described 

40 in U.S. Patent No. 3,872,283, issued March 18, 1975, to Gerald R. Smith et al. and assigned to The Cadre 
Corporation of Atlanta Georgia. 

An automatic system for surveillance, guidance and fire-fighting at airports using infrared sensors is de
scribed in U. S. Patent No. 4,845,629, issued July 4, 1989 to Maria V. Z. Murga. The infrared sensors are ar
ranged along the flight lanes and their output signals are processed by a computer to provide information con-

45 cerning the aircraft movements along the flight lanes. Position detectors are provided for detecting the position 
of aircraft in the taxiways and parking areas. However, such system does not teach the use of edge lights along 
the runways and taxiways along with their associated wiringand it is not able to detect and avoid a possible 
vehicle incursion. 

The manner in which the invention deals with the disadvantages of the prior art to provide a low cost airport 
50 surveillance system, will be evident as the description proceeds. 

Summary of the Invention 

Accordingly, it is therefore an object of this invention to provide an airport surveillance system for detecting 
55 and monitoring all ground traffic on runways and taxiways and other surface areas. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide a low cost airport surveillance system using edge light as
semblies and associated wiring along runways and taxiways. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a low cost airport surveillance system comprising infrared 
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detectors. 
It is a further object of this invention to provide an airport surveillance system that generates a graphic 

display of the airport showing the location of all ground traffic including direction and velocity data. 
The objects are further accomplished by providing an airport surveillance system comprising a plurality 

5 of light circuits on an airport, each of the light circuits comprises a plurality of light assembly means, means 
for providing power to each of the plurality of light circuits and to each of the light assembly means, means in 
each of the light assembly means for sensing ground traffic on the airport, means for processing data received 
from each of the light assembly means, means for providing data communication between each of the light 
assembly means and the processing means, and the processing means comprises means for providing a 

10 graphic display of the airport, the graphic display having symbols representing the ground traffic, each of the 
symbols having direction and velocity data displayed. Each of the light circuits are located along the edges of 
a taxiway or a runway on the airport. The light assembly means comprises light means coupled to the lines of 
the power providing means for lighting the airport, sensing means which comprises infrared detectors, micro
processor means coupled to the light means, the sensing means, and the data communication means for pro-

t5 viding processing, communication and control for the light assembly means, the microprocessor controlling a 
plurality of lighting patterns of the light means on the airport, and the data communication means are coupled 
to the microprocessor means and the lines of the power providing means. The light assembly means further 
comprises a photocell means coupled to the microprocessor means for detecting the light intensity of the light 
means. The light assembly means further comprises a strobe light coupled to the microprocessor means. The 

20 processing means comprises redundant computers for fau It tolerance operation. The symbols representing the 
ground traffic comprise icons having a shape indicating the type of airplane or vehicle. The processing means 
determines a location of the symbols on the graphic display of the airport in accordance with the data receive 
from the light assembly means. The processing means determines a future path of the ground traffic based 
on a ground clearance command, the future path being shown on the graphic display. The power providing 

25 means comprises constant current power means for providing a separate line to each of the plurality of light 
circuits, and network bridge means coupled to the constant current power means for providing a communica
tion channel to the processing means for each line of the constant current power means. 

The objects are further accomplished by a method of providing an airport surveillance system comprising 
the steps of providing a plurality of light circuits on the airport, each of the light circuits comprises a plurality 

30 of light assembly means, providing power to each of the plurality of light circuits, sensing ground traffic on the 
airport with means in each of the light assembly means, processing data received from each of the light as
sembly means in computer means, providing a graphic display of the airport comprising symbols representing 
the ground traffic, each of the symbols having direction and velocity data displayed, and providing data com
munication between the computer means and each of the light assembly means. The step of sensing the 

35 ground traffic on the airport comprises the steps of lighting the airport with a light means coupled to the power 
lines, providing infrared detectors for sensing ground traffic, performing processing, communication and con
trol within the light assembly means with a microprocessor means coupled to the light means, the sensing 
means and data communication means, and coupling the data communication means between the micropro
cessor means and the power lines. The step of processing data comprises the steps of operating redundant 

40 computers for fault tolerance. The step of providing power comprises the steps of providing a separate line to 
each of the plurality of light circuits with a constant current power means, and providing a communication chan
nel to the computer means for each line of the constant current power means using a network bridge means. 
The step of providing a graphic display comprising symbols representing the ground traffic comprises the step 
of indicating a type of aircraft or vehicle with icons of various shapes. The step of processing the data from 

45 each of the light assembly means comprises the step of determining a location of the symbols on the graphic 
display of the airport in accordance with the data. 

Brief Description of the Drawings 

50 Other and further features of the invention will become apparent in connection with the accompanying 
drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the invention of an airport vehicle detection system; 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an edge light assembly showing a sensor electronics unit coupled to an edge 
light of an airfield lighting system; 

55 FIG. 3 is a pictorial diagram of the edge light assembly showing the edge light positioned above the sensor 
electronics unit; 
FIG. 4 is a diagram of an airfield runway or taxiway having a plurality of edge light assemblies positioned 
along each side of the runway or taxiway for detecting various size aircraft as shown; 
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FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the central computer system shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 shows eleven network variables used in programming the microprocessor of an edge light assembly 
to interface with a sensor, a light and a strobe light; 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing an interconnection of network variables for a plurality of edge light as-

5 semblies located on both sides of a runway, each comprising a sensor electronics unit 10 positioned along 
a taxiway or runway; 
FIG. 8 shows a graphic display of a typical taxiway/runway on a portion of an airport as seen by an operator 
in a control tower, the display showing the location of vehicles as they are detected by the sensors mounted 
in the edge light assemblies located along taxiways and runways; and 

10 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the data flow within the system shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 5. 

Description of the Preferred Embodiment 

Referring to FIG. 1 a block diagram of the invention of an airport vehicle detection system 10 is shown 
15 comprising a plurality of light circuits 181_ n, each of said light circuits 181_ n comprises a plurality of edge light 

assemblies 201_ n connected via wiring 21 1_ n to a lighting vault 16 which is connected to a central computer 
system 12 via a wide area network 14. Each of the edge light assemblies 201_ n comprises an infrared (IR) de
tector vehicle sensor 50 (FIG. 2). 

The edge light assemblies 201_ n are generally located alongside the runways and taxiways of the airport 
20 with an average 100 foot spacing and are interconnected to the lighting vault 16 by single conductor series 

edge light wiring 21 1- n' Each of the edge light circuits 181_ n is powered via the wiring 21 1_ n by a constant current 
supply 241_n located in the lighting vault 16. 

Referring now to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, communication between the edge light assemblies 201_ n and the central 
computer system 12 is accomplished with LON Bridges 221_ n interconnecting the edge light wiring 21 1_ n with 

25 the Wide Area Network 14. Information from a microprocessor 44 located in each edge light assembly 201_n 

is coupled to the edge light wiring 21 1_ n via a power line modem 54. The LON bridges 221- n transfers message 
information from the edge light circuits 181_ n via the wiring 21 1_ n to the wide area network 14. The wide area 
network 14 provides a transmission path to the central computer system 12. These circuit components also 
provide the return path communications link from the central computer system 12 to the microprocessor 44 

30 in each edge light assembly 201_ n' Other apparatus and methods, known to one of ordinary skill in the art, for 
data communication between the edge light assemblies 201_ n and the central computer system 12 may be em
ployed, such as radio techniques, but the present embodiment of providing data communication on the edge 
light wiring 21 1_ n provides a low cost system for present airports. The LON Bridge 22 may be embodied by de
vices manufactured by Echelon Corporation of Palo Alto, California. The wide area network 14 may be imple-

35 mented by one of ordinary skill in the art using standard Ethernet or Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) 
components. The constant current supply 24 may be embodied by devices manufactured by Crouse-Hinds of 
Winslow, Connecticut. 

Referring now to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, FIG. 3 shows a pictorial diagram of the edge light assembly 201_ n' The 
edge light assembly 201_ n comprises a bezel including an incandescent lamp 40 and an optional strobe light 

40 assembly 48 (FIG. 2) which are mounted above an electronics enclosure 43 comprising the vehicle sensor 50. 
The electronics enclosure 43 sits on the top of a tubular shaft extending from a base support 56. The light 
assembly bezel with lamp 40 and base support 56 may be embodied by devices manufactured by Crouse-Hinds 
of Winslow, Connecticut. 

A block diagram of the contents of the electronics enclosure 43 is shown in FIG. 2 which comprises a cou-
45 piing transformer 53 connected to the edge light wiring 21 1_ n' The coupling transformer 53 provides power to 

both the incandescent lamp 40 via the lamp control triac 42 and the microprocessor power supply 52; in ad
dition, the coupling transformer 53 provides a data communication path between the power line modem 54 
and the LON Bridges 221_ n via the edge light wiring 21 1_ n' The microprocessor 44 provides the computational 
power to run the internal software program that controls the edge light assemblies 201- n' The microprocessor 

50 44 is powered by the microprocessor power supply 52. Also connected to the microprocessor 44 is the lamp 
control triac 42, a lamp monitoring photo cell 46, the optional strobe light assembly 48, the vehicle sensor 50, 
and the data communications modem 54. The microprocessor 44 is used to control the incandescent edge light 
40 intensity and optional strobe light assembly 48. The use of the microprocessor 44 in each light assembly 
201_ n allows complete addressable control over every light on the field. The microprocessor 44 may be em-

55 bodied by a VLSI device manufactured by Echelon Corporation of Palo Alto, California 94304, called the Neu
ron®chip. 

Still referring to FIG. 2, the sensor 50 in the present embodiment comprises an infrared (IR) detector and 
in other embodiments may comprise other devices such as proximity detectors, CCD cameras, microwave ma-
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tion detectors, inductance loops, or laser beams. The program in the microprocessor 44 is responsible for the 
initial filtering of the sensor data received from the sensor 50 and responsible for the transmission of such 
data to the central computer system 12. The sensor 50 must perform the following functions: detect a stationary 
object, detect a moving object, have a range at least half the width of the runway or taxiway, be low power and 
be immune to false alarms. This system design does not rely on just one type of sensor. Since sensor fusion 
functions are performed within the central computer system 12, data inputs from all different types of sensors 
are acceptable. Each sensor relays a different view of what is happening on the airfield and the central com
puter system 12 combines them. There are a wide range of sensors that may be used in this system. As a new 
sensor type becomes available, it can be integrated into this system with a minimum of difficulty. The initial 
sensor used is an IR proximity detector based around a piezoelectric strip. These are the kind of sensors you 
use at home to turn on your flood lights when heat and/or movement is detected. When the sensor output pro
vides an analog signal, an analog-to-digital converter readily known in the art may be used to interface with 
the microprocessor 44. 

Another proximity detector that can be used is based around a microwave Gunn diode oscillator. These 
are currently in use in such applications as Intrusion Alarms, Door Openers, Distance Measurement, Coli ision 
Warning, Railroad Switching, etc. These types of sensors have a drawback because they are not passive de
vices and care needs to be taken to select frequencies that would not interfere with other airport equipment. 
Finally, in locations such as the hold position lines on taxiways, solid state laser and detector combinations 
could be used between adjacent taxiway lights. These sensor systems create a beam that when broken would 
identify the location of the front wheel of the airplane. This type of detector would be used in those locations 
where the absolute position of a vehicle was needed. The laser beam would be modulated by the micropro
cessor 44 to avoid the detector being fooled by any other stray radiation. 

Referring to FIG. 2 and FIG. 4, a portion of an airport runway 64 or taxiway is shown having a plurality of 
edge light assemblies 201--8 positioned along each side of the runway or taxiway for detecting various size air

planes or vehicles 60, 62. The dashed lines represent the coverage area of the sensors 50 located in each 
edge light assembly 201--8 positioned along each side of the runway 64 or taxiway to insure detection of any 

airplane 60,62 or other vehicles traveling on such runway 64 or taxiway. The edge light assemblies 201_ n com
prising the sensor 50 are logically connected together in such a way that an entire airport is sensitized to the 
movement of vehicles. Node to node communication takes place to verify and identify the location of the ve
hicles. Once this is done a message is sent to the central computer system 12 reporting the vehicles location. 
Edge light assemblies (Without a sensor electronics unit 43) and taxiway power wiring currently exist along taxi
ways, runways and open areas of airports; therefore, the sensor electronics unit 43 is readily added to existing 
edge lights and existing taxiway power wiring withoutthe inconvenience and expense of closing down runways 
and taxiways while installing new cabling. 

Referring now to FIG. 1, FIG. 5, FIG. 8 and FIG. 9, the central computer system 12 is generally located at 
a control tower or terminal area of an airport and is interconnected to the LON Bridges 221_ n located in the 
lighting vault 16 with a Wide Area Network 14. The central computer system 12 comprises two redundant com
puters, computer #1 26 and computer #2 28 for fault tolerance, the display 30, speech synthesis units 29 & 

31, alert lights 34, keyboard 27 and a speech recognition unit 33, all of these elements being interconnected 
by the wide area network 14 for the transfer of information. The two computers 26 and 28 communicate with 
the microprocessors 44 located in the edge light assemblies 201_ n' Data received from the edge light assembly 
201_ n microprocessors 44 are used as an input to a sensor fusion software module 101 (FIG. 9) run on the 
redundant computers 26 and 28. The output of the sensor fusion software module 101 operating in the com
puters 26, 28 is used to drive the CRT display 30 which displays the location of each vehicle on the airport 
taxiway and runways as shown in FIG. 8. The central computer system 12 may be embodied by devices man
ufactured by IBM Corporation of White Plains, New York. The Wide Area Network 14 may be embodied by 
devices manufactured by 3Com Corporation of Santa Clara, California. The speech synthesiS units 29, 31 and 
the speech recognition unit 33 may be embodied by devices manufactured by BBN of Cambridge, Massachu
setts. 

The speech synthesis unit29 is coupled to a speaker 32. Limited information is sent to the speech synthesis 
unit 29 via the wide area network 14 to provide the capability to give an air traffic controller a verbal alert. The 
speech synthesis unit 31 is coupled to a radio 37 having an antenna 39 to provide the capability to give the 
pilots a verbal alert. The voice commands from the air traffic controllerto the pi lots are captured by microphone 
35 and sent to the pilots via radio 36 and antenna 38. In the present embodiment a tap is made and the speech 
information is sent to both the radio 36 and the speech recognition unit 33 which is programmed to recognize 
the limited air traffic control vocabulary used by a controller. This includes airline names, aircraft type, the 
numbers 0-9, the name ofthe taxiways and runways and various short phrases such as "hold short", "expedite" 
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and "give way to." The output of the speech recognition unit 33 is fed to the computers 26,28. 
Referring again to FIG. 2, the power line modem 54 provides a data communication path over the edge 

light wiring 21 1. n for the microprocessor 44. This two way path is used for the passing of command and control 
information between the various edge light assemblies 201_ n and the central computer system 12. A power line 

5 transceiver module in the power line modem 54 is used to provide a data channel. These modules use a carrier 
current approach to create the data channel. Power line modems that operate at carrier frequencies in the 100 
to 450 Khz band are available from many manufacturers. These modems provide digital communication paths 
at data rates of up to 10,000 bits per second utilizing direct sequence spread spectrum modulation. They con
form to FCC power line carrier requirements for conducted emissions, and can work with up to 55 dB of power 

10 line attenuation. The power line modem 54 may be embodied by a device manufactured by Echelon Corpor
ation of Palo Alto, California 94304, called the PLT-10 Power Line Transceiver Module. 

The data channel provides a transport layer or lowest layer of the open system interconnection (OSI) pro
tocol used in the data network. The Neuron® chip which implements the microprocessor 44 contains all of the 
firmware required to implement a 7 layer OSI protocol. When interconnected via an appropriate medium the 

15 Neuron® chips automatically communicate with one another using a robust Collision Sense Multiple Access 
(CSMA) protocol with forward error corrections, error checking and automatic retransmission of missed mes
sages (ARQ). 

The command and control information is placed in data packets and sent over the network in accordance 
with the 7 Layer 051 protocol. All messages generated by the microprocessor 44 and destined for the central 

20 computer system 12 are received by the network bridge 22 via the power lines 21 1_ n and routed to the central 
computer system 12 over the wide area network 14. 

The Neuron® chip of the microprocessor 44 comprises three processors (not shown) and the firmware 
required to support a full 6 layer open systems interconnection (OSI) protocol. The user is allocated one of the 
processors for the application code. The other two processors give the application program access to all of 

25 the other Neuron® chips in the network. This access creates a Local Operating Network or LON. A LON can 
be thought of as a high level local area network LAN. The use of the Neuron® chip for the implementation of 
this invention, reduces the amount of custom hardware and software that otherwise would have to be devel
oped. 

Data from the sensor electronic unit43 ofthe edge light assemblies 201_ n is coupled to the central computer 
30 system 12 via the existing airport taxiway lighting power wiring 21. Using the existing edge light power line to 

transfer the sensor data into a LON network has many advantages. As previously pointed out, the reuse of 
the existing edge lights eliminates the inconvenience and expense of closing down runways and taxiways while 
running new cable and provides for a low cost system. 

The Neuron® chip allows the edge light assemblies 201- n to automatically communicate with each other 
35 at the applications level. This is accomplished through network variables which allow individual Neuron® chips 

to pass data between themselves. Each Neuron® 'C' program comprises both local and network variables. 
The local variables are used by the Neuron® program as a scratch pad memory. The network variables are 
used by the Neuron® program in one of two ways, either as a network output variables or a network input va
riables. Both kinds of variables can be initialized, evaluated and modified locally. The difference comes into 

4() play in that once a network output variable is modified, network messages are automatically sent to each net
work input variable that is linked to that output variable. This variable linking is done at installation time. As 
soon as a new value of a network input variable is received by a Neuron® chip, the code is vectored off to 
take appropriate action based upon the value of the network input variable. The advantage to the program is 
that this message passing scheme is entirely transparent since the message passing code is part of the em-

45 bedded Neuron® operating system. 
Referring now to FIG. 6, eleven network variables have been identified for a sensor program in each mi

croprocessor44 ofthe edge light assemblies 201. n' The sensor 50 function has two output variables: prelim_de
tect 70 and confirmed_detect 72. The idea here is to have one output trigger whenever the sensor 50 detects 
movement. The other output does not trigger unless the local sensor and the sensor on the edge light across 

50 the runway both spot movement. Only when the detection is confirmed will the signal be fed back to the central 
computer system 12. This technique of confirmation helps to reduce false alarms in order to implement this 
technique the adjacent sensor 50 has an input variable called adLprelim_detect 78 that is used to receive the 
other sensors prelim_detect output 70. Other input variables are upstream_detect 74 and downstream_detect 
76 which are used when chaining adjacent sensors together. Also needed is a detectQr_sensitivity 80 input 

55 that is used by the central computer system 12 to control the detection ability of the sensor 50. 
The incandescent light 40 requires two network variables, one input and the other an output variable. The 

input variable IighUevel 84 would be used to control the light's brightness. The range would be OFF or 0% all 
the way to FULL ON or 100%. This range from 0% to 100% would be made in 0.5% steps. Since the edge light 
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assembly 201_ n also contains the photocell 46, an output variable light_failure 84 is created to signal that the 
lamp did not obtain the desired brightness_ 

The strobe light 48 requires three input variables. The strobe-mode 86 variable is used to select either the 
OFF, SEQUENTIAL, or ALTERNATE flash modes. Since the two flash modes require a distinct pattern to be 

5 created, two input variables active_delay 88 and flash_delay 90 are used to time align the strobe flashes. By 
setting these individual delay factors and then addressing the Neuron® chips as a group, allows the creation 
of a field strobe pattern with just one command. 

Referring now to FIG. 7, a block diagram of an interconnection of network variables for a plurality of edge 
light assemblies 201_ n located on both sides of a runway is shown, each of the edge light assemblies 201_ n 

10 comprising a microprocessor 44. Each Neuron® program in the microprocessor 44 is designed with certain 
network input and output variables. The user writes the code for the Neuron® chips in the microprocessor 44 
assuming that the inputs are supplied and that the outputs are used. To create an actual network the user has 
to "wire up" the network by interconnecting the individual nodes with a software linker. The resulting distributed 
process is best shown in schematic form, and a portion of the network interconnect matrix is shown in Figure 

15 7. The prelim_detect 70 output of a sensor node 441 is connected to the adLprimarLdetect 92 input of the 
sensor node 444 across the taxiway. This is used as a means to verify actual detections and eliminate false 
reports_ The communications link between these two nodes 441 and 444 is part of the distributed processing. 
The two nodes communicate among themselves without involving the central computer system 12. If in the 
automatic mode or if instructed by the controller, the system will also alert the pilots via audio and visual in-

20 dications. 
Referring again to FIG. 1 and FIG_ 4, the central computer system 12 tracks the movement of vehicles as 

they pass from the sensor 50 to sensor 50 in each edge light assembly 201_ n- Using a variation of a radar au
tomatic track algorithm, the system can track position, velocity and heading of all aircraft or vehicles based 
upon the sensor 50 readings. New vehicles are entered into the system either upon leaving a boarding gate 

25 or landing. Unknown vehicles are also tracked automatically. Since taxiway and runway lights are normally 
across from each other on the pavement (as shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 7), the microprocessor 44 in each edge 
lights assembly 201_ n is programmed to combine their sensor 50 inputs and agree before reporting a contact. 
A further refinement is to have the microprocessor 44 check with the edge light assemblies 201_ n on either 
side of them to see if their sensors 50 had detected the vehicle. This allows a vehicle to be handed off from 

30 sensor electronic unit 43 to sensor electronic unit 43 of each edge light assembly 201_ n as it travels down the 
taxiway_ This also assures that vehicle position reports remain consistent. Vehicle velocity may also be calcu
lated by using the distance between sensors, the sensor pattern and the time between detections. 

Referring to FIG. 5 and FIG. 8, the display 30 is a color monitor which provides a graphical display of the 
airport, a portion of which is shown in FIG. 8_ This is accomplished by storing a map of the airport in the re-

35 dundant computers 26 and 28 in a digital format. The display 30 shows the location of airplanes or vehicles 
as they are detected by the sensors 50 mounted in the edge light assemblies 201_ n along each taxiway and 
runway or other airport surface areas. All aircraft or vehicles on the airport surface are displayed as icons, 
with the shape of the icons being determined by the vehicle type. VehiCle position is shown by the location of 
the icon on the screen. Vehicle direction is shown by either the orientation of the icon or by an arrow emanating 

40 from the icon. Vehicle status is conveyed by the color of the icon. The future path of the vehicle as provided 
by the ground clearance command entered via the controllers microphone 35 is shown as a colored line on 
the display 30. The status of all field lights including each edge light 201_ n in each edge light circuit 181_ n is 
shown via color on the display 30. 

Use of object orientated software provides the basis for building a model of an airport The automatic in-
45 heritance feature allows a data structure to be defined once for each object and then replicated automatically 

for each instance of that object. Automatic flow down assures that elements of the data base are not corrupted 
due to typing errors. It also assures that the code is regular and structured. Rule based object oriented pro
gramming makes it difficult to create unintelligible "spaghetti code." Object oriented programming allows the 
runways, taxiways, aircraft and sensors, to be decoded directly as objects. Each of these objects contains at-

50 tributes. Some ofthese attributes are fixed like runway 22R orflight UA347, and some are variable like vehicle 
status and position. 

In conventional programming we describe the attributes of an object in data structures and then describe 
the behaviors of the object as procedures that operate on those data structures. Object oriented programming 
shifts the emphasis and focuses first on the data structure and only secondarily on the procedures. More im-

55 portantly, object oriented programming allows us to analyze and design programs in a natural manner_ We can 
think in terms of runways and aircraft instead of focusing on either the behavior or the data structures of the 
runways and aircraft. 

Table 1 shows a list of objects with corresponding attributes. Each physical object that is important to the 
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runway incursion problem is modeled. The basic airplane or vehicle tracking algorithm is shown in Table 2 in 
a Program Design Language (POL). The algorithm which handles sensor fusion, incursion avoidance and safe
ty alerts is shown in a single program even though it is implemented as distributed system using both the central 
computer system 12 and the sensor microprocessors 44. 

Senllor 

Runway 

To:iway 

ATTlUBUTIl: 

Location 

eu-cuit 

Unique_address 

Lamp_intensity 

Strobe_status 

StrObe-delay 

Sensor_status 

Sensor_type 

Ilame 

Location 

Length 

Wiclth 

Direction 

Status 

Sensors (W) 

Intersections (WI 

Vehicles 

Ilame 

Location 

Length 

Wiclth 

Direction 

Status 

Sensors (WI 

BOld_Locations 

Vehicles (WI 

TABLE 1 

x , Y coordinatell of lIensor 

AC wiring circuit nlllll8 , nUlllber 

Set address tor this sensor and its mate 

0' U> 100' in 0.5' steps 

Blink rata/oft 

From atut signal 

Detect/no cletect 

IR, laaer, proximity, etc. 

22R, 27, 33L, etc. 

X , Y coorclinates of start of center line 

In f_t 

In feet 

In clegrees from north 

Not_active, active_takeoff, active_l4Dding, alarm 

List of lights/sensors along this runway 

List of intersections 

List of vehlcles on the runway 

SII.III8 of to:iway 

x , 1: coorclinates of start of center line 

In feet 

In feet 

In degrees frOID north 

Not active, active, alarm 

List of intersections 

List of holding locations 

List of vehicles on the runway 
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Aircraft 

Name 

Location 

Stlltus 

SenllOrB (KV) 

Airline 

Hodel 

rllil-nWllber 

Zmpty_weight 

Freight_weight 

Fuel_weight 

Top_speed 

Vl_&peed 

Vl_apeed. 

Acceleration 

Decelerati.on 

EP 0 613111 A1 

Intersection Mame 

Intersection of two center linea 

vacant/Occupied 

List of sensors creating inter8ection border 

I1nited 

727-200 

1132HZ 

9.S tona 

2.3 tons 

3.2 tona 

598 mph 

100 mph 

140 mph 

0.23 g's 

0.]4 g'8 

KV - Multi-variable or urllY 

Table 2 

while (forever) 

if (edge light shows a detection) 

if (adjacent light also shows a detection sensor fusion) 

/* CONFIRMED DETECTION */ 

if (previous block showed a detection) 

/ * ACCEPT HANOOI1'I1' * / 

update aircraft position and speed 

else 

else 

/* MAl' BE AN ANIMAL OR SERVICE TROCK */ 

Alert operator to possible incursion 

1* MAl' BE AN AIRCRAFT ENTERING THE SYSTEM */ 

Start a new track 

Request status from adjacent light 
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if (Adjacent light is OK) 

1* NON CONFIRMED DETECTION *1 

else 

Flag adjacent light for repair 

endif 

endif 

endif 

if (Edge light loses a detection AND status is OK) 

if (Next block showed a detection) 

1* PROPER BANDOFF *1 

else 

if (vehicle speed> = takeoff) 

Bandoff to departure control 

else 

1* KISSING HANDOFF */ 

Alert operator to possible incursion 

endif 

endif 

endif 

1* CHECK FOR POSSIBLE COLLISIONS */ 

for (all tracked aircraft) 

Plot future position 

if (position conflict) 

Alert operator to possible incursion 

endif 

endif 

Update display 

endwhile 

Referring again to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the control of taxiway lighting intensity is usually done by placing all 
the lights on the same series circuit and then regulating the current in that circuit. In the present embodiment 
the intensity of the lamp 40 is controlled by sending a message with the light intensity value to the micropro
cessor 44 located within the light assembly 201_ n. The message allows for intensity settings in the range of 0 
to 100% in 0.5% steps. The use of photocell 46 to check the light output allows a return message to be sent 
if the bulb does not respond. This in turn generates a maintenance report on the light. The strobe light 48 pro
vides an additional optional capability under program control of the microprocessor 44. Each of the micropro
cessors 44 in the edge light assemblies 20 is individually addressable. This means every lamp on the field is 
controlled individually by the central computer system 12. 

The system 10 can be programmed to provide an Active Runway Indicator by using the strobe lights 48 
in those edge light assemblies 201_ n located on the runway 64 to continue the approach light "rabbit" strobe 
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pattern all the way down the runway. This lighting pattern could be turned-on as a plane is cleared for landing 
and then turned-off after the aircraft has touched down. A pilot approaching the runway along an intersecting 

taxiway would be alerted in a clear and unambiguous way that the runway was active and should not be 
crossed. 

5 If an incursion was detected the main computers 26, 28 could switch the runway strobe lights 48 from the 
"rabbit" pattern to a pattern that alternatively flashes either side of the runway in a wig-wag fashion. A switch 
to this pattern would be interpreted by the pilot of an arriving aircraft as a wave off and a signal to go around. 
The abrupt switch in the pattern of the strobes would be instantaneously picked up by the air crew in time for 
them to initiate an aborted landing procedure. 

10 During Category III weather conditions both runway and taxiway visibility are very low. Currently radio 
based landing systems are used to get the aircraft from final approach to the runway. Once on the runway it 
is not always obvious which taxiways are to be used to reach the airport terminal. In system 10 the main com
puters 26,28 can control the taxiway lamps 40 as the means for guiding aircraft on the ground during CAT III 
conditions. Since the intensity of the taxiway lamps 40 can be controlled remotely, the lamps just in front of 

15 an aircraft could be intensified or flashed as a means of guiding it to the terminal. 
Alternatively, a short sequence of the "rabbif' pattern may be programmed into the taxiway strobes just 

in front of the aircraft. At intersections, either the unwanted paths may have their lamps turned off or the en
trance to the proper section of taxiway may flash directing the pilot to head in that direction. Of course in a 
smart system only those lights directly in front of a plane would be controlled, all other lamps on the field would 

20 remain in their normal mode. 
Referring now to FIG. 9, a block diagram is shown of the data flow within the system 10 (as shown in FIG. 

1 and FIG. 5). The software modules are shown that are used to process the data within the computers 26, 
28 of the central computer system 12. The tracking of aircraft and other vehicles on the airport operates under 
the control of a sensor fusion software module 101 which resides in the computers 26, 28. The sensor fusion 

25 software module 101 receives data from the plurality of sensors 50, a sensor 50 being located in each edge 
light assembly 201_ n which reports the heat level detected, and this software module 101 combines this infor
mation through the use of rule based artificial intelligence to create a complete picture of all ground traffic at 
the airport on a display 30 of the central computer system 12. 

The tracking algorithm starts a track upon the first report of a sensor 50 detecting a heat level that is above 
30 the ambient background level of radiation. This detection is then verified by checking the heat level reported 

by the sensor directly across the pavement from the first reporting sensor. This secondary reading is used to 
confirm the vehicle detected and to eliminate false alarms. After a vehicle has been confirmed the sensors 
adjacent to the first reporting sensor are queried for changes in their detected heat level. As soon as one of 
the adjacent sensors detects a rise in heat level a direction vector for the vehicle can be established. This proc-

35 ess continues as the vehicle is handed off from sensor to sensor in a bucket brigade fashion as shown in FIG. 
7. Vehicle speed can be roughly determined by calculating the time between vehicle detection by adjacent sen
sors. This information is combined with information from a system data base on the location of each sensor 
to calculate the velocity of the target. Due to hot exhaust or jet blast, the sensors behind the vehicle may not 
return to a background level immediately. Because of these condition, the algorithm only uses the first four 

4() sensors (two on either side of the taxiway) to calculate the vehicles position. The vehicle is always assumed 
to be on the centerline of the pavement and between the first four reporting sensors. 

Vehicle identification can be added to the track either manually or automatically by an automated source 
that can identify a vehicle by its position. An example would be prior knowledge of the next aircraft to land on 
a particular runway. Tracks are ended when a vehicle leaves the detection system. This can occur in one of 

45 two ways. The first way is that the vehicle leaves the area covered by the sensors 50. This is determined by 
a vehicle track moving in the direction of a gateway sensor and then a lack of detection after the gateway sensor 
has lost contact. A second way to leave the detection system is for a track to be lost in the middle of a sensor 
array. This can occur when an aircraft departs or a vehicle runs onto the grass. Takeoff scenarios can be de
termined by calculating the speed of the vehicle just before detection was lost. If the vehicle speed was in-

50 creasing and above rotation speed then the aircraft is assumed to have taken off. If not then the vehicle is 
assumed to have gone on to the grass and an alarm is sounded. 

Referring to FIG. 5 and FIG. 9, the ground clearance routing function is performed by the speech recog
nition unit 33 along with the ground clearance compliance verifier software module 103 running on the com
puters 26,28. This software module 103 comprises a vehicle identification routine, clearance path routing, 

55 clearance checking routine and a path checking routine. 
The vehicle identification routine is used to receive the airline name and flight number (i.e. "Delta 374") 

from the speech recognition unit 33 and it highlights the icon of that aircraft on the graphic display of the airport 
on display 30. 
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The clearance path routine takes the remainder of the controller's phrase (Le. "outer taxiway to echo, hold 
short of runway 15 Left") and provides a graphical display ofthe clearance on the display 30 showing the airport. 

The clearance checking routine checks the clearance path for possible conflict with other clearances and 
vehicles. If a conflict is found the portion of the path that would cause an incursion is highlighted in a blinking 

5 red and an audible indication is given to the controller via speaker 32. 
The path checking routine checks the actual path of the vehicle as detected by the sensors 50 after the 

clearance path has been entered into the computers 26,28 and it monitors the actual path for any deviation. 
If this routine detects that a vehicle has strayed from the assigned course, the vehicle icon on the graphic dis
play of the airport flashes and an audible indicator is given to the controller via speaker 32 and optionally the 

10 vehicle operator via radio 37. 
The airport system 10 operates in a vehicle detection mode under the control of safety logic routines which 

reside in the collision detection software module 104 running on computers 26, 28. The safety logic routines 
receive data from the sensor fusion software module 101 via the tracker software module 102 location program 
and interpret this information through the use of rule based artificial intelligence to predict possible collisions 

15 orrunway incursions. This information is then used by the central computer system 12 to alert tower controllers, 
aircraft pilots and truck operators to the possibility of a runway incursion. The tower controllers are alerted 
by the display 30 along with a computer synthesized voice message via speaker 32. Ground traffic is alerted 
by a combination of traffic lights, flashing lights, stop bars and other alert lights 34, lamps 40 and 48, and com
puter generated voice commands broadcast via radio 36. 

20 Knowledge based problems are also called fuzzy problems and their solutions depend upon both program 
logic and an interface engine that can dynamically create a decision tree, selecting which heuristics are most 
appropriate for the specific case being considered. Rule based systems broaden the scope of possible appli
cations. They allow designers to incorporate judgement and experience, and to take a consistent solution ap
proach across an entire problem set. 

25 The programming of the rule based incursion detections software is very straight forward. The rules are 
written in English allowing the experts, in this case the tower personnel and the pilots, to review the system 
at an understandable level. Another feature of the rule based system is that the rules stand alone. They can 
be added, deleted or modified without affecting the rest of the code. This is almost impossible to do with code 
that is created from scratch. An example of a rule we might use is: 

30 If (Runway-Status = Active) 
then (Stop_Bar_Lights = RED). 

This is a very simple and straight forward rule. It stands alone requiring no extra knowledge except how Run
way_Status is created. So let's make some rules affecting Runway-Status. 

If (Departure = APPROVED) or (Landing = IMMINENT), 
35 then (Runway-Status = ACTIVE). 

For incursion detection, another rule is: 
If (Runway-Status = ACTIVE) and (Intersection = OCCUPIED), 

then (Runway-Incursion = TRUE). 
Next, detect that an intersection of a runway and taxiway are occupied by the rules: 

40 If (Intersection_Sensors = DETECT), 
then (Intersection = OCCUPIED). 

To predict that an aircraft will run a Hold Position stop, the following rule is created: 
If (Aircraft_Stopping_Distance > Distance_to_Hold_Position), 

then (Intersection = OCCUPIED). 
45 In order to show that rules can be added without affecting the reset of the program, assume that after a 

demonstration of the system 10 to tower controllers, they decided that they wanted a "Panic Button" in the 
tower to override the rule based software in case they spot a safety violation on the ground. Besides installing 
the button, the only other change would be to add this extra rule. 

If (Panic_button = PRESSED), 
50 then (Runway-Incursion = TRUE). 

It is readily seen that the central rule based computer program is very straight forward to create, understand 
and modify. As types of incursions are defined, the system 10 can be upgraded by adding more rules. 

Referring again to FIG. 9, the block diagram shows the data flow between the functional elements within 
the system 10 (FIG. 1). Vehicles are detected by the sensor 50 in each of the edge light assemblies 201_ n. This 

55 information is passed over the local operating network (LON) via edge light wiring 21 1_ n to the LON bridges 
221_ n· The individual message packets are then passed to the redundant computers 26 and 28 over the wide 
area network rNAN) 14 to the WAN interface 108. After arriving at the redundant computers 26 and 28, the 
message packet is checked and verified by a message parser software module 100. The contents of the mes-
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sage are then sent to the sensor fusion software module 101. The sensor fusion software module 101 is used 
to keep track of the status of all the sensors 50 on the airport; it filters and verifies the data from the airport 
and stores a representative picture of the sensor array in a memory. This information is used directly by the 
display 30 to show which sensors 50 are responding and used by the tracker software module 102. The tracker 

5 software module 102 uses the sensor status information to determine which sensor 50 reports correspond to 
actual vehicles. In addition, as the sensor reports and status change, the tracker software module 102 iden
tifies movement of the vehicles and produces a target location and direction output. This information is used 
by the display 30 in order to display the appropriate vehicle icon on the screen. 

The location and direction of the vehicle is also used by the collision detection software module 104. This 
10 module checks all of the vehicles on the ground and plots their expected course. If any two targets are on in

tersecting paths, this software module generates operator alerts by using the display 30, the alert lights 34, 
the speech synthesis unit 29 coupled to the associated speaker 32, and the speech synthesis unit 31 coupled 
to radio 37 which is coupled to antenna 39. 

Still referring to FIG. 9, another user oftarget location and position data is the ground clearance compliance 
15 verifier software module 103. This software module 103 receives the ground clearance commands from the 

controller's microphone 35 via the speech recognition unit 33. Once the cleared route has been determined, 
it is stored in the ground clearance compliance verifier software module 103 and used for comparison to the 
actual route taken by the vehicle. If the information received from the tracker software module 102 shows that 
the vehicle has deviated from its assigned course, this software module 103 generates operator alerts by using 

20 the display 30, the alert lights 34, the speech synthesis unit 29 coupled to speaker 32, and the speech synthesis 
unit 31 coupled to radio 37 which is coupled to antenna 39. 

The keyboard 27 is connected to a keyboard parser software module 109. When a command has been 
verified by the keyboard parser software module 109, it is used to change display 30 options and to reconfigure 
the sensors and network parameters. A network configuration data base 106 is updated with these reconfi-

25 guration commands. This information is then turned into LON message packets by the command message 
generator 107 and sent to the edge light assemblies 201_ n via the WAN interface 108 and the LON bridges 
221_ n• 

This concludes the description of the preferred embodiment. However, many modifications and alterations 
will be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the spirit and scope of the inventive 

30 concept. Therefore, it is intended that the scope of this invention be limited only by the appended claims. 

Claims 

35 1. An airport surveillance system comprising: 
a plurality of light circuits on an airport, each of said light circuits comprises a plurality of light as

sembly means; 
means for providing power to each of said plurality of light circuits and to each of said light assembly 

means; 
40 means in each of said light assembly means for sensing ground traffic on said airport; 

means for processing data received from each of said light assembly means; 
means for providing data communication between each of said light assembly means and said proc

essing means; and 
said processing means comprises means for providing a graphic display of said airport comprising 

45 symbols representing said ground traffic, each of said symbols having direction and velocity data dis
played. 

50 

2. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
each of said light circuits being located along the edges of a taxiway or a runway on said airport. 

3. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said light assembly means comprises: 
light means coupled to said lines of said power providing means for lighting said airport; 
said sensing means; 
microprocessor means coupled to said light means, said sensing means, and said data communi-

55 cation means for providing processing, communication and control for said light assembly means, said 
microprocessor controlling a plurality of lighting patterns of said light means on said airport; and 

said data communication means being coupled to said microprocessor means and said lines of said 
power providing means. 
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4. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 3 wherein: 
said sensing means comprises an infrared detector. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 3 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a photocell means coupled to said microprocessor 

means for detecting the light intenSity of said light means. 

The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 3 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a strobe light coupled to said microprocessor means. 

The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said processing means comprises redundant computers for fault tolerance operation. 

The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said symbols representing said ground traffic comprise icons having a shape indicating type of air

plane or vehicle. 

The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said processing means determines a location of said symbols on said graphic display of said airport 

in accordance with said data receive from said light assembly means. 

The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein: 
said processing means determines a future path of said ground traffic based on a ground clearance 

command, said future path being shown on said graphic display. 

25 11. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said power providing means comprises: 

30 

35 

40 

45 

12. 

constant current power means for providing a separate line to each of said plurality of light circuits; 
and 

network bridge means coupled to said constant current power means for providing a communica
tion channel to said processing means for each line of said constant current power means. 

An airport surveillance system comprising: 
a plurality of light circuits on an airport, each of said light circuits comprises a plurality of light as

sembly means; 
means for providing power to each of said plurality of light circuits and to each of said light assembly 

means; 
means in each of said light assembly means for sensing ground traffic on said airport; 
means in each of said light assembly means coupled to said sensing means for providing commu

nication and control for said light assembly means; 
means for processing data received from each of said light assembly means; 
means for providing data communication between each of said light assembly means and said proc

essing means; and 
said processing means comprises means for providing a graphic display of said airport comprising 

symbols representing said ground traffic in accordance with said data received from each of said light 
assembly means, each of said symbols having direction and velocity data displayed. 

13. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 12 wherein: 
said sensing means comprises an infrared detector. 

14. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 12 wherein: 
each of said light circuits being located along the edges of a taxiway or a runway on said airport. 

15. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 12 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a photocell means coupled to said communication 

and control providing means for detecting a light intenSity of said light assembly means. 

55 16. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 12 wherein: 
said light assembly means further comprises a strobe light coupled to said communication and con

trol providing means. 
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17. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 12 wherein: 
said processing means comprises redundant computers for fault tolerance operation. 

18. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 12 wherein: 
said symbols representing said ground traffic comprise icons having a shape indicating type of air

plane or vehicle. 

19. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 12 wherein: 
said processing means determines a future path of said ground traffic based on a ground clearance 

command, said future path being shown on said graphic display. 

20. The airport surveillance system as recited in Claim 12 wherein said power providing means comprises: 
constant current power means for providing a separate line to each of said plurality of light circuits; 

and 
network bridge means coupled to said constant current power means for providing a communica

tion channel to said processing means for each line of said constant current power means. 

21. A method of providing an airport surveillance system comprising the steps of: 
providing a plurality of light circuits on said airport, each of said light circuits comprises a plurality 

of light assembly means; 
providing power to each of said plurality of light circuits; 
sensing ground traffic on said airport with means in each of said light assembly means; 
processing data received from each of said light assembly means in computer means; 
providing a graphic display of said airport comprising symbols representing said ground traffic, 

each of said symbols having direction and velocity data displayed; and 
providing data communication between said computer means and each of said light assembly 

means. 

22. The method as recited in Claim 21 wherein said step of sensing said ground traffic on said airport com
prises the steps of: 

30 lighting said airport with a light means coupled to said power lines; 
providing infrared detectors for sensing ground traffic; 

35 

performing processing, communication and control within said light assembly means with a micro
processor means coupled to said light means, said infrared detectors and data communication means; 
and 

coupling said data communication means between said microprocessor means and said power 
lines. 

23. The method recited in Claim 21 wherein said step of processing data comprises the step of operating re
dundant computers for fault tolerance. 

24. The method as recited in Claim 21 wherein said step of providing power comprises the steps of: 
providing a separate line to each of said plurality of light circuits with a constant current power 

means; and 
providing a communication channel to said computer means for each line of said constant current 

45 power means using a network bridge means. 

50 

55 

25. The method as recited in Claim 21 wherein said step of providing a graphic display comprising symbols 
representing said ground traffic comprises the step of indicating a type of aircraft or vehicle with icons 
of various shapes. 

26. The method as recited in Claim 21 wherein said step of processing said data from each of said light as
sembly means comprises the step of determining a location of said symbols on said graphic display of 
said airport in accordance with said data. 
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(54) Airport surface monitoring and runway incursion warning system 

(57) An airport runway incursion warning system and identification information generated thereby for use 
(10) for monitoring air and ground traffic at an airport. by an operator. 
The system (10) is optimally used with an aircraft (12) 
that has an electronic tag (21) or interrogation system 
(21) that stores identification information regarding the 
aircraft (12). and an RF transponder (22) for receiving 
interrogation signals and for transmitting the identifica
tion Information in response thereto. A radar system 
(41. 20) comprises a plurality of radar sensor units (13) 
disposed at predetermined installation sites adjacent to 
a runway (11). Each radar sensor unit (13) typically has 
an interface processor (42. 14) and telemetry electron
ics (43. 14a) for communication. although hard-wired 
communication paths may be used. An RFltelemetry 
interface (43. 18) is proVided for communicating With the 
radar sensor units (13) when the interface processor 
(42. 14) and telemetry electronics (43. 14a) are used. 
The RFltelemetry interface (43. 18) is also used to 
transmit the interrogation signals to the aircraft (12) and 
receive the identification Information therefrom. A cen-
tral processing unit (44.16) is coupled to the radar sen-
sor units (13) for receiving and integrating radar data 
produced by each the radar sensor units (13) to pro-
duce a map of the runway (11) that identifies authOriza-
tion objects (26) and aircraft (12) that do not constitute 
intrusion threats. and intruding objects that do consti-
tute intrUSion threats to the runway (11). The central 
processing unit (44. 16) is optionally coupled to the 
RF/telemetry interface (43. 18) for transmitting signals 
to and from the aircraft (12), and in this case, the central 
proceSSing unit (44. 16) processes identification infor-
mation received from the aircraft (12) to integrate the 
identification information into to generate a displayed 
image. An operator display (45. 17) is coupled to the 
central processing unit (44. 16) for displaying the map 
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Description 

BACKGROUND 

The present Invention relates to radar systems, and 5 

more particularly, to a radar system that is used to pro
vide suriace monitoring and runway incursion for air
ports. 

The prevention of runaway incursions has been an 
issue of increasing concern and has resulted in the 10 

development of the Airport Surlace Detection Equip
ment (ASDE-3), the Airport Movement Area System 
(AMASS), and the Airport Surlace Traffic Automation 
Program (ASTA). 

The most relevant prior art relating to the present 15 

invention, and airport suriace monitoring and runway 
incursion systems in particular is the ASDE-3 radar sys-
tem which is a single high power Ku-Band real aperture 
radar that is located on a tower adjacent to an airport. 
The ASDE-3 system experiences shadowing and multi- 20 

pie reflections that seriously affect the Its performance, 
which is a consequence of the fact that it is a single 
radar system. The ASDE-3 radar system does not have 
the ability to interrogate vehiCles or aircraft mOnitored by 
the system. The ASDE-3 radar system is also relatively 25 

expensive. 

RFltelemetry Interlace that is used to communicate with 
the radar sensor Units and to aircraft having an elec
tronic tag or transponder system. The central process-
ing unit also integrates and causes the display of data 
derived from other systems coupled to it, such as the 
ARTS, ASDE-3, MODE-S or ACARS systems, for 
example. The central processing unit also generates a 
display showing the airport runways along with moving 
and non-moving physical objects that are in the vicinity 
of the runway. Such objects include departing and arriv
Ing aircraft, buildings, and vehicles that are in the vicinity 
of the runway. Thus, the present system provides a 
complete display of the runway environment to an oper
ator. 

The system may be used with non-cooperative 
objects or vehicles, or with aircraft or vehicles that have 
the electronic tag or RF transponder (transmitter and 
receiver) system. The electronic tag or RF transponder 
system contains identification Information regarding the 
aircraft, vehicle, or object. The tag or RF transponder 
receives interrogation signals and transmits the identifi-
cation information, and other additional information, if 
desired, in response to the interrogation signals. 

The interiace processor and telemetry electronics 
at each radar sensor unit and the RFltelemetry interiace 
provide a communication link between the radar sensor 
units and the central processing unit. The RFltelemetry 
interlace transmits the interrogation signals and 
receives the Identification information from the aircraft 

Therefore, It is an objective of the present invention 
to provide for an improved radar system that may be 
used to monitor surlace and runway incursion at air
ports, and the like, and which Improves upon the cur
rently-used ASDE-3 radar system. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

30 and other cooperative objects or vehicles. Alternatively, 
the identification information may be received by a cen
tral receiver at the airport while the RF/telemetry inter
face only transmits interrogation signals in conformance 
with existing aircraft equipment, such as MODE-S or 

In order to meet the above and other objectives, the 
present invention is a runway incursion warning system 
for monitonng a runway of an airport and for displaying 
data indicative of unauthorized intrusion onto the run-

35 ACARS systems, for example. Multiple interrogation 
signals sent by different sensor units are separated and 
identified on the basis of timing, for example, for recep
tion of identifications signals or GPS position informa-
tion contained in the identification Signals themselves. 

The telemetry electronics receives data produced 
by the radar sensor units and the central processing unit 
integrates the data derived from the radar sensor units 
and the electronic tag or transponder system in the air
craft. The central procesSing unit processes data 

way to an operator. A radar system is provided that 
comprises a plurality of radar sensor units that are dis- 40 

posed at predetermined installation sites adjacent to 
selected runways of the airport. Each radar sensor unit 
associated with a particular runway generates a radar 
beam that typically overlaps the adjacent radar beam to 
provide complete coverage of a runway. Each radar 
sensor unit is coupled to a collocated interlace proces

45 derived from the radar system and identification infor
mation received from the electronic tag to produce a 
map of the airport that identifies authorization objects 
and aircraft that are not intrusion threats, and intruding 
objects that are intrusion threats. The operator display 

sor and telemetry electronics that interlace between the 
radar sensor unit and a central processing unit. Com
munication between each radar sensor unit and the 
central processing unit may be by physical electrical 
interconnection and/or RF communication using the 
telemetry electronics. The physical electrical intercon
nection may be provided by way of existing cabling nor
mally for runway lights to provide power and the 
communication link for each of the radar sensor units. 

The central processing unit is coupled to an opera
tor display that processed data derived from each of the 
radar sensor units and displays the data on the operator 
display. The central processing unit is coupled to an 

50 displays the map generated by the central proceSSing 
unit. 

The central processing unit generates warning sig
nals in response to intrusion threats that are detected by 
the system and wherein the warning signals are trans-

55 mitted to the aircraft by means of the RFltelemetry inter
face and the RF transponder system. The central 
processing unit generates an image of the runways that 
identifies objects, aircraft that are landing and taking off 
from the runways, and identifying information associ-

2 
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ated with interrogated aircraft derived from the elec
tronic tag or transponder system. The central 
processing unit may also produce data that IS displayed 

this is not absolutely required. Each radar sensor unit 
13 IS coupled to an interface processor (INT) 14 and 
telemetry electronics (TELEM) 14a that permit commu-

on the map that includes priority alert information indi
cating aircraft that may impose a possible runway incur- 5 

sion, a list of arriving and departing aircraft, and 
displays that show landing and take-off patterns of arriv-

nication with a processing center 30 located in an air
port control tower, for example. Intelligent processing 
may be performed at each installation site in the inter-
face processor 14 to reduce the data rate of teleme
tered data and perform confidence tests. Existing 
cabling 15 for airport lights provide power and a com-

ing and departing aircraft. 

The system thus provides for a distributed system 
of relatively low-cost radars disposed adjacent the run
ways. Each radar has limited angular coverage and the 
complete system provides coverage of the entire airport 
runway area. The present system provides a surface 
map of aircraft and surface vehicles and point Interroga
tion of aircraft for identification purposes using the elec
tronic tags or transponder system. 

10 munication link for each of the plurality of radar sensor 
units 13, Interface processor 14, and telemetry electron
ICS 14a. Alternatively, a dedicated RF commUnications 
link 15a may be employed. 

A central processing unit (CPU) 16 integrates the 
15 data received from the plurality of radar sensor units 13, 

and maintains a map of authorized targets 26, such as 
fixed objects 26 or buildings 26 that do not constitute 
intrusion threats. The central processing unit 16 may 

The present runway incursion warning system is 
considerably less expensive than the ASDE-3 radar 
system, and does not suffer from the shadowing and 
multiple reflection problems experienced by the ASDE- 20 

3 system. The system is scalable to provide monitoring 

also collect input data from an ARTS or ASDE-3 system 
27 and available identification reports derived there
from. The ARTS and ASDE-3 systems provide Informa-

of different size airports. The system provides high 
range resolution and velocity information, and may be 
used to interrogate electronic tags or transponder sys
tems disposed on vehicles and aircraft to prOVide identi- 25 

fication information to aircraft traffic controllers that 

tion regarding aircraft approaching the airport. Data that 
is derived from an ASDE-3 radar 28, if available, may 
also be integrated by the central processing unit 16, and 
a dynamiC real-time situation display 17 is provided to 
an aircraft controller, in graphic format, that is clear and 

operate the system. The system provides a real-time 
display of airport surface traffic and warnings of runway 
incursion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The various features and advantages of the present 
Invention may be more readily understood with refer
ence to the following detailed description taken in con
junction with the accompanying drawing, wherein like 
reference numerals deSignate like structural elements, 
and in which: 

Fig. 1 illustrates a system block diagram of a run
way incursion warning system in accordance with 
the principles of the present invention; and 
Fig. 2 illustrates a typical video display produced by 
the runway incursion warning system of Fig. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

30 

easy to interpret. A sample image on the video display 
17 that is presented to an operator of the system 10 is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The aircraft 12 Includes an electronic tag or interro-
gation system 21 such as a MODE-S or AGARS trans
ponder system 21, for example, that provides 
identification information regarding the aircraft, and an 
RF transponder system 22. Warning signals may be 

35 transmitted to the aircraft 12 by means of the RF/telem
etry interface 18 and the RF transponder system 22 
over an RF communications link 23. Warning signals 
may also be displayed to arriving and departing aircraft 
12 using ground signals 19 such as lights or beacons 

40 disposed adjacent the runway 11. In addition, the elec
tronic tag or interrogation system 21 may be interro
gated by the system 10 using the RFltelemetry interface 
18 and the RF transponder system 22. Interrogation sig
nals are transmitted to the aircraft 12 by way of the com-

45 munication link 23, and the electronic tag or 
interrogation system 21 on the aircraft 12 responds by 
outputting information stored therein that is returned to 
the central processing unit 16 by way of the RF commu
nications link 23. 

Referring to the drawing figure, Fig. 1 illustrates a 
system block diagram of a runway incursion warning 
system 10 in accordance with the principles of the 50 

present invention. The system 10 includes a radar sys-
As shown in Fig. 1, the system 10 IS comprised of 

five major subsystems 41-45. The first subsystem 41 
compriSes the radar system 20 including the plurality of 
radar sensor units 13 and electronic components 
installed at each installation site. The second subsys-

tem 20 that IS comprised of a plurality of radar sensor 
units 13, such as millimeter wave radar sensor units 13, 
for example, disposed at predetermined installation 
sites on the ground adjacent to a runway 11, or runways 
11, of an airport. Each radar sensor unit 13 associated 
with a particular runway 11 generates a radar beam 13a 
that typically overlaps the adjacent radar beam 13a to 
provide complete coverage of a runway 11, although 

55 tem 42 comprises the interface processor 14 that is cou
pled to the radar sensor units 13 and that is located at 
each remote installation site. The third subsystem 43 
comprises a telemetry subsystem and includes the 
telemetry electronics 14a installed at the installation 

3 
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sites and an RFltelemetry interface 18 that is coupled to 
the central processing unit 16 at the central processor 
site The fourth subsystem 44 comprises the central 
processing unit 16. The fifth subsystem 45 comprises 
the operator display 17 that includes a conventional dis- 5 

play and control terminal. Each of the subsystems 41-
45 employed in the present Invention are well-known 
and their interconnection and operation is routine to 
those skilled in the art. 

42, 14 and telemetry electronics 43, 14a are used. The 
RFltelemetry interface 43, 18 is also used to transmit 
the Interrogation signals to the aircraft 12 and receive 
the identification information therefrom. A central 
processing unit 44, 16 is coupled to the radar sensor 
units 13 for receiving and integrating radar data pro
duced by each the radar sensor units 13 to produce a 
map of the runway 11 that identifies authorization 
objects 26 and aircraft 12 that do not constitute intrusion 

The operator display 17 used in the runway incur
sion warning system 10 displays information for use by 
an airport traffic planner or aircraft traffic controller. The 
data presented on the operator display 17 optimizes the 
available data while minimizing the need for physical 
interaction with the system 10. Fig. 2 illustrates a typical 
video image displayed on the operator display 17 by the 
runway incursion warning system 10. Referring to Fig. 

10 threats, and intruding objects that do constitute intru
sion threats to the runway 11 The central processing 
unit 44, 16 is optionally coupled to the RF/telemetry 
Interface 43, 18 for transmitting signals to and from the 
aircraft 12, and in this case, the central processing unit 

2, the display 17 shows an image of the runways 11 of 
the airport and identifies the locations of buildings 26 
and other stationary objects 26, aircraft 12 that are land
ing and taking off from the runways 11, including data 
47 from the transponders 21 from interrogated aircraft 

15 44, 16 processes identification information received 
from the aircraft 12 to integrate the identification infor
mation into to generate a displayed image. An operator 
display 45, 17 is coupled to the central processing unit 
44, 16 for displaying the map and identification informa-

20 tion generated thereby for use by an operator. 

12. Typically the data 47 from each transponder system 
21 indicates the aircraft number or flight number, as IS 

indicated by the alphanumeric identifiers in the boxes 25 

shown on the display 17. Additional data may be dis
played including information provided in a system area 
51 that provides data regarding the instrument landing 
system (llS) system, the time and other relevant sys-
tem parameters, priority alert information 52 indicating 30 

objects 26 or aircraft 12 that are determined to be run-
way incursions, a list 53 of iirriving and departing air
craft 12, and displays 34 that provide real-time images 
showing the landing and take-off of arriving and depart
ing aircraft 12. 35 

A preliminary proof-of-concept demonstration 
model of the present system 10 was constructed and 
data collection was performed at los Angeles Interna
tional Airport (LAX) using a test version of a millimeter
wave radar (radar sensor units 13) developed by the 40 

assignee of the present invention. Test results show that 
the system 10 works as expected and provides superior 
performance over the ASDE-3 radar system. 

In summary, there is disclosed an airport runway 
incursion warning system 10 for monitoring air and 45 

ground traffic at an airport. The system 10 is optimally 
used with an aircraft 12 that has an electronic tag 21 or 
interrogation system 21 that stores identification infor
mation regarding the aircraft 12, and an RF transponder 
22 for receiving interrogation signals and for transmit- 50 

ting the identification information in response thereto. A 
radar system 41, 20 comprises a plurality of radar sen-
sor units 13 disposed at predetermined installation sites 
adjacent to a runway 11. Each radar sensor unit 13 typ
ically has an interface processor 42, 14 and telemetry 55 

electronics 43, 14a for communication, although hard
wired communication paths may be used. An RFltelem-
etry interface 43, 18 is provided for communicating with 
the radar sensor units 13 when the interface processor 

4 

Thus there has been described a new and 
improved radar system for providing surface monitoring 
and runway incursion for airports. It is to be understood 
that the above-described embodiments are merely illus
trative of some of the many specific embodiments that 
represent applications of the prinCiples of the present 
invention. 

Clearly, numerous and other arrangements can be 
readily devised by those skilled in the art Without depart
ing from the scope of the invention. 

Claims 

1. An airport runway incursion warning system (10) for 
monitoring air and ground traffic in the vicinity of a 
runway (11) of an airport, said system (10) charac
terized by: 

a radar system (41, 20) comprising of a plu
ralityof radar sensor units (13) disposed at prede
termined installation sites adjacent to the runway 
(11) and wherein the plurality of radar sensor units 
(13) generate adjacent or substantially overlapping 
radar beams (13a) that illuminate the runway (11); 

a central processing unit (44, 16) coupled to 
the plurality of radar sensor units (13), for receiving 
radar data produced by the plurality of radar sensor 
units (13), and for processing the radar data to pro
duce a map of the runway (11) that identify objects 
(26) and aircraft (12) in the vicinity thereof; 

an operator display (45, 17) coupled to the 
central processing unit (44, 16) for displaying the 
map of the runway (11), objects (26) and aircraft 
(12) generated by the central processing unit (44, 
16) 

2. The system (10) of Claim 1, characterized in that 
each radar sensor unit (13) is coupled to an inter
face processor (42, 14) for processing radar data 
generated by the radar sensor unit (13), wherein 

Sony, Ex. 1002, p.347
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each Interface processor (42. 14) is coupled to RF 
telemetry electronics (43. 14a) for transmitting the 
radar data to the central processing unit (44. 16). 
and wherein the central processing unit (44. 16) is 
coupled to an RFltelemetry interface (43. 18) for 5 

receiving the radar data transmitted from the radar 
sensor unit (13) by the RF telemetry electronics 
(43. 14a). 

8. The system (10) of any of Claims 3-7. characterized 
In that the central processing unit (44. 16) produces 
data for display that includes priority alert informa
tion (51) indicating aircraft (12) that are runway 
incursions. a list (53) of arriving and departing air
craft (12), and displays (54) that show landing and 
take-off patterns of arnving and departing aircraft 
(12). 

3. The system (10) of Claim 2, characterized in that 10 9. 
the aircraft (12) comprises an electroniC tag (21) 

The system (10) of any of Claims 3-8. characterized 
in that the central processing unit (44. 16) gener
ates warning signals (19) in response to intrusion 
threats that are detected and wherein the warning 
signals (19) are transmitted to the aircraft (12) by 
means of the RF/telemetry interface (43. 18) and 
the RF transponder (22). 

that stores identification information regarding the 
aircraft (12). and comprises an RF transponder (22) 
coupled to the electronic tag (21) for receiving inter-
rogation signals generated by the central process- 15 

ing unit (44, 16) and for transmitting the 
identification information in response to the interro-
gation signals; 

and wherein the interrogation Signals gener
ated by the central processing unit (44. 16) are 20 

transmitted to the aircraft (12) by way of the 
RF/telemetry interface (43. 18). and the identifica-
tion information is received from the RF trans
ponder (22) by way of the RFltelemetry interface 
(43. 18) and wherein the central processing unit 25 

(44. 16) generates Signals for display on the opera-
tor display (45.17) that identifies the aircraft (12). 

4. The system (10) of Claim 2 or 3, characterized in 
that the central processing unit (44, 16) is coupled 30 

to the plurality of radar sensor units (13) by way of a 
RF communications link (43, 15a) for communicat-
ing radar to the central processing unit (44. 16) by 
way of the RFltelemetry interface (43, 18). 

5. The system (10) of any of Claims 1-4. characterized 
further by an ARTS system (27) coupled to the cen-
tral processing unit (44. 16). and wherein the cen-

35 

tral processing unit (44. 16) processes data and 
identification reports derived from the ARTS system 40 

(27) and integrates them into the map that is dis
played on the operator display (45, 17). 

6. The system (10) of any of Claims 1-5. further char
acterized by an ASDE-3 radar (28) coupled to the 45 

central processing unit (44. 16) and wherein the 
central processing Unit (44. 16) integrates data 
derived from the ASDE-3 radar (28) into the map 
that is displayed on the operator display (45. 17). 

7. The system (10) of any of Claims 3-6. characterized 
in that the central processing unit (44. 16) gener
ates an image of the runway (11) that identifies 
objects (26). aircraft (12) that are landing and taking 

50 

off from the runway (11), and identifying information 55 

(47) associated with interrogated aircraft (12) 
derived from the transponder (21). 

5 
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Supervision and COntrol of Airport Lighting and Ground Movements. 

5 The present invention relates to a method and a plant for supervising 

and controlling field lighting at an airport, and which optionally 

include presence detectors. 

The traditional implementation of a system for field lights is as 

follows. 

10 High-intensive and low-intensive lightings along approach paths, 

runways and taxiways are supplied from one or more supply points, so

called cabinets or stations situated in the airport field, usually two 

for a field with one runway. These supply points are fed with high 

voltage unregulated electricity whiCh is transformed down to 380/320 V 

15 and the supply points contain regulator equipment, thyristor or 

transducer regulators or regulating transformers for oonverting the 

unregulated electricity into oontrolled, requlated electric power for 

supplying the light units, which takes plaoe via several power supply 

loops. Supply takes place in two principally different ways, i.e. by 

20 series of parallel feed to the lightings. Each lifhting is provided with 

a transformer for retransforming the electrioity to a suitable low 

voltage for supplying the lighting with power, in addition, the supply 

points also contain a supervisory system which monitors the status of the 

field lighting plant, e.g. suoh as to ensure that a sufficiently large 

,25 number of light units function, that the intensity of the light units is 

correot etc. The supply points, i.e. the cabinets, communioate via a com

munioation link, inter alia with the traffic oontrol tower supervising 

and operating panel, from which the regulating and supervisory systems 

are oontrolled, and at whioh information from the systems is received. 

30 This communication takes place via separate wire pairs for each function, 

or with time multiplex transmission on wires or optical fibres. 

The object of the present invention is to present a new method for 

supervising and controlling field lighting, and to provide a new field 

lighting plant, where each individual lighting is addressable and 

35 includes a communicating local regulator and a monitoring unit for 

supplying power to, and monitoring the lighting. Thus each lighting or 

subsystem of lightings oan be controlled individually, irrespective of 

the sections into which the power oabling is divided •. 

This object is aohieved with a method according to claim 1 and a 

40 plant according to claim 9. 
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Furthermore, the invention enables a presence indication system for 

detecting vehicle and aircraft movements on the ground to be integrated 

in the field lighting system implemented in accordance with the present 

invention. 

5 Communication between the traffic control tower supervision and 

operating panel takes place via a central computer to a so-called 

concentrator and loop computer. The communication signals can be in the 

form of time multiplexed electrical or optical signals on signal cables 

or optical fibre cables. 

19 A plurality of advantages are achieved by the present invention 

compared with the already known state of the airport lighting art. 

In the implementation of a traditional field lighting system, the 

different power supply loops are fed via a regulator centrally connected 

to each loop for regulating the intensity of the lightings connected to 

15 the loop. For reasons of safety, the differrent lighting configurations 

such as approach lighting, runw~y edge lighting, glidepath beacons, 

threshold lighting and taxiway iighting must be fed by several loops in 

case there should be a regulator or cable fault. A large number of 

centrally placed regulators are therefore required for contrOlling the 

20 field lighting system, and these occupy large spaces which must often be 

specially built. With the present invention, on the other hand, each 

lighting is provided with a local regulator which is placed at the light 

fitting or in a so-called fitting well associated therewith. At the 

supply point there will only be a so-called concentrator, sling computer, 

25 contactor and modem. This results in less voluminous equipment, which 

gives savings in space and cost compared with the implementation carried 

out in a conventional way. In addition, the necessary redundance is 

obtained automatically with the method of implementation in accordance 

. with the invention •. 

~O With a conventional method of implementation there is further 

required one or more lamp transformers at each lighting. These are heavy 

and take up considerable space. With the present invention, one or more 

of these transformers can be replaced by a small and light electronic 

unit on the fitting for intensity regulation and monitoring each 

35 individual lighting. 

Since, in accordance with the present invention, each lighting can 

communicate and is addressable with the aid of its electronic unit, and 

is thus provided with local intelligence, a lighting with several 
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individual illumination points can control these separately in spite of 

the supply taking place merely over a single phase or a common cable. The 

necessary amount of power cable can thus be substantially reduced. 

Field lighting plant for airports in accordance with the invention 

5 can advantageously be made up of certain modules, namely the lighting 

electronic unit (hereinafter denoted the AE unit), loop computer, 

concentrator and modem, where the concentrator and loop computer are 

realized with the same hardware but with different software, the plant 

~eing completed by a central computer and a supervising and operating 

10 unit in the traffic control tower (hereinafter denoted TWR). This simple, 

modular implementation method reduces the hardware costs for a given 

field lighting plant as well as design costs for a given lighting 

configuration. Since an ordinary-sized airport has several hundred 

lightings, the size of the AE unit manufacturing series will be 

15 considerable, which considerably reduces the manufacturing cost of each . 

AE unit. 

The modular method of implementation means that service and 

maintenance are facilitated. If an individual lighting does not light, 

this can either be due to the lamp or the corresponding AE unit failing, 

20 or both. In the great majority of cases, it is the lamp that fails, and 

therefore it is changed first. If a section coupled to a loop computer 

does not light, this can only be due to failing of the loop computer and 

modem, and this unit is then changed. service and maintenance work will 

thus be extremely simplified, which is an advantage from the time, cost 

25 and personnel expects. 

With conventionally implemented field lighting systems, there must be 

an ocular inspection of the field lighting at least once a day to 

determine which light units are defect. For airports with heavy traffic 

. this must take place at night, since the runway system is not available 

30 for inspection during daytime. This results in increased costs. With the 

present invention this inspection is eliminated, since each lighting is 

individually monitored and a presentation of the status of each one can 

be obtained via the sling computer, concentrator and central computer, 

either on a display or printed out on a printer. In addition, monitoring 

35 can take place without the field lighting being lit up, since the AE unit 

only needs to drive a minimum amount of current through the lamp in order 

to decide whether it is failing or not. This method Saves energy. Each AE 

unit can furthermore be implemented to enable measuring of the operating 
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time of the l~ght source to which it is connected. Since the average life 

(illumination time) of the lamps in question is well known, this 

individual information as to lamp status, namely illumination time and 

functioning/failing enables planned maintenance of the field lighting 

5 plant, wh~ch g~ves better status of the plant and more effective 

ut~l~zation of m~ntenance personnel. The total ~llumination time of each 

l~ght source is suitably continuosly registered at e.g. the central 

computer. 

According to an advantageous embodiment of the plant in accordance 

10 w~th the invention, each lighting includes two separate light sources, 

the lighting configurati?ns of which are identical. Only one light source 

is in service at a time, but should it fail the other light source is 

automatically connected, and information is sent that there is no reserve 

lamp for the lighting. 

15 Since each lighting is addressable in accordance with the present 

invention, there is the possibility of guiding aircrafts, using parts of 

the field lighting system, for taxiing to and from runways, i.e., to 

arrange a so-called taxiway guidance system. This can be arranged by the 

lighting system along the central line of a taxiway being sectioned so 

20 that a given section is given a group address. This section can then 

either have its own operating button in a control tower panel where the 

section is lit when the appropriate button is pressed, or the central 

computer in the system can select a path with given input values for the 

taxiing path of the aircraft, taking into consideration any maintenance 

25 work on the taxiway, or to other aircraft movements etc. The decided path 

can either be lit up simultaneously in its entirety or successively in 

front of the aircraft. In existing plants this sectioning has been 

achieved by each section being provided with a separate power supply. 

With the present invention, the sectioning is performed, with the aid of 

30 the AE units' addresses, in the software, which drastically reduces the 

installation costs for a guidance system, and simplifies any future 

changes in the section configuration. 

The invention can also be used for detect~ng veh~cle and aircraft 

movements on the ground, i.e. it can form a so-called ground traffic 

35 detection system. In airports with heavy traffic, the collision risk 

between aircraft/aircraft and aircraft/vehicle is namely a great problem 

in poor visibility conditions. Since the inventive lighting system 

includes "intelligent" and addressable AE units at each point where there 
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is a lighting, every taxiway and runway can be divided into frequent 

identification blocks. This inventive implementation of the plant, 

supplemented with a presence detector allocated to each fitting the 

complete field lighting system or parts thereof enables detection and 

5 supervision of aircraft and vehicle movements along the rolling way 

system or parts thereof. The signals from the ground traffic detectors 

are taken up by the AE units and transmitted together with other lighting 

information via loop computer and concentrator to the central computer, 

which depicts the ground traffic on a display. The central computer, or a 

10 special supervisory computer, can give an alarm for situations where 

unpermitted ground traffic situations occur. This ground traffic 

detection system integrated with the field lighting system is very cost

effective compared with existing ground radar systems. The present 

invention moreover permits that only those parts of the rolling way 

15 system selectively chosen from the safety aspect are provided with ground 

traffic detection capacity, whereby further cost savings can be made. 

In accordance with a further advantageous development of the 

invention, the guidance system is integrated with the ground traffic 

detection system such that the centre line lights included in the 

20 guidance system are lit up or extinguished or change lighting colour in 

front of and after the taxiing aircraft, respectively, lighting up and 

extinguishing the centre line lights taking place individually or in 

sections with the aid of control signals from the presence detection of 

the aircraft. 

25 According to another embodiment of the plant, each lighting position 

where an AE unit is to be connected is provided with an unique address, 

which is automatically transferred to the AE unit when the unit is 

connected, such that this address is tied to its location and is not lost 

if an AE unit were to be changed. 

30 An advantageous method of realizing an address which is not tied to 

the AE unit but to its poSition is to arrange a plurality of permanent 

magnets in the AE unit mounting such that these magnets have a unique 

combination of north and south pole orientation, giving the position in 

question an unique address which is automatically transferred to the AE 

35 unit by magnetic field-sensitive elements when the unit is connected. An 

eight bit address can be realized using eight magnets, for example. 

According to a still further advantageous embodiment of the plant, 

and via the AE unit, the lightings are made for three-phase supply 
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enabling the supply to be dimensioned to cope with a phase failure up to 

a predetermined current or voltage level. Up to this level all lightings 

light with no change if there is a phase failure. The central computer 

can be programmed such as to increase the number of lightings which are 

5 extinguished with an increasing modulation in order that the maximum 

transmitted power for two phases is not exceeded. 

Examples of the invention will now be described in more detail, with 

reference to the accompanying drawings, where Fig. 1 illustrates the two 

systems in use today for controlling field lighting at an airport, Fig. 2 

10 illustrates the principle implementation of an embodiment of the plant in 

accordance with the invention, Fig. 3 illustrates the prinCiple system 

implementation of an embodiment of the plant in accordance with the 

invention, Fig. 4 illustrates an embodiment of the lighting electronics' 

in the inventive plant, Fig. 5 illustrates an example of the realization 

15 of a unique address for each fitting, Fig. 6 illustrates the prinCiple of 

ground traffic detection in the inventive plant, Fig. 7 illustrates an 

embodiment of the plant in accordance with the invention for microwave

based ground traffic detection, Fig. 8 illustrates a system with stop 

lights having automatic re-illumination for controlling ground traffic, 

20 Fig. 9 is an idealized depiction of vehicle and aircraft ground movements 

and Fig. 10 illustrates a guidance system in a conventional construction 

and a system which may be realized with the plant in accordance with the 

invention. 

Fig- 1 illustrates the two different systems used today for 

25 controlling the field lighting at an airport. The internationally most 

usual form is the so-called series system. The power supply line is here 

fed with a constant current which can be set at different levels. The 

lightings 20 on the field are connected via a so-called series 

transformer 50 in series with each other. Two or more such loops are 

30 required for supplying each lighting system such as runway edge lighting, 

approach lighting, glidepath beacons, centre line lighting, taxiing 

lighting etc. Since the lightings 20 are in series there is most often 

required high secondary voltage at the main transformer 51. The regulator 

24 is connected on the primary side. In fig. 1 it is illustrated as a 

35 thyristor regulator 46, 48 but it can also be a transductor regulator or 

a regulating transformer. 

The power supply system most usual in Sweden is the so-called 

parallel system. In this case the lightings 20 are connected in parallel 
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to each other via their individual transformers 21 along the power supply 

loop. Transducer regulators or regulator transformers are used here as 

well, apart from thyristor regulators 24, 46, 48. The control and 

monitoring equipment, (the equipment to the left of the dashed line in 

5 Fig- 1), is often placed in so-called cabinets or stations in the field 

for these systems. For a medium-sized airport there are usually about 10-

15 such regulator units for supplying the different power supply loops 

included in the field lighting system_ 

Fig. 2 illustrates in principle the implementation of an embodiment 

10 of a plant in accordance with the invention. The power supply loop is 

here formed of the ordinary power supply, and connected to each lighting 

20 there is a so-called lighting electronic unit 18, denoted AE_ 

Fig_ 3 illustrates the principle system implementation of a plant 

according to an embodiment of the invention. 

15 Field lighting installations (existing and future) are controlled and 

monitored from an operating panel in the airport control tower (TWR). In 

the invention, a so-called central computer 4 senses the status of the 

different functions of the operating panel and sends control signals via 

its control program to one or more so-called concentrators 14. These are 

20 most often placed in a so-called power control cabinet 22 at the power 

supply points for the field lighting_ This communication between the 

central computer 4, most often placed in the apparatus room of the 

control tower, and the concentrator 14 may be by a time multiplexed 

signal on cable or optical fibre. Radio signalling can also be used. The 

25 concentrator 14 sends its control signals further to one or more loop 

computers 16. Via a modem communication each loop computer 16 looks after 

the AE units 18 which are connected to the associated power supply loop. 

One loop computer can at present communicate with a maximum of 127 AE 

units, with retention of the necessary rapidity in the system. 

30 Communication between the loop computer 16 and the respective AE units 18 

along the loop can either take place with digital signals superposed on 

the power supply loop or via separate signal cable. The most advantageous 

embodiment appears to be communication via the power cables, no special 

signal cable thus being required. 

35 Each AE unit 18 monitors the status of the lighting fitting 20 and 

sends this information to the loop computer 16 in question, for further 

transmission via the concentrator 14 to the central computer 4, which co

ordinates the information and gives an alarm when so required. As will be 
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seen from Fig. 3, the status of the plant can also be depicted on a 

screen 6 with associated keyboard 8 or a printer 10 in the so-called 

operational supervision centre. As is further apparent from Fig. 3, this 

embodiment of the plant in accordance with the invention, with supply to 

S the lightings 20 via AE units 18, permits this new control and monitoring 

method to be mixed with the conventional technique using series of 

parallel supply by the power supply loops. The loop computer 16 thus 

provides a centrally placed regulator 24 with the necessary control 

signals (criterion values) and it also monitors the regulator 24 so that 

~O the right intenSity is set and the right load connected to the loop. This 

possibility of cOmbinin~ conventional power supply methods with the new 

technique in accordance with the invention makes the system very 

flexible. 

For meeting functional reliability requirements, the central computer 

15 4 and the power control cabinets 22 can be doubled, as indicated in Fig. 

3 by dashed lines. When the central computer 4, 4' and the power control 

cabinets 22, 22' are doubled, all the cables between the operating panel 

and the power control cabinets 22,22' are similarly doubled. 

A monitoring unit 12, e.g. of the so-called watchdog type, is 

20 connected to both the central computers 4, 4' for monitoring the function 

of the plant. 

Fig. 4 illustrates an embodiment of the AS unit in the plant in 

accordance with the invention. This comprises a modem 36 for receiving 

control signals which are either carried on separate signal cables or are 

2S digital signals superposed on the power Cabling. The AS unit further 

includes a lamp control unit 35 with a microprocessor and associated 

interfaces 37 and power semiconductors 39 for regulating the power supply 

to the light sources 20. The microprocessor of the lamp control unit 35 

also looks after monitoring of the operation so that if incorrect light 

30 intensity is set, or if a lamp 20 fails, the AS unit sends information on 

this to the loop computer 16, c.f. Fig. 3. 

Power control in the AE unit can take place according to several 

different principle methods. Fig. 4 illustrates so-called primary 

switching, with which, while using high switching frequency, there is 

35 obtained extremely small lamp transformers and thereby a very compact 

construction. Ideally, the transformer decreases in size inversely 

proportional to the frequency. The frequency is determined here by the 

construction of the lamp control unit 35 and control can take place, e.g. 
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by pulse length modulation, i.e. the pulse length in the "on position" is 

greater for higher output effect, and for lower output effect this pulse 

length becomes shorter, the switching frequency being constant the whole 

time. 

5 A voltage regulator 41 is illustrated in Fig. 4 for supplying the 

electronics. the fitting electronics also includes a rectifier bridge 43 

and a filter 45 for preventing noise from the fittings and electronics to 

propagate to the network. 

By each lighting having its individual regulator, at least certain 

10 lightings can advantageously be fitted with battery backup, so that for 

voltage failure the lamp in the lighting continues to light with 

predetermined intensity. 

Each AE unit has its unique address, as mentioned above. There is 

thus obtained a possibility of individual control and monitoring of each 

15 lighting 20 or section of lightings. Fig. 5 illustrates an advantageous 

method of achieving this. Permanently situated on the lighting there is a 

magnetic strip 1 containing the necessary number of permanent magnets 3. 

The magnets 3 are made as reversible magnet plugs to enable pole 

reversing. The AE unit contains magnetosensitive elements 2, for sensing 

20 the orientation of the north and south poles of the magnets, this 

orientation enabling a binary address code to be obtained, at 4 in Fig. 

5. When the AE unit is positioned it automatically obtains its address, 

which is permanently associated with the location. This means that each 

AE unit can be used anywhere in the field lighting system, as far as add-

25 ressing is concerned, which is advantageous from the point of view of 

service and maintenance. The embodiment illustrated in Fig. 5 shows how 

the magnetic field 5 connects the address code from the permanently 

installed address code transmitter B to an address code decoder A in the 

lighting electronic unit without galvanic contacts, a signal converter 

30 and address transmission unit 6 being connected to the decoder. 

It is obviously possible to implement this memory so that the input 

address is also retained when there is no current, the input taking place 

with the aid of a special command to start with. 

With the technique in accordance with the invention for controlling 

35 and monitoring the field lighting using addressable local regulators 

there is obtained the field system divided into unique addressing blocks 

ai' as is illustrated in Fig. 6. By providing the field system with the 

required number of presence detectors 72, c.f. Fig. 4, a system for 
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detecting vehicle and aircraft ground traffic can be achieved, integrated 

with the field lighting system. In such a case the presence detector can 

be placed on a lighting fitting, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Since each 

fitting has a unique address to which the presence detector signal is 

5 correlated, vehicle and aircraft movements on the field can be supervised 

with the aid of this procedure. 

In the illustrated embodiment, the presence detector 72 comprises a 

microwave based detector. The microwave signals are transmitted and 

received via an antenna unit 71 and are evaluated at 74. However, the 

~O detector can be based on other physical measuring principles using such 

as supersonics, infrared rays, eddy current etc. 

In order to control the ground traffic, above all in airports with 

heavy traffic, stop lights are required at the entrances to runways, and 

also at crossings between taxiways. Such an arrangement is illustrated in 

15 Fig. 8, the stoplights 11 are usually sunk lightings arranged across the 

taxiway 80, where it is suitable to stop the traffic. The stoplights 11 

comprise a line of at least 5 light units sunk into the taxiway and 

providing directed, steady red lights solely for the traffic which is to 

be stopped. Light ramps included in the stop light system must be enabled 

20 for separate operation in the control tower, and the installation of the 

stop lights should be carried out so that not all light units in such a 

ramp are extinguished at the same time for failure in the supply system. 

The stop lights 11 are controlled such that when an aircraft 82 

approaches an illuminated ramp of stop lights, the pilot stops the 

25 aircraft and calls the control tower to obtain permission to pass the 

stoplights. The flying controller gives a clearance sign for passage by 

extinguishing the stop lights. When the aircraft 82 has passed the 

lights, they shall be illuminated once again with red light as soon as 

possible to prevent further aircrafts from unintentionally crossing them. 

30 This re-illumination takes place either manually or automatically. For 

configurating a stop light ramp with automatic re-illumination, and using 

the technique known up to now, there are required at least two centrally 

placed current regulators in order to obtain the separate operation 

required according to the above, and also to obtain the necessary 

35 redundance. 

In apparatus of this kind known up to now, the automatic re

illumination is controlled by a separate traffic signal system which, 

with separate current supply and with separate control signal cables, is 
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connected to the regulator units for the lighting in question. This is an 

expensive way of controlling and automatically re-illuminating only five 

light units, for example. 

A configuration in accordance with the present invention is 

5 illustrated in Fig. 8. Each lighting in the stop lights 11 is provided 

with an electronic unit AE, which is controlled via the power cables from 

the loop computer/concentrator 13, 14. Supply can take place as 

illustrated in the figure, e.g. it can be three-phase supply to obtain 

great redundance in the supply. The same power supply which is used, e.g. 

10 for surrounding illuminated signs, can be used for supplying the stop 

lights and thus considerably reducing cable costs. A presence detection 

system is integrated into the configuration for obtaining the automatic 

re-illumination. In fig. 8 there is illustrated a microwave-based 

presence detector 12 with a transmitter ND/S and a receiver ND/M. A 

15 fitting electronics unit 17 is connected to the receiver for looking 

after the signal from the receiver. The signal from the receiver is sent 

on the cable 18 to the associated loop computer 13, which in turn sends 

the re-i1lumination signal to the fitting electronic units of the stop 

lights. Also schematically illustrated in the figure are the necessary 

20 modem 15, way edge lighting 16, a power point 19 and signal cable 21 to 

an operating and display panel 10 in the control tower. 

The described configuration for controlling and automatically re

illuminating the stop lights 11 for aircraft at an airport is 

substantially cheaper than the configuration according to previously 

25 known technique, with regard to hardware cost and cable cost. In addition 

there is automatically obtained great redundance, which is important from 

the safety aspect, a possibility of being able to regulate the intensity 

of the stop lights being obtained as well. 

The system permits vehicle and aircraft movements to be depicted on a 

30 monitor in the control tower or at another desired place, see Fig. 9. The 

described method of detecting ground traffic is very cost effective 

compared with today's ground radar systems. Such systems also have the 

disadvantage that in heavy rain and snowfall they cause high background 

noise, thus causing difficulties in effective supervision. Another 

35 advantage with the solution in accordance with this invention is that if 

the field movement supervision is only desired or required for a amall 

part of the runway system, this can be advantageously achieved. 
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At airports with the most heavy traffic in the world today, so-called 

guidance systems have been built up to guide aircraft when taxiing to and 

from runways, see Fig. 10. The lower part of the figure illustrates how 

such a system is built up today. This is done by the power supply to the 

5 lightings in question being sectioned so that each section can be lit up 

and extinguished individually. A large amount of cable is required for 

this, as well as many centrally placed regulators. With the present 

invention having addressable regulators the sectioning is done in the 

software. Different sections of lightings can thus be connected to the 

10 same power supply cable, and merely by defining what lighting addresses 

are associated with a certain section the section in question can be lit 

up and extinguished individually. This configuration results in +arge 

cost savings, see the upper part of Fig. 10. 
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Claims 

1. Method of supervising and controlling field lighting at an 

airport, c h a r act e r i zed in that each lighting has a 

5 regulator with associated monitoring unit for power supply to and 

monitoring of said lighting, which is addressed individually for 

controlling the light intensity of the lighting and for receiving 

information as to the operational status of the lighting. 

2. Method as claimed in claim 1, communication between a traffic 

10 control tower and the lightings taking place via a so-called loop 

computer and modem, c h a r act e r i zed in that communication 

between the loop computer and lightings is expedited over existing power 

cables, and superposed on the existing power supply. 

3. Method as claimed in claim 1, communication between a traffic 

15 control tower and the lightings taking place via a so-called loop 

computer and modem, c h a r act e r i zed in that communication 

between loop computer and lightings is expedited via a special signal 

cable. 

4. Method as claimed in either of claims 2 or 3, 

20 c h a r act e r i zed in that the lightings along one or more power 

supply loops are addressed from a loop computer individually or in 

groups. 

5. Method as claimed in anyone of claims 1-4, 

c h a,r act e r i zed in that the central line lighting on a taxiway 

25 is lit up successively, individually or sectionally, in front of a 

taxiing aircraft for indicating the route of the aircraft when it is 

taxiing home or out, the necessary electric sectioning being determined 

in the software of a central computer via the addresses of the lighting 

electronic unit, and lighting being controlled by the taxiing route 

3'0 determined in the central computer. 

6. Method as claimed in claim 5, c h a r act e r i zed in that 

the extent of lighting up, extinguishing or changing colour of the light 

is controlled via a presence detecting system. 

7. Method as claimed in anyone of claims 1-6, 

35 c h a r act e r i zed in that said output effect of each lighting 

for a given intenSity level is changed by reprogramming via a centrally 

placed computer using the lighting electronics unit in situ. 
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S. Method as claimed in anyone of claims 1-7, 

c h a r act e r i zed in that the total illumination time of each 

light source is automatically and individually registered. 

9. Plant for supervising and controlling field lighting at an 

5 airport, c h a r act e r i zed in that each lighting is provided 

with an electronic unit controlling a regulator, monitoring unit and 

modem for power supply to the light source of the lighting, and for 

monitoring the operation of the lighting, each lighting being 

individually addressable from a control central for the airport. 

10 10. Plant as claimed in claim 9, c h a r act e r i zed in that 

a selected plurality of the electronic units of the lightings are each 

allotted a presence detector for forming a ground traffic detection 

system for detecting the ground movements of aircraft and vehicles, said 

detector including transducers based on supersonics, optics, magnetism, 

15 eddy currents, or microwaves. 

11. Plant as claimed in claim 9 or 10, 

c h a r act e r i zed in that each lighting electronic unit includes 

a unique address block, permanently mounted on the lighting, or its 

associated lighting well, such that when said unit is put in place the 

20 lighting is automatically given its unique address. 

12. Plant as claimed in cla.im 11, 

c h a r act e r i zed in that the address block includes permanent 

magnets, the north and south pole orientation of which gives a unique 

digital address, the lighting electronic unit containing magnetism-

25 sensitive elements for sensing the north and south pole orientation of 

the magnets. 

13. Plant as claimed in claim 10, c h a r act e r i zed in that 

at least certain lightings are arranged to form so-called stop lights, 

each lighting of these stoplights including an individual electronic 

~o unit, and in that a presence detection system connected to said stop 

lights is arranged for automatically giving a re-illumination signal to 

the lightings of the stop lights as a reply to the passage of an aircraft 

or other vehicle past the stop lights. 

14. Plant as claimed in anyone of claims 9-13, 

35 c h a r act e r i zed in that a given number of lightings are 

provided with battery backup, so that should there be a voltage failure 

the light intensity of the lamp is regulated to a previously determined 

value. 
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15. Plant as claimed in anyone of claims 9-14, 

c h a r act e r i zed in that the power supply to the lighting 

electronic unit is three-phase connected, and disposed such that should a 

phase fail, all the light units continue to light up with unaltered in-

S tensity unless the light intensity exceeds a predetermined value, at 

which a predetermined number of lightings are adapted such as to be 

extinguished. 

16. Plant as claimed in anyone of claims 9-15, 

c h a r act e r i zed in that each lighting includes two separate 

+0 light sources, the light configurations of these sources being identical, 

it only being intended that one light source is connected at a time, and 

in that the lighting electronic unit is adapted such that for a failure 

of one light source it automatically connects the other and gives an 

alarm for the failed light source. 
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Method and control system for operative traffic 

A method 

traffic, 

for operative traffic, 

especially operative 

said operative 

ground traffic 

5 associated with air traffic, being controlled by means 

of a real-time and automated data processing unit, at 

least some of the operative units, such as aircraft, 

field, maintenance, and upkeep equipment, vehicles or 

the like, present in an operative traffic area, being 

10 at least in an information transmitting communication 

therewith at least for the identification and 

positioning of the latter. 

It is possible to apply a method of the invention in 

15 a wide variety of applications, e.g. for safely 

controlling operative traffic occurring on the ground, 

in water and/or in the air. One of the key 

applications for a method of the invention is the 

20 

control of operative ground traffic 

especially with air traffic. 

associated 

It is prior known that the ground traffic, especially 

one associated with air traffic, is run by using quite 

traditional methods and arrangements, each airport 

25 being always provided with an air traffic control 

tower, which is the base for controlling all airport 

operations involving both ground and air traffic 

activities by using conventional radar and monitor 

systems. However, the traditional control methods are 

30 largely based on visual monitoring performed by air 

traffic controllers, whereby, especially in adverse 

weather conditions, such as in fog, snowfall, or the 

like, the conditions may cause major setbacks and 

interruptions for air traffic. A principal reason for 

35 this is that it is not possible in all circumstances 

to visually make sure in a sufficiently reliable 

fashion e.g. the condition of a required runway door 

the equipment possibly present in such runway. 
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Therefore, e.g. after a snowplowing operation, it is 

generally necessary to wait at least an hour before it 

is possible to rercommission a runway to its primary 

applications. Snowy conditions are particularly 

5 inconvenient for traditional air traffic control 

methods since, as a result of sufficiently long runway 

standstill required as a safety precaution, there is 

time for fresh snow to gather thereon prior to the 

next commissioning of the runway, and this 

10 necessitates another pawing operation very shortly, 

leading to a continuing delay in air traffic as 

snowfall continues. 

In addition, the traditional control system is not 

15 capable of controlling and guiding e.g. a landed 

aircraft to a terminal best suited for a given 

situation but, in principle, it is necessary to always 

stick with operating plans decided a long time before. 

20 

Thus, e.g. occasional malfunctions, 

often cause breakdowns etc. 

resulting in a confusion in 

lengthy 

terms of 

equipment 

downtimes, 

preplanned 

timetables and arrangements. Furt~ermore, so-called 

"last-minute tune-ups" in traditional inflexible 

control systems frequently cause danger situations 

25 since, with manual arrangements, it is not possible to 

account for a sufficient number of factors even in 

minor changes of operating plan. 

The prior art is described in US Patent 4,827,418, 

30 relating to an expert system which relies on so-called 

artificially intelligence based data processing for 

controlling the altitude and heading of especially 

airborne aircraft in order to avoid collisions. Such 

solutions make use particularly of LISPrprogramming or 

35 the like which, however, from the viewpoint of a 

person skilled in the art, does not have any 

significant equivalence to the processing solutions of 

the present invention. Thus, the system disclosed in 
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the cited patent is indeed primarily intended for air 

traffic control, which can also be used as an air 

control simulator. Moreover, in the cited solution, 

e.g. the positioning is carried out conventionally by 

5 means of a radar. It should further be noted that the 

mere LISP-programming represents quite traditional 

processing in terms of technology and, hence, the (at 

present virtually "out-of-use") LISP-programming is 

not even close to being sufficiently powerful in terms 

10 of solving problems equivalent to those addressed by 

the present invention. 

On the other hand, unlike both the above-cited and the 

present invention, the reference publication EP 

15 613,109 encompasses infrared~radiation based 

transmitters and receivers for the identification and 

positioning of aircraft in a ground traffic area. In 

the cited solution, the positioning is largely based 

on monitoring the field temperature levels, whereby 

20 sensors mounted on the field detect a new aircraft on 

the basis of an increase in temperature. Thereafter, 

the heading of this particular aircraft is determined 

as soon as some other heat identification unit has 

detected the elevated temperature caused by this 

25 aeroplane. Then, it is possible to determine 

mathematically the heading/acceleration/speed etc. of 

the aircraft, e.g. by the application of vector 

mathematics or the like. 

30 From the viewpoint of a person skilled in the art, the 

cited solution is also essentially different from the 

present invention since, first of all, it is based on 

IR radiation. On the other hand, the positioning of 

aircraft as well represents quite traditional 

35 technology, especially in light of the present 

invention, nor does it function with reliability that 

would be even nearly equal to that of the present 

invention. Neither is the cited type of arrangement by 
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any means such that it could be utilised, at least not 

with a sufficient reliability, for monitoring the 

movements of persons/groups of persons working within 

a ground traffic area. 

Thus, the cited solution is only capable of performing 

a fraction of what can be done with the present 

invention. Moreover, especially the use of IR 

radiation in this connection is unfavourable 

10 particularly for the following reasons: 

- restricted in terms of its range/power 

15 

- necessitates a physical contact 

- a limited number of channels 

- out-of-date technology 

few practical applications, and even those in not 

absolutely crucial circumstances. 

Hence, what the cited solution has in common with the 

present invention is primarily that it is intended for 

20 monitoring the position of aircraft or the like 

currently within a ground traffic area for avoiding 

collisions or the like by means of computerrassisted 

processing. 

25 An object of a method of the invention is to provide 

a decisive improvement in terms of the above problems 

and hence to raise substantially the available prior 

art. In order to achieve this object, a method of the 

invention is principally characterized in that an 

30 expert system is informed about each unit on 

commission within an operative traffic area, 

preferably including also persons or groups of persons 

within the operative traffic area, by means of a 

radiorfrequency operated transmitter system as well as 

35 by means of an antenna system enabling a substantially 

continuous-action positioning, the operative traffic 

being monitored and controlled by means of a 

comprehensive expert system, preferably making use of 
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so-called soft computing technology, such as a sum 

logic, a neural network, a neuro-,sum logic, chaos 

theory, genetic algorithms and/or the like for 

enabling its adaptive or self-learning operation. 

The most important benefits gained by a method of the 

invention include simplicity, reliability in 

operation, and a remarkable improvement in the safety 

of operative traffic, the method making it possible to 

10 safely control for example all operative traffic 

associated with aviation while eliminating safety 

hazards and risk factors in the ground traffic within 

an airfield perimeter all the way from the landing of 

an aircraft to its take-off. A method of the invention 

15 also improves the speed and reliability of 

decision,making especially in abnormal situations, the 

method making it possible to eliminate unnecessary 

operation stoppages as well as congestions. Thus, a 

method of the invention provides a substantial 

20 improvement in the flexibility of especially ground 

and air traffic control, thereby producing a 

significant increase in the capacity of airfield 

traffic and in the economy of the entire airport 

operation. One further advantage gained especially by 

25 so-,called soft computing technology over the prior 

art-technology is that, first of all, e.g. the neuro

sum logic provides a system which is distinctly more 

inexpensive, speedier, and simpler than those 

described above and which requires significantly fewer 

30 rules. In addition, the deduction-making is 

significantly speedier, with possibly more than 1000-

fold differences in favour of the presentinvention. 

The non-independent claims directed to a method 

35 disclose preferred applications for a method of the 

invention. 
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The invention relates also to a control system 

operating in accordance with the method. The control 

system is defined in more detail in the preamble of an 

independent claim directed thereto. The principal 

5 characterizing features of the control system are set 

forth in the characterizing clause of the same claim. 

When correctly implemented, the control system of the 

invention is trouble-free, operates in real time, and 

10 self-learning, in addition to which it can be coupled, 

e.g. in the afore-mentioned aviation, e.g. 

interactively with ground radar, surveillance, or e.g. 

meteorological systems or the like. Since it is also 

possible to connect the operative staff to an 

15 integral, intelligent coding and information system, 

controlled by an expert system and further secured 

preferably with arrangements based e.g. on biothermal 

identification for preventing e. g. the passage of 

unauthorized persons within operative areas, the 

20 control system of the invention is capable of 

providing a significant improvement especially in 

terms of the safety and efficiency of aviation by 

eliminating major safety hazards and risk factors 

associated with traditional aviation. Thus, the 

25 control system of the invention can be used for 

controlling all activities within the operative ground 

traffic area of an airport from the moment an aircraft 

has touched down on runway all the way to the moment 

said aircraft has safely taxied to its designated 

30 terminal lot or vice versa. 

The non-independent claims directed to a control 

system disclose preferred embodiments for a control 

system of the invention. The invention will now be 

35 described in detail with reference made to the 

accompanying drawings, in which 
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fig. 1 

fig. 2 

7 

shows basically a general operating 

principle for a control system applying a 

method of the invention, 

shows further a method of the invention, 

applying a so-called diffuse spectrum-radio 

positioning system based on G8M-technology. 

A method for operative traffic, said operative 

10 traffic, especially operative ground traffic 

associated with air traffic, being controlled by means 

of a real-time, automated data processing system, at 

least some of the operative units present in an 

operative traffic area, such as aircraft, field, 

15 maintenance, and upkeep equipment, vehicles or the 

like, being at least in an information transmitting 

communication therewith at least for the 

identification and positioning of the latter. An 

expert system 1 is informed about each unit on 

20 commission within an operative traffic area, 

preferably including also persons or groups of persons 

wi thin the operative traffic area, by means of a 

radio-frequency operated transmitter system 2 as well 

as by means of an antenna system 3 enabling a 

25 substantially continuous-action positioning, the 

operative traffic being monitored and controlled by 

means of a comprehensive expert system 1, preferably 

making use of so-called soft computing technology, 

30 

such as a sum logic, 

logic, chaos theory, 

like for enabling 

operation. 

a neural network, a neurorsum 

genetic algorithms and/or the 

its adaptive or self-learning 

In one preferred application of a method of the 

35 invention, the expert system 1 is supplied not only 

with collected real-time information i1, such as that 

regarding said operative units, but also with 

information i2 regarding the conditions of an 
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operative traffic area, such as wind, ice, snow, 

water, temperature and/or the like factors, for 

anticipating hazardous situations, such as collision 

situations or the like, by means of operating models 

5 db pre-programmed therein. 

In reference to traditional solutions, it is naturally 

preferable to control operative traffic also by means 

of guide boards, one preferred application of a method 

10 of the invention comprising the use of luminous, such 

as optical fiber, LCD-, LED-matrix displays 4 and/or 

the like, which are controlled integrally by means of 

the expert system 1 especially for providing an active 

guidance optimally compatible with the situation of 

15 each controlled unit. 

In a further preferred application of the method, each 

unit present in an operative traffic area is 

identified and/or positioned by means of a unit-

20 specific and/or personal detector system 5, such as 

through the intermediary of remote identification 

and/or preferably the antenna system 3 or, 

respectively, by means of a transponder system (TIRI8) 

enabling the positioning, a fingertip, eyeground 

25 identification system and/or the like, based on 

biometric identification, especially for making use of 

unit-specific clearances, restrictions, priorities 

and/or the like programmed in the expert system 1. 

30 In a particularly preferred application of the method, 

each unit present in an operative traffic area is 

identified and positioned most preferably by means of 

a cellular network principle, such as a mobile 

communicator system included in a mobile communication 

35 network consisting of cells containing a base station, 

the positioning being effected by using a diffuse 

spectrum-radio positioning system 2, 3, 5 based on so

called G8M-technology. Fig. 2 illustrates one 
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particular lay-out example for setting up the 

afore.mentioned diffuse spectrum-radio positioning 

system. 3', 5' represents in fig. 2 a taxiway shoulder 

light and a positioning beacon connected therewith. 

5 Respecti vely, 3 II, 5 II represents a runway shoulder 

light and a positioning beacon connected therewith. kx 

represents a runway mid-line light. In a type of 

solution depicted in the figure, each 

10 

moving/stationary object, or in 

aircraft fp, fitted with a 

this example an 

diffuse-spectrum 

transmitter 2' emitting an identification code. At 

this juncture, the runway shoulder lights present in 

the runway area and the taxiway shoulder lights 

receive and identify various diffuse-spectral 

15 transmissions, operating in accordance with the 

above.described logic as so-called positioning 

beacons. In this context, the radio path is provided 

by a system 2400 2450 GHz operating on ISM 

(Industrial & Scientifical & Medical) frequencies, 

20 having a frequency band of 50 MHz and a transmission 

capacity of < 10 mW. In this type of solution, at the 

obj ect speed of 0 100 m/ s, the coordinates are 

obtained at the accuracy of 0,1 - 10 meters. The scope 

of surveillance provides a possibility of monitoring 

25 all aircraft, vehicles moving in the area, maintenance 

people walking within the field area etc. In addition, 

the number of objects within the operating range of a 

single positioning analyzer may always be as high as 

15 objects, whose activated identifications are 

30 included in the system data base. 

For example, the above-mentioned TIRIS-system is based 

on an identifier (transponder), which is identifiable 

and preferably also attachable to an object to be 

35 positioned, and on a reader, which in this case is 

arranged in communication with the position-defining 

antenna system 2. In terms of technology, the 

TIRISrsystem is constructed in such a way that the 
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identifier is provided with an antenna element, a 

micro~circuit containing an identification code, and 

a capacitor. When subjected to a magnetic field from 

the reader, the passive identifier is charged and 

5 transmits the message contained in the identifier. The 

identifications are either previously encoded or to be 

updated in the field of a reader. The identifier 

receives its necessary operating energy preferably 

from an electromagnetic field (radio waves) and, thus, 

10 it needs no battery or other source of energy. 

Referring particularly to the preferred operating 

principle depicted in the drawing, the control system 

of the invention comprises a transmitter system 2, 

15 operating on radio frequencies and informing an expert 

system 1 about each unit operating within an operative 

traffic areal including preferably also persons and 

groups of persons present in the operative traffic 

area, as well as an antenna system 3 enabling a 

20 substantially continuousraction positioning, the 

surveillance and control of operative traffic in the 

control system being effected by means of the expert 

system I, making use of sor-called soft computing 

technology, such as a sum logic, a neural network, a 

25 neuro-sum logic, a chaos theory, genetic algorithms 

and/or the like, enabling its adaptive or self

learning operation. 

The control system is further preferably based on a 

30 self-learning expert system I, whose information and 

control channels are preferably constituted by 

apparatus-specifically encoded high-frequency 

transmitters 2, and further on an antenna system 3, 

required for positioning and detecting a set of 

35 coordinates to be positioned, and on an active and 

luminous display board arrangement 4, controlling an 

operative field area preferably through the 

intermediary of a so-called intelligent optical 
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network and based e.g. on an optical fiber/LCD-, LED

matrix. 

In a further preferred application, the operative 

5 units/persons are linked to the system also by means 

of a unit-specific/personal detector system 5, such as 

a transponder system (TIRI8) enabling remote 

identification and the positioning preferably through 

the intermediary of the antenna system 3, a fingertip, 

10 eyeground identification system based on biometric 

identification, and/or the like. This enables making 

use of unit-specific clearances, restrictions, 

priorities and/or the like programmed especially in 

the expert system 1. 

15 

In a preferred application, the control system 

includes a diffuse spectrum-radio positioning system 

2,3,5, which is preferably based on G8M,technology and 

whereby each unit present in an operative traffic area 

20 is identified and positioned preferably on a cellular 

network principle, such as a mobile communicator 

system included in a mobile communicator network 

consisting of cells that contain a base station. 

25 In an intended application as described above, the 

control system monitors and controls automatically as 

well as transmits information independently about all 

operative traffic action within a field area and, by 

virtue of this, provides air traffic control and 

30 aviators with significantly improved possibilities of 

taking correct decisions and measures required by a 

given situation. In addition, the above type of 

control system increases substantially the capacity of 

operative field action (landing, take-off, surface 

35 traffic, flight maintenance) especially in foul 

weather conditions, as it is capable of composing an 

overall picture of all surveillance and sensor points 

simultaneously. The accuracy is further enhanced, as 
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the control system is capable of determining and 

deciding continuously and in realrtime all situations 

and by constantly simulating both mathematically and 

empirically such situations before they are likely to 

5 occur. Thus, an expert system included in the control 

system is capable of identifying also completely 

unpredictable events e.g. by alarming the operative 

staff automatically and by describing the problem as 

well as by also presenting preferably e.g. graphic and 

10 safe, i.e. previously simulated and tested model 

solutions. 

One further advantage offered by the control system of 

the invention in this context is that it relieves the 

15 air traffic control of all control measures regarding 

aircraft present on the ground and in a normal 

condition as well as other surface traffic. Hence, the 

control system concentrates the decision-making 

especially in a crisis situation on the air traffic 

20 control, the expert system, as well as on other 

monitoring systems associated preferably interactively 

with the control system, e.g. as depicted in the chart 

of the drawing. Hence, an expert system of the 

invention operates as part of the control system by 

25 delivering continuous, real-time, graphic information, 

solution models and suggestions, while leaving, 

whenever necessary, the actual decision-making to the 

air traffic control. According to the chart depicted 

in the drawing, the control system thus collects the 

30 real-time information, compares it to a safe decision 

compatible with the condition of the expert system 1, 

and produces an alarm about immediate or anticipated 

discrepancies. The analyzed surveillance information 

is stored automatically in the data base db. 

35 

In certain type of cases, the expert system 1 included 

in the control system operates automatically by 

deciding and performing all conventional and non-
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hazardous control duties. In addition, it is possible 

to monitor thereby that the air traffic control 

performs correctly the ground traffic control 

operations assigned thereto. 

The method and control system of the invention can be 

further exploited in such a manner that all relevant 

travelling paths within an operative area are also 

provided with guiding tapes or the like, controlled in 

10 real time by the expert system, whereby e. g. an 

advancing light or sound effect is used to guide each 

controlled unit to its proper destination. 

It is naturally obvious that a method of the invention 

15 can be applied not only in the above-mentioned and 

-described applications but in the most diverse of 

contexts, i.e. in addition to ground traffic 

application, e.g. in a harbour area for controlling 

and monitoring the passage of boats/ships. Naturally, 

20 the operating chart depicted by way of example only 

represents generally the operating principle for a 

method of the invention, as it is of course possible 

to link directly therewith, in addition to the above

mentioned supplementary functions, e.g. an air traffic 

25 control radar and monitor info, air traffic control 

preference decisions, weather observations, etc. Also 

naturally, e.g. the above-described TIRIS-system can 

be active as well, whereby, when fitted with a current 

supply, it will be capable of independently 

30 communicating with the expert system, e.g. for the 

continuous positioning of a moving vehicle. 
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Claims: 

1. A method for operative traffic, said operative 

traffic, especially operative ground traffic 

5 associated with air traffic, being controlled by means 

of a real-time and automated data processing unit, at 

least some of the operative units, such as aircraft, 

field, maintenance, and upkeep equipment, vehicles or 

the like, present in an operative traffic area, being 

10 at least in an information transmitting communication 

therewith at least for the identification and 

positioning of the latter, characterized in that an 

expert system (1) is informed about each unit on 

commission within an operative traffic area, 

15 preferably including also persons or groups of persons 

within the operative traffic area, by means of a 

radio-frequency operated transmitter system (2) as 

well as by means of an antenna system (3) enabling a 

substantially continuous-action positioning, the 

20 operative traffic being monitored and controlled by 

means of the comprehensive expert system (1) , 

preferably making use of sOr-called soft computing 

technology, such as a sum logic, a neural network, a 

neuro-sum logic, chaos theory, genetic algorithms 

25 and/or the like for enabling its adaptive or self

learning operation. 

2. A method as set forth in claim 1, characterized 

in, that the expert system (1) is supplied not only 

30 with collected real-time information (i1), such as 

that regarding said operative units, but also with 

information (i2) regardin the conditions of an 

operative traffic area, such as wind, ice, snow, 

water, temperature and/or the like factors, for 

35 anticipating hazardous situations, such as collision 

situations or the like, by means of operating models 

(db) pre-programmed therein. 
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3. A method as set forth in claim 1 or 2, wherein 

the operative traffic is controlled by means of guide 

boards present at least in an operative traffic area, 

characterized in that said guidance is effected by 

using luminous, such as optical fiber, LCD-, LED-

matrix displays (4) and/or the like, which are 

controlled integrally by means of the expert system 

(1) especially for providing an active guidance 

optimally compatible with the situation of each 

controlled unit. 

4. A method as set forth in any of the preceding 

claims 1-3, characterized in that each unit present in 

an operative traffic area is identified and/or 

15 positioned by means of a unit-specific and/or personal 

detector system (5), such as through the intermediary 

of remote identification and/or preferably the antenna 

system (3) or, respectively, by means of a transponder 

system (TIRIS) enabling the positioning, a fingertip, 

20 eyeground identification system and/or the like, based 

on biometric identification, especially for making use 

of unit,specific clearances, restrictions, priorities 

and/or the like programmed in the expert system (1). 

25 5. A method as set forth in any of the preceding 

claims 1-4, characterized in 

an operative traffic area is 

most preferably by means 

that each unit present in 

identified and positioned 

of a cellular network 

principle, such as a mobile communicator system 

30 included in a mobile communication network consisting 

of cells containing a base station, the positioning 

being effected by using a diffuse spectrum-radio 

positioning system (2,3,5), most preferably based on 

G8M-technology. 

35 

6. A control 

control system 

system for operative traffic, said 

intended for controlling operative 

traffic, especially operative ground traffic 
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associated with air traffic, being implemented by 

means of a real-time and automated data processing 

unit, at least some of the operative units, such as 

aircraft I field, maintenance, and upkeep equipment, 

5 vehicles or the like, present in an operative traffic 

area being at least in an information transmitting 

communication 

identification 

therewith at 

and positioning 

least for the 

of the latter, 

characterized in that the control system comprises a 

10 transmitter system (2), operating on radio frequencies 

and informing an expert system (1) about each unit 

operating within an operative traffic area, including 

preferably also persons and groups of persons present 

in the operative traffic area, as well as an antenna 

15 system (3) enabling a substantially continuous-action 

positioning, the surveillance and control of operative 

traffic in the control system being effected by means 

of the expert system (1), making use of so-called soft 

computing technology, such as a sum logic, a neural 

20 network, a neuro-sum logic, a chaos theory, genetic 

algorithms and/or the like, enabling its adaptive or 

self-learning operation. 

25 

7. A control 

characterized in 

to process not 

system as set forth in claim 6, 

that the expert system (1) is adapted 

only real-time information (il) 

collected therein and regarding said operative units, 

but also information (i2) regarding the conditions of 

an operative traffic area, such as wind, ice, snow, 

30 water, temperature and/or the like factors, for 

anticipating hazardous situations, such as collision 

situations or the like, by means of operating models 

(db) pre-programmed therein. 

35 8. A control system as set forth in claim 6 or 7, 

including guide boards present at least in an 

operative traffic area for guiding said operative 

traffic, characterized in that said guidance is 
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provided by means of luminous, such as optical fiber, 

LCD-, LED-matrix displays (4) and/or the like, which 

are adapted to be integrally controlled by means of 

the expert system (1) especially for providing an 

5 active guidance optimally compatible with the 

situation of each controlled unit. 

9. A control system as set forth in any of the 

preceding claims 6-8, characterized in that, for 

10 identifying and/or positioning each unit present in an 

operative traffic area, said control system includes 

a unit-specific and/or personal detector system (5), 

such as a transponder system (TIRIS) enabling the 

posi tioning through the intermediary of remote 

15 identification and/or preferably the antenna system 

(3) or, respectively, a fingertip, eyeground 

identification system and/or the like, based on 

biometric identification, especially for making use of 

unit-specific clearances, restrictions, priorities 

20 and/or the like programmed in the expert system (1). 

10. A control system as set forth in any of the 

preceding claims 6-9, characterized in that it 

includes a diffuse spectrum-radio positioning system 

25 (2,3,5), most preferably based on GSM-technology, for 

identifying and positioning each unit present in an 

operative traffic area most preferably on a cellular 

network principle, such as by means of a mobile 

communicator system included in a mobile communication 

30 network consisting of cells containing a base station. 
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mination and guiding (3) devices and of the light 
signalling devices (4) of the various segments (2, 
102) of the taxi strip (1 b). 
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The present invention relates to equipment for 
controlling and guiding the movement of aircraft 
travelling on the ground on taxi strips for access to 
and exit from the runway and parking and standing 
areas of airports. 

It is known that one of the principal problems 
relating to the operational management of airports 
is constituted by the necessity of moving aircraft as 
rapidly as possible, but in conditions of complete 
safety, in their transit from the parking area to the 
take-off runway and from the landing runway to the 
parking area. 

Among the known methods of providing the 
aircraft pilot with signals permitting proceeding and 
guiding on predetermined routes of exit from 
and/or entry to the runways, particular mention may 
be made of those based on direct visual observa
tion by the pilot of signs located on the ground, 
manually operated on sight by the control tower 
operator, and those based on surface radar devices 
installed at predetermined points at the airport; 
such devices, however, have numerous disadvan
tages, including the total lack of control of ground 
traffic in case of failure or disabling of the device 
for maintenance operations, or incorrect signalling 
and/or interpretation of the signalling due to high 
reflection levels caused by irregularities of the 
ground, the presence of obstacles, driving rain and 
the like, image splitting and the like. 

Such problems are also significantly increased 
in critical operating conditions such as those aris
ing with high traffic flows, adverse meteorological 
conditions and poor visibility. 

Consequently there is a technical problem of 
providing automatic equipment which is capable of 
signalling to and guiding aircraft during their transit 
on the ground on sections of taxi and connecting 
strips, and which is able to ensure a specified safe 
distance between the aircraft, permitting or refusing 
their access to sections of taxi strip, and operating 
reliably in any weather and traffic density con
ditions, and with a signalling speed proportional to 
the actual requirements related to the real traffic 
density in such a way as to cause no significant 
decrease of the operating capacity of the airport. 

The equipment must also be such that correct 
operation is ensured even in case of failure and/or 
during ordinary maintenance operations, and such 
that it may be applied both at new airports and at 
airports already in operation, by making use, in the 
latter case, of auxiliary services and transmission 
lines which may already be in existence. 

These results are achieved by the present in
vention, which provides automatic equipment for 
controlling and guiding the movement of aircraft 
travelling on the ground on taxi strips to and from 
the runways and to and from the standing and 
parking areas, this equipment comprising in com-

bination illumination devices disposed at predeter
mined intervals along the longitudinal axis of the 
taxi strips; light signalling devices spaced equally 
apart in such a way that each successive pair of 

5 signalling devices defines, in the longitudinal direc
tion, consecutive segments of the taxi strip; de
vices for detecting the transit of aircraft and ca
pable of sending a signal to corresponding means 
of controlling and displaying the actuation of the 

10 sequence of lighting and extinguishing of the illu
mination and guiding devices and of the light Sig
nalling devices of the various segments of the taxi 
strip, for corresponding permission for or prohibi
tion of the advance of the aircraft along successive 

15 segments. 
More particularly, it is specified that the said 

light signalling devices consist of pairs of lights 
disposed at the lateral edges of the taxi strip on the 
transverse axes of the segments and that the said 

20 detection devices preferably consist of sensors of 
the microwave and infrared type and consequently 
that the said sensors illuminate the respective sig
nalling devices when any detection of the passage 
of the aircraft has ceased. 

25 A further characteristic of the invention consists 
in the fact that the said control units comprise local 
control units disposed next to the segments, sub
station control units disposed inSide electrical 
equipment substations, and central control units 

30 disposed in the control tower; in particular, the said 
substation control units are capable of receiving 
signals from a central unit and of operating local 
control units to light and extinguish the axial illu
mination devices and to extinguish the signalling 

35 devices, while the local control units are capable of 
receiving signals confirming the passage of an air
craft from the sensors and of autonomously caus
ing the lighting of the signalling devices. 

In particular, each unilluminated segment is 
40 delimited by illuminated red light signals to prevent 

the access of an aircraft to the said segment. 
According to the invention, the automatic 

equipment may also be used with illumination de
vices each of which comprises a signalling light 

45 and a sensor, each illumination device being ca
pable of operating in this mode, and also as a 
segment end light, in which case each segment 
has a minimum length which may be varied as 
required, and is determined by the lighting of the 

50 illumination device with a red light. 
For the better use of the equipment it is also 

specified that the central control unit only controls 
the intersections delimiting sections of taxi strip 
and that the local and substation control units di-

55 rectly control the segments into which each of the 
said taxi strip sections, delimited by consecutive 
nodes, is divided. 
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Further details may be obtained from the fol
lowing description, with reference to the attached 
drawings, which show: 

in Fig. 1: 
a partial schematic plan of an airport; 
in Fig. 2: 
a plan view of a section of taxi strip equipped 
with Signalling devices according to the inven
tion; 
In Fig. 3: 
a schematic diagram of the local electrical pow
er supply and control circuit of the signalling 
equipment; 
in Fig. 4: 
a schematic diagram of the circuit connecting 
the taxi strip equipment to the substation control 
unit; 
in Fig. 5: 
a block diagram of the system of connection of 
the substation control unit to the central control 
unit; 
in Figs. 6a, 6b, 6c: 
the operating sequence of the control and sig
nalling equipment according to the invention; 
in Fig. 7: 
a view of the device displaying the current state 
of the ground traffic Situation; 
in Fig. 8: 
an alternative division of the taxi strips into sec
tions delimited by intersections. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the map of an airport 1 is 
normally divided into landing and take-off runways 
1 a, taxi strips 1 b comprising links and intersections 
1 c, and standing and parking areas 1 d. 

In order for the aircraft to be guided automati
cally from the moment at which they leave the 
landing runway 1 a until they stop in the parking 
area 1 d, and vice versa, the taxi strips 1 bare, 
according to the invention, ideally divided into seg
ments 2 adjacent to each other and phySically 
delimited by lighting elements whose lighting and 
extinguishing are monitored and controlled by pro
grammed control units which receive signals from 
sensors associated with the lighting elements and 
send lighting or extinguishing commands to local 
control units which are in communication with a 
central unit installed in the control tower. 

In greater detail, each segment 2 (Fig. 2) is 
provided with illuminating elements 3 disposed at 
predetermined intervals, as will be more clearly 
specified subsequently, along the longitudinal axis 
of the segment 2 which is delimited by two op
posite theoretical transverse lines 2a constituting 
the axis of alignment of stop lights 4 associated 
with sensors 5 capable of detecting the passage of 
an aircraft 6 and of lighting the stop lights 4 
through the local control unit 11, which in turn 
sends a confirmation signal to a substation control 

unit 13 located near the taxi strip in corresponding 
substations 12 (Fig. 4). 

The minimum length of a segment 2 is deter
mined on the basis of certain parameters which 

5 affect the whole design of the equipment and in
clude the photometric properties of the illuminating 
elements 3, the characteristic category of authori
zation for landing, the geometry of the electrical 
circuits of the light fittings and the dimensions of 

10 the aircraft; the power of the lamps and their spac
ing along the segment, together with the length of 
the segment itself, will be calculated from these 
parameters. 

As is more clearly shown In Fig. 3, the axial 
15 illuminating elements 3 are connected to the series 

power supply circuits 8 disposed along the taxi 
strip 1 b at its edges, each pair of illuminating 
elements 3 formed in this way being connected to 
isolation transformers 9 in parallel to which are 

20 connected local control units 10 in order to imple
ment the lighting and extinguishing commands re
ceived from the substation control unit 13. 

As has been stated, two pairs of stop lights 4 
are also installed at each transverse axis of the 

25 start and end of a segment 2 near the edge of the 
taxi strip, these lights also being supplied from the 
mains 8 through transformers 9, in parallel with 
which are connected sensors 5 to detect the pas
sage of the aircraft, these sensors also being sup-

30 plied from the mains 8 through isolation transform
ers 9. 

According to the invention (Fig. 4), the termi
nals of the electrical circuits are connected to con
stant current regulators 13a housed in the electrical 

35 SUbstations 12, which in turn are connected to 
substation control units 13 for connection (Fig. 5) to 
the central control unit 14 which is located in the 
control tower and substantially consists of a pair of 
electronic computers 14a arranged in parallel, a 

40 monitoring unit 14b capable of determining the 
priority of operation between the two computers, a 
data compression unit 14c and an intermediate 
register 14d for the temporary storage of signals 
from and to the substation control units 13, in-

45 stalled in the individual substations 12, which op
erate at a different rate from the central unit 14. 

The operating sequence of the equipment is as 
follows (Fig. 6a): when an aircraft 6a passes 
through a given segment 2a, all the axial lights 3a 

50 of the segment 2a are illuminated to guide the 
aeroplane and at the same time the red stop lights 
4'a, defining the start of segment 2a, are illumi
nated to prevent any access to the same segment 
by another aeroplane. During such a phase the 

55 axial lights 3b of segment 2b, behind and adjacent 
to the occupied segment 2a, are extinguished, 
since the presence of an aeroplane 6, which would 
be too close to the one in front, is not permitted in 
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this segment. 
If the two segments 2c, 2d following segment 

2a are free, the stop lights 4"a disposed next to the 
transverse end axis of segment 2a permit free 
passage, being extinguished, and allow the 
aeroplane 6a to proceed on its way, guided by the 
corresponding axial lights 3c which will be lighted. 

At the same time, a second aeroplane 6b trav
elling along the same taxi strip behind the 
aeroplane 6a would find the axial lights 3e of its 
segment 2e illuminated and the rear stop lights 4'e 
and forward stop lights 4"e illuminated with red 
lights to prevent the advance of the aeroplane 6b 
to the following segment 2b, which would be imme
diately adjacent to the segment 2a already oc
cupied by the aeroplane 6a and which, in turn, has 
axial lights 3b extinguished as stated previously. 

When the first aeroplane 6a passes the sensor 
5a (Fig 6b), the latter, detecting the interruption of 
the beam, changes state and sends a signal to the 
substation control unit 13 WhiCh, by a dialogue with 
the central control unit 14, enables the latter to 
send signals to the local control unit 10 to modify 
the situation as follows: illumination of the axial 
lights 3d of segment 2d to allow aeroplane 6a to 
proceed on its way, on completion of the passage 
of which in front of the sensors 5'a the situation is 
further changed as follows (Fig. 6c): axial lights 3c, 
3d of the adjacent segments 2c, 2d illuminated and 
stop lights 4"c extinguished to allow aeroplane 6a 
to proceed on its way; axial lights 3a of segment 2a 
to the rear and adjacent extinguished and stop 
lights 4'a, 4"a illuminated with a red light to prevent 
access of a second aeroplane to segment 2a, stop 
lights 4"e extinguished and axial lights 3b of seg
ment 2b illuminated to permit the advance of 
aeroplane 6b to segment 2b following that being 
passed through. 

Consequently the control of the illumination of 
consecutive adjacent segments as described above 
enables the advance of a number of aeroplanes to 
be gUided, while simultaneously ensuring the main
tenance of the desired safety distance between one 
aeroplane and the other, this distance always being 
measured in multiples of segments 2 of a minimum 
predetermined length as described above. 

The equipment according to the invention is 
completed by a device for the display of the com
plete ground traffic situation of the airport, which 
enables the operators to identify on a video screen 
15 (Fig. 7) fixed areas 15a for identification of 
particular aeroplanes, distinguished for example by 
their own flight numbers, such fixed areas being 
associated with a broken line 15b or the like to 
graphically link the identification area 15a with the 
segment 2 of taxi strip occupied by the aeroplane 
and represented on the screen within the map of 
the airport; as the aeroplane moves along the taxi 

strip to take off or, in the opposite direction, to the 
parking area 1 d, the identification number will oc
cupy successive fixed areas and change its posi
tion on the screen. 

Many constructional and dimensional modifica
tions may be introduced into the embodiment of 
the various components of the equipment without 
thereby departing from the scope of the invention 
In its general characteristics; in particular, it is 

10 possible to specify the connection of stop light 4 
and of the sensor 5 inside each axial illuminating 
element 3, which in this case will be designed to 
emit either a green light or a red light, providing, 
by means of appropriate processing of the data 

15 carried out by the corresponding Units, continuous 
control of the whole airport area with the further 
important possibility of freely modifying the mini
mum length of segment 2 according to necessity 
and/or convenience, for example as a result of a 

20 decrease in visibility which necessitates a greater 
safety distance. 

It is also possible (Fig. 8) to theoretically divide 
the map of the airport into sections 102 located 
between two consecutive intersections, known as 

25 nodes, 101c, additionally dividing the tasks of the 
various control units in such a way that the substa
tion control units 13 have the task of guiding the 
aeroplane in the individual segments 102 until the 
final sensor 105 indicates that the aeroplane is 

30 entering a node 101 c, at which point control passes 
to the central control unit 14, which is informed of 
the presence or absence of the other segments 
leading to this particular intersection, and which 
may establish the order of precedence of access to 

35 the intersection or may divert a machine to other 
segments; with such a configuration it would be 
possible to make considerable savings of transmis
sion time, since the data traffic relating to the 
control of the advance of the aircraft 6 in segments 

40 102 would be limited to the substation control units 
situated near the taxi strips, while only the data 
concerning the actual position of each aeroplane 
would be sent to the central control unit (14). 

45 Claims 

1. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid
ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on 
the ground on taxi strips (1 b) from and to the 

50 runways (1 a) and to and from the standing and 
parking areas (1 d), characterized in that it 
comprises in combination illumination devices 
(3) disposed at predetermined intervals along 
the longitudinal axis of the taxi strips (1 b); light 

55 signalling devices (4) spaced equally apart, in 
such a way that each pair of successive signal
ling devices (4) defines, in the longitudinal 
direction, consecutive segments (2) of taxi strip 

4 
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(1 b); devices (5) for detecting the transit of the ground according to claim 1, characterized 
aircraft (6), capable of sending a signal to in that the said central control unit (14) controls 
corresponding means of control (10, 13, 14) the illumination and extinguishing of the first 
and display (15) of the actuation of the iIIu- pair of signalling lights (4) disposed near the 
mination and extinguishing sequence of the 5 accesses to the taxi strip (1 b), thus specifying 
illumination and guiding devices (3) and of the the taxi strip along which the aeroplane has to 
light signalling devices (4) of the various seg- travel. 
ments (2, 102) of the taxi strip (1 b), for the 
corresponding permission for or prohibition of 7. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid-
the advance of the aircraft through successive 10 ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on 
segments (2). the ground according to claim 1, characterized 

in that each of the said illumination devices (3) 
2. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid- comprises a signalling light (4) and a sensor 

ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on (5), each illumination device (5) being capable 
the ground on taxi strips (1 b) according to 15 of operating in this mode, and also as a seg-
claim 1, characterized in that the said light ment end light (2). 
signalling devices (4) consist of pairs of lights 
disposed at the lateral edges of the taxi strip 8. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid-
(1b) next to the transverse axes (2a) of the ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on 
segments (2) del imitating the length of the 20 the ground according to claims 1 and 7, char-
segments. acterized in that each segment (2) has a mini-

mum length which may be varied as necessary 
3. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid- and is determined by the illumination with red 

ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on light of the illumination device (3). 
the ground on taxi strips (1 b) according to 25 

claim 1, characterized in that the said detection 9. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid-
devices preferably consist of sensors (5) of the ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on 
microwave and infrared type, and in that the the ground according to claim 1, characterized 
said sensors illuminate the corresponding sig- in that each unillummated segment is delimited 
nailing devices (4) when any detection of the 30 by illuminated red signal lights (4) to prevent 
passage of the aircraft (6) has ceased. the access of an aircraft to this segment. 

4. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid- 10. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid-
ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on 
the ground according to claim 1, characterized 35 the ground according to claim 1, characterized 
in that the said control units comprise local in that the central control unit (14) controls only 
control units (10, 11) disposed next to the the intersections (101c) delimiting sections of 
segments (2), substation control units (13) dis- the taxi strip (1 b), and in that the local control 
posed inside electrical equipment substations units (10) and substation control units (11) di-
(12), and central control units (14) disposed in 40 rectly control the segments (102) into which 
the control tower. each of the said sections of taxi strip delimited 

by consecutive nodes (101 c) is divided. 
5. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid-

ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on 
the ground according to claim 1, characterized 45 

in that the said substation control units (13) are 
capable of receiving signals from a central unit 
(14) and of actuating local control units (10, 11) 
to illuminate and extinguish the axial illumina-
tion devices (3) and to extinguish the Signalling 50 

devices (4), and in that the said local control 
units (11) are capable of receiving signals con-
firming the passage of an aircraft (6) from 
sensors (5) and of autonomously causing the 
illumination of the signalling devices (4). 55 

6. Automatic equipment for controlling and guid-
ing the movement of aircraft (6) travelling on 

5 
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Description 

The present invention relates to an airport surface 
traffic monitoring system. 

In particular, the invention relates to airport surface 5 

movement guidance and control systems, for the safety 
and efficiency of airport ground traffic. More particularly, 
the invention is in the field of the monitoring function. 

Airports worldwide are currently affected by an 
amount of air traffic which is often close to the maximum 10 

limit of their capacity and is further increased by the cor
responding traffic flow of all the support vehicles which 

port surface traffic monitoring system which is capable 
of ensuring safe, orderly and effiCient traffic flow even in 
poor visibility conditions and In bad weather. 

Within the scope of this aim, an object of the inven
tion is to provide an airport surface traffic monitOring 
system which allows to locate the aircraft and the other 
vehicles and occasional obstacles, eliminating the 
effects of interference. 

A further object of the present invention is to pro
Vide an airport surface traffic monitoring system which 
allows to cover the airport surface with a better resolu
tion than conventional systems. 

are indispensable in order to ensure the operation of the 
airport. Accordingly, ground traffic management is 
becoming increasingly difficult and subject to a conSid
erable risk of accidents. 

A further object of the invention is to provide an air
port surface traffic mOnitoring system which is capable 

15 of uSing radar images to clearly locate and identify the 
various aircraft and vehicles. 

In most airports, monitoring is currently performed 
substantially by means of direct visual observation car-
ried out by the controllers from the control tower, com
plemented by the position reports sent by the pilots and 
by the drivers of the various vehicles which are present 
on the airport surface. 

A further object of the present invention is to pro
vide an airport surface traffic monitoring system which 
is simple to manufacture and highly reliable and has a 

20 competitive cost. 

In poor visibility conditions, typically at nighttime or 

This aim, these objects, and others which will 
become apparent hereinafter are achieved by an airport 
surface traffic monitoring system, characterized in that it 
comprises a plurality of sensors which are suitable to in bad weather, in some airports the controller is 

assisted by a radar sensor for surface movement con
trol, known as SMR (Surface Movement Radar) or 
ASDE (Airport Surface Detection Equipment) which 
operates at frequencies below 40 GHz. 

25 detect Signals from the airport surface, the signals being 
sent to devices for processing signals and images of the 
sensors, which are suitable to provide in output the 
exact location of aircraft, moving or stationary vehicles 

The information provided by this kind of radar, 
which has a relatively long range capable of covering 30 

the entire surface involved but is not able to identify the 
detected objects, must be interpreted by the controller. 

EspeCially in poor visibility conditions, the controller 
must mentally visualize a "picture" of the situation of the 
traffic on the airport surface in addition of course to 35 

planning the flow of the traffic. ObViously, such a task is 
extremely demanding due to the large number of trucks, 
vehicles, and the like which are present on the airport 
surface in addition to the aircraft. 

Current radar monitoring systems are heavily hin- 40 

dered by the poor resolution and poor precision of the 
radar sensor, by maSking effects caused by the inevita-
ble presence of obstacles in the area of interest, and by 
difficulties in promptly identifying the targets for safety 
purposes, particularly as regards the danger of colli- 45 

sions between vehicles or between vehicles and obsta-
cles. 

Furthermore, the pOSition and movement informa-
tion dictated by controllers to the individual aircraft and 
trucks that move on the airport surface are currently 50 

sent by radio, using channels which are already over
loaded. 

and of obstacles in order to control the traffic on the air
port surface. 

Further characteristiCS and advantages Will 
become apparent from the description of a preferred but 
not exclusive embodiment of the invention, illustrated 
only by way of non-limitative example in the accompa
nying drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the system according 
to the present invention; and 

Figure 2 is a block diagram of one of the miniradars 
used in the block diagram of Figure 1. 

With reference to the above figures, the system 
according to the invention includes a plurality of sensors 
which are connected to a subsystem for processing the 
signals and data of the sensors over high-capacity com-
munications channels, advantageously provided by 
means of optical fibers. 

The sensors that are used are small radars 1 
(miniradars), which are characterized by small dimen
sions with respect to the state of the art and by low 
weight and cost. which can be achieved by using millim
eter waves with higher frequencies than those used by 
existing systems «40 GHz). These miniradars 1 are 

The document "Sistema di guida e controllo del 
movimento a terra", F.G. Monzel, A. Bories, Prospettive 
di telecomunicazioni - 1 st quarter 1993 describes a con
trol system which should partly solve these problems; 
however, even this system has insufficient resolution in 
addition to being complicated and expensive. 

The aim of the present invention is to provide an air-

55 placed in elevated locations (buildings, pylons) in the 
airport area or in the immediate vicinity. The number of 
these miniradars typically varies from 1 to 5, depending 
on the structure of the particular airport in which they 
are used. 

2 
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By way of example and for the sake of greater clar
Ity, Figure 1 Illustrates the block diagram of the system 
according to the invention in the case in which there are 
three miniradars 1. 

The miniradars 1 have a range which is shorter 5 

than the dimensions of the airport surface and are 
organized like a network so as to ensure optimum cov
erage of the airport surface. 

The miniradars 1 use millimeter frequencies both 
during reception and during transmission in order to 10 

have small antennas. 
The use of these millimeter frequencies prevents 

electromagnetic compatibility problems in the operating 
environment and minimizes the effects caused by 
ground reflections. 

Frequencies around 95 GHz are used in a preferred 
embodiment. 

15 

trace updating means 11, which sends its output to a 
transmission means 12 suitable to display the result to 
the controller assigned to airport surface traffic monitor
ing. 

The output signal from the merging means 7 is sent 
not only to the global extraction means but also to an 
image processing means. The image processing 
means includes an area selection means 13, a centroid 
estimation means 14, an orientation estimation means 
15, and a synthesized image generation means 16. 

The area selection means 13 IS sUitable to select a 
speCific area which includes a single target of interest 
for transfer to a subsequent means 14 for estimating the 
centroid of the target and its extension. 

The output of the centroid estimation means 14 is 
sent to the correlation means 9, to the trace initialization 
means 10, and to the trace updating means 11 

The same output of the merging means 7 and the 
output of the centroid estimation means 14 are sent to a 

The miniradars 1 are connected to the processing 
subsystem by means of a transmission means 2, which 
is advantageously constituted by optical fibers. 

The transmission means 2 connects each mimra
dar 1 to a means 100 for processing the signals and the 
data of the mini radars. 

20 target orientation estimation means 15, whose output is 
sent on the one hand to a syntheSized Image generation 
means 16 and on the other hand to the correlation 
means 9, to the trace initialization means 10, and to the 

In particular, the transmission means 2 connects 
each mini radar 1 to a corresponding demodulation and 25 

decoding means conveniently constituted by a demodu
lator decoder 3 which is suitable to convert the signal 
into a numeric representation. 

The signal in output from each demodulator 
decoder 3 enters a signal processing and detection 30 

means 4 suitable to eliminate the effects of the interfer-
ence caused by unwanted echoes and by noise. 

A local radar data extraction means 5 is cascade-
connected to the signal procesSing and detection 
means and is suitable to provide, in output. data in 35 

polar-coordinate form, which are sent to a converter 
means 6 SUitable to convert the polar representation 
into an X-Y representation. 

trace updating means 11 . 
The synthesized image generation means then 

sends its output to the means 12 for transmission to the 
user. 

In detail, as shown in Figure 2, each miniradar 1 
includes a transmission and reception means consti
tuted by a solid-state transceiver, an antenna, and a cir
cuit for encoding and modulating the raw Signals 
produced by the mini radar to transmit them to the 
processing subsystem. 

The entire miniradar revolves about a vertical axis 
at a typical rate of one revolution per second. 

More particularly, each miniradar 1 Includes a 
reflector-type antenna 22 which provides the optimum 
radiation pattern for the applications being considered, 
particularly a lobe that is very narrow in the azimuth The outputs of the various conversion means 6, one 

for each miniradar 1, are sent to a radar data merging 
means 7. 

A global radar data extraction means 8 is cascade
connected to the merging means 7 and is suitable to 
generate numeric messages which indicate the pres
ence and the position of the objects of interest. 

40 plane so as to achieve the necessary high angular dis
crimination, and is shaped in the vertical plane so as to 
receive, for a set target, an echo power that is independ
ent of the distance of the object of interest in the range 
of the radar. 

The output of the global extraction means 8 is sent 
to a correlation means 9, suitable to correlate the 
numeric messages that indicate the presence and posi-

45 

tion of objects of interest with summary indications of 
moving vehicles with their corresponding path and, if 50 

available, their identification (hereinafter termed 
"traces"). 

The output of the correlation means 9 is sent to a 
trace initialization means 10, which initializes a new 
trace if the comparison performed by the correlation 55 

means 9 does not yield a match between the numeric 
message (hereinafter referenced as "plot") and an exist-
ing trace. 

The output of the initialization means 10 is sent to a 

3 

The antenna 22, in addition to having a linear polar
ization, has a circular polarization in order to increase 
the signal ratio between the useful signal and rain echo. 

A duplexer 21 provides the connection between the 
antenna 22 on one side and the receiver and transmitter 
on the other side, according to techniques which are 
well-known to the persons skilled in the art and are 
described for example in the book by M.1. Skonlik "Intro
duction to the radar system", McGraw-Hili, 2nd edition, 
chapter 9, pages 359-366. 

The transmitter is of the solid-state type, which can 
be used in this case by virtue of the low power that is 
required, but it might also be of the amplifier-tube or 
oscillator type without altering the subject of the present 
invention. 

Sony, Ex. 1002, p.417
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In a preferred embodiment, descnbed hereinafter, it 
IS essentially composed of a stable millimeter-band 
oscillator 17 whose radio-frequency signal, before being 
transmitted to the antenna 22 through the duplexer 21, 
passes through a first up-converter 18 so as to vary the 5 

transmitted frequency from pulse to pulse or from one 
group of pulses to the next, and then through a second 
up-converter 19, to allow medium-frequency conver
Sion, and through a millimeter -band power amplifier with 
solid-state technology 20, where the transmitted pulse 10 

IS generated; the pulse has a very short duration so as 
to allow high distance discrimination. 

"time integration" type. which prOVides an estimate of 
the average interference level for each resolving cell of 
the radar. 

This estimate. multiplied by a SUitable parameter, 
provides the detection threshold used for the particular 
resolving cell. 

In the present invention. the multiplying parameter 
takes on two separate values: the first one. which is 
higher, IS used before echo detection occurs. whereas 
the second one. which is lower, is used after detection 
of an echo. so as to avoid compromising the detection of 
slow and/or large targets. 

In order to achieve the two up-conversions of the 
transmitted frequency, by means of the two converters 
18 and 19, and still ensure the stability of the millimeter
band oscillator 17, an intermediate reference frequency 
generator 29 is used for the unequivocal synchroniza-

For the same reason, the time constant of time inte
gration is prOVided so that it can vary between two sep-

15 arate values. the first one to be applied before detection 
of the target and the second one to be applied after 
detection of the target. 

tion of all the frequencies of the mini radar 1. 
The receiver of the miniradar 1 is of the superheter

odyne type (a type which is well-known to the persons 20 

skilled in the art) and is composed of a first down-con
verter 23, which is required In order to take into account 
the variation of the transmitted frequency from one 
pulse or group of pulses to the next, of an intermediate
frequency Signal amplifier 24, of a second down-con- 25 

verter 25 to obtain the video signal. and finally of a 
detector stage 26 to obtain the amplitude information of 
the received echo signal. 

The final part of the receiver is constituted by a 
stage 27 for converting the received echo amplitude sig- 30 

nal from the analog format to the digital one, and finally 
by an encoding and modulation stage 28 to adapt the 
signal to the transmission thereof over the communica
tions channel 2 towards the central processing system, 
which is provided by virtue of optical fibers in the pre- 35 

ferred embodiment. 
With reference to the above figures. the operation 

of the system according to the invention is as follows. 

Detection indications are transferred to the local 
radar data extraction means 5. which correlates these 
indications with the current distance and azimuth indica
tions. providing in output data in polar-coordinate form. 
which are sent to the subsequent coordinate conversion 
means 6 which. by using algorithms that are well-known 
to the persons skilled in the art, performs real-time con-
version from polar coordinates to X-V coordinates. 
according to an X-V reference system which is rigidly 
linked to the monitoring area and is therefore common 
to all the miniradars 1. 

The outputs of the various coordinate conversion 
means 6. one for each mini radar. are sent to the radar 
data merging means 7. which in the above mentioned 
common reference system merges the information from 
the various mini radars. generating unique detections by 
virtue of elementary logic operations that are well
known to the persons skilled in the art. 

The resulting detections are transferred to the glo
bal radar data extraction means 8 which. by VIrtue of 
techniques that are well-known to the persons skilled in 
the art. generates numeric messages. known as "plots", The raw signals that arrive from the miniradars 1 

represent the amplitude of the radar echo by means of 
an appropriate representation scale; they are sent to the 
processing subsystem over the transmiSSion means 2. 
which in the preferred embodiment is constituted by 
optical fibers and can also be constituted by radio links 

40 which indicate the presence and position of the objects 
of interest (aircraft. vehicles. occasional obstacles). 

of adequate capacity. 
At the processing subsystem. the signal that arrives 

from each mini radar 1 is input to the demodulator 
decoder 3. where it is converted to the numeric repre
sentation that is most SUited to the subsequent process-

45 

ing operations. according to methods that are well- 50 

known to the persons skilled in the art. 
The signal then enters the signal processing and 

detection means 4. which has the purpose of eliminat-
Ing the effects of the interference produced by 
unwanted echoes and noise and of providing in output 55 

the indications of the presence of echoes originating 
from targets of interest (aircraft. vehicles. obstacles). 

In particular. the signal processing and detection 
means 4 internally include a detection threshold of the 

4 

The plots are sent to the subsequent radar tracking 
subsystem. which is constituted by the following func
tions: 

-- correlation between the plot and the trace (pro
vided by the correlation means 9). in which a check 
whether each plot can be ascribed or not to an 
existing trace is performed by comparing the posi
tion of the plots and the summary indications of 
moving vehicles with their corresponding path and, 
if available. their identification. that is to say. the so
called "traces"; 

-- initialization of a trace (provided by the initializa
tion means 10). by virtue of which the plots that do 
not correlate with existing traces produce new 
traces by means of appropriate logic systems; 
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-- updating of the trace (11), by virtue of which, as a 
function of the localization of the plot that correlates 
with the trace and of the extrapolated trace with the 
current trace, the optimum estimate of the position, 
orientation, and speed of the object of interest is 5 

produced. 

In practice it has been observed that the system 
according to the Invention achieves the intended aim 
and objects, since it allows to monitor the entire airport 
surface by virtue of a network of small, low-cost radars 
1 and of a subsystem for processing the data produced 
by the radars 1 which has a high resolution and is capa
ble of identifying the various targets which are present 
in the area of interest 

In this manner, the controller assigned to monitor-
These functions, in a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention, are made more accurate and effec
tive by virtue of information which originates from the 
image processing subsystem, whose functions are 
described hereafter 

The outputs of the radar data merging means 7 are 
transferred to the area selection means 13, which on 
command from an operator or from the general airport 
traffic management system extract the outputs of the 
merging means that belong to a rectangular window 
within the above mentioned reference system rigidly 
linked to the surface of interest. 

10 Ing the traffic on the airport surface has a system which 
is capable of locating the aircraft and the other vehicles, 
as well as occasional obstacles, eliminating the effects 
of various kinds of interference. 

Furthermore, the system according to the invention 
15 also uses the radar images of the aircraft provided by 

virtue of the high spatial resolution of each one of the 
miniradars 1. 

The airport surface traffic monitoring system can be 
used by modern control, monitoring, and guidance sys-

The dimensions and position of the window are 
such as to Include a single target of interest for transfer 
to the subsequent centroid estimation means 14, 
wherein, by means of weighted-average algorithms, the 
centroid of the radar image of the target and its size are 
estimated. 

20 tems known to airport traffic control experts as SMGCS 
(Surface Movement Guidance and Control System) with 
new functions for proceSSing and displaying the radar 
images with high resolution in order to provide more 
effective automatic or controller-dependent solving of 

The same output of the merging means 7 and the 
output of the centroid estimation means 14 are sent to 

25 possible conflicts between vehicles and occasional 
obstacles. 

the orientation estimation means 15, in which the orien
tation angle of the target, that is to say, the direction of 
its front end with respect to the north, is estimated. 

The outputs of the centroid estimation means 14 
and of the orientation estimation means 15 are sent to 
the correlation means 9, to the trace initialization means 

30 

10, and to the trace updating means 11 in order to pro
duce significant improvements in the correlation 35 

between the plot and the trace, in trace initialization, 
and in trace updating, by virtue of the conSiderable 
increase in the amount of information on the target pro
Vided by the image processing performed in the cen
troid estimation means 14 and in the orientation 40 

estimation means 15. 
The information obtained by the radar image 

processing performed by the means 14 and 15 is used 
in the tracking process, performed by the trace correla-
tion means 9, the trace inttialization means 10, and the 45 

trace updating means 11 by means of an optimum non
linear filtering or by means of a linearized filtering 
(Kalman filter techniques). 

The system according to the inventiOn can also be 
applied to the radar monitoring of sea and river ports or 
of traffic in other confined spaces. 

The system according to the invention is suscepti
ble of numerous modifications and variations, all of 
which are within the scope of the claims; all the details 
may be replaced with other technically equivalent ele
ments. 

The materials employed, as well as the dimensions, 
may of course be any according to the requirements 
and the state of the art. 

Claims 

1. Airport surface traffic monitoring system, character
IZed in that it comprises a plurality of sensors (1) 
adapted to detect signals from the airport surface, 
said signals being send to a means (100) for 
processing the Signals of said sensors which pro
vides in output the exact location of aircraft, station
ary or moving vehicles, and obstacles In order to 
control traffic on the airport surface. 

Finally, the outputs of the centroid estimation 
means 14 and of the orientation estimation means 15 
are sent to the synthesized image generation means 16 
which, by means of techniques well-known to the per
sons skilled in the art, prepares the radar information for 
display by virtue of a commercial-type display system. 

50 2. System according to claim 1, characterized in that 
said sensors comprise mini radars (1). 

The means 12 for transmission to the user receives 55 

the outputs of the trace updating means 11 and of the 
synthesized image generation means 16 and transmits 
them to the user for the traffic monitoring purposes of 
the present invention. 

5 

3. System according to claim 2, characterized in that 
each of said mini radars has a range that is shorter 
than the airport surface to be covered. 

4. System according to claim 2, characterized in that 
said mini radars are arranged so as to cover the 
entire airport surface together. 
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5. System according to claim 2, characterized in that 
said mini radars use millimeter frequencies for both 
transmission and reception. 

6. System according to claim 2, characterized in that 5 

each of said radars (1) comprises a transmission 
and reception means, an antenna (22), and a 
means for encoding and modulating the raw signals 
produced by said radars for transmission to the sig-
nal processing means. 10 

7. System according to claim 2, characterized in that 
said radars are connected to said signal processing 
means by optical fibers. 

signal amplifier, a second down-converter, and a 
detection stage adapted to detect the amplitude of 
the echo signal received by said reception means. 

17. System according to claim 16, characterized in that 
It comprises a conversion means connected to the 
output of said detection stage, said conversion 
means being adapted to convert said received echo 
amplitude signal Into a digital signal. 

18. System according to claim 17, characterized in that 
said encoding and modulation means is connected 
to the output of said conversion means and is 
adapted to prepare said received echo amplitude 

8. System according to claim 2, characterized in that 
said radars are connected to said signal processing 
means by high-capacity radio channels. 

15 Signal for transmission to said signal processing 
means. 

9. System according to claim 6, characterized in that 20 

said antenna is a millimeter-band reflector antenna 

10. System according to claim 6, characterized in that 
said transmission and reception means of said 
radars comprises a solid-state transmitter and a 25 

superheterodyne receiver. 

11. System according to claim 6, characterized in that 
said transmitter of said radars IS an amplifier-tube 
transmitter. 30 

12. System according to claim 6, characterized in that 
said transmitter of said radars is an oscillator-type 
transmitter. 

13. System according to claim 10, characterized in that 
said transmission and reception means of said 
radars is connected to said antenna by a duplexer. 

35 

14. System according to claim 10, characterized in that 40 

said transmission means of said radars compnses 
a stable oscillator In the millimeter band, said oscil
lator being adapted to generate a radio-frequency 
signal, a first up-converter adapted to vary the 
transmitted frequency from pulse to pulse or from 45 

one group of pulses to the next, a second up-con
verter adapted to perform medium-frequency con
version, and a power amplifier. 

15. System according to claim 14, characterized in that 50 

it comprises an intermediate-frequency generator 
having an output connected to said first and second 
up-converters, said intermediate-frequency gener-
ator being adapted to maintain the stability of said 
oscillator. 55 

16. System according to claim 10, characterized in that 
said reception means of said radars comprises a 
first down-converter, an intermediate-frequency 

6 

19. System according to claim 2, characterized in that 
said signal and radar data procesSing means com
prises, for each one of said radars, a demodulation 
and decoding means adapted to demodulate and 
decode the input signal into a numeric representa
tion; a processing and detection means adapted to 
provide in output a detection threshold; a local 
extraction means adapted to provide position data 
in polar-coordinate form; and a conversion means 
adapted to convert said position data from polar 
coordinates to X-V coordinates according to a sin
gle reference which is common to all of said radars. 

20. System according to claim 19, characterized in that 
said signal and radar data processing means fur
thermore comprises a merging means adapted to 
merge the signals that originate from said radars, in 
order to obtain a single position data item for each 
target detected by said radars together. 

21. System according to claim 19, characterized in that 
said processing and detection means is of the time 
Integration type and is adapted to provide an esti
mate of the average level of the interference for 
each resolving cell of said radars, said estimate, 
multiplied by a parameter, providing the detection 
threshold used for the particular resolving cell. 

22. System according to claim 21, characterized in that 
said multiplying parameter assumes a first value 
and a second value in two separate moments, said 
first value being used before the detection of an 
echo, said second value being used after the detec
tion of said echo, said first value being higher than 
said second value. 

23. System according to claim 21, characterized in that 
the time constant of the time integration of said 
processing and detection means can vary between 
a first value and a second value, said first value 
being applied before the detection of an echo, said 
second value being applied after the detection of 
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said echo. 

24. System according to claim 2, characterized in that 
said signal and radar data processing means fur
thermore comprises a global extraction means 5 

adapted to generate numeric messages which indi
cate the position of targets of interest, a correlation 
means adapted to perform a position comparison 
between said numeric messages and existing 
paths of moving targets, a path initialization means 10 

adapted to initialize a new path following a failed 
comparison in said correlation means, a path 
updating means, and a means for transmission to 
the user. 

25. System according to one or more of the preceding 
claims, characterized in that the output of said 
merging means is sent to said image processing 
means. 

26. System according to claim 25, characterized In that 

15 

20 

said image processing means comprises an area 
selection means adapted to select an area of the 
airport surface which contains a single target of 
interest, a means for estimating the centroid of the 25 

radar image adapted to estimate the centroid of 
said target of Interest, and an orientation estimation 
means adapted to estimate the orientation angle of 
the target With respect to the magnetic north. 

27. System according to claim 26, characterized In that 
it furthermore comprises a means for generating 
synthesized images which are cascade-connected 
to said orientation estimation means and IS adapted 

30 

to prepare the resulting radar images for display. 35 

28. System according to claim 26, characterized in that 
the output of said centroid estimation means and 
the output of said orientation estimation means are 
sent to the correlation means, to the path initializa- 40 

tion means, and to the path updating means. 

45 

50 

55 

7 

12 
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AN AIRCRAFT DETECTION SYSTEM 

The present invention relates to an object detection system and, in particular 

to an aircraft detection system. 

10 The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) has established regulations 

which require all civil aircraft to have registration markings beneath the port wing to 

identify an aircraft. The markings denote the nationality of an aircraft and its 

registration code granted by the ICAO. In some countries, airline operators do not 

follow the regulations and the markings appear on an aircraft's fuselage. Owners of 

15 aircraft are charged for airport use, but a satisfactory system has not been developed 

to automatically detect aircraft and then, if necessary, administer a charge to the 

owner. Microwave signals for detecting an aircraft can interfere with microwave 

frequencies used for airport communications and, similarly, radar signals can interfere 

with those used for aircraft guidance systems. A system which can be used to detect 

20 an aircraft using unobtrusive passive technology is desired. 

In accordance with the present invention there is provided an object detection 

system including: 

passive sensing means for receiving electromagnetic radiation from a moving 

25 object and generating intensity signals representative of the received radiation; and 

processing means for subtracting said intensity signals to obtain a differential 

signature representative of the position of said moving object. 

The present invention also provides an image acquisition system including: 

30 at least one camera for acquiring an image of at least part of a moving object, 

in response to a trigger signal, and 
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analysis means for processing said image to locate a region in said image 

including markings identifying said object and processing said region to extract said 

markings for a recognition process. 

5 The present invention also provides an object detection method including: 

passively sensing electromagnetic radiation received from a moving object; 

generating intensity signals representative of the received radiation; and 

subtracting said intensity signals to obtain a differential signature representative 

10 

of the position of said moving object. 

The present invention also provides an image acquisition method including: 

acquiring an image of at least part of a moving object, in response to a trigger 

signal, using at least one camera, and 

processing said image to locate a region in said image including markings 

15 identifying said object and processing said region to extract said markings for a 

recognition process. 

Preferred embodiments of the present invention are hereinafter described, by 

way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

20 Figure 1 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of an aircraft detection 

system; 

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of the aircraft 

detection system; 

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a connection arrangement for components of the 

25 aircraft detection system; 

Figure 4 is a more detailed block diagram or a proximity detector and a tracking 

system for the aircraft detection system; 

Figure 5 is a coordinate system used for the proximity detector; 

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) are underneath views of discs of sensors of the tracking 

30 system; 

Figure 7 is a schematiC diagram of an image obtained by the tracking system; 

Figures 8 and 9 are images obtained from a first embodiment of the tracking 
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system; 

Figure 10 is a graph of a pixel row sum profile for an image obtained by the 

tracking system; 

Figure 11 is a graph of a difference profile obtained by subtracting successive 

5 row sum profiles; 

Figure 12 is a diagram of a coordinate system for images obtained by the 

tracking system; 

Figure 13 is a diagram of a coordinate system for the aircraft used for geometric 

correction of the images obtained by the tracking system; 

10 Figure 14 is a diagram of a coordinate system used for predicting a time to 

generate an acquisition signal; 

Figure 15 is a graph of aircraft position in images obtained by the tracking 

system over successive frames; 

Figure 16 is a graph of predicted trigger frame number over successive image 

15 frames obtained by the tracking system; 

Figure 17 is a schematic diagram of a pyroelectric sensor used in a second 

embodiment of the tracking system; 

Figure 18 is graphs of differential signatures obtained using the second 

embodiment of the tracking system; 

20 Figures 19 and 20 are images obtained of an aircraft by high resolution 

cameras of an acquisition system of the aircraft detection system; 

Figure 21 is a schematic diagram of an optical sensor system used for exposure 

control of the acquisition cameras; 

Figure 22 is a flow diagram of a preferred character location process executed 

25 on image data obtained by the high resolution cameras; 

Figure 23 is a diagram of images produced during the character location 

process; and 

Figure 24 is a flow diagram of a character recognition process executed on a 

binary image of the characters extracted from an image obtained by one of the high 

30 resolution cameras. 
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An aircraft detection system 2, as shown in Figure 1, includes a proximity 

detector 4, a tracking sensor system 6, an image processing system 8, an image 

acquisition system 10 and an analysis system 12. A control system 14 can be included 

to control the image acquisition system 10 on the basis of signals provided by the 

5 image processing system 8, and also control an illumination unit 16. 

The proximity detector 4 and the tracking sensor system 6 includes sensors 3 

which may be placed on or near an aircraft runway 5 to detect the presence of an 

aircraft 28 using visual or thermal imaging or aural sensing techniques. Also located 

10 on or near the runway 5 is at least one high resolution camera 7 of the image 

acquisition system 10. The sensors 3 and the acquisition camera 7 are connected by 

data and power lines 9 to an instrument rack 11, as shown in Figure 2, which may be 

located adjacent or near the runway 5. The instrument rack 11 may alternatively be 

powered by Its own independent supply which may be charged by solar power. The 

15 instrument rack 11 includes control circuitry and image processing circuitry which is 

able to control activation of the sensors 3 and the camera 7 and perform image 

processing, as required. The instrument rack 11, the data and power lines 9, the 

sensors 3 and the acquisition camera 7 can be considered to form a runway module 

which may be located at the end of each runway of an airport. A runway module can 

20 be connected back to a central control system 13 using an optical fibre or other data 

link 15. Images provided by the sensors 3 may be processed and passed to the central 

system 13 for further processing, and the central system 13 would control triggering 

of the acquisition cameras 7. Alternatively image processing for determining triggering 

of the acquisition camera 7 may be performed by each instrument rack 11. The central 

25 control system 13 includes the analysis system 12. One method of configuring 

connection of the instrument racks 11 to the central control system 13 is illustrated in 

Figure 3. The optical fibre link 15 may include dedicated optical fibres 17 for 

transmitting video signals to the central control system 13 and other optical fibres 19 

dedicated to transmitting data to and receiving data from the central control system 13 

30 using the Ethernet protocol or direct serial data communication. A number of different 

alternatives can be used for connecting the runway modules to the central control 
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system 13. For example, the runway modules and the control system 13 may be 

connected as a Wide Area Network (WAN) using Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 

or Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SOH) links. The runway modules and the central 

control system 13 may also be connected as a Local Area Network (LAN) using a LAN 

5 protocol, such as Ethernet. Physical connections may be made between the runway 

modules and the central control system 13 or alternatively wireless transmission 

techniques may be used, such as using infrared or microwave signals for 

communication. 

10 The proximity detector 4 determines when an aircraft is within a predetermIned 

region, and then on detecting the presence of an aircraft activates the tracking sensor 

system 6. The proximity detector 4, as shown in Figure 4, may include one or more 

pyroelectric devices 21, judiciously located at an airport, and a signal processing unit 

23 and trigger unit 25 connected thereto in order to generate an activation signal to 

15 the tracking sensor system 6 when the thermal emission of an approaching aircraft 

exceeds a predetermined threshold. The proximity detector 4 may use one or more 

pyroelectric point sensors that detect the infrared radiation emitted from the aircraft 28. 

A mIrror system can be employed with a point sensor 70 to enhance its sensitivity to 

the motion of the aircraft 28. The point sensor 70 may consist of two or more 

20 pyroelectric sensors configured in a geometry and with appropriate electrical 

connections so as to be insensitive to the background infrared radiation and slowly 

moving objects. With these sensors the rate of motion of the image of the aircraft 28 

across the sensor 70 is important. The focal length of the mirror 72 is chosen to 

optimise the motion of the image across the sensor 70 at the time of detection. As an 

25 example, if the aircraft at altitude H with glide slope angle 8GS moves with velocity V 

and passes overhead at time to' as shown in Figure 5, then the position h of the 

image of the aircraft 28 on the sensor 70 is 

h = f ( H + tane GS) 
V(to - t} 

(1 ) 

where f is the focal length of a cylindrical mirror. 
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If the rate of motion of the image dhldt is required to have a known value, then 

the focal length of the mirror 72 should be chosen to satisfy 

(to - t)2 dh 
f = v -

H dt 
(2) 

where to - t is the time difference between the time to at which the aircraft is 

overhead and the time t at which it is to be detected. Alternatively, the proximity 

5 detector 4 may include different angled point sensors to determine when an aircraft 

enters the monitored region and is about to land or take-off. In response to the 

activation signal, the tracking sensor system 6 exposes the sensor 3 to track the 

aircraft. Use of the proximity detector 4 allows the sensor 3 to be sealed in a housing 

when not in use and protected from damaging environmental conditions, such as 

10 hailstorms and blizzards or fuel. The sensor 3 is only exposed to the environment for 

a short duration whilst an aircraft is in the vicinity of the sensor 3. If the tracking 

system 6 is used in conditions where the sensor 3 can be permanently exposed to the 

environment or the sensor 3 can resist the operating conditions, then the proximity 

detector 4 may not be required. The activation Signal generated by the proximity 

15 detector 4 can also be used to cause the instrument rack 11 and the central control 

system 13 to adjust the bandwidth allocated on the link 15 so as to provide an 

adequate data transfer rate for transmission of video signals from the runway module 

to the central system 13. If the bandwidth is fixed at an acceptable rate or the system 

2 only uses local area network communications and only requires a reduced 

20 bandwidth, then again the proximity detector 4 may not be required. 

The tracking sensor system 6 includes one or more tracking or detection 

cameras 3 which obtain images of an aircraft as it approaches or leaves a runway. 

From a simple image of the aircraft, aspect ratios, such as the ratio of the wingspan 

25 to the fuselage length can be obtained. The tracking camera 3 used is a thermal 

camera which monitors thermal radiation received in the 10 to 14 /-lm wavelength 

range and is not dependent on lighting conditions for satisfactory operation. Use of the 

thermal cameras is also advantageous as distribution of temperatures over the 
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observed surfaces of an aircraft can be obtained, together with signatures of engine 

exhaust emissions and features in the fuselage or engines. The tracking camera 3 can 

obtain an instantaneous two-dimensional image In using all of the sensors in a CCO 

array of the camera, or alternatively one row of the array perpendicular to the direction 

5 of motion of the aircraft can be used to obtain a linear image at each scan and the 

linear image is then used to build up a two-dimensional image In for subsequent 

processing. 

To allow operation of the tracking and acquisition cameras 3 and 7 in rain, a 

10 rotating disc system is employed. The use of a rotating disc for removing water drops 

from windows is used on marine vessels. A reflective or transparent disc is rotated at 

high speed in front of the window that is to be kept clear. Water droplets falling on the 

disk experience a large shear force related to the rotation velocity. The shear force is 

sufficient to atomise the water drop, thereby removing it from the surface of the disc. 

15 A transparent disc of approximate diameter 200 mm is mounted to an electric motor 

and rotated to a frequency of 60 Hz. A camera with a 4.8 mm focal length lens was 

placed below a glass window which in turn was beneath the rotating disc. The results 

of inserting the rotating disc are illustrated in Figure 6(a), which shows the surface of 

a camera housing without the rotating disc, and in Figure 6(b), which shows the 

20 surface of a camera housing with the rotating disc activated and in rain conditions. 

The image processing system 8 processes the digital images provided by the 

tracking sensor system 6 so as to extract in real-time information concerning the 

features and movement of the aircraft. The images provided to the image processing 

25 system, depending on the tracking cameras employed, provide an underneath view 

of the aircraft, as shown in Figure 7. The tips of the wings or wIngspan points 18 of the 

aircraft 'are tracked by the image processor system 8 to determine when the image 

acquisition system 10 should be activated so as to obtain the best image of the 

registration markings on the port wing 20 of the aircraft. The image processing system 

30 8 generates an acquisition signal using a trigger logic circuit 39 to trigger the camera 

of the image acquisition system 10. The image processing system 8 also determines 
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and stores data concerning the wingspan 22 of the aircraft and other details 

concerning the size, shape and ICAO category (A to G) of the aircraft. The image 

proceSSing system 8 classifies the aircraft on the basis of the size which can be used 

subsequently when determining the registration markings on the port wing 20. The 

5 data obtained can also be used for evaluation of the aircraft during landing and/or 

take-off. 

Alternatively a pyroelectric sensor 27 can be used with a signal processing wing 

detection unit 29 to provide a tracking system 1 which also generates the acquisition 

10 signal using the trigger logic circuit 39, as shown in Figure 4 and descnbed later. 

Detecting moving aircraft in the field of view of the sensor 3 or 27 is based on 

forming a profile or signature of the aircraft, P(Y,t), that depends on a spatial 

coordinatey and time t. To eliminate features in the field of view that are secondary 

15 or slowly moving, a difference profile f).P(y.t) is formed. The profile or signature can be 

differenced in time or in space because these differences are equivalent for moving 

objects. If the intensity of the light or thermal radiation from the object is not changing 

then the time derivative of the profile obtained from this radiation is zero. A time 

derivative of a moving field can be written as a convective derivative involving partial 

20 derivatives, which gives the equation 

dP(Y,t) _ ap(Y,t) 
dt at 

+ v ap(Y,t) = 0 
ay 

(3) 

where v is the speed of the object as observed in the profile. After rearranging 

equation (3), gives 

2P(Y,t) = -v ap(Y,t) 

at ay (4) 

which shows that the difference in the profile in time is equivalent to the difference in 

the profile in space. This only holds for moving objects, when v ~ o. Equation (4) also 

25 follows from the simple fact that if the profile has a given valueP(Yo,to) at the 
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coordinate (Yo,ta), then it will have this same value along the line 

(5) 

To detect and locate a moving feature that forms an extremum in the profile, 

such as an aircraft wing, the profile can be differenced in space t:.1'(y,t). Then an 

extremum in the profile P(y, t) will correspond to a point where the difference profile t:.1'(Y, t) 

5 crosses zero. 

In one method for detecting a feature on the aircraft, a profile P(Y,t) is formed 

and a difference profile t:.?(y,t) is obtained by differencing in time, as described 

below. According to equation (4) this is equivalent to a profile of a moving object that 

10 is differenced in space. Therefore the position yp of the zero crossing point of t:.,P(y,t) 

at time t is also the position of the zero crossing point of t:.?(y,t) which locates an 

extremum in P(y,t). 

In another method for detecting a feature on the aircraft, the difference between 

15 the radiation received by a sensor 27 from two points in space is obtained as a 

function of time, t:.ys(t) , as described below. If there are no moving features in the field 

of view, then the difference is constant. If any object in the field of view is moving, then 

the position of a point on the object is related to time using equation (5). This allows 

a profile or signature differenced in space to be constructed 

(6) 

20 and, as described above, allows an extremum correspondIng to an aircraft wing to be 

located in the profile from the zero crossing point in the differential signature. 

The image acquisition system 10 includes at least one high resolution camera 

7 to obtain images of the aircraft when triggered. The images are of sufficient 

25 resolution to enable automatic character recognition of the registration code on the 

port wing 20 or elsewhere. The illumination unit 16 is also triggered simultaneously to 

provide illumination of the aircraft during adverse lighting conditions, such as at night 
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or during inclement weather. 

The acquired images are passed to the analysis system 12 which performs 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) on the images to obtain the registration code. 

5 The registration code corresponds to aircraft type and therefore the aircraft 

classification determined by the image processing system 8 can be used to assist to 

the recognition process, particularly when characters of the code are obscured in an 

acquired image. The registration code extracted and any other information concerning 

the aircraft can be then passed to other systems via a network connection 24. 

10 

Once signals received from the pyroelectric sensors 21 indicate the aircraft 28 

is within the field of view of the sensors 3 of the tracking sensor system 6, the tracking 

system 1 is activated by the proximity detector 4. The proximity detector 4 is usually 

the first stage detection system to determine when the aircraft is in the proximity of the 

15 more precise tracking system 1. The tracking system 1 includes the tracking sensor 

system 6 and the image processing system 8 and according to one embodiment the 

images from the detection cameras 3 of the sensor system 6 are used by the image 

processing system 8 to provide a trigger for the image acquisition system when some 

point in the image of the aircraft reaches a predetermined pixel position. One or more 

20 detection cameras 3 are placed in appropriate locations near the airport runway such 

that the aircraft passes within the field of view of the cameras 3. A tracking camera 3 

provides a sequence of images, {/ n}' The image processing system 8 subtracts a 

background image from each image 'nof the sequence. The background image 

represents an average of a number of preceding images. This yields an image b.1n that 

25 contains only those objects that have moved during the time interval between images. 

The imagellJn is thresholded at appropriate values to yield a binary image, i.e. one 

that contains only two levels of brightness, such that the pixels comprising the edges 

of the aircraft are clearly distinguishable. The pixels at the extremes of the aircraft in 

the direction perpendicular to the motion of the aircraft will correspond to the edges 

30 18 of the wings of the aircraft. After further processing, described below, when it is 

determined the pixels comprising the port edge pass a certain position in the image 
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corresponding to the acquisition point, the acquisition system 10 is triggered, thereby 

obtaining an image of the registration code beneath the wing 20 of the aircraft. 

Imaging the aircraft using thermal infrared wavelengths and detecting the 

5 aircraft by its thermal radiation renders the aircraft self-luminous so that it can be 

imaged both during the day and night primarily without supplementary illumination. 

Infrared (IR) detectors are classified as either photon detectors (termed cooled 

sensors herein), or thermal detectors (termed uncooled sensors herein). Photon 

detectors (photoconductors or photodiodes) produce an electrical response directly 

10 as the result of absorbing IR radiation. These detectors are very sensitive, but are 

subject to noise due to ambient operating temperatures. It is usually necessary to 

cryogenically cool (80 0 K) these detectors to maintain high sensitivity. Thermal 

detectors experience a temperature change when they absorb IR radiation, and an 

electrical response results from temperature dependence of the material property. 

15 Thermal detectors are not generally as sensitive as photon detectors, but perform well 

at room temperature. 

Typically, the cooled sensing devices are formed from Mercury Cadmium 

Telluride offer far greater sensitivity than uncooled devices, which may be formed from 

20 Barium Strontium Titanate. Their Net Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) is 

also superior. However, with the uncooled sensor a chopper can be used to provide 

temporal modulation of the scene. This permits AC coupling of the output of each pixel 

to remove the average background. This minimises the dynamic range requirements 

for the processing electronics and amplifies only the temperature differences. This is 

25 an advantage for resolving differences between cloud, the sun, the aircraft and the 

background. The advantage of differentiation between objects is that it reduced the 

load on subsequent image processing tasks for segmenting the aircraft from the 

background and other moving objects such as the clouds. 

30 Both a cooled and uncooled thermal infrared imaging system 6 has been used 

during day, night and foggy conditions. The system 6 produced consistent images of 
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the aircraft in all these conditions, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. In particular, the sun 

in the field of view produced no saturation artefacts or flaring in the lens. At night, the 

entire aircraft was observable, not just the lights. 

5 The image processing system 8 uses a background subtraction method in an 

attempt to eliminate slowly moving or stationary objects from the image, leaving only 

the fast moving Objects. This is achieved by maintaining a background image that is 

updated after a certain time interval elapses. The update is an incremental one based 

on the difference between the current image and the background. The incremental 

10 change is such that the background image can adapt to small intensity variations in 

the scene but takes some time to respond to large variations. The background image 

is subtracted from the current image, a modulus is taken and a threshold applied. The 

result is a binary image containing only those differences from the background that 

exceed the threshold. 

15 

One problem with this method is that some slow moving features, such as 

clouds, still appear in the binary image. The reason for this is that the method does not 

select on velocity but on a combination of velocity and intensity gradients. If the 

intensity in the image is represented by l(x,Y,t). where x and Y represent the position 

20 in rows and columns, respectively, and t represents the image frame number (time) 

and if the variation in the intensity due to ambient conditions is very small then it can 

be shown that the time variation of the intensity in the image due to a feature moving 

with velocity v is given by 

al(x,Y,t) 
at - v.V'/(x,Y. t) (7) 

In practice, the time derivative in equation (7) is performed by taking the 

25 difference between the intensity at (x,Y) at different times. Equation (7) shows that the 

value of this difference depends on the velocity v of the feature at (x,Y) and the 

intensity gradient. Thus a fast moving feature with low contrast relative to the 

background is identical to a slow moving feature with a large contrast. This is the 
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situation with slowly moving clouds that often have very bright edges and therefore 

large intensity gradients there, and are not eliminated by this method Since features 

in a binary image have the same intensity gradients, better velocity selection is 

obtained using the same method but applied to the binary image. In this sense, the 

5 background-subtraction method is applied twice, once to the original grey-scale image 

to produce a binary image as described above, and again to the subsequent binary 

image, as described below. 

The output from the initial image processing hardware is a binary image B(x,Y,t) 

10 where B(x,Y,t) = 1 If a feature is located at (x,Y) at time t, and B(x,Y,t) = Orepresents 

the background. Within this image the fast moving features belong to the aircraft. To 

deduce the aircraft wing position the two-dimensional binary image can be 

compressed into one dimension by summing along each pixel row of the binary image, 

P(Y,t) = f B(x,Y,t) dx (8) 

where the aircraft image moves in the direction of the image columns. This row-sum 

15 profile is easily analysed in real time to determine the location of the aircraft. An 

example of a profile is shown in Figure 10 where the two peaks 30 and 31 of the 

aircraft profile correspond to the main wings (large peak 30) and the tail wings (smaller 

peak 31). 

20 in general, there are other features present, such as clouds, that must be 

identified or filtered from the profile. To do this, differences between profiles from 

successive frames are taken, which is equivalent to a time derivative of the profile. 

Letting A(x,Y,t) be the aircraft where A(x,Y,f} = 1 if (x,Y) lies within the aircraft and 0 

otherwise and letting C(x,Y,t) represent clouds or other slowly moving objects, then 

25 it can be shown that the time derivative of the profile is given by 

aP(y,t) = faA(X,y,t) dx + faC(x,Y,f) dx - I.E.. [A(x y f)C(X,y,t)jdx 
at at at at' , 

= faA(~r,t) [1 - C(x,y,t)]dx + €(C) 
(9) 
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where e( C) '" 0 is a small error term due to the small velocity of the clouds. Equation 

(9) demonstrates an obvious fact that the time derivative of a profile gives information 

on the changes (such as motion) of feature A only when the changes in A do not 

overlap features C. In order to obtain the best measure of the location of a feature, the 

5 overlap between features must be minimised. This means that C(x,Y,t) must cover as 

small an area as possible. If the clouds are present but do not overlap the aircraft, 

then apart from a small error term, the time difference between profiles gives the 

motion of the aircraft. The difference profile corresponding to Figure 10 is shown in 

Figure 11 where the slow moving clouds have been eliminated. The wing positions 

10 occur at the zero-crossing paints 33 and 34. Note that the clouds have been removed, 

apart from small error terms. 

The method is implemented using a programmable logic circuit of the image 

processing system 8 which is programmed to perform the row sums on the binary 

15 image and to output these as a set of integers after each video field. When taking the' 

difference between successive profiles the best results were obtained using 

differences between like fields of the video image, i. e. even-even and odd-odd fields. 

The difference profile is analysed to locate valid zero crossing points 

20 corresponding to the aircraft wing pOSitions. A valid zero crossing is one in which the 

difference profile initially rises above a threshold IT for a minimum distance YT and 

falls through zero to below -IT for a minimum distance Yr' The magnitude of the 

threshold f T is chosen to be greater than the error term e( C) which is done to discount 

the affect produced by slow moving features, such as clouds. 

25 

30 

In addition, the peak value of the profile, corresponding to the aircraft wing, can 

be obtained by summing the difference values when they are valid up to the zero 

crossing point. This method removes the contributions to the peak from the non

overlapping clouds. It can be used as a guide to the wing span of the aircraft. 

The changes in position of the aircraft in the row-sum profile are used to 
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determine a velocity for the aircraft that can be used for determining the image 

acquisition or trigger time, even if the aircraft is not in view. This situation may occur 

if the aircraft image moves into a region on the sensor that is saturated, or if the trigger 

pOint is not in the field of view of the camera 3. However, to obtain a reliable estimate 

5 of the velocity, geometric corrections to the aircraft position are required to account 

for the distortions in the image introduced by the camera lens. These are described 

below using the coordinate systems (x,Y,z) for the image and (X, Y,Z) for the aircraft 

as shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively_ 

10 For an aircraft at distance Z and at a constant altitude Yo' the angle from the 

horizontal to the aircraft in the vertical plane is 

Yo 
tanS =

y Z (10) 

Since Yo is approximately constant, a normalised variableZN = ZIYo can be used. If Yo 

is the coordinate of the centre of the images, f is the focal length of the lens and Se 

is the angle of the camera from the horizontal in the vertical plane, then 

Yo - y ) tanSy - tanSe 
-- = tanf8 - 8 = --.!.---

f \ Y e 1 + tane tane Y c 
(11 ) 

15 where the tangent has been expanded using a standard trigonometric identity. Using 

(10) and (11) an expression for the normalised distance ZN is obtained 

Z (y) = _1 _+_~,.,..(Y_-_~_o~,-a_n8_c 
N tanSe - [3(;' - Yo) 

(12) 

where [3 = 1 If. This equation allows a point in the image at y to be mapped onto a 

true distance scale, Zw Since the aircraft altitude is unknown, the actual distance 

cannot be determined. Instead, all points in the image profile are scaled to be 

20 equivalent to a specific point, Y" in the profile. This point is chosen to be the trigger 

line or image acquisition line. The change in the normalised distance ZN(Yl) at Y1 due 

to an increment in pixel value 6.Y1 is 6.ZJY1) = ZN(Y1 + 6.Y,) - ZN(Y1)' The number 
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of such increments over a distance ZN(Y2) - ZN(Y1) is M = (ZN(Y2) - ZN(Y1 ))/b.ZN(y1). 

Thus the geometrically corrected pixel position at Y2 is 

(13) 

F or an aircraft at distance Z and at altitude Yo' a length X on it in the X direction 

subtends an angle in the horizontal plane of 

(14) 

5 where normalised values have been used. If Xo is the location of the centre of the 

image and f is the focal length of the lens, then 

x - Xo 
= tan8x f 

(15) 

Using (12), (14) and (15), the normalised distance XN can be obtained in terms of x 

and Y 

(16) 

As with the Y coordinate, the x coordinate is corrected to a value at Y1 0 Since XN 

10 should be independent of position, then a length x2 - Xo at Y2 has a geometrically 

corrected length of 

(17) 

The parameter ~ = 11f is chosen so that x and yare measured in terms of pixel 

numbers. If Yo is the centre of the camera centre and it is equal to half the total 

number of pixels, and if 9FOV is the vertical field of view of the camera, then 
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(18) 

This relation allows p to be calculated without knowing the lens focal length and the 

dimensions of the sensor pixels. 

The velocity of a feature is expressed in terms of the number of pixels moved 

5 between image fields (or frames). Then if the position of the feature in frame n is Yn , 

the velocity is given by vn :: Yn - Yn-1' Over N frames, the average velocity is then 

1 N 1 N 1 
(v) = - L v n = - L (Y n - Y n -1) = -(Y N - Yo) 

Nn:l Nn:l N 
(19) 

which depends only on the start and finish points of the data. This is sensitive to errors 

in the first and last values and takes no account of the positions in between. The error 

in the velocity due to an error oYN in the value YN is 

e:(v») = °YN 
N 

(20) 

10 A better method of velocity estimation uses all the position data obtained between 

these values. A time t is maintained which represents the current frame number. Then 

the current position is given by 

Y ::; Yo - vt (21) 

where Yo is the unknown starting point and v is the unknown velocity. The number n 

of valid positions Yn measured from the feature are each measured at time tn' 

15 Minimising the mean square error 

(22) 

with respect to v and Yo gives two equations for the unknown quantitiesyo and v. 

Solving for v yields 
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N N N 

L Yn L tn - N L yin 
v = n=1 n=1 n=1 

N N N (23) 

N L t; - L tn L tn 
n=l n=l n=1 

This solution is more robust in the sense that it takes account of all the motions of the 

feature, rather than the positions at the beginning and at the end of the observations. 

If the time is sequential, so that tn = n6t where tn = 1 is the time interval between 

image frames, then the error in the velocity due to an error 0Yn in the value Yn is 

e{(v») = eYn{6(N + 1 - 2n)} 
N (N + 1 )(N - 1) 

(24) 

5 which, for the same error eYN in (19), gives a smaller error than (21) for N > 5. In 

general, the error in (24) varies as 1/N2 which is less sensitive to uncertainties in 

position than (19). 

If the aircraft is not in view, then the measurement of the velocity v can be used 

10 to estimate the trigger time. If y, is the position of a feature on the aircraft that was last 

seen at a time t" then the position at any time t is estimated from 

(25) 

Based on this estimate of position, the aircraft will cross the trigger point located 

at Y T at a time t T estimated by 

Yr - y, 
tT = t, - --

v 
(26) 

An alternative method of processing the images obtained by the camera 3 to 

15 determine the aircraft position, which also automatically accounts for geometric 

corrections, is described below. The method is able to predict the time for triggering 

the acquisition system 10 based on observations of the position of the aircraft 28. 
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To descnbe the location of an aircraft 28 and its position, a set of coordinates 

are defined such that the x axis points vertically upwards, the i axis points 

horizontally along the runway towards the approaching aircraft, and y is horizontal 

and perpendicular to the runway. The image 66 of the aircraft is located in the digitised 

5 image by pixel values (xp,Yp) ' where xp is defined to be the vertical pixel value and yp 

the horizontal value. The lens on the camera inverts the image so that a light ray from 

the aircraft strikes the sensor at position (-xp, -yp,O) , where the sensor is located at 

the coordinate origin. Figure 14 shows a ray 68 from an object, such as a point on the 

aircraft, passing through a lens of a focal length f, and striking the imaging sensor at 

10 a point (-xp' -yp) , wherexp andyp are the pixel vail..!es. The equation locating a point 

on the ray is given by 

15 

(27) 

where z is the horizontal distance along the ray, and the subscript c refers to the 

camera coordinates. The camera axis ic is collinear with the lens optical axis. It will 

be assumed that zit» 1 , which is usually the case. 

Assuming the camera is aligned so that Yc = y is aligned with the runway 

coordinate, but the camera is tilted from the hOrizontal by angle S. Then 

Xc = X cos8 - i sin8 
ic = x sinS + i cosS 

and a point on the ray from the aircraft to its image is given by 

r = 4(xp cosa J f + sina) x + (Yp J 1 y + (cose - Xp sina I 1 z] 

Letting the aircraft trajectory be given by 

t{t) = (z(t) tan8GS + xo) x + YoY + z(t)z 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

20 where z(t} is the horizontal position of the aircraft at time t, 8GS is the glide-slope 

angle, and the aircraft is at altitude Xo and has a lateral displacement Yo at z(to) = O. 

Here, t = to is the time at which the image acquisition system 10 is triggered, i. e. when 
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the aircraft is overhead with respect to the cameras 7. 

Comparing equations (29) and (30) allows z to be written in terms of z(t) and 

gives the pixel positions as 

( 
z(t)[cosS tanS GS - sinSl + Xo COSS] 

x (t) = f 
p z(t)[sinS tanSGS + cosS) + Xo sinS 

(31) 

5 and 

10 

fyo 
Yp(t) = -~-------::.----

Z(t)[stnS tanSGS + cosS] + xa sinS 
(32) 

Since zp(t) is the vertical coordinate and its value controls the acquisition 

trigger, the following discussion will be centred on equation (31) The aircraft position 

is given by 

z(t) = v(to - t) (33) 

where v is the speed of the aircraft along the taxis. 

The aim is to determine to from a series of values of zp(t) at t determined from 

the image of the aircraft. For this purpose, it is useful to rearrange (31) into the 

following form 

where 

c - t + ax - btx = 0 p p 

a = vfo(tanS GS + cotS) + Xo 

fv(1 - tanSGS cotS) 

tan8GS + cotS 
b = -,-------

~1 - tan8 GS cote) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

15 and 
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X.,xo 
C = ~ - ---------------

fv( 1 - tane GS cote) 
(37) 

The pixel value corresponding to the trigger point vertically upwards is xr = f cote. 

The trigger time, to' can be expressed in terms of the parameters a, band c 

t = c + aX r 
o 1 b + xr 

(38) 

The parameters a, band c are unknown since the aircraft glide slope, speed, 

altitude and the time at which the trigger is to occur are unknown. However, it IS 

5 possible to estimate these using equation (34) by minimising the chi-square statistic 

Essentially. equation (34) is a prediction of the relationship between the measured 

values xp and t , based on a simple model of the optical system of the detection 

camera 3 and the trajectory of the aircraft 28. The parameters a, band c are to be 

chosen 50 as to minimise the error of the model fit to the data, I. e. make equation (34) 

10 be as close to zero as possible. 

Let xn be the location of the aircraft in the image. i.e. pixel value, obtained at 

time tn. Then the chi-square statistic is 

N 

X2 = L (c - tn + aXn - bt~nf 
n~l 

(39) 

for N pairs of data points. The optimum values of the parameters are those that 

15 minimise the chi-square statistic, i.e. those that satisfy equation (34). 

F or convenience, the following symbols are defined 

N N N N 

X= Lxn. T = L tn. P = L Xntn. Y = LX;, 
n=1 n:l n=l n,l 
N N N 

(40) 

= Lx;tn. R LXnt;. S = Lx;t;. 
n:l n:l n,l 
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Then the values of a, band c that minimise equation (39) are given by 

a = (NP - Xn(p 2 - NS) - (NR - PD(PX - NQ) 

(NY - X2XP2 - NS) + (PX - NQ)2 

b = (NP - XTXpX - NQ) + (NR - PT'/..NY - X2) 
(NY - X 2XP2 - NS) + (PX - NQ)2 

and 

T + bP - aX 
c= -----

N 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

On obtaining a, band c from equations (41) to (43), then to can be obtained from 

equation (38). 

Using data obtained from video images of an aircraft landing at Melbourne 

airport, a graph of aircraft image position as a function of image frame number is 

shown in Figure 15. The data was processed using equations (41) to (43) and (38) to 

yield the predicted value for the trigger frame number to = 66 corresponding to trigger 

10 point 70. The predicted point 70 is shown in Figure 16 as a function of frame number. 

The predicted value is to = 66 ± 0.5 after 34 frames. In this example, the aircraft can 

be out of the view of the camera 3 for up to 1.4 seconds and the system 2 can still 

trigger the acquisition camera 7 to within 40 milliseconds of the correct time. For an 

aircraft travelling at 62.5 mis, the system 2 captures the aircraft to within 2.5 metres 

15 of the required position. 

The tracking system 6, 8 may also use an Area-Parameter Accelerator (APA) 

digital processing unit, as discussed in International Publication No. WO 93/19441, 

to extract additional information, such as the aspect ratio of the wing span to the 

20 fuselage length of the aircraft and the location of the centre of the aircraft. 

The tracking system 1 can also be implemented using one or more pyroelectric 

sensors 27 with a signal proceSSing wing detection unit 29. Each sensor 27 has two 
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adjacent pyroelectric sensing elements 40 and 42, as shown in Figure 17, which are 

electrically connected so as to cancel identical signals generated by each element. A 

plate 44 with a slit 46 is placed above the sensing elements 40 and 42 so as to 

provide the elements 40 and 42 with different fields of view 48 and 50. The fields of 

5 view 48 and 50 are significantly narrower than the field of view of a detection camera 

discussed previously. If aircraft move above the runway in the direction indicated by 

the arrow 48, the first element 40 has a front field of view 48 and the second element 

42 has a rear field of view 50. As an aircraft 28 passes over the sensor 27 the first 

element 40 detects the thermal radiation of the aircraft before the second element 42, 

10 the aircraft 28 will then be momentarily in both fields of view 48 and 50, and then only 

detectable by the second element 42. An example of the difference signals generated 

by two sensors 27 is illustrated in Figure 18 where the graph 52 is for a sensor 27 

which has a field of view that is directed at 90° to the horizontal and a sensor 27 which 

is directed at 75° to the horizontal. Graph 54 is an expanded view of the centre of 

15 graph 52. The zero crossing points of peaks 56 in the graphs 52 and 54 correspond 

to the point at which the aircraft 28 passes the sensor 27. Using the known position 

of the sensor 27 the time at which the aircraft passes, and the speed of the aircraft 28, 

a time can be determined for generating an acquisition signal to trigger the high 

resolution acquisition cameras 7. The speed can be determined from movement of the 

20 zero crossing points over time, in a similar manner to that described previously. 

The image acquisition system 10, as mentioned previously, acquires an image 

of the aircraft with sufficient resolution for the aircraft registration characters to be 

obtained using optical character recognition. According to one embodiment of the 

25 acquisition system 10. the system 10 includes two high resolution cameras 7 each 

comprising a lens and a CCO detector array. Respective images obtained by the two 

cameras 7 are shown in Figures 19 and 20. 

The minimum pixel dimension and the focal length of the lens determme the 

30 spatial resolution in the image. If the dimension of a pixel is Lp ' the focal length f and 

the altitude of the aircraft is h, then the dimenSIon of a feature W on the aircraft that mm 
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is mapped onto a pixel is 

or (44) 

The character recognition process used requires each character stroke to be 

mapped onto at least four pixels with contrast levels having at least 10% difference 

from the background. The width of a character stroke in the aircraft registration is 

5 regulated by the ICAO. According to the ICAO Report, Annex 7, sections 4.2.1 and 

5.3, the character height beneath the port wing must be at least 50 centimetres and 

the character stroke must be 1/6th the character height. Therefore, to satisfy the 

character recognition criterion, the dimension of the feature on the aircraft that is 

mapped onto a pixel should be Wmin = 2 centimetres, or less. Once the CCO detector 

10 is chosen, Lp is fixed and the focal length of the system 10 is determined by the 

maximum altitude of the aircraft at which the spatial resolution W min = 2 centimetres 

is required. 

The field of view of the system 10 at altitude h is determined by the spatial 

15 resolution W min chosen at altitude hmax and the number of pixels N pi along the length 

of the CCO, 

(45) 

For h = hmax and N pi = 1552 the field of view is WFOV = 31.04 metres. 

To avoid blurring due to motion of the aircraft, the image moves a distance less 

20 than the size of a pixel during the exposure. If the aircraft velocity is v, then the time 

to move a distance equal to the required spatial resolution W min is 

(46) 

The maximum aircraft velocity that is likely to be encountered on landing or 
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take-off is v = 160 knots = 82 ms -1. With Wmin = 0.02 m, the exposure time to 

avoid excessive blurring is t < 240 ~s. 

The focal length of the lens in the system 10 can be chosen to obtain the 

5 required spatial resolution at the maximum altitude. This fixes the field of view. 

Alternatively, the field of view may be varied by altering the focal length according to 

the altitude of the aircraft. The range of focal lengths required can be calculated from 

equation (44) 

10 The aircraft registration, during daylight conditions, is illuminated by sunlight 

or scattered light reflected from the ground. The aircraft scatters the light that is 

incident, some of which is captured by the lens of the imaging system. The 

considerable amount of light reflected from aluminIum fuselages of an aircraft can 

affect the image obtained, and is taken into account. The light power falling onto a 

15 pixel of the eeo is given by 

20 

(47) 

where LA is the solar spectral radiance, fjA is the wavelength bandpass of the entire 

configuration, 0sun is the solid angle subtended by the sun, Rgnd is the reflectivity of 

the ground, RA is the reflectivity of the aircraft, Ap is the area of a pixel in the eeD 
detector and f# is the lens f-number. 

The solar spectral radiance LA varies markedly with wavelength A. The power 

falling on a pixel will therefore vary over a large range. This can be limited by 

restricting the wavelength range 11'/.. passing to the sensor and optimally choosing the 

centre 'wavelength of this range. The optimum range and centre wavelength are 

25 chosen to match the characteristics of the imaging sensor. 

In one embodiment, the optimum wavelength range and centre wavelength are 

chosen in the near infrared waveband, 0.69 to 2.0 microns. This limits the variation in 
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light power on a pixel in the sensor to within the useable limits of the sensor. A 

KOOAKTM KAF -1600L imaging sensor (a monolithic silicon sensor with lateral overflow 

anti-blooming) was chosen that incorporated a mechanism to accommodate a 

thousandfold saturation of each pixel, giving a total acceptable range of light powers 

5 in each pixel of 105 . This enables the sensor to produce a useful image of an aircraft 

when very bright light sources, for example the sun, are in its field of view. 

The correct choice of sensor and the correct choice of wavelength range and 

centre wavelength enables an image to be obtained within a time interval that arrests 

10 the motion of the aircraft and that provides an image with sufficient contrast on the 

aircraft registration to enable digital image processing and recognition of the 

registration characters. 

In choosing the wavelength range and centre wavelength, it was important to 

15 avoid dazzling light from the supplementary illumination of the illumination unit 16. The 

optimum wavelength range was therefore set to between 0.69 tim and 2.0 tim. 

The power of sunlight falling onto a pixel directly from the sun is 

(48) 

The relative light powers from the sun and from the aircraft registration falling 

20 onto a single pixel is 

(49) 

With Q sun = 6.8 x 10-5 steradians, Rgnd '" 0.2 and RA = 1, the ratio is 

Pp-sunlPp = 4.6 )( 105 . This provides an estimate of the relative contrast between the 

image of the sun and the image of the underneath of the aircraft on a eeo pixel. The 

ceo sensor and system electrOniCs are chosen to accommodate this range of light 

25 powers. 
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In poor lighting conditions, the aircraft registration requires additional 

illumination from the illumination unit 16. The light source of the unit 16 needs to be 

sufficient to illuminate the aircraft at its maximum altitude. If the source is designed to 

emit light into a solid angle that just covers the field of view of the imaging system then 

5 the light power incident onto a pixel of the imaging system 10 due to light emitted from 

the source and reflected from the aircraft is given by 

(50) 

where AA is the area on the aircraft imaged onto a pixel of area Ap, Ps is the light 

power of the source, RA is the aircraft reflectivity, Nptot is the total number of pixels in 

the CCO sensor and f# is the f-number of the lens. The power of the source required 

10 to match the daytime reflected illumination is estimated by setting 

Pp = 7.3 X 10-11 W, RA = 1, Ap = 81 ~m2, Nptot = 1552 x 1032, f# = 1.8 and 

noting that AA = W~in where Wmin = 0.02 m. Then Ps = 1.50 x 104 W. For a Xenon 

flash lamp, the flash time is typically t = 300 ~s which compares favourably with the 

exposure time to minimise motion blurring. Then the source must deliver an energy of 

15 Es = Pst = 4.5 J. This is the light energy in a wavelength band IJ.A = 0.1 ~m. Xenon 

flash lamps typically have 10% of their light energy within this bandpass centred 

around" = 0.8 ~m. Furthermore, the flash lamp may only be 50% efficient. Thus the 

electrical energy required is approximately 90 J. Flash lamps that deliver energies of 

1500 J in 300 ~s are readily available. Illumination with such a flash lamp during the 

20 day reduces the contrast between the direct sun and the aircraft registration, thereby 

relaxing the requirement for over-exposure tolerance of the CCO sensor. This result 

depends on the flash lamp directing all of its energy into the field of view only and that 

the lens focal length is optimally chosen to image the region of dimension 

Wm1n = 0.02 manto a single pixel. 

25 

In one embodiment, the aperture of the lens on the acquisition camera 7 is 

automatically adjusted to control the amount of light on the imaging sensor in order to 

optimise the image quality for digital processing. In the image obtained, the intenSity 
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level of the registration characters relative to the underside of the aircraft needs to be 

maintained to provide good contrast between the two for OCR. The power Ps of the 

flash 16 is automatically adjusted in accordance with the aperture setting f# of the 

acquisition camera 7 to optimise the image quality and maintain the relative contrast 

5 between the registration characters and the underside of the aircraft, In accordance 

with the relationship expressed in equation (50). For example, during the day the 

aperture of the lens may be very small and the power of the flash may be increased 

to provide additional illumination of the underside, whereas during night conditions, 

the aperture may be fully opened and the power of the flash reduced considerably as 

10 additional illumination is not required. As an alternative, or in addition, the electrical 

gain of the electronic circuits connected to an acquisition camera 7 is adjusted 

automatically to optimise the image quality. 

To appropriately set the camera aperture and/or gain one or more point optical 

15 sensors 60, 62, as shown in Figure 21, are used to measure the ambient lighting 

conditions. The electrical output Signals of the sensors 60, 62 are processed by the 

acquisition system 10 to produce the information required to control the camera 

aperture and/or gain. Two point sensors 60, 62 sensitive to the same optical spectrum 

as the acquisition cameras 7 can be used. One sensor 60 receives light from the sky 

20 that passes through a diffusing plate 64 onto the sensor 60. The diffusing plate 64 

collects light from many different directions and allows it to reach the sensor 60. The 

second sensor 62 is directed towards the ground to measure the reflected light from 

the ground. 

25 The high resolution images obtained of the aircraft by the acquisition systern 

10 are submitted, as described previously, to the analysis system 12 which performs 

optical character recognition on the images to extract the registration codes of the 

aircraft. 

30 The analYSis system 12 processes the aircraft images obtained by a high 

resolution camera 7 according to an image processing procedure 100, as shown in 
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Figure 22, which is divided into two parts 102 and 104. The first part 102 operates on 

a sub-sampled image 105, as shown in Figure 23, to !ocate regions that contain 

features that may be registration characters, whereas the second part 104 executes 

a similar procedure but is done using the full resolution of the original image and is 

5 executed only on the regions identified by the first part 102. The sub-sampled image 

105 is the original image with one pixel in four removed in both row and column 

directions, resulting in a one in sixteen sampling ratio. Use of the sub-sampled image 

improves processing time sixteen-fold. 

10 The first part 102 receives the sub-sampled image at step 106 and filters the 

image to remove features which are larger than the expected size of the registration 

characters (b) at step 108. Step 108 executes a morphological operation of linear 

closings applied to a set of lines angled between 0 and 180°. The operation passes 

a kernel or window across the image 105 to extract lines which exceed a 

15 predetermined length and are at a predetermined angle. The kernel or window is 

passed over the image a number of times and each time the predetermined angle is 

vaned. The lines extracted from all of the passes are then subtracted from the image 

105 to provide a filtered difference image 109. The filtered difference image 109 is 

then thresholded or binarised at step 110 to convert it from a grey scale image to a 

20 binary scale image 111. This is done by setting to 1 all image values that are greater 

than a threshold and setting to 0 all other image values. The threshold at a given point 

in the image is determined from a specified multiple of standard deviations from the 

mean calculated from the pixel values within a window centred on the given point. The 

binarised image 111 is then filtered at step 112 to remove a/l features that have pixel 

25 densities in a bounding box that are smaller or larger than the expected pixel density 

for a bounded registration character. The image 111 is then processed at step 114 to 

remove all features which are not clustered together like registration characters. Step 

114 achieves this by grouping together features that have similar sizes and that are 

close to one another. Groups of features that are smaller than a specified size are 

30 removed from the image to obtain a cleaned image 113. The cleaned image 113 is 

then used at step 116 to locate regions of interest. Regions of interest are obtained 
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in step 116 from the location and extents of the groups remaining after step 114. Step 

116 produces regions of interest which include the registration characters and areas 

of the regions are bounded above and below, as for the region 115 shown in 

Figure 23. 

The regions of interest obtained by the first part 102 of the procedure 100 are 

further processed individually using the full resolution of the original image and the 

second part 104 of the procedure. The second part 104 takes a region of interest 115 

from the original image at step 120 and for that region filters out features larger than 

10 the expected character sizes at step 122, using the same morphological operation of 

linear closings applied to a set of lines angled between 0 and 180 0
, followed by image 

subtraction, as described above, to obtain image 117. The filtered image 117 is then 

binarised at step 124 by selecting a filter threshold that is representative of the pixel 

values at the edges of features. To distinguish the registration characters from the 

15 aircraft wing or body the filter threshold needs to be set correctly. A mask image of 

significant edges in image 117 is created by calculating edge-strengths at each point 

in image 117 and setting to 1 all pOints that have edge-strengths greater than a mask 

threshold and setting to 0 all other pOints. An edge-strength is determined by taking 

at each point pixel gradients in two directions, tlx and 6.y, and calculating 

20 Jt:.x 2 + 6.y2 to give the edge-strength at that point. The mask threshold at a given 

point is determined from a specified multiple of standard deviations from the mean 

calculated from the edge-strengths within a window centred on the given point. The 

filter threshold for each point in image 117 is then determined from a specified multiple 

of standard deviations from the mean calculated from the pixel values at all points 

25 within a window centred on the given point that correspond to non-zero values in the 

mask image. The binarised image 118 is then filtered at step 126 to remove features 

that are smaller than the expected character sizes. Features are clustered together at 

step 128 that have similar sizes, that are near to one another and that are associated 

with similar image values in image 117. At step 130 the correctly clustered features 

30 that have sizes, orientations and relative positions that deviate too much from the 

averages for the clusters are filtered out to leave features that form linear chains. Then 
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at step 132, if the number of features remaining in the image produced by step 130 is 

greater than 3, then a final image is created by rotating image 118 to align the linear 

chain of features with the image rows and by masking out features not belonging to 

the linear chain. The final image is passed to a character recognition process 200 to 

5 determine whether the features are regIstration characters and, if so, which 

characters. 

The final image undergoes a standard optical character recognition process 

200, as shown in Figure 24, to generate character string data which represents the 

10 ICAO characters on the port wing. The process 200 includes receiving the final image 

at step 202, which is produced by step 132 of the image processing procedure 100, 

and separating the characters of the image at step 204. The size of the characters are 

normalised at step 206 and at step 208 correction for the alignment of the characters 

is made and further normalisation occurs. Character features are extracted at step 210 

15 and an attempt made to classify the features of the characters extracted at step 212. 

Character rules are applied to the classified features at step 214 so as to produce a 

binary string representative of the registration characters at step 216. 

Although the system 2 has been described above as being one which is 

20 particularly suitable for detecting an aircraft, it should be noted that many features of 

the system can be used for detecting and identifying other moving objects. For 

example, the embodiments of the tracking system 1 may be used for tracking land 

vehicles. The system 2 may be employed to acquire images of and identify 

automobiles at tollway points on a roadway. 

25 

30 

Many modifications will be apparent to those skilled in the art without departing 

from the scope of the present invention as hereinbefore described with reference to 

the accompanying drawings. 
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CLAIMS: 

1. An object detection system including: 

passive sensing means for receiving electromagnetic radiation from a moving 

5 object and generating intensity signals representative of the received radiation; and 

processing means for subtracting said intensity signals to obtain a differential 

signature representative of the position of said moving object. 

2. An object detection system as claimed in claim 1, wherein said processing 

10 means generates an image acquisition signal on the basis of said differential 

signature. 

3. An object detection system as claimed in claim 2, including acquisition means, 

responsive to said acquisition signal, for acquiring an image of at least part of said 

15 moving object; and 

analysis means for processing said image to identify said moving object. 

4. An object detection system as claimed in claim 3, wherein said analysis system 

processes said acqUired image to extract markings to identify said moving object 

20 

5. An object detection system as claimed in claim 1, 2, 3 or 4, wherein said moving 

object is an aircraft. 

6. An object detection system as claimed in claim 5, wherein said aircraft is in 

25 flight. 

7. An object detection system as claimed in claim 5, wherein said electromagnetic 

radiation is thermal radiation. 

30 
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8. An object detection system as claimed in claim 5, including proximity detecting 

means for detecting the presence of said aircraft within a predetermined region and, 

in response thereto, generating an activation signal for said passive sensing means. 

5 9. An object detection system as claimed in claim 1, wherein said passive senSing 

means includes imaging means for obtaining images of said radiation at successive 

periods of time, and 

said processing means generates respective profiles of pixel values for said 

images and a difference profile, generated from the difference between successive 

10 profiles, which includes said differential signature. 

10. An object detection system as claimed In claim 9, wherein said position 

corresponds to a zero croSSing point in said difference profile where said difference 

profile has risen above a first predetermined threshold for at least a first predetermined 

15 distance and then falls to below a second predetermined threshold for a second 

predetermined distance. 

11. An object detection system as claimed in claim 10, wherein said processing 

means monitors the movement of said position in successive ones of said difference 

20 profile and determines the time for generation of an image acquisition signal. 

12. An object detection system as claimed in claim 11, wherein said processing 

means generates a background image from successive images obtained by said 

imaging means and subtracts said background image from images of said radiation 

25 before generating said profiles. 

13. An object detection system as claimed in claim 1, wherein said passive sensing 

means Includes pyroelectric sensors with different fields of view and said intensity 

signals include at least first and second signals representative of the thermal radiation 

30 present in said views, respectively, and 
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said processing means subtracts said first and second signals to obtain a 

differential signal including said differential signature. 

14. An object detection system as claimed in claim 13, wherein said processing 

5 means determines a time for generation of an image acquisition signal on the basis 

of the position of said passive sensing means, the time of generation of said 

differential signature and the speed of said moving object. 

15. An object detection system as claimed in claim 14, wherein said time of 

10 generation and said speed are determined from a zero crossing point of said 

differential signature. 

16. An image acquisition system including: 

at least one camera for acquiring an image of at least part of a moving object, 

15 in response to a trigger signal, and 

analysis means for processing said image to locate a region in said image 

including markings identifying said object and processing said region to extract said 

markings for a recognition process. 

20 17. An image acquisition system as claimed in claim 16, wherein said camera 

images received radiation between 0.69 to 2.0 .um. 

18. An image acquisition system as claimed in claim 17, wherein said camera has 

an exposure time of -< 240 .us. 

25 

19. An image acquisition system as claimed in claim 17, including an infrared flash 

having its power adjusted on the basis of the aperture setting of said camera. 

20. An image acquisition system as claimed in claim 17, including optical sensor 

30 means positioned to obtain measurements of ambient direct light and reflected light 

for the field of view of said camera and adjust settings of said camera on the baSIS of 

said measurements. 
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21. An image acquisition system as claimed in claim 16, wherein said analysis 

means sub-samples said image, extracts lines exceeding a predetermined length and 

at predetermined angles, bin arises the image, removes features smaller or larger than 

said markings, removes features not clustered as said markings, and locates said 

5 region using the remaining features. 

22. An image acquisition system as claimed in claim 21, wherein said analysis 

means extracts said region from said image and processes said region by removing 

features larger than expected marking sizes, binarising said region, removing features 

10 smaller than expected marking sizes, removing feAtures not clustered as identifying 

markings, and passing the remaining image for optical recognition if including more 

than a predetermined number of markings. 

23. An image acquisition system as claimed In claim 17, wherein said moving object 

15 is an aircraft. 

24. An image acquisition system as claimed in claim 23, wherein said aircraft is in 

flight. 

20 25. An object detection system as claimed In claim 2, including an image acquisition 

25 

system as claimed in anyone of claims 16 to 24, wherein said trigger signal is said 

image acquisition signal. 

26. An object detection method including: 

passively sensing electromagnetic radiation received from a moving object; 

generating intensity signals representative of the received radiation; and 

subtracting said intenSity signals to obtain a differential signature representative 

of the position of said moving object. 

30 27. An object detection method as claimed in claim 26, including generating an 

image acquisition signal on the basis of said differential signature. 
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28. An object detection method as claimed in claim 27, including acquiring an 

image of at least part of said moving object in response to said acquisition signal; and 

processing said image to identify said moving object. 

5 29. An object detection method as claimed in claim 28, including processing said 

acquired image to extract markings identifying said moving object. 

30. An object detection method as claimed in claim 26, 27, 28 or 29, wherein said 

moving object is an aircraft. 

10 

31. An object detection method as claimed in claim 30, wherein said aircraft is in 

flight. 

32. An object detection method as claimed in claim 30, wherein said 

15 electromagnetic radiation is thermal radiation. 

20 

33. An object detection method as claimed in claim 3D, including detecting the 

presence of said aircraft within a predetermined region and, in response thereto, 

generating an activation signal to execute said passive sensing step. 

34. An object detection method as claimed in claim 26, wherein said passive 

senSing includes imaging said radiation at successive periods of time, and 

said subtracting includes generating respective profiles of pixel values for 

images of said radiation and generating a difference profile, from the difference 

25 between successive profiles, which includes said differential signature. 

35. An object detection method as claimed in claim 34, wherein said position 

corresponds to a zero crossing point in said difference profile where said difference 

profile has risen above a first predetermined threshold for at least a first predetermined 

30 dIstance and then falls to below a second predetermined threshold for a second 

predetermined distance. 
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36. An object detection method as claimed in claim 35, including monitoring the 

movement of said position in successive ones of said difference profile and 

determining the time for generation of an image acquisition signal. 

5 37. An object detection method as claimed in claim 36, wherein said subtracting 

includes generating a background image from successive images of said radiation 

imaging means and subtracting said background image from images of said radiation 

before generating said profiles. 

10 38. An object detection method as claimed in claim 26, wherein said passive 

sensing includes pyroelectric sensing with different fields of view and said intensity 

signals include at least first and second signals representative of the thermal radiation 

present in said views, respectively, and 

said subtracting includes subtracting said first and second signals to obtain a 

15 differential signal including said differential signature. 

39. An object detection method as claimed in claim 38, including determining a time 

for generation of an image acquisition signal on the basis of the position of passive 

sensors, the time of generation of said differential signature and the speed of said 

20 moving object. 

25 

40. An object detection method as claimed in claim 39, wherein said time of 

generation and speed are determined from a zero crossing point of said differential 

signature. 

41. An image acquisition method including: 

acquiring an image of at least part of a moving object, in response to a trigger 

signal, using at least one camera, and 

processing said image to locate a region in said image including markings 

30 identifying said object and processing said region to extract said markings for a 

recognition process. 
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42. An image acquisition method as claImed in claim 41, wherein said camera 

images received radiation between 0.69 to 2.0 ,um. 

43. An image acquisition method as claimed in claim 42, wherein said camera has 

5 an exposure time of -< 240 ,us. 

10 

15 

44. An image acquisition method as claimed in claim 42, including adjusting the 

power of an infrared flash for said camera on the basis of the aperture setting of said 

camera. 

45. An image acquisition method as claimed in claim 42, including obtaining 

automatic measurements of ambient direct light and reflected light for the field of view 

of said camera and adjusting settings of said camera on the basis of said 

measurements. 

46. An image acquisition method as claimed in claim 41, wherein said image 

processing includes sub-sampling said image, extracting lines exceeding a 

predetermined length and at predetermined angles, binarising the image, removing 

features smaller or larger than said markings, removing features not clustered as said 

20 markings, and locating said region using the remaining features. 

47. An image acquisition method as claimed in claim 46, wherein said region 

processing includes extracting said region from said image, removing features larger 

than expected marking sizes, binarising said region, removing features with ar~as 

25 smaller or larger than expected marking areas, removing features not clusterec as 

identifying markings, and passing the remaining image for optical recognition if 

including more than a predetermined number of markings. 

48. An image acquisition method as claimed in claim 42, wherein said moving 

30 object is an aircraft. 
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49. An image acquisition method as claimed in claim 48, wherein said aircraft is in 

flight. 

50. An object detection method as claimed in claim 27, including an image 

5 acquisition method as claimed in anyone of claims 41 to 49, wherein said trigger 

signal is said image acquisition signal. 
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Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 2 of fint sheet) 

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows: 

1. An object detection system using passive sensor to obtain a differential signature representative of the posltion 
of moving object. (No image acquisition or analysis) Claims 1,5-10,26,34,35,38. 

2. An image acquisition system and analysis system to locate a region in an image including markings identifying 
said object and processing said region to extract said markings for recognition. (No pOSition or movement 
detecoon.) Claims 16-22,41-47. 

2. 

3. 
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As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the apphcant. this international search report covers all 
searchable claims 
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payment of any additional fee. 

As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search 
report covers only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.: 

No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search 
report is restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.: 
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€:I An aircraft surveillance system. 

® An aircraft surveillance system (2) comprising an aircraft 
(4). at least one closed circuit slow scan television camera (6) 
which is positioned in the aircraft (4) and which is for surveying 
a predetermined area. first transducer means (8) which is 
positioned in the aircraft (4) and which is for converting Video 
signals from the camera (6) into audio signals. first transceiver 
means (10) which IS positioned in the aircraft (4) and which is 
for transmitting the audio signals from the first transducer 
means (8) and for receiving command Signals. second 
transceiver means (12) which is positioned in a command base 
[14) remote from the aircraft (4) and which is for receiving the 
audiO signals from the first transceiver means (10) and for 
sending the command signals. second transducer means (16) 
which IS pOSitioned in the command base (14) and which IS for 
converting the audio signals received from the second 
transceiver means (12) into video signals. and at least one 
teleVision monitor (18) for providing a visual display consequent 
upon receiving the video signals from the second transducer 
means (16). 
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